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"History as a Living Story"'

Part 11
SEVENPENCE

EVER again need you be looking for " something to
read." Here, within the covers of eight sumptuous
books, is the story of Human Progress from the
birth of the world until our own day.
Written by the
greatest authorities of the day in easily understood language,
containing all the enthralling details of man's great adventure
on earth, the work is more fascinating than any novel you
have ever read, more interesting, more entertaining.
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Read the Wonderful Story of our Country, our Race, our Empire, and our World,
under the guidance of trained observers who in the beautiful volumes of the

UNIVERSAL
HISTORY OF THE WORLD
Edited by Sir John Hammerton

tell and interpret the great story of the past which is at the same time the guide to the
years that lie ahead. Thus we may understand the forces that underlie the social
evolution of our modern world and gain a clearer vision of the march of human
destiny.

Professor J. H. Morgan, K.C.

The Great Authority onConstitutional History writes :
" I congratulate you on what is, to my mind, far and
away the best Universal History ' in existence. I
speak with some knowledge, as when I read for
History School at Oxford, as a Scholar of Balliol, I
had to study, in part, the two chief ` Universal
Histories' of that day, one a French production,
the other a German one. I have also in my library
the Cambridge Modern History and Lavisse's 18
volume (cooperative) Histoire de France.'
I think
your history superior to all of them and, indeed,
the only thing of the kind I know which unites sound
scholarship with brilliancy of presentation . .

An Historical Library
The following figures will give you some idea of the immensity of
the scope of this work. Nearly 150 of the world's leading historians
have combined to write it. The work is divided into 10 Eras,
33 Chronicles and 200 Study Chapters, and contains nearly 9,000
Illustrations, many in full colour. The whole is brilliantly and
skilfully assembled, embodying in most easily readable form the
cream of the world's historical knowledge. Read what the reviewer
in The Times Literary Supplement says : " The contributors
. . . . show no condescension to supposed inferiors, tell us all
they know about main matters and are as readable as novelists."

For a first subscription
of 5/- with order you
receive the 8 volumes
of the UNIVERSAL
HISTORY OF THE
WORLD and theFREE
SOLID OAK TABLE
BOOKCASE, illustrated in Cover iii.
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This beautiful booklet, which is offered to you free if you
will send a postcard, gives very full particulars of these
magnificent volumes. It shows you specimen pages and samples
of the thousands of illustrations which appear in the work. You
will receive also details of the convenient subscription terms.
Send postcard for the Booklet, mentioning Part 11 of " War in
the Air," to the Educational Book Co., Ltd., Tallis Street,
Whitefriars, London, E.C.4.
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Editor

Editorial Eddies,
RECENT article in one of the London daily newspapers on
Germany's air power led me to read again the chapter
in Part 6 of WAR IN THE AIR that deals with this subject.
It is called " Germany's Amazing Air Developments," and
begins in page 173. Wisely, I think, Major Oliver Stewart
does not give figures about the growth of the German air fleet
under Herr Hitler's directing hand, as these are only of value
for little more than the day on which they are compiled, and
he was writing, not for a daily publication, but for a work which
will be a standard reference book for some considerable time to
come. He did, however, give a very clear idea of how the
Germans were increasing their air strength, mentioning particularly their two chief types of machine, the Junkers and
the Heinkel,- and his spirited description is helped by the
illustrationsHespecially, perhaps, the fine photograph that shows
eighteen Junker monoplanes flying over Nuremberg.

John Carpenter House, London, E.C.4.

A

HE notes on these covers differ from the contents proper of
WAR IN THE AIR in that they are of a purely ephemeral
nature, and, although many of my readers have written
regretting this, I am afraid that, for the time being at least,
they must continue to be so. They resemble rather the notes
in a daily newspaper or a weekly periodical, and I can, therefore,
refer here with more propriety to the figures of Germany's air
strength that the writer of the article in question has obtained
from a French source. He states that Germany possesses an
air fleet of 1,000 machines in addition to a reserve of over 600,
and for them there are 350 aerodromes and landing grounds.
The most powerful of these are the Junkers and the Heinkel,
both described, of course, by Major Stewart. The country
has nineteen aeroplane factories, employing 20,000 workers,
and their monthly output is 200 machines.

T

T is, therefore,. quite certain that-Germany is increasing her
air strength very rapidly indeed, and there is no reason
I
for withholding this fact from the people of a democratic
country. After ten years of humiliation, following the treaty
of Versailles, Germany began to assert herself, and one way
of doing this was to build up an air force, both military and
civil. It would be foolish, however, to make too much of this,
and, worse still, to regard it as an evidence of hostility to this
or any other country. It is done with the idea, possibly
mistaken, but shared by all the great nations of the world, that
security can only come through increased armaments. The
very existence of WAR IN THE AIR is an earnest of my belief
that the world is too much like a powder magazine to be wholly
comfortable, but there is, after all, something to encourage us
on the other side. The interchanging of ideas and courtesies
ought to make for peace, and I for one welcome the kind of
friendly rivalry that found expression in December last when
10,000 Germans visited London to watch a football match
between teams representing the two countries.
N the first chapter of the Official History, "The War in the
Air," there is an account of the history of flying from the
I
earliest times. Therein the first editor of that work,
the late Sir Walter Raleigh, has an interesting reference to the
early nomenclature of aeronautics. He says that the American
airman-inventor, Professor S. P. Langley, called his flying
machines aerodromes, and the word aeroplane was used by
him, as it is used in the New English Dictionary of 1888, only
in the sense of a single plane surface used for aerial experiments. Popular usage, however, has fixed upon aeroplane for
the machine and aerodrome for the landing ground from which
it starts and to which it returns.

HE nomenclature of aeronautics is also mentioned in
another book that has just been in my hands. In
" Thoughts and Adventures," published in 1932, Mr.
Winston Churchill has a chapter dealing with his experiences
as an airman, both passenger and pilot. It is called simply
` In the Air," and in it Mr. Churchill claims to have added
two words, " flight " and " seaplane" to the dictionary.
" Flight," of course, was not added by him in its original
sense, but only in the sense of a number of machines acting in
unison and under a single command.

T

EING a very virile science, aeronautics is continually increasing its vocabulary. Some of its words begin as slang
terms, loosely used by the airmen, and only gradually do
they find their way into the dictionaries and so into respectable society generally, very much as " kidnap," " gerrymander "
and other words did in the past. " Joy-stick ' is an instance in
point. In our Universal English Dictionary it is stated that
a joy-stick is airman's slang, but in the course of time this
interpretation will doubtless become unnecessary, and the
same is true of other words now in the same category.

R

to the word aerodrome, I noticed on the front
pa ge t on eTohf th e pop ula r n ewspa pe r a mention o f a n
RETURNING
a i rd ro e. Thiss was io coooexion with t h
en t of
November last, when the Graf Zeppelin was unable to land at
Pernambuco because the airdrome there was in the hands of
communist, rebels. This word was evidently used by the newspaper for a place where airships can land and take off, and
if it comes into more general use we shall have to distinguish
between an aerodrome as a station for aeroplanes and an
airdrome as a station for airships.
OR its vocabulary aeronautics has drawn extensively upon
the language of the sea as is proved by its adoption of
such words as cabin, cockpit, pilot and hull, and the
process is still going on. When reading one of the chapters in
Part 10, I noticed that the name clipper had been given to some
of the airships in the service of Pan-American Airways. One
of these, the China Clipper, is employed on a regular air-mail
service between California, on the one side of the Pacific Ocean,
and Hawaii and the Philippine Islands, just entering upon their
career of independence, on the other. As most people know, a
clipper is, or was, a sailing ship used to carry tea from China
to the countries of Western Europe and built specially for speed.
The most famous of the clippers was the Cutty Sark, and the
races from China for the honour of being the first to reach
England were a feature of seagoing life in the sixties of the last
century. Many will remember the vivid account of one of these
races, in this case with a very exceptional ending, that forms
the staple of John Masefield's fine novel, " The Bird of
Dawning." And probably some of my readers, like " myself
when young," were fascinated with Jules Verne's fanciful tale
of aerial adventure called " The Clipper of the Clouds?' I read
it in the " B.O.P." half a century ago !

F

NOTHER

way of adding to its vocabulary is by drawing on
foreign languages, and in this respect aeronautics is
A following the example of medicine, music and other
arts and sciences. I noticed, for instance, in one of our captions
the word nacelle. This was taken, over from the French and
describes, as is stated in our Universal English Dictionary " the
basket attached to a balloon ; the framework containing the
engines, crew etc., of an airship."

Arm type known as the Fleet spotterreconnaissance aircraft used for gunnery
observation and reconnaissance.
The standard torpedo bomber in
the Fleet Air Arm is the Blackburn
Baffin, which has a Bristol Pegasus
engine and a speed of 136 m.p.h. It
carries its torpedo slung under the
centre line of the fuselage between the
undercarriage " legs." The Fleet spotterreconnaissance type of aeroplane is
usually flown as a three-seater. An
example of this type of aeroplane is
the Fairey Swordfish, which is fitted
with a Bristol " Pegasus " engine.
The Fairey Seal is another spotterreconnaissance machine.
One of the less well-known problems
of aircraft-carrier operation is the safe
storage of the aeroplanes in the hangar
below the flying deck. It is found in
practice to be extraordinarily difficult
to secure the machines so that they will
not move about in the roughest weather
and so that they do not break loose
and dash against one another when the
carrier is driving through heavy seas.
Aircraft carriers have frequently
been criticized on account of their
vulnerability to attack from both sea
and air. They have also been criticized
on the grounds that they hamper the
commander of the Fleet, inasmuch as
they are compelled to steam into wind
when they are launching and gathering
in their aeroplanes. Both criticisms
have a certain validity. But, so far, no
better method of providing air action
for the Fleet has been devised than the
landplane based in an aircraft carrier.
Naval commanders realize that a
Fleet equipped with aircraft is superior

I ox, and Charles 1s. Brow

TORPEDOING FROM THE AIR
Two stages of torpedo dropping are seen here. Above, the pilot, sitting in the front cockpit
of his Vickers " Vildebeest," has just released his deadly missile, and his observer is
anxiously watching as it falls nose foremost into the water. Below, the torpedo strikes the
water in a sheet of spray and speeds towards the target, whilst the aeroplane, freed
from its load, climbs sharply out of range of enemy gun-fire
to one not so equipped ; and, even if
the carriers were only to be of value
in a flat calm and in exceptionally
favourable tactical conditions, they will
still be a necessity. But in fact deck
flying has been developed to the stage
when it can be done with safety and
certainty in fairly bad weather, and so
the aircraft carrier seems to have
securely established itself as a necessary adjunct to the Fleet.
It is conceivable that the very large
flying boat may one day reduce the need
for the aircraft carrier. But to do so it
would have to possess such an enormous
range and such a high degree of seaworthiness, that the day does not seem
to be yet within sight. And if flying
boats ever do arrive at the point where
they can put to sea in any weather that
a Fleet can put to sea in, and if they
develop a range sufficient to allow them
to work wherever a Fleet has to work,
they will seemingly be in a position to
supersede the Fleet. In that event325
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made seaworthy in that form owing to
its small size, and its performance would
be reduced by a float undercarriage.
Possibly one may visualize some kind
of aerial aircraft carrier for such types.
An aeroplane has been successfully
taken up by another aeroplane and
detached from it while in the air, and
the Mayo composite aircraft, which has
been ordered by Imperial Airways Ltd.,
uses the same idea, though for a different
purpose.
Perhaps the big flying boats of the
future will be able to carry one or two
single-seater fighters which, with engines
running, could be detached while the
carrying plane was in the air. They
could then fly off and be used for defensive purposes against any enemy
equipped with a machine of superior
performance.
This, however, is speculation. Many
things may intervene to divert the
course of progress to an altogether
different direction. Already an autogiro has been landed on and taken off
from an aircraft carrier with complete
success at a large variety of different
speeds, and it can even land on and
take off from a ship lying at anchor.
The autogiro is at present visualized
as especially suitable for Fleet Air Arm
work at night, but it might prove
suitable also for day work, and then
the course of events would most
probably be sharply modified.

OFF SHE GOES!
This U.S. naval scout, a Vought singleseat seaplane, has just been catapulted
from the battleship Idaho, which is
steaming at full speed. An unusual
feature of the seaplane to British eyes is
the large single central float and two wingtip floats. All standard floatplanes of the
R.A.F. have two main floats as shown in
the illustration in page 64
Keystone
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ARMADA AFLOAT
The Saratoga, originally designed as a
battle-cruiser, is now an aircraft carrier in
America's fleet. In the above photograph
about go of her 76 machines are seen about
to take-off, one by one, along the white
lines clearly marked on the deck. On
each side of the deck can be seen the steel
safety palisades erected to prevent aircraft
falling overboard
and the idea is not quite so fantastic as
it seems at first sight—the Fleet of the
future will be a fleet composed of a few
aerial capital ships, in the form of immense flying boats of great range and
carrying capacity, with a series of smaller
flying boats stepped down to the craft
carrying perhaps a crew of only half a
dozen men and corresponding to the
destroyer. But I cannot myself visualize
a time when the single-seater fighter
can either be dispensed with or be
available as a flying boat, or even as a
float seaplane. It could never be
326
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THE STRUGGLE FOR AIR SUPREMACY
By Lieut. A. J. Insall
The author of this story of the air fighting in the West, after the battle of the Somme to the
time of the battle of Messines, was an observer officer and wing adjutant in the R.F.C. He
tells how the Germans made a desperate effort to gain the ascendancy, and how the attempt
failed, largely owing to the arrival of a new British machine, the Bristol Fighter

T

HE close of the allied offensive on
the Somme, towards the end of
1916, marked what we may call
the end of the period of chivalry in the
air. The statement requires qualification, because the struggle for air supremacy retained throughout the four
years of war that leavening of mutual
sympathy and respect, as between the
men who engaged in it, that was largely
missing from the fighting on the
ground.
Where, indeed, except in the air,
was it the unwritten rule for the victor
to seek out the vanquished and carry
tidings to him of his losses—for the
vanquished to seek news of those who
failed to return from the scene of
combat ? • And yet, in the second half of
the War, air operations assumed something of the ferocity that characterized
hand-to-hand fighting in the trenches.
The destruction of an aeroplane with
its occupants became such a familiar
incident on both sides that little
notice was taken of losses that a year
previously would have been regarded as
crippling. On both sides the power to
kill had grown tremendously. The speed
and climb of aeroplanes kept pace with
the improvements in engine reliability
and armament. Two-seaters, carrying
a fixed Vickers gun (or Spandau, in the
case of German two-seaters) operated
by the pilot and a swivelling Lewis
(or Parabellum) gun operated by the
observer, to say nothing of a couple of
brace or more of light (20-lb.) bombs,
now flew comfortably at heights of
13,00o-15,00o feet in the close neighbourhood of roo m.p.h.
These machines, in good hands,
could give excellent account of themselves when attacked by single-seaters,
and many an experienced single-seater
pilot, if given his choice, would have
elected to attack a hostile scout rather
than risk the double fire of a two-seater.
We have seen to what degree of
superiority the Royal Flying Corps
attained during the four months of the
Somme offensive of 1916. It is no
exaggeration to say that throughout
that battle, for all intents and purposes, it lived on the German side of
the lines, only returning, as some wag
327

'put it, " for meals and occasional rest."
It was domination, utter and complete, and not without reason did the
German infantry coin the cry : " Gott
strafe the enemy—and our flying men ! "
Naturally, such a state of affairs
could not last ; even before the Somme
battles closed the Germans took matters
in hand. Beginning with the appointment of a general officer, in the person
of General von Hoeppner, to reorganize
their flying service, a formidable impetus was next given to the German
aircraft industry, and early in 1917,
coinciding with our offensive at Arras
in April, the enemy drew from his
sleeve such satisfactory aeroplanes as
the Albatros and Halberstadt Scouts,

whose work did much to negative the
ascendancy held by the R.F.C.
The Albatros, in particular, was a
most formidable machine. A singleseater, it was beautifully streamlined
from nose to tail and was fitted with a
six-cylinder water-cooled engine which
developed about 200 h.p. For its time
it was excessively powerful and at high
altitudes reached a speed of 13o m.p.h.
No doubt, had we withdrawn ourselves within ourselves, adopting a
defensive policy, as our French Allies
had done once to their ultimate disadvantage at Verdun, we should have
denied the enemy many successes ;
but in the end we should have paid the
heavier price. No, although we did not

STANDING UP TO IT
In

the exposed and precarious position assumed by the leather-clad figure seen in this
photograph, gunners in F.E.2b squadrons fought many a duel with German airmen on the
Western front. The F.E.2b, which appeared in France during 1916, was a pusher biplane of
big span and was powered with a 16o h.p. Beardmore engine. The pilot can be seen here
seated behind the gunner. Note the mascots on the nacelle which lend a light touch to
the stern machine of war

Imperial War Museum

Dozens of different types of aeroplanes were
produced and used by the British air services
during the Great War. Five of these that
made history during the period dealt with
in pages 327-332 are seen here. Top left,
the Nieuport single-seater scout used by both
the R.F.C. and R.N.A.S. Centre, a B.E.ze
two-seater in flight. This machine had a 90 h.p.
R.A.F. engine. Bottom left, the Sopwith
" Pup " single-seater. Though powered with
a Le Rhone rotary engine of only 8o h.p.,
it flew at about 106 m.p.h., and contributed
largely to Britain's regaining of air supremacy
in 1916-17

One of the first machines to be used extensively in France was the B.E.zc twoseater, with a 90 h.p. R.A.F. engine (top
right). Ill-equipped for air combat, it was
one of the principal victims of enemy airmen
during 1915. As can be seen, it was similar
to the B.E.2e, but had top and bottom wings
of equal span. Bottom right, the D.H.4, a
two-seater used for reconnaissance and longrange bombing. With a 375 h.p. Rolls-Royce
" Eagle " engine, it could climb to 22,000
feet, and had a speed of 136 m.p.h. It was
used with great success by squadrons of the
Independent Air Force

Phoios: Impe

FIVE FAMOUS PLANES OF THE BRITISH AIR FORCE THAT FLEW AND FOUGHT UNDER FRENCH SKIES IN 1916 AND 1917

possess the immediate answer to the
Albatros and Halberstadt single-seaters,
we yet refused to surrender the whiphand. Instead, we went out and
fought the enemy on his own ground,
and the more we suffered, the more
vigorously did we fight to retain what
we, in the Royal Flying Corps, regarded
ever as our birthright, that is to say,
a morale that no adversity could shake.
And in the end it paid.
The story of the war in the air during
the earlier months of 1917 is a long
chapter of events, of which the leitmotiv,
in so far as the Royal Flying Corps is
concerned, was dogged determination in
the face of unparalleled difficulties. The
aeroplanes with which our squadrons
were equipped comprised B.E.'s, R.E.8's,
Moranes, Armstrong Whitworths, F.E.'s
(2b's and 2d's), Martinsydes, Sopwith
two-seaters and " Pups," D.H.4's,
S.E.5's, Nieuport single- and twoseaters, Spads, Bristol Fighters, D.H.2's
and F.E.8's.
There was only one squadron flying
the D.H.4, only one the S.E.5, only
one the Bristol Fighter, and none
of these machines were as yet fully
understood ; that is to say, they had
not got over the teething troubles
always present in a new type. It
took several months for a new aeroplane to settle down to the requirements of work at the front. Detail
modifications had to be introduced in
almost every important part of the
machine before it could be regarded as
thoroughly dependable to take its
place among the veterans—to share
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BRISTOL FIGHTERS COME AND GO
A vital part in the regaining of air supremacy by the R.F.C. was played by the Bristol
Fighter, used by several squadrons in France during 1917. A two-seater of great
manoeuvrability, with a Rolls-Royce " Falcon " engine, it could fly at about Tic, m.p.h.
at ro,000 feet. Above, a squadron of Bristols returning after a patrol in France, and (below)
a Bristol Fighter of No. zz Squadron taking off at Vert Galant

their troubles, their anxious moments
and their successes. And during this
probationary period it was easy for an
excellent aeroplane to acquire a bad
name, as in the following instance.
When the Bristol Fighter made its
appearance, at the end of 1916, it was
whispered in air circles—that is to say,
in every Flying Corps mess on the
Western front—that at last we had produced a two-seater fighter that would
outclass anything it encountered over
the lines. Time went on, and certain
squadrons training at home began to
equip with the new machine, There
followed reports from these squadrons
of sundry defects in the machine that
had not been apparent at first, and news
was received of mishaps, due, it was
said, to these defects.
So when, in March, the first Bristol
Fighters arrived in France, they were
received rather lukewarmly.
The
squadron that brought them was led
by an officer whose name was a household word already on the Western
front. Major A. V. Bettington, known
329

British came off badly, only two of
the Bristol Fighters, one badly shot
about, succeeding in getting back to
their own lines.
The leader of the Flight referred to
was Capt. W. Leefe Robinson, V.C., and
he was one of those who failed to return
from the patrol. The defeat and capture
of this officer caused tremendous exultation in the German Air Service, and the
enemy openly smiled at the faith we,
in our British simplicity, had put in the
Bristol Fighter. Unfortunately for him,
he smiled first ; a week or two later his
scouts were treating the Bristol with
the respect it deserved, and the Bristol
pilots—to say nothing of their observers
—were writing history in the skies of
northern France in the smoke from their
burning opponents.

WAR BY CAMERA
Throughout the World War aerial photography played a constantly increasing
part in the duties of the Flying Corps.
Here a mechanic is handing photographic
plates to the observer of an R.E.8, a type
of aeroplane much used for reconnaissance.
The records of the camera were often more
important than the written reports such as
are being examined below
far and wide as " Zulu " Bettington,
was perhaps better qualified than many
other squadron commanders to introduce
a new aeroplane, for he had had many
months of experience in the field workshops of the Royal Flying Corps in
France, and knew the inside of an aeroplane better than he knew the
lining of his field service cap.
Unfortunately, his pilots
were, for the greater part, new
to the game, and when, in the
urgency of the moment, they
were called upon to assist in
the air offensive which preceded the opening of the battles
of Arras, 1917, the hopes of
those who saw in the Bristols
Britain's answer to the Albatros
and Halberstadt Scouts suffered
an almost mortal blow.
The first offensive patrol sent
out by the squadron fell in with
five Albatros DIR. Scouts led
by the German pilot, Manfred
von Richthofen, who at this
date was reaping the full advantage of his very efficient
aeroplane armed with twin fixed
Richthofen's
machine - guns.
formation was quickly reinforced by other German
machines in the vicinity, and
in the fight that ensued the
330

Some said that the Germans took the
Bristol Fighter for a modified type of
B.E., which it did somewhat resemble
in broad outline, and although it is hard
to believe that this was the case, it is, we
fear, the truth. Throughout the War
we, for our part, knew what our friend
the enemy was building in the way of
new aircraft.
A glimpse at some of the technical
notes on the subject that circulated
among squadrons of the Royal Flying
Corps would have astonished many a
German flying officer who fondly believed

the information given therein to be
closely guarded secrets.
We have alluded to the increasing
severity of the air fighting during 1917.
As the year advanced, and the battles
of Arras became, for the Royal Flying
Corps, a memory of bitter fighting and
heavy sacrifices, the balance of air power
gradually steadied itself, and the
summer found us looking to the future
with something more than ordinary
confidence. In the S.E.5, the Sopwith
" Pup," the F.E.2d, the D.H.4 and the
Bristol Fighter, we now possessed
machines that could and did hold their
own against the enemy's best, and our
spirit of offensiveness was unimpaired.
No effort of the German scout
squadrons could prevent our aeroplanes from crossing the lines and
remaining over hostile territory until
their work was completed. Pilots who
were entirely unknown, whose names
even today convey nothing to those
who are familiar with every flight
made by a Ball, a Bishop, or a McCudden,
went out in the low-lying mists of the
dawn hours and flew for as long as their
petrol supply permitted miles behind the
enemy's lines. They were seeking
trouble within the range of machine-gun
posts set up for their benefit among the
billets of reserve troops, or in the
heavens over the enemy's lines of

RECORDING THE DAY'S DOINGS
These cheery flying officers are handing in their reports to the commanding officer after
flying over the enemy lines. The photograph was taken on March 25, 1918, in the neighbourhood of Albert, during the first battle of Bapaume. Seated at the table outside his
office is. Major H. V. Stammers, officer commanding No. 15 Squadron. After every
patrol each pilot wrote an official record of his observations and participation in combats,
and these were passed on to headquarters for the information of the staff
1,onfo,
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communication, regardless of the likelihood of sudden death from the spitting
Spandaus of an angry swarm of hostile
single-seaters.
Who today has heard of Lieutenant
C. S. Montgomery, of No. 66 (Sopwith
" Pup ") Squadron, a pilot in the 9th
(Headquarters) Wing of the Royal.
Flying Corps ? His Wing, in addition to No. 66 Squadron, included
Nos. 19 and 56 (fighters) and Nos. 27

INSPECTION OF A CRACK SQUADRON
The chief of the German Air Force, General von Hoeppner, is here seen making an inspection of Baron Manfred von Richthofen's famous fighting squadron. The General is
talking to a pilot, just about to take off, and immediately behind him is Richthofen. The
machine is a Fokker triplane, which was one of the most effective of the German aeroplanes
used on the Western front in 1917
and 55 (day bombers), together with
the special duty flight.
Lieutenant Montgomery, whose squadron formed part of a group of seven
available to be thrown in wherever
concentration chanced to be required,

BIG SUCCESS FOR A RAIDER
There could be no bigger score for a raiding aeroplane than a direct hit on an ammunition
dump. This photograph, taken by a German airman, shows columns of smoke ascending
from an allied dump on the Western front, as the huge pile of shrapnel and high-explosive
shells exploded with terrifying concussions
G.P.A

set out before dawn on June 7, the
opening day of the battle of Messines,
and flew straight for the lines. His
aerodrome lay at a place called
Liettres, known to all in the R.F.C.
either by that name or by that of
Estree Blanche, around which two
hamlets, at this period, a veritable
plague of canvas aeroplane sheds and
hutments had broken out, distant from
the trenches by a matter of some twenty
miles, a little south of Armentieres and a little north of La
13assee. It did not, therefore,
take him very long, flying at a
speed of rather more than
ro m.p.h., to reach the lines
at a height of 500 feet.
At this relatively low height
an aeroplane makes a difficult
target for the most skilful
machine-gunner or rifleman,
and Montgomery slipped across
the trenches with little more
concern than that shown by a
present-day Londoner negotiating a busy thoroughfare in the
rush-hours. It was just luck
that one of the innumerable
shells rising and falling all
around him did not collide with
his machine. It happened so
frequently that pilots whose
duty took them across the lines
during an infantry attack grew
to regard it as the probable end
of their career, although perhaps they viewed such an end
with equanimity, as being no
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A ' CAMEL ' HORS DE COMBAT
Forced landings were frequent during the War, when engines were less reliable than they are today. This
Sopwith " Camel " has crashed into a tree with disastrous results after its pilot had to make a sudden
descent and had overrun a restricted landing space. Whenever possible, crashed machines were salvaged, and,
after rapid repair, put into service again. But the careers of wartime aircraft, like those of the men who flew
them, were in many cases short
worse than that which lurked down there
below them, around the diminutive
khaki figures scattered among the
constantly multiplying shell-holes.
Leaving the trench line behind him,
Montgomery flew on east and reached
the more open country between Comines
and Menin. Here he turned and roamed,
watching the roads for signs of hostile
movement, and before long he saw a
closed car, containing, as he surmised,
one or more German staff officers. Diving to within a few feet of the vehicle,
he opened fire with his Vickers gun at
point-blank range, and continued to fire
until collision was imminent. Then he
eased his control-lever back and came
out of his dive, his wheels missing the
roof of the car by inches. As he started
to climb back to the comparative safety
of his previous level, he saw the car leave
the road and turn upside down. That
was that.
Montgomery now went off in search
of another target, and a few minutes
later came upon four gun-teams in the
act of being hitched to their guns. Down
he went again and once more opened
fire while diving. Indescribable confusion resulted, and those of the horses
that escaped his bullets bolted in all
directions, carrying their riders with
them or trampling them underfoot.
Again he climbed, and again he resumed
his search, and shortly after espied a
column of infantry marching towards
the line.
For the third time that morning
Montgomery's gun opened fire, and for
the third time confusion reigned in the
enemy's back areas. Not much imagination is needed to realize to what extent

report to fill in on his
return, just an entry
in his squadron's daily
summary recording
three ground targets
attacked in the course
of an offensive patrol.
In other words, his
flight was nothing more
than an incident in the
day's chronicle. There
was little in it to single
it out from, say, an
almost identical patrol
by Second-Lieutenant
L.M.Barlow, in an S.E.5
of No. 56 Squadron, except that Barlow was
better known and that
Barlow immobilized
an enemy aerodrome
for the better part of
a quarter of an hour
while he took sighting
shots into the mouths

MUCH PRIZED PRISONER
The machine seen here is an Albatros single-seater scout of a type with which many German
squadrons were equipped in 1916-17.- ,It was shot down and captured intact by the
British in November, 1916. Unlike the,Sopwith " Pup," the Sopwith " Camel " and the
Nieuport single-seaters, which were all pOwered with rotary engines, these German singleseaters were fitted with " in-line " water-cooled engines. The-body was covered with plywood, another point in which they differed from British craft
this officer's single-handed action interfered with the enemy's dispositions for
the battle in the area traversed by his
aeroplane. The fact that he and others
could cause such interruption to an
army's supply organization was directly
due to the measure of air supremacy we
had gained by our policy of continued
aggression.
When Montgomery saw that his tuel
was becoming exhausted, he left the
scene of his morning's adventures and
recrossed the lines. He had no combat332

of the aeroplane sheds. He paid a
similar compliment to a troop train,
raking it industriously from both sides
alternately with a mixture of ordinary
and " tracer " ammunition.
Similar flights were made by the Spad
pilots of No. 19 Squadron, one of whom
penetrated into the stronghold of the
Richthofen circus at Marcke aerodrome,
situated about a mile and a half to the
south-west of Courtrai, where he played
havoc with the Albatros Scouts standing in and about the hangars.

World's Wonder Planes. 6

WINGLESS WONDER THAT HOVERS
By Major C. C. Turner
The following chapter, describing the history, mechanism, qualities and performances of the
Autogiro, contains a suggestion that may well solve one of the great problems of aviation—
landing in the heart of a great city. The writer foresees that this may be done by the use of
the Autogiro, whith can now land and take off with little or no ground run

T

HE greatest and most important
step in aeronautical progress
since the Wright Brothers first
flew,." was the late Sir W. Sefton
Brancker's estimate of the autogiro
flying machine invented by Seilor de la
Cierva. The occasion was a lecture
given by the famous inventor before the
Royal Aeronautical Society, in 1925.
Introducing him, Sir Sefton Brancker
pointed out that he had had the amazing
courage and extreme ingenuity .to harness centrifugal force and to employ it.
Ever since man aspired to fly, a
machine which would lift and descend
vertically has been an ideal, although
some of the best flying birds are not
quite able to do this. The helicopter, or
direct-lift flying machine, crops up repeatedly in the centuries-long story of
man's attempts to fly, and even the
arrival of the practicable aeroplane
failed to shake the faith of the helicopterists, who sought a solution of the
problem of ascent by means of a machine
actuated by power-driven airscrews on
vertical shafts. Some small measure of
success has, indeed, been attained with
the helicopter class of flying machine,
by which is meant machines lifted by
power-driven airscrews.
The autogiro is not a helicopter
according to this, the accepted definition. Serior de la Cierva's solution of
the problem startled the scientific world ;
it was so unexpected, so daring, so
wizardly. And Great Britain has reason
to be proud of the fact that, when his
own and other countries had failed to
support him, the British Air Ministry,
acting on the advice of its scientific
experts, invited him to England and
enabled him to carry on experiments
which in a short time proved that,
approaching the problem from a new
angle, he had, indeed, solved it.
In the history of flying developments
since 1903 there have been many amazing episodes, but I cannot think of one
so fascinating as the scientific marvel
known as the autogiro. It has been a
romantic episode, and those who have
been closely associated with it, and
have studied it, may well regret that
333

the delight—it is not too strong a
word — they have experienced has not
been accessible to everybody.
Serior de la Cierva, at the lecture
referred to, told the story of his early
flying tuition and the conviction forced
upon him of the danger inherent in a
machine which cannot land safely except
at speed, and needs a lot of room for its
landing, and which is dependent upon
considerable speed in the air for its support. He set himself to solve the problem, and being a man of unusual inventive ability, scientifically educated and
endowed with a certain genius, he succeeded.
In the autogiro, instead of a powerdriven airscrew with a downward thrust,
there is a free-moving rotor of four,
three, or even only two blades, the rotation of which, after it has once been
started, is maintained by the rush of air
due to the machine's speed. The rotor

was nicknamed the windmill, and the
autogiro in its early days was called the
windmill plane. The autogiro's speed
in the air is given by an engine-driven
propeller in front, and the machine has
an ordinary body and landing wheels.
As the type has developed, these have
been modified for the special requirements of this flying machine. The,
blades of the rotor do not resemble propeller blades ; they are specially designed wings of very narrow chord and
long leading edge.
A remarkable feature of the rotor is
the hinging of the blades at the root.
This gives them some freedom up and
down, comparable to " feathering," and
until this had been introduced the autogiro was uncontrollable. This freedom
counteracts the unequal lift of the rotor
left and right. There is an increase of
the speed of the blades as they move
forward on one side (in the direction of

SPANIARD STARTLES THE WORLD
It took Senor de la Cierva several years to bring his Autogiro to a practical stage of
development, for, as it was of entirely revolutionary design, many problems and difficulties
had to be overcome. The first experimental machine appeared in 1920, and from it
the modern type is descended. Here is Cierva in the cockpit of a 1935 Autogiro
Photopress

Courtesy of The Cierva Autogiro Co., Ltd.

position, which is that of their flying
attitude. A rotational speed of about
185 revolutions per minute is needed for
flight, the minimum rotational speed,
provided the engine is at full throttle,
being 130 revolutions per minute.
In the autogiro which was demonstrated at Farnborough in 1925, the impulse to the rotor was given by the
primitive method of a rope wound round
the spindle and then hauled away by a
party of men running with it from
the machine.
Later, this method was improved
by the fitting of a deflector plane at the
tail of the machine, when the air thrust
back from the propeller was forced
upwards on to the rotor blades, impelling them round and round at everincreasing speed until the desired rate of
revolution was attained, a process
usually helped in its initial stages by a

THE ' WINDMILL' LIFTS
One of the disadvantages of the earlier Autogiro was that its take-off run had to be long
enough to enable the air-driven rotors to gather speed. But the engine drive of the
up-to-date type enables it to rise after only a 12-yards run. Here is a pilot demonstrating
the quick take-off of the C.3o direct-control type

the machine's motion), when, of course,
their rotational speed is added to that of
the machine itself ; whereas, as they
come round on the other side, and are
moving back in relation to the machine
itself, their speed, relative to the air, is
less. The result of that difference would
give the blades greater lift on one side
than on the other, since lift is increased
by air-speed.
But the effect of their freedom to
move is a natural climbing of the
forward-moving blades, and a consequent reduction of their angle of
incidence, offsetting their increased lift,

whilst the blades as they return backwards increase their
angle of incidence, and gain
lift. These processes operate
in the precise measure needed,
so that the lift of the rotor is
on all sides equal.
When the autogiro is at rest
on the ground and the rotor is
not rotating, the blades hang
down somewhat. Then, as
they are started, centrifugal
force brings them up to the
horizontal, and with increasing
speed to an upwards - sloping

Charles E. Brown and' Wide World Photos

COMFORT AND SAFETY
The outstanding quality of the Autogiro is its safety, and to this attribute has been added
a high degree of comfort in this enclosed type, built in 1931. The well-equipped cabin
accommodates pilot and one passenger, and the power unit is a D.H. " Gipsy." The
fitting of an engine of this type is a departure from usual Autogiro practice, radial
engines being generally used. In subsequent types the fixed wings have been eliminated
Topics:

BABE AND BIG SISTER SHOW THEIR PACES

Though the Autogiro is now manufactured in standardized form, new versions are being tried out both in England and America. The little
machine above is the baby of the family, built as an experiment and flown at Hanworth, Middlesex. It is a single-seater and has a two-cylinder
air-cooled engine of 4o h.p., and measures from propeller boss to tail only 15 feet. The two-bladed rotor is 3o feet from tip to tip. The pylon support
for the rotor, a wide undercarriage, and large stabilizing fins on the tail are noteworthy features. The photograph below, taken over Philadelphia,
shows a high-powered Autogiro built by the Pitcairn Company for the U.S. Army Air Corps. In its trials it flew at a speed of i5o • m.p.h.

Alfieri

EARLY EXPERIMENT
The first Autogiro to be seen in England
was of the type shown above. The
fuselage was from a standard Avro 504
aeroplane, remodelled to take the fourbladed rotor. The engine was a rotary
Clerget of 13o h.p. It was extensively
flown by many well-known pilots

man swinging the rotors by hand.
To facilitate a quicker " take-off," then
came the later development, a contrivance by which the power of the
engine was employed directly to turn the
blades, the drive connecting the engine
with the rotor blades being unclutched
before flight.
In the early days it was necessary for
the autogiro to taxi along the ground
until the rush of air had brought the
speed of the rotor to the desired point,
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THE AUTOGIRO COMES TO TOWN

Courtesy of ' The Aeroplane

Striking demonstrations; of the Autogiro's unique qualities have been carried out over
London and Paris. Above, Mr. R. Brie, chief pilot of the Cierva Company, is seen hovering
above Mount Pleasant Post Office, London, while investigating the possibilities of the
machine's use for postal collection and delivery. Below, an Autogiro, flown by M. Lepreux,
lands in the Champs Elysees, Paris, in 1934. He took off again amid normal traffic

not rival the aeroplane's, and it is true
that even the most advanced autogiro
of today has not the range or the
speed of an aeroplane of the same
power. If, however, these handicaps
be weighed against its ability to land
almost anywhere for fuel, and the ease
with which it can operate without the
aid of costly aerodromes, it becomes
clear that for many purposes the autogiro has irresistible claims.
It is a flying machine which cannot
" stall." It can glide down. It can
descend almost vertically and without
ground run ; it stays where it reaches
the ground. It can mount vertically
without any initial run, and can
actually jump off the ground to a height
of 20 feet or so. As to speed, the new
five-seater autogiro, built at the Westland Aircraft Works for the Air Ministry,
has a speed of 150 m.p.h., and Seflor
de la Cierva claims that much greater
speeds, even 20o m.p.h., will be attained
in the future. Also, he is confident of a
starting " jump " of from 6o to ioo feet.
It is to be remembered that he has not
yet made a claim which he has not been
able to substantiate.
It would appear to be more difficult
to solve the problem of further sizedevelopments, and it is possible that
but little advance will be made on the
five-seater, for there must be a limit to
the length of the rotor blades. Whether
it will ever be possible to use more
than one rotor in a machine does not
Topical

when it took off in the normal way,
although at a much steeper angle than
that of the ordinary aeroplane. Even
in that case it did not need the extent
of ground or the perfect surface
required by an aeroplane.
Once in the air, the rotating rotor supported the machine, and in the event of
engine failure its long-continued rotation had a parachute effect, enabling the
pilot to carry on for a considerable
distance. Indeed, by allowing the
machine to descend somewhat quickly,
the rush of air maintains the speed of
the rotor, although flight could not be
kept up for an indefinite time in those
circumstances.
The appearance of the autogiro was
all against it. The world undoubtedly
has an " aeroplane complex," and a
contraption, as it has been called, which
looked rather like a clever toy, had much
to live down. At first, when it was
demonstrated, it provoked little except
laughter. Many could not believe it
was to be an important air vehicle,
both for war and peace.
The aeroplane experts were quick to
claim that the autogiro's performance,
in speed and duration of flight, could
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TRAFFIC CONTROL AT WEMBLEY
Looking down on the F.A. Cup Final at Wembley Stadium—such is the unusual duty
of the pilot of this Police Autogiro. Being practically capable of standing still in
the air, it forms an excellent grand stand for this great sporting event and its
attendant mass of humanity. The Police Force have used the Autogiro several times
for traffic control during the inevitable congestion on such occasions

seem to have been decided, but one
would hesitate to use the word impossible, which is so often proved wrong.
In the course of several flights in
the autogiro, two, on one of the earlier
types, with Sefior de la Cierva himself
at the wheel, the present writer has
become quite convinced that his early
faith was justified. The feeling of
confidence and the freedom from anxiety
as to forced landings, which are never
quite absent when in an aeroplane, are
not only enjoyable ; they are important.
In the earlier type, it is true, there
was some oscillation discomfort, that
" autogiro feeling," and some people
experienced irritation to the eye in the
continuous sweeping overhead of the
rotor blades. These drawbacks have
been overcome in the better designed,
later models, whilst in the cabin type
there is real comfort.
The pilot has a comparatively easy
task, for the machine has no bad habits,
and needs but little attention in the air.
He is free to study the country and his
navigation. In the later types there is
'no rudder, but a small fixed surface at
the tail for elevation : the pilot turns
Eby banking the machine—in other words,
by inclining the plane of rotation of the
rotors. The only hand control is a
hanging lever, a sort of elephant's

trunk, which is taken in the right hand,
and does everything except govern the
engine. This control is simply moved
from side to side, or forward and back,
as the pilot desires to turn to left or
right, or to increase or decrease speed.
Altitude is controlled on the throttle,
and obviously these two control functions, speed and elevation, are closely
associated. The hanging control is
simplicity itself, but it is only one of
several revolutionary ideas incorporated
in this wonderful invention. The rudderbar is solely for wheel-braking.
The criticism that if a rotor blade
should break there must be a crash is
exploded by the experience of this
actually having occurred without
disastrous results. It is important, too,
that the stresses on the rotors, which are
cantilever structures, are much less
than those on an aeroplane wing. They
do not resist the air ; they use it. They
yield in every axis of movement. In
fact, in a " bump " in the air the effect
is gentle, and quite unlike the buffeting
in an aeroplane.
Already many people are flying
autogiros, who would hesitate to fly in
an aeroplane. A man of over seventy
years has learned to fly one. But
of perhaps greater importance is the
intention to use a new five-seater type
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READY FOR THE GARAGE
The latest types of Autogiro have rotorblades capable of being neatly folded
over the fuselage to allow of easy stowage.
The American machine seen above comes
very near to the popular conception of
"flying for all," for in addition to its three
folding rotors it is capable of carrying a
small family in cabin comfort. The U.S.
Government are providing financial backing
for further development

Wide World Photos

GYRATING TO SUCCESS IN AMERICA
In 1931 an Autogiro built by the Pitcairn Co. achieved the first trans-American flight by
such a machine. The photo above shows it hovering over Los Angeles airport before
sinking slowly to earth at the conclusion of its journey. Note the exceptionally wide
undercarriage, designed to absorb the shock of landing almost vertically

for " feeder " services to the air lines,
and it is by no means impossible that
this machine and its successors may
solve the problem of landings in the
heart of a city, without the need for
time-wasting road transport to and
from the distant aerodrome.
Already both the War Office and the
Admiralty are using autogiros. In the
army exercises and manoeuvres of
1935 the staff made great use of their
autogiros for reconnaissance and communications, for it is the only flying
machine by which communications can
be maintained easily between columns
on the march ; indeed, an autogiro can
come so low and so slow that a message
can be handed by an orderly to its
occupant without an actual landing.
For naval pu'rposes the autogiro has
obviously a great future. It has taken
off from and landed on an aircraft
carrier, and it has even taken off
from a cruiser, and landed on it while
the ship was doing 24 knots. Many
similar experiments have been made.
It has been fitted with floats, and
" landed " on the water.
Already the autogiro is being made
in a cheap form, a two-bladed type
fitted with a 45 h.p. motor ; and in
view of the established position the
autogiro has won, and its achievements,
which far surpass those of any existing
helicopter, it were reasonable to assess
it as a class of flying machine which
fulfils the promise of the helicopter, and
perhaps usurps any place in aeronautics
which the helicopter might have won.

TOloiCal
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WINGLESS AUTOGIRO FLIES AND FLOATS
Future Autogiro developments are foreshadowed by the successful trials at Rochester of this two-seater direct-control Autogiro, fitted
experimentally with twin floats. The take-off and climb characteristics were astonishing even to expert onlookers. As explained in the text,
there are obvious possibilities in employing small Autogiros of this type for fleet spotting and observation. The R.A.F. already use a number
of the standard C.3o type—known in the Service as the " Rota "—for army co-operation work

Behind the cryptic announcement of the award of the V.C. to Major W. G. Barker, D.S.O., M.C., lies a
story of stupendous bravery. On October 27, 1918, Barker, while flying alone in a Sopwith " Snipe " at
22,000 feet, was attacked by fifteen enemy aircraft. Severely wounded, he fainted and spun out of control.
Recovering at 12,000 feet, he was surrounded by a large formation of Fokkers, which he fought. Diving
to escape, he was intercepted by yet another formation, and finally crashed. During the three fights he
accounted for five German machines. He was killed while flying at Ottawa in 193o
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THE AUTOGIRO ADAPTED FOR WAR AND PEACE
In Great Britain official approval of the Autogiro has been shown by the purchase of a number of wingless type for Army co-operation, and in the
page opposite three of these are seen in warlike guise. The Autogiro's ability to land in any but the most restricted space is obviously of great military
value. The other great asset of the machine, its inherent stability and hovering capabilities, is well shown above. A civil Autogiro of the same type
is seen giving a convincing demonstration of slow—almost stationary—flying at Hanworth Air Park
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ONE-MAN DESTROYER OF THE AIR
This biplane is the Fairey " Fantome " single-seater fighter which made its appearance in 1935. Its beautifully
streamlined exterior supplies no evidence of its heavy armament, which includes a 20 mm. " motor-cannon," a gun
that fires its shells through the airscrew hub, thus making an interrupter gear unnecessary. It fires 25o rounds
a minute, with an effective range of Soo yards and is supplemented by four machine-guns for close-range fighting.
By an electrically-operated mechanism the pilot can bring any of his five guns into action by switches and the
normal thumb-trigger on the control stick. Thus the "Fantome" is the heaviest-armed single-seater so far produced

Air Raiders of the Cities. 7

MIGHT AND MENACE OF RAIDING GIANTS
By Hamilton Fyfe
By the use of a new and larger kind of aeroplane, the Giant, as it was called, the Germans
hoped to terrorize still further the inhabitants of Britain. This chapter describes their activities in 1917-18, particularly the great raid of January 28, 1918, when terrible damage was done
to a building in Long Acre, London, where some 600 persons were sheltering

at the end of October,
1917. brought the Gothas
again. Late on the last night
of that month, enemy aeroplanes in
relays made for London. In all, 24
crossed the coastline of Kent and
Essex, or approached the capital over
the Thames estuary. The artillery
barrage proved very effective on this
occasion and many,of the raiders were
forced to turn back. A few, however,
got to the heart of London and
dropped bombs in the southern district. Altogether To people were killed
and 22 injured.
Typical of the disasters which came
to small homes, was that at 39, Romberg
Road, Upper Tooting, occupied by a
man and wife, their three children and
a woman lodger. About one o'clock in
the morning they were awakened by the
all too familiar sounds of a raid in
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progress, and went down to the basement. The wife, the baby girl and the
lodger huddled together under the table
in the back room. The father and his
two young sons were in the front
room. For ten minutes the ominous
drone of an aeroplane was heard over
the house.
Then the raider secured a direct hit
and 39, Romberg Road crashed down
upon its helpless occupants. Three of
them, the father, the elder son and the
lodger, were killed outright or died
within a few minutes. The mother, the
younger son and the little girl escaped,
but though the bomb fell SODII after
i a.m. it was not until 4.20 a.m. that
mother and daughter were dug out from
the ruins. Then all through November
there was quiet. The weather was ba I
and after the first week there was no
moon to speak of, even on clear nights.
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PATHS OF THE GOTHA AND GIANT RAIDERS
This map is drawn in order to show the paths of the Gothas and Giants over Kent, Essex and
London which took place in December, 1917, and January, 1918
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But about this time the nation received
a new shock.
Towards the end of 1917 the
German air commanders felt that
something new in the shape of " frightfulness " was needed to throw the
English who stayed at home into panic
and make them clamour for peace.
The night raids of the Gothas had not
been very successful. Panic had been
caused at times among certain sections
of Londoners, but the national determination to continue the war was not
affected in the least.
Now the Germans had aeroplanes
more powerful even than the twoengined Gothas. Known as Giants,
they usually carried two pilots, two
machine-gunners and one observer
officer. Their speed could be got up
to 8o miles an hour by means of motors
generating from iio to 265 horse-power.
Some of the Giants had three of
these motors, some four, some five.
One was built with six 30o h.p. engines.
They could carry nearly a ton of bombs.
So far the high explosives had been
most deadly, but what the enemy
now planned was to arm the Giants
chiefly with bombs intended to cause
fires. It was expected that many parts
of London would be in flames at the
same time and that the fire brigades
would be unable to attend to nearly all
the buildings that would be in a blaze.
The fires would, therefore, spread, immense damage would be done, and widespread disorder created. This new
tactic was tried for the first and last
time on December 6, 1917. There was
a moon ; the weather was calm. Conditions were entirely in favour of the
attack. Yet it was an entire failure ;
the incendiary bombs did not fulfil
expectations.
As examples of their weakness, the
two which fell on Somerset House may
be cited. Neither caused any damage
to speak of by fire. Only one attic and
part of the roof suffered at all. More
damage was, indeed, done by the bombs
as they -struck slates and parapet than
by their fire-raising property. A German writer declared bitterly that the
incendiary bombs, from which so much
was hoped, had " no success " and

POLICE NOTICE

TAKE uOVER
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HOW LONDON WAS WARNED
In July, 1917, a new scheme for warning the people of London of impending air raids was
adopted. When enemy aircraft were approaching, policemen with a notice warning passers-by
to "take cover" went out on bicycles, blowing their whistles to attract attention. When all
danger had passed, Boy Scouts went round blowing bugles. Above are Scouts receiving
instructions at a police station, and (right) a police constable bearing a warning notice
blamed " the inadequacy of the material
used."
Out of the sixteen Gothas which
accompanied two of the new Giants
only ten got back safely. Two were
brought down by anti-aircraft batteries,
one near Canterbury, the other in
Essex. Both were burned. Two more
were damaged so badly that they had
to come to earth in Belgium. Another
disappeared altogether, probably in the
sea, and one of those which reached
Germany crashed on its landing place.
Twelve days passed. Snow covered
England. There was no moon. No
attack was expected. But the enemy
reckoned on being able to make out the
lie of the land by reason of the snow.
The empty country parts would be
white, the rivers and cities would show
up darkly. Sixteen machines, including
one Giant, followed the Thames to
London ; between seven and nine in
the evening the capital had bombs
showered on it at short intervals.
So suddenly did the raiders appear
that there was no time to send out the
policemen on bicycles carrying placards
on which were the words " Take Cover."
This was the mode of warning that had
been adopted after a great deal of

discussion. Sound signals (maroons),
which had been used to announce the
approach of daylight raids, were ruled
out as too alarming and too disturbing
to persons " of nervous disposition or in
delicate health." On this December
evening the maroons had to be let off ;
there was no other means of informing
people of an attack.
After this, maroons came into use at
night, but at first only up to i 1 p.m.
On January io, 1918, the chief commissioner of police made this announcement : " From half an hour before sunrise until 11 p.m. sound signals will be
fired in the Metropolitan Police District
from 115 selected centres. From
p.m. until half an hour before sunrise
sound signals will not be fired if there is
time to mobilize the staff required to
give warning by sending round constabulary on foot, on cycles and in
motor-cars. But if this staff cannot be
mobilized in time, sound signals will be
fired at any hour as on the occasion of
the last raid." On March 14, 1918,
the Home Secretary announced that it
had been decided to give maroon warning of impending air raids at any hour.
The 115 points from which maroons
were fired were the London County
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WHAT ONE LARGE BOMB DID
During the aeroplane raid on London of January 28, 1918, one large 30o kg. (67o lb.) bomb
fell behind a printing works in Long Acre, pierced a pavement light and exploded. In
the basement of the building, well suited for an air raid shelter as there were five concrete
floors above, many people had taken refuge. Thirty-eight were killed and 85 injured. The
building collapsed and heavy rolls of printing paper, stored on the upper floors, crashed
into the basement. Above is the general scene ; below, the collapsed walls

B.N.A.
Council and the Municipal Fire Stations
in the Metropolitan Police District.
Some of the bombs dropped in this
surprise raid were of the fire-raising type,
but the damage was trifling. Whether
the one which fell near Buckingham
Palace was deliberately aimed or not
is uncertain. The worst damage
was done by a 600-lb. high-explosive
bomb, released from a Giant. It fell
in a street close to Eaton Square, also
near the Palace. Twenty-two houses
had their fronts more or less shattered,
but by a happy chance no one was killed
or even hurt. Neither in London nor in

the other place visited that evening
could the results obtained by the raiders
be reckoned adequate compensation for
the losses they had suffered. Fifteen
Gothas took part in the attack.
Only seven escaped injury. One was
brought down off Folkestone, and
another crashed on the way home.
Two caught fire as they landed, and
four more were damaged, two so badly
as to compel forced landings.
Before 1917 ended there was but one
other raid, and that was comic rather
than " frightful " in character. Two
Giants and a Gotha appeared in the
early darkness just before Christmas
off the North Foreland. Each Giant
dropped its ton of bombs—in the sea.

The Gotha made a forced landing at
Margate. The crew, who gave themselves up to the police, after setting
their machine on fire, told how one of
its engines had failed and how in the
wind it got out of control, although all
its bombs were dropped—also in the sea.
This fiasco did not stop the alarming
talk, encouraged by the enemy, of what
was to be expected after the New Year.
What if five hundred aeroplanes came
at once ? What if they set fire to London
at hundreds of points ? (The British
nation was not so well informed as to
the futility of incendiary bombs as were
the German authorities.) What did the
War Cabinet mean to do ? The members
consulted Lord French, commanding
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who had replaced those men called up
for army service and pronounced unfit
for military duty of the more active
sort. Whose idea it was to use, for a
purpose requiring the utmost intelligence
and alertness, individuals who had failed
to pass the not very exacting physical
tests then in use was not disclosed, but
the arrangement had soon to be discarded. The most competent listeners
of all were blind men, who had long been
accustomed to rely on their ears and
had abnormally acute hearing.
Five weeks went by without a raid
after the one on December 22. Then, on
January 28, 1918, one of the most costly
of all air attacks was delivered. The
harm was done mostly in London,
though Ramsgate, Margate and Sheerness were also bombed. On that night,
those perfect weather conditions which
Londoners had come to regard with
dread prevailed. There was a still atmosphere and a bright moon was
shining in a clear sky. On such a night
workers scurried home in the hope of
getting under shelter before the raiders
arrived on the scene.
Soon after nine o'clock the ominous
sound of the warning maroons was heard
in London. From the east end to Hampstead, and westward as far as Vauxhall,
the raiders flew in relays. Fifty-one
persons were killed and 136 wounded.
It was lucky that three bombs fell in the
river and without damaging any bridge.
Three had fortunate escapes. Bombs
Imperial
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AT ONE FELL BLOW
On the same night as the disaster illustrated in the previous page, another bomb
struck a block of flats, Savoy Mansions,
near the Thames Embankment, and, as
shown in the photograph above, completely
wrecked the building
the Home Forces ; he asked for more
searchlights, more aeroplanes, and more
guns. But he was very insistent on the
great difficulties of repelling attacks at
night. He set them all out in detail, and
could not even state " the ultimate
relative value of guns to aeroplanes as
weapons of defence." From France,
however, came the assurance that no
more than eighty machines were likely
to be available for an attack at any one
time, and that 118 was the largest
number of bombers the enemy would be
able to allow for raiding purposes.
This information was not, of course,
made public, and one consequence of the
wild rumours about German Gotha
and Giant strength was to cause
exaggerated reports of the numbers of
attacking planes seen or heard during
raids to be sent in by observers and the
men in charge of listening posts. Most
of these men were police constables

struck a barge near London Bridge, and
the Embankment near Vauxhall Bridge,
while one fell in the water just near
Waterloo Bridge.
Incendiary bombs had, on the whole,
proved ineffective, and during this
terrible raid half the heavy roll of
casualties was caused by the great
300 kg. bomb dropped that night. The
premises of Messrs. Odhams, publishers
and printers having offices in Long Acre,
had been offered and officially accepted
as a refuge. On this night, about 600
people, men, women and children,
had taken refuge in the basement.
Some of the firm's employees were also
still at work when, about midnight, a

GERMANY'S GREATEST WAR GIANT
From 1916 until the end of the War, the Germans made every effort to increase the range
and bomb-carrying capacity of their raiders. These efforts culminated in 1918, when
the giant machine R.VIII (seen above) was built by the firm of Siemens-Schuckert. It was
the largest of all the sixty-four giants of twenty types built by Germany during the War.
It had a wing span of about 160 feet and six motors of 300 h.p. driving four propellers.
This huge machine could fly for 8 hours at an average speed of about 6o miles an hour
second squadron of raiders flew over
London. Those in the shelter could hear
distant bursts; then they heard them
coming nearer. The suspense became
distressing. Then the whistling screech
of a bomb could be distinguished very
close, and this was followed by a deafening, dull roar.
The back of Messrs. Odhams' premises abutted on Wilson Street, a narrow
thoroughfare leading off Endell Street.

THIS WAS A GOTHA
During the aeroplane raid of December 6, 1917, two Gothas were so badly damaged that
they were forced to come down in England, one landing near Canterbury and the other near
Rochford in Essex. The crews of both surrendered. One machine was set on fire by
the crew ; the other was accidentally burned. In both cases careful examination of the
wreckage was made to discover the details of construction

Skeleton of Lower Right-hand Wing
The Remains of the Fabric can heseen

Framework ofAileron or BalancinyFlaf
Framework of Aileron or bakncing Rap

Shninson

BACK BLAST OF A BOMB
During the raid of January 28, 1918, not only London suffered severely, but bombs were
also dropped on the coast of Kent and Essex, Ramsgate being once more bombed. Above
is a house in Picton Road, in that town, which escaped a direct hit, but had the lower
storey cut away by the blast of the explosion
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At 12.20 a.m. a bomb weighing about
670 lb., the largest dropped that night,
fell on the pavement of Wilson Street,
striking a glass pavement light and
penetrating to the basement, where the
refugees were huddled together.
The explosion that followed shattered
the lower part of the walls and the
adjacent supporting piers, so that the
building caved in and collapsed. To add
to the horror, an outbreak of fire followed,
burning out the back of the premises.
The upper floors, on which was stored
a large stock of reels of paper, fell
through to the basement and crushed
many who had escaped the flames.

framework 9ct#erLeft-handWing

Pioneers of Flying. 4

EARLY 'HOPS' AND FLIGHTS
By Capt. J. A. Sinclair
Author of 'Airships in Peace and War'
Having in a previous chapter described the epoch-making flight of Orville Wright, we pass to
an account of the flights in Europe that were, in reality, continuations of the pioneer work of the
American brothers. The chief names here encountered are those of Santos-Dumont, " Colonel "
Cody, C. S. Rolls, and J. T. C. Moore-Brabazon

OR more centuries than written
history has recorded, man has
grappled successfully with the
problems of navigation in water : but
for centuries, even from the dawn of
history, the problem of aerial navigation
baffled him, and even after the first
balloons left the ground and returned
again, in the 18th century, he remained
unsatisfied. Only at the beginning of
the zoth century, after dogged work and
experiments of astounding precision,
did the Wright Brothers, as told in the
preceding chapter in this section, solve
the problem of 5,000 years, the sustained
navigated flight in the air of a powerdriven aeroplane.
That achievement changed the course
of history. At first its importance hardly
realized, its repetition in Europe in

F

1908 set fire to the imagination of many. At intervals of less than thirty years
the stories of the first successful aeroImmediately, working on the sound and
plane flights in Europe appear to be
genuinely scientific ground prepared by
somewhat tangled, and, as will be related,
the two Wrights, experimenters and
there was room for disputation over
pioneers of every class set vigorously
to work. Within a year the first official actual and official priority. But the
tangle is well worth unravelling, for it
flight in Britain was registered, and, in
the words of the writers of thrillers,
provides all the thrills and drama of
the most imaginative adventure story.
the story thickens with incident.
The times were, from the incipient
And the thrill is heightened when one
airmen's point of view, full of excite- considers what has grown out of those
early primitive machines that fluttered
ment and promise of reward. The great
ones of the earth, the rich men of affairs into the air, daring only the day with
and the detached men of state were, in
but the slightest breeze. From the
every country, demanding further and
CODY, COLONEL' OF THE AIR
better flights, which
British aviation owes much to Samuel Franklin Cody, the AngloAmerican whose courage and vision stand out prominently in the
necessitated more
history of flight. In 1908 he designed and built a biplane, and in
practical and more
1909 flew it at Laffan's Plain, near Farnborough, Hants. Success
followed success, but he was killed while flying in August, 1913. Cody
powerful machines.
is shown here at the controls of his early machine
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The basement was heaped up with
girders, planking, bricks, concrete ; and
among these ruins lay more than a
hundred children, women and men.
Within a few minutes police and firemen were on the scene and desperate
efforts were made to rescue those who
were alive and to succour the injured.
The employees of the firm took a
memorable part in that work of mercy.
One of them, Robert William Holmes,
a printer's labourer, made an heroic
attempt to rescue some women who
were caught by the flames. He did not
relax his efforts until his own clothing
was in flames. Even then he managed
to extricate himself from the burning
building and make his own way to a
hospital, but he died of his injuries.
The intense heat of the flames made
rescue difficult, but about 6o people
were got out unhurt. The final official
figures put the number of the dead at
38, including those who died from injuries, and 85 injured, but the last of the
bodies was not recovered for some days.
One man, who was a most popular
figure in the neighbourhood, lost his life
in this raid the Rev. E. H. Mosse, vicar
of St. Paul's Church, Covent Garden.
Mr. Mosse invariably visited all the airraid shelters in his parish as soon as the

UP IN A GERMAN GIANT
This photograph gives an impressive idea of the great size of the bombing planes which
were used by the Germans on their raids over England in 1918. In these machines the
mctor nacelles were enlarged to form a machine-gun cockpit as well, as is shown above.
The photograph was taken from the similar nacelle on the other wing

warning was given, doing his best to
cheer up the people and allay panic.
On this occasion he had been to the
refuge in the basement of Bow Street
Police Station, and then went on to
Odhams,' where he arrived just before
the bomb fell. When his body was found
it was so crushed that it could only be
identified by a presentation watch
which was found in his clothes.
On the wholefi the public kept wonderfully calm in face of the increased
danger. An illustration of this was the
attitude of a theatre audience in Woolwich, a south-eastern industrial district
of the capital. While the raid was going
on an actor asked from the stage, " Are
you going home quietly or shall we carry
on ? " The decision was that the play
should be finished. Almost all the
spectators stayed to see it through.
On the other hand, there was a good
deal of violent, exasperated talk, and a
demand for reprisal attacks from the
air on towns in Germany. But at this
period no British planes could be spared
from service at the front. Those which
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were detailed to attack the enemy raiders
over England had by now improved
their technique a great deal They took
all kinds of risks ; they constantly fought
against very heavy odds. Thus a
Giant, probably the one which had
dropped the bomb on Odhams', was
engaged by a patrolling plane, regardless of the difference in size and as mament between them. The Giant got
away after wounding the British
observer and driving the plane down.
A Gotha was tackled more successfully. Two British single-seater planes
of the light type hung on to it, firing
whenever they could. They brought it
to earth at last near Wickford, in Essex,
where it was burned with its crew.
Lord French had proof on this January
night that the aeroplane defence was of
more value than the anti-aircraft guns.
Though the latter fired during the raid
nearly 15,000 shells, not one hit was
recorded. The utmost the gunners
could claim was that some of the raiders
had been made to change their direction
by the barrage fire.

reckless, unheard-of air speed of some
4o miles per hour in 1909, at a height of,
perhaps, 5oo feet, it has only required
a quarter of a century to raise the
altitude to 38,400 feet and the speed to
35o miles per hour.
Real flying had, however, started in
Europe before the wonderful meetings at
Pau and Reims, and so our story carries
us, in the summer of 1906, to France,
where we find that wealthy Brazilian,
Alberto Santos-Dumont, who had distinguished himself by his flight round
the Eiffel Tower in a miniature airship
(see page 235), turning his attention to
" aeroplane " construction and flight.
Already he had displayed interest in
" heavier-than-air " craft, assisting the
Voisin Brothers in their experiments
with crude types of biplane gliders
which they constructed and mounted
on floats. These " machines " were
fastened to a fast motor-launch, which
then towed them against the wind, on
the Seine, in an endeavour to get them
His interest aroused,
into the air.
Santos-Dumont designed an aeroplane
similar in many respects to these gliders,
and commissioned the Voisin Brothers
to construct it for him.
Compared with the graceful, streamlined craft of today, it was a weird
contraption, and, looking at the perilous
position of the pilot, one wonders how

he was able to remain seated when the
machine almost jumped into the air.
Unlike other machines of these early
days, Santos-Dumont's was fitted with a
small box-kite kind of plane in front
and two large " box-kite " planes, set
at a dihedral angle, at the back. Fitted
with a 5o h.p. engine, this " canard " or
" tail-first " machine achieved the first
official flight in Europe.
On completion, the machine was
carefully packed and conveyed to
Bagatelle, and, after making a survey
of the ground and notifying the officials
of his intentions, Santos-Dumont reassembled the machine and began
his tests. But two months passed, and
it was not until October 23, 1906, that
anything like success was achieved.
On that day, Santos-Dumont mounted
the machine and took over the controls;
the engine was started up, and within a
few minutes the cumbersome machine
moved forward, reporters, press photographers and officials running in its
wake. Across the ground sped the
aeroplane until, judging that he had
gained sufficient speed, Santos-Dumont
operated the controls and the machine

lurched—one cannot say rose gracefully
—into the air.
The flight—the first officially observed
and recorded flight in Europe—was,
however, of short duration, for, fearing
that he had not sufficient height to clear
the trees ahead of him and being almost
ignorant, as all pioneers were, of the
possibilities and chances of performing
a successful " bank," the pilot deemed
it wiser to bring the craft to earth
again, a feat he accomplished with only
minor damage to the undercarriage.
When officially checked, the distance
covered was found to be a matter of
slightly over 15o feet.
After various adjustments and further
waits for favourable weather conditions,
three other flights were made on
November 13, 1906. These varied
from 6o metres to 220 metres.
Man had flown !
Although the European press was full
of the event, it must not be forgotten
that a year previously the Wright
Brothers had succeeded in remaining in
the air for more than half an hour.
However, the flight on October 23 was
an established record, -and, apart from

A LITTLE UPSET
In October, 1909, one of the earliest flying meetings was held at Doncaster racecourse,
and among the competitors was the redoubtable Cody, who had just previously made a
great cross-country flight of forty-seven miles. This photograph records an incident
at Doncaster when Cody's machine was overturned while taxying. Cody, who was an
expert with a lasso, secured the rope, seen attached to the skid, by a dexterous single throw
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the honour of this, Santos-Dumont also
secured the cash _ prize, presented by
M. Archdeacon, for the first flight of an
aeroplane of over twenty-five metres.
In common with many other " first "
events in aviation, there was a previous
claim to the honour of being the first
to fly in Europe. This emanated from
J. C. H. Ellehammer, a Dane, who
claimed to have accomplished successful
power-driven flight at Lindholm, some

WORLD'S FIRST LIGHT AEROPLANE
The strange little monoplane seen here in flight is the " Demoiselle," built by the famous
aviator, Santos-Dumont, in 1908. Powered with a 25-3o h.p. two-cylinder engine, it flew at
6o m.p.h. and, under test, left the ground in 6'2 seconds, a remarkable achievement. It was
constructed largely of bamboo, and, with a wing span of only 18 feet and weighing but
242 lb., it can be correctly described as the first light aeroplane in the world
months prior to Santos-Dumont's
attempt. This, however, had not been
officially observed, and so the honour of
the first flight goes to Santos-Dumont.
Dissatisfied with the results achieved
with his " canard " machine, this great

ROE TRIES HIS TRIPLANE
No pioneer was more resolute in his early endeavours than A. V. Roe (now Sir Alliott
Verdon-Roe), who built his first machine in 1908. He made his first flight in a triplane,
seen here on the Lea Marshes, Essex. The craft was powered with a 9 h.p. J.A.P. motorcycle engine, and longitudinal control was derived from the movable main planes. The
triplane was unusual in having a tractor airscrew instead of one of the pusher type as was
the more general practice in the early days of flying
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pioneer turned his attention to the
construction of a smaller machine which
would be easy to handle and which,
he hoped, would enable all to fly at
medium cost.
After numerous experiments he produced the famous light-weight monoplane which he nicknamed the
" Demoiselle." This machine had a wing
span of just over eighteen ft., and was
fitted with a thirty horse-power engine
driving a two-bladed, six-ft. propeller.
The pilot was situated underneath the
main plane, exposed to every kind of
weather, his seat consisting of a piece of
strong canvas fastened to the framework
of the aeroplane. The " Demoiselle "
was certainly the smallest practical
aeroplane of its time and weighed only
242 lb., without the pilot.
On September 19, 1909, SantosDumont accomplished a flight of about
seventeen kilometres in fifteen minutes,
and thereafter sundry other flights were
made, while in 1910 the same type of
machine was used by another pilot,
Audemars, when he visited the first
flying meetings in England.
Although both the " Santos-Dumont
14. Bis "—the tail-first biplane—and the
" Demoiselle " both flew, they cannot
be regarded as very successful. In fact,
neither in the design of airships or
aeroplanes was this pioneer very successful, but his enthusiasm did much to
make the people of Europe interested,

BRITAIN'S PREMIER PILOT
Lieutenant-Colonel J. T. C. Moore-Brabazon was the first airman to hold a Royal Aero
Club pilot's certificate. His flight on February 27, 1909, with a Voisin pusher biplane
at Eastchurch, Sheppey, was adjudged the first official flight in England. Later, on
October 30, 1909, Lieutenant-Colonel Moore-Brabazon won a prize of 4'i,000 given by
the " Daily Mail " for the first circular mile flight with a British aeroplane. On this
occasion he piloted a Short-Wright biplane. He is seen here flying that famous machine
in aviation, and for that alone he
deserves a high place in the annals of
flight. Santos-Dumont died on July 24,
1932, at Brozie, after a long illness, at
the age of fifty-nine.
The history of the primitive attempts
to fly is filled with romantic characters and figures of pioneers working
away at their inventions, some of which
matured and others of which failed in
every respect, but of all the romantic
figures, certainly the most romantic in
England was that of " Colonel " F. Cody.
Born near Fort Worth, Texas,
U.S.A., about 1861, Cody, although an
American until his naturalization in
1909, was of Irish-American stock. The
public were apt in those early days to
regard him more as a picturesque figure
than a pioneer of a great new industry,
yet he probably knew more about flying
than the majority of the pioneers in
this country at that date, for he had
experimented with man-lifting kites
and had been awarded a -E5,000 prize
for his efforts by the British Government. In addition, his interest in the
heavier-than-air machine was but a
continuation of his interest in the first
British airship, the " Nulli Secundus,"
with which he was associated with
Colonel Capper and Colonel Templer of
the Army Balloon Corps.
His military title was an assumed
one, originating from the fact that he
had succeeded the original Colonel Cody,
of " Buffalo Bill " cowboy fame,
although in no way related to him.
Even King George V, when viewing the

gigantic Cody aeroplane in 1913, addressed the inventor as " Colonel," so
that the title remained ; it certainly
qualified him as a leader of men.
Lack of financial support made the
path of progress a stony one for Cody,
but the money he secured from his
cowboy troupe and the production of
one or two melodramas financed the kite
experiments, with the result that when
he secured the prize already referred
to he was able to go forward with the
production of his first aeroplane, which
became known as the British Army
aeroplane.
A few hops were accomplished with
this machine in 1908, but they could
hardly be regarded as " flights," and it
was not until February 22, 1909, that
he startled the British people by accomplishing a flight of more than 400 yards.
The machine was brought from its
shed, the engine started up, and Cody
climbed into the seat, which was made
from the seat of an old plough, and
soon was rushing across the ground.
Gently the machine rose, and then,
after having covered about roo yards,
came safely to earth again.
This first flight was carried out with
the wind, but on the second attempt
Cody decided to face the wind, then
blowing at about twelve miles per hour.
Again the machine was started, and
after a short run forward rose in the
air. Now, in common with all pioneers,
Cody had no experience of turning round,
but on this occasion he decided to make
an effort in this direction, and succeeded
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in performing a quarter of a circle before bringing the machine to earth again.
From this time on his success was
assured, and later in the year he set
up a world's record by performing a
flight of over forty miles ; he won all
the Michelin prizes except one, and in
1912, when the British Government
presented a prize of -,65,000 for the
winning machine in the Military Trials,
he secured this too, despite the fact
that he was handicapped through lack
of finance and by having to compete
with many European firms with unlimited resources. Cody was killed in
August, 1913, while flying one of his own
machines with a passenger, Mr. Evans.
A frequent competitor in balloon
races from Hurlingham, a keen racing
motorist, and, in fact, an all-round
sportsman, the Hon. C. S. Rolls leaped
into the picture of the new art by his
momentous flight from Dover to Calais
and back, non-stop.
An engineer and a partner in the
famous Rolls-Royce engine works, Rolls
proceeded to France in the autumn of
1909 in order to study the progress
achieved by the Wright Brothers and
early French pioneers. While there he
purchased a Wright biplane, which he
brought back to England, and accomplished various short flights from his
headquarters at Eastchurch, the cradle
of British aeroRautics.
Few realize
that but for the foresight of another oftforgotten pioneer, Noel PembertonBilling, there might not have been any
recognized flying ground for some years,
but Billing, with real flair and initiative,
created a " camp " where the adventurous ones congregated to learn and
embark upon this new art or science.
Rolls, determined to do something
to create British prestige, moved his

headquarters, in June, 1910, from Eastchurch to Dover. From his new flying
ground he made numerous short flights,
and then, confident that his engine
was performing perfectly and that the
weather conditions were ideal, he started,
in the early evening of June 2, 1910, his
epoch-making double Channel crossing
flight.
Bleriot had already a year
earlier (as described in pages 5 to 7)
crossed the English Channel one way.
Now Rolls was determined to excel him.
Rolls' machine, which, it must be remembered, had to be launched from a
rail, being without any wheels, rushed
along the rail and into the air. The
flight had started.
After circling over Dover for nearly
ten minutes the machine sped across
the water and was soon out of sight.
On the other side of the Channel the
people watched the machine growing
larger and larger, watched it cross the
sand-dunes of France and circle above
Calais, and excitedly gesticulated as a
message fluttered from the machine into

JOY RIDE IN 1910
In the early days flying was a pursuit not
only for men, and pilots frequently took
up women as passengers in their crude
machines. On the right we see Mr. Claude
Grahame-White, the distinguished British
airman, about to ascend with a lady
passenger in a Henry Farman. The photograph was taken at Brooklands in 1910
Sport and General
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PRE-WAR PAGEANT OF THE AIR
When a flying meeting was held at Bournemouth in July, 1910, nineteen enthusiastic
entrants participated. The event was international and several pilots and machines came
from the Continent. Some of the aeroplanes are seen here. The meeting was marred
by an accident to the Hon. C. S. Rolls. While at a height of 70 feet the elevator of his
Wright biplane broke and the machine crashed, the pilot sustaining fatal injuries

Topical

ROLLS OF CROSS-CHANNEL FAME
The Hon. Charles Stewart Rolls, who qualified for No. 2 pilot's certificate on March 8,
191o, was an experienced balloonist before he graduated to aeroplanes. An airman of
great skill and daring, his most famous exploit was his double non-stop cross-Channel
flight made June I, 191o. He used a Wright aeroplane, on which he is seen above, and it
was on this craft that he met his death at Bournemouth in July of the same year

a field not far distant. The message
was a greeting from the Aero Club of
London to the Aero Club of France.
Now the machine was heading away
again back across the sea, and gradually
the watchers on the white cliffs of Dover
beheld the machine draw nearer, as,
circling over their heads, it glided back to
its starting point. The trip had taken
just one and a half hours. Rolls thus
secured the honour of being the first
Englishman to cross the Channel, the
first man to cross from England to
France in an aeroplane and the first
man to make a non-stop return flight
between Great Britain and France.
Unfortunately, Rolls became the first
British martyr to power-driven aeroplanes in this country, for five weeks
later, at the Bournemouth aviation
meeting, the elevators of his machine
broke and he was killed (July 12, i9f o).
A name which can now certainly be
termed a " household " word is that of
A. V. Roe—" Avro "—for it is not too
much to say that more than fifty per
cent of British flyers must have
received their baptism of the air on
machines produced by this great pioneer
—the successors of the frail and lowpowered machines which A. V. Roe

struggled with in 1908-1o. They are
described by Sir Alliott Verdon-Roe
himself in a later chapter. Although
the honour of the first real flight in
England by an Englishman has been
properly awarded to Lieut.-Col. J. T. C.
Moore-Brabazon, the wonderful record
of safety and the popularity of his
machines, especially the famous "Avro
5o4K," must surely reward Sir Alliott
for any sense of loss he may have felt.
The original Avro triplane was the
outcome of a model which won for its
designer the first prize ever offered by
the " Daily Mail " for aeronautical
research. Securing the sum of £loo,
A. V. Roe turned his attention to the
production of a man-carrying triplane,
and during 1908-09 he managed a series
of hops at Barking. This early experimental work was not carried out
without considerable difficulties, for not
only was he worried by lack of funds-which at one time compelled him to
transfer his machine from one field to
another, as the bailiff came across the
ground—and unsporting landlords, but
he was also troubled with various
other people who appeared to regard
his efforts as a convenient means to
cut short their own lives ; one woman
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wrote to beg the opportunity of
making a flight, assuring him that he
was sure to come to grief and that she
would be killed.
From this fragilelooking triplane, fitted with a 9 h.p.
J.A.P. engine, developed a sturdier
machine, which was used by many flying
schools in 1912-13.
Although there was at one time a
good deal of discussion over the question
of the first man to make an official flight
in England, the point was satisfactorily
settled by a Committee appointed by
the Royal Aero Club. The honour
was bestowed upon Lieut.-Col. J. T. C.
Moore-Brabazon, M.P.
In 1907, aroused by the experiments
being made abroad, Moore-Brabazon
turned his attention to the construction of an aeroplane, which he built,
and endeavoured to fly at Brooklands.
The experiments were a failure, but,
undaunted, he proceeded to France,
there to learn all that he could regarding the construction of aeroplanes
and to learn to fly.
With determination and perseverance
he mastered the difficulties of the Voisin
biplane and in December, 1908, was able
to claim to be the second Englishman
to have flown an aeroplane. It should
be pointed out here that the first
Englishman to do so was Henry Farman,
although, owing to his having resided
in France all his life, he is generally
regarded as French. This Voisin
machine, which he named the Bird of
Passage, he brought back to England.
After a few flights in England he began
to pilot the new machine built by the
now famous Short Brothers.
In 1909 the " Daily Mail " had
offered a prize of £1,000 for the first
British machine to fly a circular route
of one mile. One of the stipulations
was that the machine had to be " AllBritish," i.e. including engine. This, of
course, was a difficult matter in those
days, but with patience the " Green "
engine, which the Shorts had fitted to
their machine, was successfully tuned up
and on October 3o, 1909, MooreBrabazon secured the prize.
In addition to winning this prize—of
being the first Englishman to make the
first official flight in England—this
pioneer also holds the honour of being
the holder of No. 1 certificate, issued
by the Royal Aero Club to pilots.
The next outstanding event in the
history of aeroplane flights in England
was the dramatic contest between Louis
Paulhan and C. Grahame-White for the
10,000 prize, a further offer by the
Daily Mail," which thereby expressed
Lord Northcliffe's foresight and keen
interest in British aviation. This story
is told in pages 78 to 83.

World's Wonder Planes.

S1NGLE-SEATER FIGHTERS OF THE R.A.F.
By Major C. C. Turner
Initiative, nerve and self-reliance, and these qualities in no ordinary measure, must be possessed
by the airman who goes out alone, often at a speed approaching 300 miles an hour, to attack an
enemy in the air. This chapter describes the machines that have been and are being built for
the use of these knights of the air

controversy and intense and
even dramatic struggles have
marked and continue to accompany the development of aircraft.
There is rivalry in design, and manufacturers from time to time are compelled to commit heavy expenditure,
knowing that costly steps once taken
cannot be recalled, and that if a mistake
is made the penalty will be heavy and
long-continuing.
As related in another chapter, the
air-cooled engine was in high favour
before the arrival of the new RollsRoyce water-cooled series, called the
Kestrels and the Buzzards. These
are light for their power. But before
they came on the scene, one British
manufacturer, Mr. C. R. Fairey, convinced that for fighters speed, and ever
more speed, must be the guiding
principle, went so far as to decide to
employ an American water-cooled
engine, a Curtiss, and to acquire manufacturing rights therein. It was an
engine of greater power than the then
available British water-cooled engines.
For his plans he needed the extra
power, and he also appreciated the
reduced air resistance of engines the
cylinders of which are arranged in
banks instead of in a chrysanthemumlike whorl as in the big-power radial
air-cooled division. Seldom has right
thinking been more strikingly vindicated. What Mr. Fairey had been
urging for years, against much opposition, became the settled policy of the
British air staff, for, when the Kestrels
and the Buzzards were introduced,
the need for the increased speed they
ensured outweighed any objections to
water-cooling, and, although Fairey
fighters and day bombers were not
extensively adopted for the Air Force
at that juncture, Mr. Fairey enjoyed a
conspicuous triumph in another direction. He had been for years supplying
our and other air forces with the III.F
types, land machines and seaplanes,
general purpose and reconnaissance
craft, and he also had had time to
develop a fighter and day bomber.
A Fairey fighter, the Firefly, fitted
with the Kestrel engine, was entered
for a Belgian War Office competition
TRONG
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in which the designers of other countries
also were engaged, and very soon after
the adoption of the Hawker Fury
fighter and Hart day bomber for the
British service, the Firefly carried all
before it against foreign competition in
Belgium. It had a performance practically identical with that of the Fury,
but actually, as equipped for the specific
requirements laid down for the Belgian
service, it was a little faster on the
straight, but a trifle slower on the climb.
It has a somewhat more rakish body
than the Fury, and its appearance
irresistibly suggested great speed. Like
the Fury it is a metal machine, but the
method employed is different from that
of the Hawker Engineering Company,
which built the Fury and the Hart.
Both methods, however, are designed
for rapid production and ease of repair.
At the flying tests, watched by the
Belgian experts and officials, the Firefly was unmistakably superior to all
its rivals. To the amazement of the
observers, the British test-pilot included
in the demonstration programme highspeed diving under full power—what

is called terminal velocity diving—in
which this class of fighter attains a speed
exceeding 400 miles per hour and
stands up to the strain. When Mr.
Fairey suggested that the foreign
machines should be put to the same
ordeal the challenge was not taken up !
In the sequel Great Britain got the
order, and not only so, but arrangements
were made for the setting up of a
Fairey aeroplane factory in Belgium,
in addition to the securing of the then
record foreign order for British aeroplanes to be made in England. Orders
from other countries followed.
The Firefly is a single-bay biplane
of unequal span, all metal framework,
the body in oval section, altogether a
beautifully streamlined craft carrying
two machine-guns. It is a machine of
tremendous climbing power and of considerably more than zoo miles per hour
speed on the straight. It is adapted
also as a Fleet fighter. A bombing
type, the Fox, of the same design family,
was produced at about the same time.
In 1935 the Belgian Government held
another competition for single-seater

UNORTHODOXY IN FIGHTERS
One of the problems usually met with in designing fighting aeroplanes is to fit a powerful
engine—often a radial—in the nose of the machine, and yet to provide an unobstructed view
for the pilot. In the new Westland F7/3o (seen landing below), there is a complete
break-away from tradition, for the Rolls-Royce " Goshawk " engine is placed far back
towards the centre of the fuselage, with a long shaft driving the airscrew in the nose, thus
allowing a remarkably clear all-round view from the pilot's cockpit
Courteoy of nigh

A FIGHTER FLIGHT GOES FORTH
In a sky crowded with drifting clouds a flight of Bristol "Bulldogs" from No. 32 Squadron makes
its ordered way above the R.A.F. aerodrome at Biggin Hill, Kent. The "Bulldog" is a day-andnight single-seater fighter, and is the product of one of Britain's oldest aircraft manufacturing
concerns. It shares with its renowned predecessor of the Great War, the Bristol " Fighter," a
great reputation as a fine service aeroplane
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II R JOHN
HAMERTON
Editor

Editorial Eddies

,
NCE or twice in these Eddies I have referred en passant to
my early interest in flying,an interest that goes back now
more than thirty years. A long letter from a subscriber
in the north of England reminds me that as far back as 1902
I wrote under a pseudonym a little book on aviation called
" The Conquest of the Air." A copy of this book was given to
my correspondent when he was a small boy, and seems to
have had some influence on his career, for he became deeply
interested in flying. He tells me that when the War broke out
he was on the teaching staff of the technical college in his
native city. On medical grounds he was rejected for the
forces, but he was offered a position as assistant chief instructor
in an aero engine school, where he obtained such a thorough
knowledge of a certain engine that some time afterwards, when
he was being examined for his civil aviation licence, one of the
examiners asked him in what branch of the service he had been.
" None," was the answer. Then said the examiner : " We
have never come across anyone with the knowledge of this
engine that you have, and would you mind telling us where you
got it ? " The reply was : " I used to teach gentlemen like you
at the works."

O

correspondent's career at the aero-engine school and
elsewhere may be told in his own words. " During
the time I held that post (i.e. at the school) I assisted
to train over eleven hundred officers and men of the flying
services, including, among other notable people, five of the
crew of R101 who perished with it. I may say that I was sent
for a while, during this time, to be trained as a flight engineer
on the four-and-a-half-ton flying boats at a R.N.A.S. station by
special arrangement with the Air Ministry. Before the Armistice
I was allowed to return to my work again at the college
to take over the training of disabled ex-servicemen as motor
mechanics under the Ministry of Pensions training scheme."

MY

ITH this experience it is gratifying to know how my
correspondent has enjoyed the early numbers of
WAR IN THE AIR and that, as he says, 6 I am looking
forward with avidity to the future issues, and hope to read
more about things and places that I know." He concludes :
" Thanking you for giving us such a grand publication. It is
just what is wanted."

W

HE Editorial post-bag is rather like the so-called " lucky
dip " ; one never knows what may come to hand when
the morning or evening mail is opened. Recently I
received a letter from a young man who asked me to assist him
financially to obtain a licence as an air pilot. Obviously an
editor with a large circle of readers cannot possibly, as I said
in my reply, bear a strain of this kind, for my correspondent is
not the only one by many who apply to me for help in the course
of a year.

T

UT the letter raises a problem far wider than any personal
one. Can, or should, the State do more than it does
to assist my correspondent and others like him to learn
to fly ? He tells me that in Germany free instruction in flying
is given to any young man who wishes for it. Free instruction
is also given in this country, but on one condition, which my
correspondent, for a reason which he does not mention, cannot
or does not wish to fulfil. He could get the training he wants by
joining the Royal Air Force Reserve, but in this case he would
have to attend 'camp each year, and this he is unwilling or
unable to do.
The comparison between this country and

B
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Germany is not so unfavourable to Britain as may at first sight
appear, for I cannot believe that in Germany the instruction
is given free from restrictions of any kind. In fact, I should
be surprised to know that they are not more onerous than
they are here. If I were Chancellor of the Exchequer I should,
I think, decline to find money for training pilots unless conditions of one kind or another were imposed. Even as it is, my
correspondent has secured a promise of half his expenses from
the Young Pilots' Association.
AJOR TURNER'S chapter in WAR IN THE AIR on " Planes of
the Great Ocean Routes," contains a description of the
China Clipper, the American flying boat that a few weeks
ago made, in five hops," the long journey from California to
Manila in the Philippine Islands and back again on behalf of
its owners, the Pan-American line, that corresponds to Imperial
Airways in Great Britain. The air correspondent of one of the
London evening papers attributes the success of this remarkable flight to the invention of the radio compass. This instrument,
which is destined to play a large part in the development of
trans-ocean, and especially transatlantic, aviation, guards the
aircraft from the danger of drifting off its course over the
ocean. It does this by picking up compass bearings from distant
stations by wireless.

NI

HE coming of television promises another invention that
will be of great value to the airman, for, if it does what is
claimed for it, the densest fog will have no terrors for
him—a truly remarkable achievement. At present aeroplanes
depend in fog and bad weather on various types of radio
telephony for warning them of obstacles in the shape of fogs
and mists, and assisting them to land. The Air Ministry has
financed a programme of research at the National Physical
Laboratory to establish the best method of using television.
The idea that has been worked out involves the installation of a
screen in the aeroplane. On this the pilot will see a moving
spot representing his machine moving over a map of the landing
ground. Wireless direction-finders in the aerodrome will then
locate the poiition of the invisible machine, and its movements
will be projected on a map and the whole picture televised
back to the pilot !

T

ART 13, the next to appear, has a chapter on Italy's air force,
at the time of writing a very topical subject. Italian
interest in aeronautics began before the Great War, and
during that struggle the country produced some first-class
fighting men in the third element. This interest was maintained
after the peace of 1918, and since then Italy has been continuous in her efforts to make her air force, both military and
commercial, thoroughly efficient. The Part in question contains
four other chapters. One is an interesting discussion on " Why
Wings Lift " ; another is an account of how the military
authorities devised means to deal with aircraft raids over the
British Isles during the war period ; and a third, as already
mentioned, is Major Turner's description of the " Planes of the
Great Ocean Routes," the great oceans being the Pacific and
the Atlantic. The last chapter to mention is one that should be
of value to the many young men who are thinking of entering
the Royal Air Force. Its title, " R.A.F•Pilots in Training,
sufficiently describes its contents.

p

Charles E. Brown

fighters, for which the following specification was issued : A speed of at least
400 km. (248 m.p.h.) at 5,000 metres
(16,400 ft.) ; a duration of two hours at
8/xoths full throttle ; a climb of 5,000
metres (16,400 ft.) in six minutes ; a
landing speed of 120 km. (74.5 m.p.h.)
or less ; an armament consisting of one
20 mm. " canon " and two machineguns, or four machine-guns, and, in
addition, four ro kg. (22-lb.) bombs.
The British entrant was the Fairey
Fantome, undoubtedly the world's
fastest multi-gun fighter at that time. It
was fitted with the four machine-guns of
the specification, and the " canon." It
had a speed considerably in excess of
the Belgian specification. The engine,
in accordance with official requirements,
was a Hispano-Suiza, carrying the
" canon " between the two banks of six
cylinders and arranged to fire through
the hub of the airscrew. Its magazine
contained 6o shells.
The test-pilot was demonstrating this
machine at St. Evere, on July r8, when
he crashed, as a result, it is supposed, of
what is known as a " black-out," a
temporary loss of consciousness. It was
established that there was no structural
failure in the machine.
Despite the great speed and climb of
the fighters fitted with Kestrel
engines, the Bulldog, with its aircooled radial engine, was ranked among

DAY AND NIGHT IN THE COCKPIT
This photo shows a Flight of Bristol " Bulldogs " in formation, bearing the Squadron
markings of No. 32 (Fighter) Squadron, stationed at Biggin Hill, Kent. The "Bulldog"
(also illustrated in pages 103, 103, xo7), is a strongly built biplane fitted with the Bristol
" Jupiter" radial engine, and has been a standard single-seater day and night fighter of
the R.A.F. for some years. These particular " Bulldogs" have various modern refinements dictated by Service experience—for example, a tail-wheel and wheel-brakes
the best fighters in the world. It
was followed and excelled by the
Gauntlet and the Gladiator. The
Bulldog, which was the equipment of
numerous R.A.F. squadrons for several
years, had the normal fighter's equipment of two machine-guns. It was the
standard day and night fighter, the
modern " ace's " mount. This class, by
the way, may eventually, at any rate
to a large extent, go out of use, for
fighting tactics and policy are undergoing changes, and the two-seater
fighter and fighters equipped with shellfiring guns will almost certainly be
more widely used than was at one time
considered likely.
The Bulldog, like all the types
from the same source, the Bristol
Aeroplane Company, looked, and was,
a splendid flying machine. Its performance was not equal to that of the
Fury, but its speed exceeded zoo
m.p.h. at 20,000 feet, and it was suitable
for night operations. This performance
is considerably exceeded by the Bulldog Mark IV.
Few matters relating to fighter design
are so interesting to watch as the battle
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between air-cooled and water-cooled
engines. When the high-power, geared,
and supercharged water-cooled engines,
with cylinders in parallel banks, were
developed, making it possible, on account
of their smaller cross-section, to reduce
air resistance, it seemed that, despite its
many advantages, including the absence
of radiator, the air-cooled engine was for
many purposes bound to be limited,
except in small powers, to light aeroplanes, and to air line operation.
The air-cooled division, however,
promptly replied with the introduction
of the Townend ring, a circular cowling
formed in such a way that it smooths
the flow of air and at the same time improves the cooling. In the United States
a somewhat similar ring was employed
for the same purpose.
The effect of this accessory is very
greatly to reduce the air resistance
handicap. But it did not quite remove
it, and the aeroplane with a pointed nose
to its body has the best of it by some
small percentage. Against that it
has the disadvantage of radiator, and
thus it again became a matter for the
nice weighing up of the pros and cons.

of combining air-cooling and high power
with small cross-section. In this development the series of air-cooled engines
designed by Major F. B. Halford, and
culminating in the Dagger of 24
cylinders in four banks arranged (seen
from the front) as a capital letter H, in
which each of the four arms is the end
of a line of six cylinders, is important.
What had been supposed to be the insuperable difficulty of cooling such an
engine was overcome, and the Air
Ministry thought so much of it that a
squadron of day bombers was fitted with
this new type.

Charles B. Brawn

TAKING THE STRAIN
Although one cannot catch the shrill whine of the wind forced past the bracing-wires, this
photograph yet affords a vivid illustration of a " Firefly " fighter as it dives at full throttle
in the hands of the Fairey Aviation Co.'s test-pilot. Note the trough for the synchronized
Vickers gun on the side of the fuselage, the streamlined wheel "spats," and the radiator
between the undercarriage legs
The fittings and equipment of a singleseater fighter demand some roominess
in the cockpit. Pilots are by no means
all small men, some of them are big
fellows, and, in any case, they must have
room for their bodies, for parachute, for
oxygen outfit, for instruments, and all
the rest of the indispensable paraphernalia. So it became a question of building bodies of fighter aeroplanes of the
right proportions, and of adapting engine
and aeroplane round them. And it so
happens that the radial air-cooled
engine's diameter does not really exceed
the necessary maximum diameter of
the aeroplane's body, and it became
merely a matter of reducing the air
resistance at the front, for which purpose the Townend ring was the key to
the situation.
The radial engine has another point
in its favour. It is to some extent a
shield for the pilot ; enemy bullets may
hit it several times without stopping
the engine, and it may fend a bullet off
the pilot. On the other hand, a bullet
or two in the radiator of a water-cooled
engine is certain to bring about almost
immediate failure.
Yet the radials were hard pressed and
engineers sought another solution, that

•

A very interesting contribution to
fighter design is the Westland F7/3o, an
all-metal biplane, fitted with the RollsRoyce Goshawk engine, an advance
on the Kestrel in which evaporative
cooling is substituted for ordinary watercooling. In this machine the engine,
instead of being in the nose, is in the
body about amidship, and it drives the
airscrew in front through a long shaft
and gears. This enables the pilot to be
placed in front of the wings immediately
behind the propeller, so that he has an
excellent outview for fighting purposes.
The design also affords him a good view
behind. The F7/3o, which must still
be regarded as an experiment, carries
four fixed machine-guns firing forward,
a load of bombs, and all the usual
equipment necessary to the fighter.

• * • •

L N.A.

MORE POWER IN LESS SPACE
The Napier Co., in collaboration with Major F. B. Halford—who also designed the famous
D.H. " Gipsy " series—produced, in the very successful " Dagger " (here installed in the
nose of a Hart " bomber), a 24-cylinder air-cooled unit of 70o h.p. arranged in four banks
in the form of an " H "—a novel departure in engine design. A new Hawker army
co-operation machine, known as the " Hector," and basically similar to the " Hart," is
fitted with this engine as standard
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Airman's View, 3

PANORAMIC SPLENDOURS FROM THE SKY
By Sir Alan J. Cobham,

K.B.E., A.F.C.

Likening his aeroplane to the magic carpet of the Arabian Nights, Sir Alan J. Cobham describes,
with apposite historical allusions, a flight from England to Australia. The chapter is not only a
brilliant piece of descriptive writing, but an excellent lesson in geography. Something of the
remarkable story of Sir Alan's own achievements is told in pages 247-251

•
HE ancients in the Arabian Nights,
Perhaps a better example would be I first saw the Rhone Valley from above
although they had never enjoyed the case of a man who goes to Australia after climbing over the high land before
the thrills of modern aircraft, had
by ship. After he has said good-bye to
Dijon.
The wide, open valley lay
the right idea when they visualized that
the Needles, should he go via the Cape, ahead of us, bounded on the west by the
the way to see the world was from a all he can remember is perhaps one vista Cote d'Or Ridge covered with vinemagic carpet. Without doubt, the vista of Madeira, another of Table Mountain ; yards. Then, as we flew southward, I
obtained travelling through the air is as for the rest of the 15,000 miles he will remember seeing compact little towns,
bound to affect man's conception of the cover, all he can remember of the earth's centuries old, whose names have been
world he lives in. The people who have surface is a blank expanse of ocean.
printed on wine cards all over the
had literally to crawl about the earth's
When I think of the trip by air to. world. First came Beaune, and as the
surface all their lives and have never Australia, I can sit down and spend half open valley narrows we saw Macon
been up in an aeroplane, have a very an hour in rapid visualization of the with its bridge over the Rhone. My next
poor idea, comparatively speaking, of
entire journey. My aeroplane becomes memory is of steep mountains forming
the country they are continually the magic carpet, and I remember how gigantic escarpments, with the Rhone
travelling through.
Take, for example, the
man who goes by train
from London to Glasgow.
Apart from an endless
succession of hedges and
ditches and one field
after another, his main
impression of the towns
he has passed through
will be the dismal backs
of houses with washing
hanging out to dry.
Whereas the man who has
flown to Glasgow has a
memory of the complete
countryside—in fact, a
broad and varied ribbon,
many miles wide, whereby
he visualizes the entire
Chiltern range, possibly
the whole of Birmingham
at a glance, the wonderful
panorama of Liverpool,
the Mersey, the Dee, and
the west coast to Anglesey. He will have in his
mind's eye the complete
configuration of the
Lancashire coast-line, the
relative positions of
Southport, Blackpool, St.
Bees Head, and the Solway Firth will unfold itself
to his eyes. In fact, he
will be able to visualize
the country passed over
for the entire journey,
and this, I maintain,
ALEXANDRIAN AIRSCAPE
must ultimately give
One of the surprises of air travel to those used to more prosaic means of transport is the new aspect
people an entirely differwhich familiar places assume seen from above. This photograph above, taken by Sir Alan Cobham
during one of his transcontinental flights, shows Alexandria, Egypt's greatest port and the " Marseilles
ent conception 'of the
of the Orient." To the right is the western harbour and, in the foreground, the lighthouse, which now
world in which they live.
stands on the site of the Pharos, one of the Seven Wonders of the ancient world
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A. W. Hobart

NEW WAY OF SEEING OLD BEAUTY
It is not only the snow-clad Alps and the rocks and ravines of the East that display new
vistas seen from above, for the quiet English landscape, bathed in summer sunshine, has
an equal fascination seen from this new point of view. This photograph, taken from about
700 feet above Chepstow Castle, shows the shadow of that picturesque ruin cast on the
waters of the river Wye with extraordinary detail and clarity of outline

winding its way down the gorge, while
I floated on above it. Right away to the
east were seen the snow-capped. Alps.
As I journeyed farther on, I would
realize a sudden change in the atmosphere as I approached the Mediterranean. Invariably one bursts into
brilliant sunshine and cloudless skies
about 6o miles north of Marseilles. My
next prominent memory would be
Marseilles harbour, with all its quaint

little rocks and islands, and then would
come the magnificent Mediterranean
coast-line.
I have a lasting mental picture of the
Mediterranean coast-line as I flew along
it about three miles out to sea one
summer afternoon. Between us and the
shore lay the bright blue sea, such a
vivid blue as one never sees around the
shores of the British Isles, terminating
in a white streak, where little waves
360

broke on the sandy beach. The lower
coast-line was studded with little white
houses here and there, and immediately
behind these coastal villages rose the
steep cliffs and the escarpment of the
Maritime Alps.
One could see how roads had been
cleverly engineered and cut out of the
very face of these vertical escarpments,
and on the higher levels one could see
the relics of a bygone age in the form
of little villages and hamlets perched on
inaccessible, rocky hilltops, taking one
back to days when only on such places
could the local inhabitants expect to
be able to defend themselves from pirates
from the sea and raiders on land.
Higher still one had a vision of the bare,
grim Alps, with rocky peaks, and beyond
one could see the permanent snowline,
above which towered the white mountain
tops silhouetted sharply against the
deep blue sky.
As my journey continued eastward
my memory would recall every mile
with its ever-changing view. Curiously
enough, the works of man, such as vast
towns, roads, railways, are merely
landmarks to be remembered but not
to be fascinated by. The glories of a
panorama come from the works of
nature. Perhaps my next prominent
memory would be crossing the Adriatic
from Brindisi to Corfu—that heavenly
little island off the coast of Albania,
surrounded by the ever blue waters of
the Adriatic. The little isles and their
cypress trees can be seen clearly even
from a great altitude. Owing to the
cloudless atmosphere in that part of the
world, it is possible to see up to 4o
and 5o miles distance.
The whole of Corfu from an altitude,
with its background of mountains of
Albania on the eastern horizon, can be
taken in at a glance. I can remember
flying down this coast-line to Athens,
with a passenger whose hobby was the
study of Greek history, and as we approached the sites of the great battles
of ancient Greece, through the view he
had from above he was able to reconstruct a mental picture of, what had
taken place and to realize the reasons
for the early conquests. The next thing
that stands out is the Gulf of Corinth,
which I could visualize in its entirety.
High mountains on all sides coming
down steeply to the inland sea, and at
the far end the efforts of man to modify
the face of nature by cutting a canal
through the narrow neck of land
separating the Gulf of Corinth from the
Aegean Sea.
Of all places in the world, perhaps
there could be no better example of the
difference between a kind view and an
air view than that of the Aegean Sea.

- Swiss Air Co. and Sir Alan Cobham

OVER ALPS AND NILE

In this page two markedly contrasted aerial photographs are shown. Above, a Fokker-Douglas D.C.2, belonging to Swiss Air Lines, is shown flying
above the Alps, giving the passengers an incomparable panoramic view of the majestic snow-clad peaks. Below is a photograph taken over the Nile,
the course of which is followed by airmen flying South across Africa. Only between June and November can this view of the famous temples of Philae
be seen, for since the great dam at Assuan was completed in 1902 the island is submerged when the Nile is'in flood

Sir Aluti

ATHENS AS THE AIRMAN SEES HER

Here Athens is shown as the city appears from the air today. The photograph was taken by Sir Alan Cobham almost directly above the
Acropolis, and the greater part of the modern city is seen. In the centre is seen Lycabettus, a conical rock in the north-east of the city,
rising to a height of goo feet above sea-level and surmounted by a chapel dedicated to St. George, after whom the hill is now called. The
rectangular building below on the right is the Royal Palace
Those who have cruised in this part of
the Mediterranean will remember the
mystic little islands rising out of the
water. But to the man who has flown
over the Aegean, the vision is exceptional. The islands take on a kind
of brown tone, the sea is almost violet
in hue, and from a height it seems
as though this vast brilliantly coloured
ocean were dotted all over with islands
that seem like a picture, and not reality.
Towards evening a gentle haze rises
which gives the whole scene a kind of
mystic aspect, something that is quite
unreal, something that does not seem to
belong to this world at all.
Farther on is Crete, with Mount Ida
rising 12,000 feet above the level of the
Mediterranean. Invariably there is a
kind of filmy layer of cloud about halfway up the mountain, like a frill on
the mountainside. According to the
ancients, it was from Mount Ida that
Icarus decided he would fly to Athens,
and, having got so high, the sun melted
his wax wings and he fell into the sea.
Thousands of Egyptians have spent
all their lives on the Nile. They have
sailed up and down its waters from
childhood to old age, they know every
turn and current of the river, yet in
one flight of a few hours up the river
I have gained a better conception of the
greatness of this mighty stream and the
country it flows through than these
thousands who have spent all their lives
on its banks. I could grasp instantly
the whole life work, interest and wealth
of Egypt in one comprehensive glance.

But instead of Egypt it should be Nileland, because Egypt is not a country :
it is a river. The Nile, receiving no
influx from any tributary, flows through
a country that is rainless year in, year
out. And just so far as its water
can be carried by irrigation can one
have cultivation and life. The moment
those waters can be carried no farther,
life ceases and the relentless desert
stretches for thousands of miles in
all directions.
After one passes Cairo, Egypt is just
a broad strip of deep green vegetation,
winding its way through a desert land
of dried-up valleys. In the centre of
this green vegetation flows the dull,
silvery streak—the Nile. As one flies
on, one sees the ruins of the great
temples of ancient Egypt and the
modern works of the great dams, and
the fact comes home to one so clearly
that every living thing in Egypt depends
on one thing alone—the river Nile.
In a lesser way the Euphrates and
Tigris give one the same impression.
But for sheer magnificence of colouring
there is nothing I have ever seen in the
world to compare with certain parts of
the Persian Gulf. Flying by moonlight in the Persian Gulf is like flying
over a dead world. Black sky, pierced by
millions of stars brighter than we ever
see at home, seems to be the only thing
that is alive. The towering heights
of bare rock rise out of the sea, and the
mountain ranges behind seem to be

Central Press

NO LANDING HERE!

These machines are flying in North-West India on their way to Gelgit. They are here seen
over a magnificent vista of jagged peaks above the Indus, where it flows through rocky
gorges. The four aeroplanes shown are Hawker " Hart " two-seater day-bombers.
The fact that these aircraft regularly fly over this desolate and dangerous terrain speaks
well for the reliability of the Rolls-Royce engines with which they are powered
part of a dead world.
In the daytime the scene
is different. Brilliant
sunshine makes the sky
a dark indigo blue. But
the sea is almost violet.
Where the water touches
the shore it turns to a
vivid turquoise, culminating in snow-white
surf breaking on the
golden sands below.

K.L.M.

FOLLOWING THE ENGINEERS° TRAIL

HOW THE GANGES WINDS ACROSS THE INDIAN PLAINS

One of the most remarkable engineering works of modern times is the Corinth Canal,
which joins the Gulfs of Corinth and Aegina. It is four miles in length and is cut in a
straight line through solid rock. This aerial photograph, showing it stretching away to
the horizon, enables the eye to grasp at once the extraordinary triumph here secured by
the artifice of man over the obstacles of Nature

This photograph, taken from an aeroplane flying over the Ganges, shows the winding course of India's most
important river. The Ganges is important not only as a means of water transport, but as the source of a
great system of irrigation. Here is seen from above the clouds a vast panorama of the closely cultivated
plots of the ryots and the great fields of rice, sugar and indigo fertilized by its waters
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The rocks of the
Persian Gulf are amongst
the most fantastic in the
world. There are vast
stretches where for
scores of miles sharp
pinnacles rise out of the
rocky bed to 200-300
feet, although they are
only a few yards wide at
their base. They are like
an unholy grid-iron, the
nearest approach to a
pilot's inferno that can be
imagined. If a pilot were
to come down in some of
this country, it seems'
as though he would
M*

ing right down to the water's edge.
The beauty of forest colouring from
above is unforgettable, with a rich,
luxuriant carpet of tree tops varying in
colour from dark green to golden amber,
silver and red.
One of the greatest thrills of the pioneer
pilot is the constant desire to seek the
next horizon. As you fly on, you feel
you must see what is beyond the next
range, and, having got to that range,
you still want to discover what is beyond.
It must be remembered that up to
about too years ago the usual rate of
travel was about four to five miles an
hour. Consequently, the desire for the
next horizon could hardly be so keen
as when one travels at 15o miles an
hour. So it will be seen that when one
travels by air across the world, one
comes back with a memory of panoramic
views which give a far finer and clearer
conception of the relative position of
countries, and even of continents.

OVER EGYPT'S WONDERS
The pyramids at Gizeh were one of the
Seven Wonders of the ancient world, and
here the aeroplane, one of the wonders
of the modern world, reveals them with the
help of the camera in a new and impressive
aspect. In the foreground are seen the
three small pyramids, and beyond them
the third pyramid, the second pyramid
and the great pyramid
S. Belgians 1 h.1..M.

SEEN IN THE SANDS
This photograph, taken from an aeroplane
flying over the Syrian desert, shows one of
the oases that in the days of old provided
the only water supply for travellers across
such sandy wastes during many days of
weary travel. For the airman of today the
transit of the desert is but a " hop "

be caught and held as on a bed of nails.
Perhaps one of the most remarkable
land vistas in the Gulf is Bander Abbas,
where, owing to the oxide formations in
the escarpments, it is possible to see -at
least twenty distinct shades. It was in
these wonderful oxide formations that
the Portuguese, who, after the conquests
of Vasco da Gama, journeyed not by
way of the Syrian desert or even the
route of the Suez Canal, but by sailing
all the way round by the Cape, right up
the coast of Africa, built forts to protect
their dominions in the Persian Gulf.
After the gaunt, sun-dried rocky coast
of the Persian Gulf comes India. The
first town we encounter is Karachi ;
then, flying eastward, we see the mighty
River Indus as it flows south from the
impenetrable ranges of the Himalayas.
I remember the great vista of the
meeting of those mighty rivers, the
Ganges and the Jumna, at Allahabad,
whence we flew on down the Ganges
valley through Bengal to Calcutta and
the Bay of Bengal.
I have a vivid memory of the Burma
coast-lines and Malay, with trees grow-
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AIR FIGHTING OVER YPRES
By Lieut. A. J. Insall
Continuing the story of air warfare in the West during 1917, Mr. A. J. Insall deals here with
the operations, more intense than anything hitherto known, during the third battle of Ypres.
He concludes with a reference to the deeds of two crack squadrons of the R.F.C., one under
Major R. G. Blomfield and the other under Major L. G. Hawker

the battle of Arras saw the introduction of air fighting as a feature
I
of modern warfare, as distinct
from the incidental fighting of 191516, the operations known as Third
Ypres, 1917, which opened on July 31
of that year, witnessed its expansion.
To understand this development properly we must, in the first place, understand the air situation on the Western
front at this period, and avoid the
common error of regarding the air
fighting of the War as an end in itself
—which it never was.
The primary duty of the Royal
Flying Corps was to provide information for the army. This information
took various forms, ranging from reports
made 'in the course of reconnaissance
behind the enemy's lines to " eyewitness " observations on the fire of the
artillery, and air fighting was resorted
to in order to enable this work to be
carried through, as far as possible,
uninterruptedly. As the assistance demanded of the reconnaissance, artillery,
and corps squadrons generally, increased in volume with the introduction
of improvements in methods and the
increase of the number of squadrons
engaged on this work, so did the
opposition and interference of the enemy
grow accordingly, and so also did the
demand come for the suppression of this
growing opposition.
For a time direct protection of the
aeroplanes charged with the collection
of information, either in the shape of
one or more escorts to the reconnaissance
aeroplane (by which term we include
artillery, photographic, and contactpatrol machines) or of small and strictly
local offensive patrols, was deemed
to be sufficient ; but for a time only.
In the wide reaches of the sky the
fighter aircraft sought out and joined
combat with the fighter aircraft of the
enemy, in an attempt to widen the
effectiveness of this protection, and by
degrees air fighting assumed the character of a self-contained duty. That
it tended to dwarf the more prosaic,
yet more essential, work of the reconnaissance squadrons was only natural,
but let us not forget this fact when
we study the development.. of... air
F
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fighting, for it is fatally easy to overlook that which goes on outside the
glare of the limelight.
The original intention was for the
French to assume the responsibility for
the chief offensive action on the Western
front during the summer months of
1917, but the failure of Nivelle's plan
to break through the German line on
the Aisne in April, coupled with the
severely shaken morale of the French
army, laid the burden of active operations for the remainder of the year
almost entirely on Sir Douglas Haig's

forces. It became vital for us to pin
as much of the enemy as possible on
the British front. To this end the
salient about Ypres, where it was felt
that the enemy would contest every
inch of ground, was selected, and an
ambitious plan was prepared that
aimed at driving the enemy entirely
out of Flanders and robbing him of the
use of the coast for his submarines.
Our interest here is with the concentration made for the operations by
the Royal Flying Corps. To enter
into the details of this concentration

THE `CIRCUS' CAMP
This air photograph depicts the aerodrome occupied for a period during 1917 by part
of the German squadron commanded by Baron von Richthofen. Dubbed "The Circus"
by the R.F.C. because of its garish machines and roving commission, this " Jagdgeschwader,"
or fighter squadron, was one of the mightiest air fighting units of the Great War.. Note
the temporary hangars commonly used for housing aircraft at the front
Imperial War Museum

An equally important
addition was also
supplied .by the Royal
Naval Air Service, whose
eight squadrons quartered at Dunkirk were
made responsible for the
left flank of the British
army. This force comprised four single-seater
squadrons equipped with
first-class fighter aeroplanes, and, including
four other squadrons,
disposed in all of rather
more than one hundred
aeroplanes.
As far as we can judge,
the enemy had some six
hundred machines opposed to ours when the
air offensive was
launched, and it is some
indication of the struggle
that was to take place
for air supremacy if we
mention that the air
strength of the German
Fourth Army, responsible for that part of the
German front stretching
from the coast at Nieuport to La Bassee, was
exactly doubled in readiness for it.
In a previous chapter
reference has been made
to the presence at this
time on the British
front of Richthofen's
" circus." When the

concentration of the Royal Flying Corps
in the northern area of operations,
coupled with our marked recovery
after Arras, threatened to overwhelm
the German air units working on the
Ypres front, the enemy recalled his
leading fighter pilot from leave and
placed him in command of a group of
four " Jagdstaffeln " (pursuit flights),
giving him what, to all intents and purposes, was a roving commission. For
the immediate purpose of robbing us
of the control of the air at Ypres
Richthofen concentrated his group
about sixteen miles east of that town
of immortal memory, in the neighbourhood of Courtrai.
The " Red Baron," as he was affectionately called by the pilots and observers of the Royal Flying Corps, made
his personal headquarters at Marcke,
a small village not far from Courtrai.
Here he appeared in the middle of
June, in direct command of " Jagdstaffel
ri," with the other three " Staffeln " of
his group near by, at Bisseghem, Heule
and Cuerne, respectively ; but at any
moment he was prepared to move to
any part of the Western front where
the services of his squadron might be
more urgently required. As .events
befell, no such call was made for some
considerable time, and throughout
Third Ypres the Richthofen " circus
operated from the Courtrai aerodromes,
roving up and down the northern battle
front with ample work to do.
The effect of its presence was felt
almost immediately, and one by one
the corps squadrons of the Royal Flying
Corps operating in the area of the

I-mperial Waruseu

THE LEADER PREPARES
In Richthofen the English and French
" aces " had a most formidable foe whose
prowess made him renowned throughout
the world. He is seen 'here donning his
flying kit with the aid of two orderlies,
before taking off for an offensive patrol
would require a chapter to itself ;
suffice it to say that the V Brigade,
R.F.C., which provided the immediate
air strength to Sir Hubert Gough's
Fifth Army, one of the armies whereon
the chief onus of the offensive devolved,
brought into the area of the attack nine
aeroplane squadrons and nine kiteballoon sections, each with one active
balloon. Add to this the 9th G.H.Q.
Wing and the IV Brigade, the latter
formation operating on the coast, and
we have twenty-two aeroplane squadrons (of say, eighteen aeroplanes apiece)
and seventeen balloon sections (one
balloon each) ready at the end of June
for the opening of the air offensive,
which the Royal Flying Corps was to
launch during the second week of July.

VICTOR AND VANQUISHED MEET
Not all Allied airmen who found themselves in combat with Richthofen were as lucky as the
pilot seen in this photograph, for though a captive he has at least escaped with his life.
Standing with the prisoner-pilot is Richthofen (left), and the two erstwhile opponents
are discussing in friendly fashion the fight in which they had recently been engaged
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British forthcoming offensive
single-seaters reached the V
began to suffer from the atBrigade, and it was significant
tacks of the multi - coloured
that in the majority of these
Albatros scouts led by the
encounters the German formablood-red " fiihrer." Had the
tions were numerically much
German plan worked satisfacstronger than the British and
torily, it is possible that the
that in almost every case the
challenge to our superiority in
fighting took place well inside
the air at this juncture might
the enemy lines.
have proved far-reaching; as
Sopwith triplanes — " tripeit was, it just failed to do
hounds " as they were nickmore than cause us heavy
named in the Service—of No.
losses — losses that we could
to Naval Squadron, which at
ill afford, yet were able to
this period formed part of the
make good.
22nd (Army) Wing of the V
On July 6 " Jagdstaffel i 1,"
Brigade, R.F.C., early came
with Richthofen at its head,
into prominence, and with them
attempted conclusions with a
the name of an officer who
Flight of six F.E.2d's of No. 20
was fast earning for himself a
Squadron somewhere between
reputation as a fighter-pilot of
SAFELY HOME
Ypres and Armentieres. There
the highest class.
In the course of his fighting career Captain Baron von Richthoten
were twelve machines in the
This was Flight-Commander
used various types of machines, among these being a Fokker
German pack, and all atR. Collishaw, who, at the
D.R.r triplane. Here one of these is seen coming in to land
tacked. A general melee
head of a patrol of triplanes,
ensued, in the course of which four of
the fight. He recovered control in
at 7.45 in the morning, set about
Richthofen's pilots fell to the guns of
time to effect a safe landing, but the
a composite patrol of single - seater
one of the British machines. This
wound was to rob his squadron of
Albatros machines in the neighbourmachine was piloted by Captain D. C.
its commander for over a month, and
hood of Menin. The engagement beCunnell, and had as observer Lieutenant
the Richthofen who returned to the
gan at a height of about 13,000 feet,
A. E. Woodbridge.
front in the last fortnight in August
Collishaw coming to grips with a bloodWith the intention of avenging the
was not the same Richthofen the
red Scout, which, however, for a time
loss of these four pilots of his flight,
" circus " had known previous to his
eluded him. After two or three attempts
Richthofen, who had been a witness of
accident in July.
Collishaw secured a favourable position
this part of the fighting, now singled
The air offensive opened on July
behind this machine, shot the pilot at
out Cunnell's F.E., and rushed in to
low clouds and rain having prevented
point-blank range and sent him hurtling
the attack. Woodbridge, observing
any effective action on the three preearthwards, completely out of control.
him approaching, opened fire with his
ceding days, and on the 12th more
While this was happening, Flight SubLewis gun at long range—and hit
fighting in the air took place than on
Lieutenant E. V. Reid, who had been
Richthofen in the head. The " Red
any day since the beginning of the
flying above his leader, challenged an
Baron," temporarily blinded, lost conWar. Over a dozen reports of fights
enemy machine at 14,000 feet, shot it
trol of his machine and fell from
between groups of British and German
to pieces, and then turned on another,
which he caused to dive headlong to
FAMOUS SON, PROUD FATHER
the ground, where it struck a house
Richthoten came near to death on July 6, 1917, when he was wounded in the head during
near Veldhoek, a village just off the
an air-fight with a Flight of F.E.2A:Fs. Hit by a bullet from a gun fired by Lieutenant
A. E. Woodbridge, he was temporarily blinded and only just succeeded in landing. This
Menin road. Reid thereupon joined a
photograph shows the Baron while on sick leave, seated beside his father. His wound put
him out of action for several weeks
Photos: Imperial War Museum

AT THE ENGLISHMAN'S MERCY

Copyright 7 mperlal War Museum

In aerial fighting the pilot must know exactly when and where to strike, and how to anticipate his opponent's manoeuvres without a
moment's hesitation. In this illustration, from the painting by N. G. Arnold in the Imperial War Museum, a Sopwith " Camel " has
taken up a position behind a German Hanoveraner two-seater into which he pours " tracer" bullets from his two guns. The German
observer is unable to reply with his gun because his opponent is partially hidden by the Hanoveraner's tail. The " Camel " pilot has
" got him. in his blind. spot " and is " sitting on .his tail," a favourite and effective tactical manoeuvre of scout pilots during the War

patrol of De Havilland 5's of No. 32
Squadron from the same Wing, and
assisted in the pursuit of an enemy
single-seater over Dadizeele. A third
pilot of the naval patrol, which had now
become somewhat scattered, threw in
his luck with another group of British
machines and participated in the rout
of a German fighter patrol that had
made its appearance while the fighting
was in progress. So the story went on.
A little later in the morning, near
Zonnebeke, a distant offensive patrol of
No. 29 (Nieuport Scout) Squadron,
12.F.C., from the same 22nd (Army)
Wing, engaged a patrol of twelve
Albatros Scouts. As our patrols rarely,
if ever, exceeded a strength of four
machines, we may safely deduce that
the balance of power lay fairly heavily
in the enemy's favour, to which must
be added the fact that our men were
fighting over hostile ground with considerations of fuel supply always present as a further handicap. How little
such odds were allowed to influence
matters was demonstrated by the course
of the fight that ensued.
All the machines of the enemy patrol
were engaged, either separately or collectively, by the four Nieuport Scouts.
These were not the Nieuport " Baby "
machines which made a furtive appearance on the Western front at the end
of 1915, although closely resembling
the earlier models. The Nieuport firm
at Issy-les-Moulineaux, at the gates of
Paris, was a progressive concern that
believed in keeping pace with the
constantly improving standard of aeronautical design, and month by month
its machines showed improvements—
improvements that enabled them to
hold their own at the front.
The engagement started, as we have
said, near Zonnebeke, that is to say,

Photos: imperial 11 or Museum

HOW ATTACKS WERE MADE

Here are shown two stages in an aerial fight as it would appear to the gunner of the
attacked machine. Above, the enemy banks prior to attacking. Below, having dived on
his potential victim, the attacker gets on his tail, from which position he will open fire at
close range. The photographs were taken in March, 1919, when the machines, Bristol
Fighters of No. '48 Squadron, R.A.F., were giving a demonstration over Cologne.
Close-up views of actual air fighting during the Great War are almost non-existent

imperial War Museum

FOLLOWING THE FASHION

The Germans were the first to use the triplane type during the War. Its performance
was so remarkable that the British decided to copy it, and so the Sopwith triplane was
built. This machine, shown here, was powered first with a r to h.p. and later with a 13o h.p.
Clerget rotary engine. Its ceiling was 17,00o feet and it flew at 154 m.p.h.

over the German support positions to
the south-west of Passchendaele, and it
ended over the outskirts of the town of
Roulers, some ten miles farther inside
the German lines. In the fight one man
(Captain A. G. Jones-Williams, the
Flight Commander) had no fewer than
five distinct encounters, including one
with an Albatros two-seater that appeared on the scene " out of the blue,"
before he succeeded in asserting his
superiority. This he did in his sixth
combat, when, after manoeuvring for
position, he got on to his opponent's

fiercest air battles so far fought over the
Western front. This involved more than
3o aeroplanes on each side, and lasted
for just under an hour. Although all
the British machines regained their
aerodromes safely—if in one or two cases
somewhat shot about — two German
Scouts were destroyed and six others
were sent down visibly damaged. In
the fighting practically all the singleseater squadrons of the V Brigade and
the 9th (G.H.Q.) Wing took a part, and
not the least share in it fell to the pilots
of that crack unit of the Flying Corps,
Major R. G. Blomfield's No. 56 (S.E.5)
Squadron, of the Wing mentioned.
It may be recalled that the formation
of this squadron followed very closely
the formation of that other crack unit,
Major Lanoe G. Hawker's No. 24 (De
Havilland 2) Squadron in 1915. Both
Hawker and Blomfield made free use of
their scissors, when, in their respective
years, they went home from the scenes
of their earlier battles to wage other

tail and sent him switchbacking earthward, completely out of control.
The whole hostile patrol was put to
flight in this way, and the Nieuport
Scouts returned unscathed, while, below
them, thanks to their courageous action,
the drab, tricolor-decorated wings of
innumerable R.E.8's passed and repassed on their interminable journeyings to and fro above the enemy's network of trench lines ; one danger at
least for the time was removed.
This first day of the preliminary air
offensive concluded with one of the

BADGE OF BATTLE
It became a common practice during the
War for pilots to have bizarre emblems
painted on the bodies of their machines.
The French airmen were particularly fond
of embellishing their craft in this way.
Here is the badge of Nungesser, the
famous pilot of one of France's renowned
" escadrilles de chasse "

. GUT OF CONTROL'
The oft repeated war-time phrase that figured in reports—" . . . shot down out of control "
—never conveyed as does this photograph the stark tragedy of an aerial battle's aftermath.
Falling helplessly for thousands of feet the German- pilot and observer of this Rumpler,
damaged by gun-fire, waited for the certain death which came to them as their-machine
plunged with sickening and devastating force to the ground
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battles of almost equal intensity in
England, in their endeavour to create
each a squadron of fighting pilots that
would be without its peer in the Corps ,
both of them cut right and left at the
red tape that confronted them on all
sides. Both—each in his own peculiar
way—made use of every conceivable
artifice in order to secure the best
available pilots and mechanics.
Major Blomfield—but who does not
know it ?—enlisted a complete orchestra
from the band of a fashionable restaurant
in the west end of London, and flew to
France at the head of a Squadron that
included such names as Albert Ball,
McCudden, G. H. Bowman and R. A.
Maybery, L. M. Barlow, H. Meintjes,
C. M. Crowe and E. L. L. Turnbull.

latff,, Horneherth

SECOND ZEPPELIN V.C.
The first V.C. given for bringing down a Zeppelin was won by Lieutenant Warneford, who in
June, r9r5, accomplished that feat in Belgium. The second, the only Victoria Cross ever awarded
for a feat of arms in Great Britain, was bestowed on Lieutenant W. Leefe Robinson for shooting
downs Zeppelin from an aeroplane in the early hours of September 3, 5956, at Cuffley, Hertford.
shire, as described in page 383. On April 5, 1917, Leefe Robinson was himself shot down by
Richthofen and taken prisoner. He died in December, 1918, soon after his release
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ON THE AIR ROAD TO SINGAPORE

' The

This aerial photograph, besides showing a landscape of bizarre and wonderful beauty, gives an amazing
example of the wild country which trans-continental flyers must cross. It was taken from an aeroplane on its way to Singapore between Gwatar and Gwadar, in south Baluchistan. Many of the
fantastically moulded rocks are known by special names to pilots on the London-Singapore air route
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SMOKE SCREENS AND► SKY-WRITING
By Major Oliver Stewart, M.C.
The inquiring mind is always eager to know how things are done, and the many who have seen
aeroplanes writing advertisements in the sky, or have read of destroyers throwing out smoke
screens at sea, will find an unusual interest in the present chapter. The aeroplane can also throw
out a smoke screen, though, owing to its rapid flight, this will not, in the opinion of the author,
be very efficacious in time of war
hanging of curtains of smoke in
the sky has frequently proved
of great value to naval and military forces. But there is also another
purpose served sometimes by the
emission of smoke from aeroplanes in
flight ; this is the purpose of skywriting—the tracing of characters in
the sky in such a way that they can be
read by people on the ground.
Both forms of smoke emission are
interconnected, but I shall deal first
with sky-writing as being more especially
an aerial development of the use of
smoke. Many people who watch an
aeroplane writing an advertisement at
perhaps io,000 feet or 15,000 feet believe
that the pilot writes much as one
writes on paper, forming the characters
by eye. Actually, he does nothing of the
kind. He must master an entirely
special technique and, while writing, he
is unable to see what his handiwork
looks like. He acts by rule, and every

T

HE

movement of his machine is determined which has been most extensively used
for sky-writing. It can reach the
by time and compass bearing. Moreover,
he must use mirror writing in order that operating level quickly, and it has
the people on the ground shall see nor- sufficient speed. At first, dark grey
smoke was the only kind that could be
mal writing.
Invented by Major J. C. Savage, sky- used, and the introduction of colour
writing has been developed almost presented difficulties.
After many experiments, in May,
entirely for advertising purposes ; but
the methods of smoke emission have 1924, colour was first introduced sucbeen adopted by the Air Ministry and cessfully, the tint being dark red. After
that colour development proceeded, and
are employed in almost exactly the
same way for certain kinds of smoke by the time of the R.A.F. Display of
screen laying. The aeroplane for sky- 1933 it had been found possible to give
writing must be fairly fast, or else the a good rendering in smoke of several of
the primary colours.
beginning of the word, or words,
Major Savage, when he first launched
starts to fade away before the end has
his invention, got together a small band
been done. It is also an advantage if
the exhaust pipes of the engine, for a of expert pilots, most of them men who
reason which will
LAYING A SKY TRAIL
become clear in a
moment, reach well Each year at the R.A.F. Display, Hendon, a selected unit gives a
demonstration of aerobatics in smoke. In 1935, five pilots of No. 3
behind the cockpit.
(Fighter) Squadron, equipped with " Bulldogs," carried out such a proActually, the S.E.5 gramme : here we see them rehearsing over the outskirts of London.
lines of coloured smoke show the accuracy attained by the
is the aeroplane The parallel pilots
in their stepped-up echelon formation
Charles E. Brown

Topical

SHUTTING AN ENEMY'S EYES

Smoke screens discharged from destroyers proved to be a valuable defence in naval warfare
during the Great War. But smoke defence, like gas attack, has developed immensely since then,
and aeroplanes rising from a sea-going carrier can now put up a cloud which in calm weather
would completely blind an enemy fleet. The photograph shows three United States Navy
planes laying a smoke screen during a demonstration on Navy Day
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and turns in the summer sky, leaving its
trail of smoke behind it, in a rather
different light. I have said that every
stroke is made in reference to the
aeroplane's compass course ; but the
pilots do not look at the compass—
they go by the sun, noticing how it
throws shadows of struts and other
parts on the wings of their aeroplane.
A word of ten letters may demand a
smoke trail ten miles long and take
about four minutes to write. During
that four minutes the pilot is intensively
engaged in probably the most astonishing form of writing ever invented. It is
so remarkable that it makes the work of
those who chisel characters in stone and
of those who paint elaborate oriental
characters seem simple by comparison.
Let me give an idea of how those early
pilots worked out their technique and
trained themselves to write, in legible
characters, in the sky.
First of all, they practised writing
the word they proposed to write in the
sky on paper with pen and ink; but
writing it backwards. They learnt to
write the word backwards with such
ease that they could dash it off in that
direction more easily than most people
can sign their name in the ordinary
direction.
For the next stage of training the pen
and ink, strangely enough, were exchanged for a bicycle. The pilot tied
to the bicycle a tin with water or fine
sand in it, and some means of stopping
and starting the flow, and then wrote
the word on the aerodrome tarmac,

TENTACLES OF BEAUTY
An extremely difficult smoke aerobatic is
that illustrated below, in which the aircraft, previously in close formation, zoom
sharply outwards, forming a fan-shaped
pattern in smoke. The volume and
thickness of the smoke trail produced
from such small machines is surprising
Photos: Charles E Brown

AIRMAN'S ICH DIEN '
The manoeuvre known as the " Prince of
Wales' Feathers" forms a graceful addition
to any aerobatic pilot's repertoire, and
also provides a thrilling spectacle at the
annual R.A.F. Display, as seen above. A
" Virginia" heavy bomber is landing over
the heads of the crowd in the foreground
had been flying in the Royal Flying
Corps and Royal Naval Air Service in
France. Sky-writing was taken up more
generally abroad than in Great Britain,
and at one time 94 per cent of all skywriting was being done abroad. But
it was always done by Major Savage's
methods and by members of his band
of trained pilots.
The training is a fairly elaborate
business and, when one knows something
about it, it leads one to regard the
tiny little silver aeroplane which twists
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still going backwards—with the word,
not the bicycle.
The final stage was air practice, and
that, during the early days of skywriting, took a great deal of time and
was often exceedingly difficult to arrange,
because it was not desired that the
public should make any mistake about
what was and what was not the
finished article. In order to get the
length of the strokes correct the pilot
either ccunts or uses a stop-watch. If
the pilot were writing the word " air "
he would begin by opening the smoke
valves and making a run away from the
sun for about 15 seconds to form the
first stroke of the letter A. Immelmann
turns are usually employed for the purpose of making the line of smoke
return quickly upon itself, or close to
itself, as in the loop of an 1, and in a
letter which has to be left and returned
to again, as i.
The dot of the i is
made by a brief opening of the smoke

a

Brown

ARCS OF SMOKY GRANDEUR
The extraordinary skill—one might almost say virtuosity—of the fully trained R.A.F.
pilot is magnificently portrayed in this panorama of smoke-writing in a summer sky. The
five Bristol " Bulldogs," practising for the Hendon Display, seem quite dwarfed by the
immensity of their trail as they loop in unison. Writing in smoke requires a technique of
split-second accuracy, without which such symmetrical beauty is entirely spoiled
valves, while the aeroplane continues
on the course on which it was running
for the body of the letter. The method
of producing the smoke is usually by
introducing certain chemicals to the
exhaust pipe. The exhaust pipe is
heavily lagged with some non-conducting
material to enable it to retain most of
its heat and thus make it a suitable
medium for activating the chemical
smoke producer.
Before turning to the laying of smoke
screens by aeroplane, I must say something of another form of sky-writing
invented by Major Savage ; this is the
searchlight method. In essentials the
searchlight method of sky-writing consists in using a special form of projector
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for throwing images of the letters on
clouds. The beam thrown by the searchlight is really a cluster of 300 beams,
each originating at a small mirror
whose position is, within narrow limits,
adjustable. The generation of the light
and its transmission are, therefore,
separate processes.
According to the inventor's statements the light available from this
searchlight is 3,000,000,000 candlepower, and the loss amounts to only
about 5 per cent for reflection and
about 2 per cent for the blank regions
between the individual beams of the
cluster. The use of this searchlight for
aiding anti-aircraft gunners at night
was suggested, and the searchlight was

Major J. C. Savage

BUSINESS SIDE OF SMOKE

Sky-writing has been largely evolved, of course, for commercial purposes, but it is still
an expensive and difficult art, and the letters remain only a few minutes. The word
" Persil " (see above) covers the sky for a total distance of two miles, and is begun at the
great height of 12.000 feet, where the air is extremely cold and thin. Each of the smaller
letters is about one-third of a mile from top to bottom

These photos show clearly the way in which smoke is emitted from an aeroplane engaged in sky-writing. The machine is an S.E.5, a war-time type used
for this work for many years by Major Savage, of Skywriting, Ltd., the
pioneers of this branch of aviation. The S.E.5 had the necessary speed, manoeuvrability and strength for the job, which entails the continual use of the
Immelmann turn and other strenuous aerobatics. The flow of smoke, generated by chemicals in the specially constructed exhaust, is controlled by a
single lever in the pilot's cockpit

tried by the War Office. When used for
gunnery, the cluster of beams is made to
form, not the letters of a word, but a
grid of known size. The movement of
the aeroplane across this grid, it is
stated, enables the gunners to calculate
range and speed.
When sky-writing by searchlight was
first proposed there were many protests
against its use. The question of prohibiting or regulating sky-writing was
examined by Parliament in the period
1923-25, when the Advertisements
Regulation Bill was under consideration.
The clause in the original draft of this
bill which affected sky-writing was
deleted at the instance of the Air
Ministry, which is an indication that the
authorities believed that sky-writing has
military as well as commercial value.
Sky-writing in smoke does not owe
much to the earlier forms of smoke
screen production. It was a development of its own. But much of the
knowledge collected in sky-writing has
since been applied to smoke screen work.
Smoke screens have frequently been
used by both armies and navies ; but,
although they have been laid by aircraft, they have not yet been used as a
The
tactical device in aerial battle.
idea of hanging curtains in the sky
is old, but it has been enormously
developed in method. Historical instances of the tactical employment of

smoke screens during
the war of 1914-18 oc- x.
curred during the operations off Ostend in
1917. Smoke screens
were used by both sides,
and more than once
British plans to bombard Ostend were foiled
by the laying of smoke
screens by the enemy.
On the other side, motor
launches and coastal
motor boats were used
to lay smoke screens
behind which our ships
might move into
their positions.
Methods of producing the smoke by ships
such as destroyers include that of doing
what the aeroplane pilot
would describe as running on an over-rich mixture. The ratio
of fuel to air burnt in the ship's furnaces is altered until dense clouds of
black and oily smoke pour from the
funnels. But in the aeroplane the
chemical method, such as that described,
is the only method available.
Aeroplanes which are to lay a smoke
screen can be furnished with a device of
the sky-writing kind for emitting smoke
themselves, or they can carry smoke378

producing floats or containers which
can be dropped in a row along the line
on which it is desired to produce the
smoke curtain. So far as direct emission
of smoke is concerned, the methods
used for sky-writing and for smoke
screen laying are almost identical. If
aeroplanes are to lay an effective smoke
screen by direct emission—and not by
laying a train of containers—it has been
shown by experiments made in America

Photos: Beauty of Flight ' and Wide World

Surely modern science has never evolved
stranger productions than those illustrated
in this page. The photograph on the left
was taken in broad daylight, with a yellow
filter over the lens of the camera : it shows
the apparently luminous pattern woven
by a stunting aeroplane emitting smoke.
Above, the tremendously powerful " grid "
searchlight, developed by Major J. C.
Savage, which is capable not only of
spotting raiding aircraft but also of
plotting their speed, direction and height

LIGHTING AND WRITING IN THE SKY CARRIED OUT BY PLANE AND PROJECTOR
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Air Raiders of the Cities. 8

THE

PPELINS TRY AGAIN
By Hamilton Fyfe

The thrilling moment when, for the first time, observers in England saw an enemy airship fall in
flames, is the central episode of this chapter. One of the eye-witnesses on that September night
was the Editor, whose experiences have here been drawn upon

F

Airerati '—Tie Studio, Ltd

AERIAL EXUBERANCE
Like the R.A.F., the Regia Aeronautica
(Italian Air Force) uses smoke as an aid
to effective demonstration of its pilots'
expertness. Covering a great expanse of
sky at enormous speed, the aeroplanes
tracing smoke rings in the above photograph seem to have become intoxicated
by their swift passage through the air, and
to be striving to assert their mastery
over that exhilarating medium

that a large number of machines are
needed, and even then success can
hardly ever be guaranteed. At sea the
conditions are, on the whole, more
favourable than on land. Some estimate
of the thickness of the smoke emitted
by an aeroplane in flight can be gained
from watching the aerobatics with
smoke which usually form spectacular
items in the annual R.A.F. Display.
The reasons that smoke screens have
been found impracticable for use in
aerial battle are many. Fighting
aeroplanes move too quickly, and change
height too rapidly, to allow any smoke
curtain or smoke cloud to be of much
value for concealment. It is the view
of the air staffs of most of the world's
leading air forces that smoke screen
laying by air may have to be employed
for the assistance of the army or the
navy, but that it would be of no value
for influencing an aerial battle.

Keystone

ARTIFICIAL FOG FOR INVADERS
The U.S. Navy and Marine have paid great attention to smoke-screen laying by aircraft,
and large-scale trials have been made during combined exercises. In conjunction with
the International Air Races of 1933, the Marine Air Corps laid a gigantic screen along the
waterfront of Chicago, during the World's Fair, to facilitate the landing of a demonstration sea unit. Here we see , a rehearsal on the shores of the Potomac river.
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nearly two years the airship
raiders could attack England,
whenever weather conditions were
propitious, without encountering any
serious resistance or running any great
risk. The actual damage they did was
inconsiderable, when measured against
the number of bombs they dropped.
But the effectiveness of the raids was
not to be reckoned merely by casualty
lists or buildings destroyed. A large
part of the population was kept in a
state of painful suspense. A vast
organization had to be set to work on
the distribution of warnings, the manning of guns and the holding of aeroplanes in readiness to go up. Thus
much effort which might have been
used at the front was kept at home.
The raids had also a paralysing result
on many branches of war industry.
When an alarm was given and the
workers took cover, injury to plant
might be caused as well as delay in
production. Blast furnaces, for example,
had their fires banked, so that the glow
might not attract the attention of the
bombers. Further, many
workers stayed away on the
morrow of a raid. The lighthearted view taken by the
authorities at the beginning of
the War, that the civil population alone would be affected
by air raids, and that it must
" run its risk," was soon proved
completely mistaken. Unfortunately, it took a long time
to repair the negligence shown
at the start and to create
defences against the Zeppelin
peril in the only shape which
they could effectively be given
—that of aggressive action that
would set them on fire as they
flew. By the autumn of 1915
there had been established a
combination of observers,
searchlights, guns on the
ground, and aeroplanes firing
incendiary bullets, which was
finally to make Zeppelin
adventures less than worth
while.
On August 24, 1916, Mathy
once more flew over the capital.
He was still both the most
OR
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daring and one of the most skilful of
the Zeppelin commanders. This time
he devastated south-eastern suburbs,
where the population was thick upon
the ground and the houses close together in narrow streets. Here there
was much destruction. One house,
with the people in it, was annihilated
" without trace." Yet the number
killed was small, only nine ; and not
more than forty were wounded.
Seeing that Mathy had met with no
opposition to speak of, the German airship high command resolved to try
something on a larger scale. Sixteen
airships were assembled and sent out on
September 2 with orders to attack
London. The attack completely failed.
No bombs were dropped on the central
part of the city, and by those which
fell on the northern suburbs very little
damage was done. Now for the first
time the airships were badly bothered

*by the searchlights and the gun-fire, and,
most significant of all, now for the first
time one of them was shot down on
English soil. At this time the Germans
were using both Zeppelin and SchiitteLanz airships as raiders. The chief
difference between the two types was
that Zeppelins with their metal frames
were stronger than the Schiltte-Lanzes
with their wooden frames, but the latter
were better streamlined and, therefore,
faster. Later, the best features of both
were combined in airships known only
as Zeppelins.
This earliest victim of the aeroplane
patrol, which had at last got into good
working order, was not a Zeppelin but
the Schiitte-Lanz SL' . Her, commander had passed over Essex and
Hertfordshire with the idea at swooping
on London from St. Albans. He had
dropped bombs without , effect from
there to Wood Green. The airship was

BOMBED IN THE NIGHT
Suburbs of London, particularly those in the south and east, suffered heavily during the
Zeppelin raids of 1915-16. The buildings of central London were not so vulnerable as
the suburban villas, which, even if not directly hit, could be shattered by the concussion
of an exploding bomb: Here is shown damage done by a bomb in Baytree Road, Brixton
p N aseunt

over Enfield when it was sighted by
Lieutenant W. Leefe Robinson as he
was returning from a fruitless chase
after another of the raiders. He had
lost that one by keeping high above it,
and thus sacrificing speed.
Immediately he decided that he would
reverse his tactics. He was at a height
of close on 13,000 feet when he discovered the second airship in the glare
of the searchlights. He made for it
" nose down " (so he worded his report),
and, getting 800 feet below, he raked it
from bow to stern. This did not
appear to injure the gas-bag much, nor
did another volley fired into its side.
But when he drew nearer, within 500
feet, got behind the raider, and poured
in the whole contents of a drum at one
spot, he was rewarded by seeing an
immediate glow ; in a few seconds the
hinder part of the airship was in a blaze.
He made all the haste he could to get
out of its way. As it fell, the flames
enveloped the whole construction, and
after it had hit the ground at Cuffley.
in Hertfordshire, its wooden framework
burned for two hours. The whole of
the crew perished. The loss of life was
greater this time among the attackers
than the attacked.
The fall of the blazing mass had been
seen from many parts of London and
cheers of relief went up. A large crowd
collected to watch the airship's destruction. The roads from all directions

were choked with motor-cars. The
crews of other raiding airships saw the
disaster—with very different feelings.
Hitherto they had performed the duty
allotted to them with an assurance of
security. Now they knew that what
had happened to the SLI1 might be
the fate of any of them.
The Editor of WAR IN THE AIR was
among .those who witnessed this noteworthy episode in the short eventful
history of the airship in warfare. He
relates that in the company of a neighbour he stood, the two alone, on the
height of Shepherd's Hill, Highgate,
just in front of his own house, and
watched the marvel of Robinson's
historic achievement. (Poor Robinson,
by the way, was shot down in France on
April 15, 1917, and taken prisoner. He
died in December, 1918, soon after his
release.)
According to the Editor, when Robinson decided to dive below the height
at which the airship was flying he let off
a burst of green Very lights as a signal
to the ground batteries to stop their
barrage, which instantly ceased, the
ensuing silence being almost nerveracking. When the young airman saw
that his last drum of incendiary bullets
had set fire to a corner of the airship's
envelope he then " zoomed " away at
his top speed, showering out a stream of
white lights as he went.
To the spectator the start of the fire
seemed small enough ; the airship
looked just for a moment like a huge
lighted cigar, but presently, and with
astonishing rapidity, • the glowing end
increased so that the whole structure

WHAT LONDON SAW
As described in this page, thousands of
Londoners rushed into the streets to see
the end of the SLII. Drawn by an artist
who witnessed the scene, this illustration
shows the airship just after it was hit.
The red glow which spread from end to
end indicated that Leefe Robinson had
triumphed in his great adventure

Topical
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AFTER ROBINSON'S HISTORIC EXPLOIT

HIS FATE UNKNOWING

The remains of the airship that Lieutenant W. Leefe Robinson brought down on the night
of September 2, rnr6, are here shown, in the top photograph, as they lay in a field near
Cuffley on the morning after. The raider was a Schiitte-Lanz, and as airships of that type
had wooden frames, the wreckage burned furiously for two hours after the crash. Practically nothing remained when the fire died down but the motors, guns and parts of the
gondolas. In the lower photograph men of the R.F.C. are salving one of the engines

Lieutenant Peterson, here seen at home with his wife, was in command of L32, one of the
xi naval airships which raided England on the night of September 24, 1916. Hampered
by guns and searchlights, he failed to reach London, and on his way home he was attacked
by Second-Lieutenant F. Sowrey in a patrolling aeroplane. As a result L32, one of two
Zeppelins of the latest type in the raiding fleet, came down in flames at Snail's Hill Farm,
near Billericay in Essex, Peterson and all his crew perishing
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was involved, and the huge bulk of the
thing, flaming furiously, up-ended and
fell plumb to earth in an inferno of
lurid flame.
Even at the distance of very nearly
ten miles from where our Editor stood he
could distinguish, in the intense* redness
that illuminated the scene, portions of
the airship rebounding hundreds of feet
into the air as it exploded on contact
with the ground.
Amongst many others, the impression
that remains ineffaceable to him is the
staggering volume of cheering that
resounded from all parts of northern
London—countless thousands of unseen
observers fervently rejoicing in the
destruction of the thing of terror—while

METAL SKELETON
Zeppelin L33 made a voluntary descent
at Little Wigborough, Essex, after the
night raid of September 23, 1916. She
had been attacked by a British pilot,
Lieutenant Brandon, and, while on her
way home across the North Sea, lost gas
so heavily that she had to turn back and
land, taking fire immediately afterwards

he and his neighbour stood alone on a
great open hill.
Within three weeks a like fate befell
two more airships. Eleven raiders set
out for England on September 23. One,
the L33, a super-Zeppelin on its first
trip, bombed the east end of London,
killing eleven people and injuring twentysix. The anti-aircraft guns kept up a
formidable fire ; one shell seemed to
pierce the envelope, but to the disappointment of the gunners this did not
appear to hamper in any way the airship's movement.
Nevertheless, it was badly damaged,
and it suffered further injury from an
aeroplane which flew alongside, pouring
in streams of incendiary bullets. It did
manage to reach the coast, but its commander could not venture to cross the
sea. He landed in a field, and the crew
surrendered ; the frame, little damaged,
served later as the model on which the
British R33 was built.
Another of the super-Zeppelins, L32,
was shot down by Lieutenant Sowrey
in a patrol aeroplane. Trying to get out
of range of gun-fire, and to avoid the
searchlight beams, it was spotted and
attacked. From below, Lieutenant
Sowrey fired three drums loaded with
Brock, Pomeroy and tracer ammunition
rapidly into it. " The third one caused
the envelope to catch on fire in several
places ; in the centre and front." So
the airman reported. He watched it
fall to the ground near Billericay, in
Essex, fired a red light in sign of
victory, then descended quietly and
made an excellent landing.
In this raid London's southern and
eastern suburbs suffered badly, twentytwo people being killed and seventy-four
injured in Streatham and Brixton, Lea
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Bridge Road, and Leyton. A good
deal of damage was done also in Nottingham, but the casualties here were
comparatively few.
The terror prevailing in the midland
city was heightened by the invisibility of
the raider, owing to fog in the Trent
valley. The railway was blamed for giving the airship news of its position. When
other lights were put out, those of the
signals, and those in trains also, were
kept burning, thus giving valuable indications to the marauding Zeppelins.
This led to a good deal of complaint
and the question was taken up by
some of the local authorities concerned. A number of other mayors
joined with the mayor of Nottingham in
a request that all railway traffic should
stop when the warning of an air attack
was given. The War Office refused. It
was essential, they said, that not only
munitions but the necessaries of life
should be carried.
The enemy, quite naturally, desired
to stop their being carried, and it might
easily result from a stoppage in one
area that the whole service would be
held up for a considerable period.
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SHATTERED HOMES IN LONDON SUBURBS

/0 20
AIRSHIP RAIDS, AUTUMN 1916
Map specially drawn to show the course taken by raiding Zeppelins over the east and
south-east of England in August and September, 1916
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The four photographs in this page show some of the results of the Zeppelin raid of September 23-24, 1916. Of three German airships detailed
to attack London, only one, L3i, commanded by the greatest of German airship commanders, Heinrich Mathy, reached its goal. Most of the bombs
that Mathy dropped fell on some of the southern suburbs of London, Streatham and Brixton suffering very heavily. Top right, is a house near
Streatham Hill Station, which was fortunately empty at the time. The two lower photographs (right) show damage done to houses in Estrehan Road,
Streatham. Left, are the ruins of a house in Beechdale Road, Brixton. During this raid 4o people were killed and 23o injured
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Air Stories: Tragic and Romantic. 3

TOLL OF GREAT AIRMEN
By Capt. J. Laurence Pritchard
A high price is always paid for high achievement, and something of the cost of the Conquest
of the Air will be gathered from this chapter. Apart from the many gallant lives lost during
the World War, a succession of adventurous spirits, from Alcock to Kingsford-Smith, have lost
their lives in flights of a pioneer nature

HE air has already begun to build
up a great tradition, much of
which has its foundations in the
lives and deaths of great airmen. In
its comparatively short history the air
has claimed a heavy toll among its great
figures. During the World War many
reputations were made in the air, few
greater than that of Major J. T. R.
McCudden, V.C., D.S.O., M.C., M.M.
McCudden joined the sappers as a
bugler, but shortly before the War he
transferred to the Royal Flying Corps,
and in 1914 was a second-class air
mechanic. In four short years, by his
brilliance and daring, he had risen to
the rank of major, had won that most
coveted distinction of all, the Victoria
Cross, was a world figure and hailed
everywhere as one of the greatest pilots
on the Western front.
In other sections of this work
some detailed description is given
of Major McCudden's great exploits.
In addition to being a highly skilled
fighting pilot, he was an excellent
mechanic, and much of his success was
due to his thoroughness and the care
which he took to see that the machines
he used were in first-class condition,
so that his aeroplanes were always a
little faster, a little better at manoeuvring, than other aeroplanes of the
same type.
In April, 1918, McCudden was ordered
home in order to give the pilots then
being trained the benefit of his wonderful experience. But he was in England
only a few months. In July he was
promoted to major and squadroncommander, and given the command of
one of the crack air squadrons—the
greatest honour for which he could have
wished. On July 9 he left England to
take over his new command. He landed
safely at an aerodrome in France and
filled up with petrol. On starting again
his engine failed, and he tried to turn
back into the aerodrome. His machine
side-slipped, and one of the world's
greatest pilots was killed by an accident
which can only be described as trivial
for a pilot of McCudden's skill.
When, the following year, Alcock and
Brown made that first dramatic flight

T

across the Atlantic, their names were
for ever inscribed on the roll of aviation
That sixteen-hour flight
history.
through fog and sleet and driving rain.

Vickers Aviation Ltd .

ACE OF THE ATLANTIC
Sir John Alcock, who shared with Sir Arthur
Whitten Brown the honours of the first
direct transatlantic flight, crashed to death
through " sheer bad luck " while trying to
land in a fog on December 18, 1919

AGAINST HEAVY ODDS
Harry Hawker, whose attempted Atlantic
flight and tragic death is mentioned in this
chapter, achieved his great reputation as a
pilot in spite of being far from robust
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with hardly a glimpse of even the stars
or the sun to guide them, is fully
described in the section " The Conquest
of the Atlantic " (see pages 183-6).
For their feat of unparalleled skill
and courage both men were knighted.
Sir John Alcock was not to live long
to enjoy his well-merited honour. On
the morning of December 18, 1919, he
flew from England to France in a
Vickers Viking. The weather was bad,
and as he was nearing Rouen the
machine ran into heavy mist.
A
farmer was the only witness of the
disaster which followed. He reported
that he saw the aeroplane flying
unsteadily, and suddenly it crashed to
the ground.
Alcock received extremely severe injuries and, despite every effort on the
part of the doctors, he died the same
afternoon. It was sheer bad luck, for
it is certain that Alcock tried to land,
believing the fog was getting worse and
that he would be unable to reach Paris,
for which he was aiming. Yet in Paris
the weather was clear and sunny, and
the conditions for landing safely were
ideal.
Upon such a small chance
depended the life of the man who had
faced successfully the great adventure
of the Atlantic.
Some eighteen months later, Alcock's
great rival for Atlantic honours, Harry
Hawker, lost his life. The story of
Hawker and Grieve's magnificent failure,
one of the most dramatic stories of the
air, is told in the section " Hawker's
Glorious Atlantic Failure " (see pages
512-4). A born pilot, Harry Hawker
made his first great flight, which astonished the world, in 1912 at Brooklands.
On this occasion he remained in the air
for 8 hours 23 minutes, winning the
Michelin trophy for the year for the
longest flight without landing. In the
year 1913 he made a British height
record. Prizes for great flights had
only to be offered for Harry Hawker
to attempt to win them. It was
while practising for the Aerial Derby
of 1921 that he met his death. It
was not till then that it became
known that he had put up a courageous
fight against physical disabilities which

would have prevented most men from
ever flying at all.
On July is, 1921, Hawker went up
in his Aerial Derby machine. He had
been flying but a short while when he
was seen to be in difficulties. Without
warning, the machine came spiralling
down to the ground, crashed and
caught fire. At the inquest it was proved
that Hawker, in any case, had probably
only a few weeks to live. Medical
evidence showed that he was suffering
from tuberculosis of the spine. An
operation, which he had already considered, would at the best only have
meant that he would have lain helpless
on his back for the rest of his life.
Despite the knowledge of the risks he
was running, Hawker elected to carry
on in the job he loved, and died as he
would have wished to die.
Many of the great airmen of the War
who earned the Victoria Cross were killed
fighting. Among a few outstanding figures who survived the War, LieutenantColonel W. G. Barker may be mentioned. In the whole history of the
war in the air, no two names are more
illustrious than those of Barker and
Bishop, two great Canadians. Barker
was officially credited with 52 enemy
aircraft destroyed. He won his Victoria Cross on October 27, 1918, after
one of the most amazing fights on record.
Barker's exploit, which will be recounted in full in a later chapter,
began quietly enough when he was on

a lone patrol. Flying at 22,000 feet, he
attacked a two-seater, and then became
involved in a terrific melee with first
one enemy formation numbering fifteen
machines, and then another of between
ten and fifteen single-seaters. He was
wounded three times and, though
crippled in both legs and one arm, he
continued to fight his way homeward.
During this unequal struggle he twice
fainted, but, nevertheless, sent five of his
attackers to their doom. Then, bleed- •
ing and faint, he landed and crashed.
Most men would not have survived
that final crash, but Barker did so to
such good purpose that after the War
he became one of the leading test-pilots
in Canada. The testing of aeroplanes
is always a dangerous job. It was
while testing a machine on March 12,
1930, at Rockcliffe, a suburb of Ottawa,
that Colonel Barker met his death.
The aeroplane got out of control and
nose-dived on to the frozen Ottawa
river, and one of the world's greatest
pilots was killed instantly.
The names of many of the great
airmen of the War period are but
historical memories to all but a few.
It was in the years following the War
that the names of many newcomers
Topical

LONE FLYER'S LAST FLIGHT
British aviation suffered a grievous loss when Bert Hinkler was killed. Flying in a D.H.
" Puss-Moth," he left England on January 7, 1933, to go to Australia. Nearly four months
later his dead body was discovered with his wrecked monoplane in the Apennines. Below,
the remains of the machine as it was found. Above, a photograph of Hinkler when he
was test-pilot for A. V. Roe, Ltd. Air-Marshal Sir John Salmond is congratulating
him after a striking demonstration flight with a new machine
L.N.A .

V.C. VICTIM OF THE AIR
Major W. G. Barker, V.C., D.S.O. M.C., whose exploits as a fighting pilot placed him
amongst the heroes of the Great War, took an active part in aviation in post-war years.
He was killed testing a new type of aeroplane in Canada in 193o. Above, Barker in 1918,
when he commanded a Sopwith Camel " squadron. See also page 339
became known all over the world. No
one deserved world recognition more
than Squadron-Leader Hinkler. In 1920
he burst into fame by flying from
London to Turin in an Avro " Baby,"
fitted with only a 35 h.p. engine. No
word of the proposed flight appeared
in the newspapers until it had been
made, for Hinkler strongly objected to
publicity. His maxim was " Do the
thing first and talk about it afterwards."
The difficulty was ever to get him to
talk, however. Hinkler, like Harry
Hawker and Barker, was a test-pilot,
and many of his remarkable flights were
made to show the capabilities of his
aeroplane. A list of Hinkler's flights
would be too long to give here. He
was the pioneer of the light aeroplane,
and did more than any other pilot to
make it popular. In 1928 he made his
great solo flight in a light aeroplane from
England to Australia in sixteen days.
In 1931 he amazed everyone by flying
from New York to Jamaica and from
Brazil to Africa, across the South
Atlantic, in a small machine. His
navigating skill was almost uncanny.
On January 7, 1933, Hinkler left
England on an attempt to beat the record
for a flight to Australia. The next that
was heard of him was a vague report
that he had been seen flying over
Switzerland the same day—and then
silence. A machine set out from England to search for him in the Alps without success. The world's most lonely
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flyer had vanished. It was nearly four
months later, in May, that news was
received that the wreckage of his
machine had been found on the deserted
slopes of the Pratanago Mountains in
the Apennines by some wandering char-

coal burners. In that desolate spot
a memorial has been erected to a great
pilot and a great gentleman.
In November, 1935, the world lost
one whom Anthony Fokker rightly
described as " the greatest flyer in the
world today," Sir Charles KingsfordSmith, who disappeared over the Bay
of Bengal while flying to Australia.
Kingsford-Smith first became known
to the world by his circuit of Australia
in ten days, beating the previous time
by no less than twelve days in 1927. In
May, 1928, in the Southern Cross, he
was the first man to fly across the
Pacific from San Francisco to Australia,
via Honolulu and the Fiji Islands. In
the same year Kingsford-Smith flew
the Tasman Sea to New Zealand and
back. In 1929 he and Ulm beat the
existing record from Australia to
England, and afterwards flew to
America and across to San Francisco, thus completing the circuit of
the world.
In October, 193o, Kingsford-Smith
flew solo from England to Australia in
a light aeroplane in 9 days 21 hours,
beating the record set up by Hinkler.
In 1931 he flew back to England, and in
December flew the Christmas mail to
Australia, and two years later again
lowered the existing record for the
England-Australia flight, while in 1934
he made a second crossing of the Pacific.
No pilot held such a fine record of
long-distance flights as this great flyer.

A FEW FEET WOULD HAVE SAVED HIM
The R.A.F. lost one of its most distinguished pilots when Major J. T. B. McCudden, V.C.,
D.S.O., M.C., M.M., was fatally injured in a crash in July, 1918, due to the engine of his
S.E.5a failing just after taking off. Had McCudden had sufficient height at the time,
the disaster might have been avoided. Below, he is seen beside a Bristol " Scout "
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Editorial Eddies
F the many letters of congratulation that have reached me
as Editor of WAR IN THE AIR I may mention the contents
of two, one from a city and the other from a country
reader. My city reader, a correspondent from Manchester,
after referring to the general excellence of the work, states that
he finds the series " War in the Air " the most fascinating.
" As I have," he says, " read through it week by week, I have
thought and attempted to picture the great number of old war
veterans of the air who are also reading this great book and
of the happy memories it must bring back to them." He
mentions also the high quality of the photographs and concludes
by hoping that WAR IN THE AIR will do its best to make every
Briton air-minded. My other correspondent, who writes from
Hertfordshire, describes himself as a keen follower of aviation.
He singles out for special mention the chapters in the " World's
Wonder Planes " series by Major C. C. Turner, which were
also mentioned by my Manchester correspondent.

Aerial Armadas in Being.

0

MOTHER letter that is worthy of a word of comment comes
from a correspondent in Surrey, who refers to an incident
which we mention on page 205 of WAR IN THE AIR. We
there tell how the pilot of an airship of the SS. type encountered a thick fog on his journey to the midlands of England.
He decided to land, and when only just off the ground told his
wireless operator and passenger to jump out. They did so and,
relieved of their weight, the airship ascended to 5,000 feet and
drifted out to sea, but eventually the pilot, after some exciting
adventures, about which most of my readers have doubtless
read, brought the ship safely back to the station. My correspondent says that he well remembers this event. At the time,
he was an airship rigger in the R.N.A.S. at Capel Airship Station,
Folkestone, and was temporarily employed on telephone duty.
One morning a voice came over the 'phone. " I am the wireless
operator of SS. —. Ship gone up in fog with pilot and
vanished." He reported to the landing officer and, while
preparations were being made for a crash party to be ready in
case of need, an airship was heard in the fog above the airship
station, and after a short time the ship was successfully landed.
SUBSCRIBER, P. M. T., writing from a suburb in South
London, takes a very different line from the majority of
my correspondents, including the three whose letters I
have just mentioned. His letter is quite short, so there is no
objection to giving it in full :

A

Your so-called WAR IN THE AIR is mostly an exaggeration of the horrors
of air war, done, apparently, for propaganda purposes. This is no service
to the nation, but it certainly is preparing in advance for a potential enemy
by creating panic.

HE only way to answer a letter of this kind is to give a
direct negative to the statements made. The chapters in
WAR IN THE AIR that deal with " Things of Tomorrow ,,
in no wise exaggerate the horrors of air warfare in the future.
No writer that I know could do that. Evidence abounds that
the horrors will be far more terrible than any of us can imagine.
I could fill these editorial pages from now to the end of the
work with illustrations taken from the daily papers, one of
which, having just caught my eye, I am mentioning below. We
know that chemists possessing powers unthought of a generation or less ago, not content with the terrible weapons they have
forged, are preparing others still more terrible, and the process
seems to be unending. It passes my understanding, therefore,
how a sane being can assert that the statements made by
Mr. Boyd Cable, and supported by an unquestioned weight of

T
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ITALY'S IMPRESSIVE AERIAL ADVANCE
By Major Oliver Stewart,

evidence, are in any sense exaggerations. May I repeat here
a few words of what I said in my Introduction to this work :
All that we do know is that, unless some means of international agreement
is devised whereby the monster that the Frankenstein of civilization has
created in the aeroplane is made to serve and not to destroy, no picture of
misery and despair that may be drawn today can exaggerate the doom that
awaits civilized communities.

M

correspondent's letter gives no idea of his age, so he may
not be old enough to remember what happened in the
early years of the Great War. Those of us who do,
however, are free from the illusions under which he apparently
labours. We suffered then, not from exaggeration but from
ignorance, or worse. We were told not to worry about the threats
that German aircraft would make raids over English soil, and
one statesman, occupying a very high position, told us that
" darkness -and composure " were the best replies to the
German menace. Costly experience, as every reader of Mr.
Hamilton Fyfe's chapters in WAR IN THE AIR knows, proved
the folly of this policy of passive resistance, and it needed a great
national effort before the danger , from the Zeppelins and the
Gothas was ended. A little exaggeration at that time might
have served us a good deal better than the platitudes that were
given to us instead.
Y

ROUD and among the most daring of

p

air forces of the world stands the
Regia Aeronautica, Italy's aerial
army, which has been developed and
expanded at an astonishing rate during
the past fifteen years, and now holds a
position among the first four air powers.
The Regia Aeronautica has a character
all its own ; it differs markedly from
the forces of Britain and the United
States, but its technical position is as
high. It might almost be called an air
force of fanatical patriots, men who
count life a small thing in comparison
with service to their country. As
a consequence, some of the mass
manoeuvres of Italy's aerial army are
without equal for both skill and daring.

B
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To live at high speed and to fly dangerously might be taken as the motto of the modern Italian
airman, for, as seen in recent air manoeuvres, and as described in this chapter, Italy's air force,
its " Regia Aeronautica," is not only in the front rank of air forces, but claims to lead the nations
by reason of the advanced designs employed and the almost fanatical daring displayed in its
large-scale formation flying

EFORE I read my correspondent's criticisms I had noticed a
paragraph in the press about a new invention, something
in the nature of a flying bomb. This originated in Japan,
where, according to a newspaper report, machines have been
built and actually experimented with, which, loaded with highexplosives, are capable of being flown great distances and crashed
upon their objective. Each bomb, apparently, is controlled
by one man, and many patriotic Japanese are not only willing,
but eager, to pilot these machines, in spite of the fact that certain death awaits them. Whether true or not, the report should
certainly open the eyes of the world to the terrible possibilities
of any future war, and is a very apt reply to those, if there are
any such, who agree with my South London critic.
HE close public attention that is now focussed on the
Royal Air Force, due largely to the extensive programme
of expansion, makes the publication of a new book on
units of R.A.F. singularly opportune. Entitled " Squadrons
of the Royal Air Force," such a book has recently been produced
by the "Flight " Publishing Co., and is the first volume to
present the history, traditions and functions of individual
squadrons and units existing today. Written jointly by Major
F. A. de V. Robertson, Lieut.-Commander C. N. Colson and
Flying-Officer W. A. Cook, the chapters contain facts which
are a pleasing blending of the past and the present day, and
the pages are admirably illustrated with many fine photographs
taken by Mr. J. Yoxall, the chief photographer of " Flight,"
the weekly aviation journal to which we are indebted for so
many of the splendid photographs appearing in WAR IN THE
AIR. The whole strikes the reader at once as being concise,
accurate and very readable. A complete index is included and
this, besides adding value to " Squadrons of the Royal Air
Force as a useful reference book, gives further proof of the
care with which the volume has been compiled. In addition, it
is finely printed and bound. The price is 7s. 6d.
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UP-TO-DATE BOMBERS

Bombers of remarkable performance are
in use with the Italian Air Force, and
these machines, as these two photographs
show, are of the most up-to-date design.
Above, a Piaggio P.s6 monoplane. Like
the Savoia-Marchetti S.79, seen on the
right, it has three radial engines, enclosed
cockpits and a retractable undercarriage
A display of formation flying given
by the Italian air force is a thing to
marvel at, for some of the manoeuvres
seem to be a challenge to death, and
the way in which vast numbers of
aeroplanes are moved about the sky is
a lesson in organization and discipline.
It is the opinion of many competent
observers that Italy's air force today is
far ahead of all other air forces, including
even the British, in the handling of vast
numbers of aeroplanes together in the
air. Hundreds of machines will form
up in a great flying division, tier upon
389

tier, all keeping close to one another, and
all moving to the orders of a single
leader. The fighter squadrons vie with
one another in the ingenuity of their
sky drill.
One thrilling manoeuvre which never
fails to impress spectators is begun by
the leading aeroplane doing a series of
loops slightly off centre. It comes round
as if on the path of a screw thread. The
next machine follows it, also with its
loops slightly off centre, and the remaining machines perform the same evolution in turn. When the whole squadron
is thus looping, it resembles a moving
corkscrew formation, with the machines
twirling round after one another at
exactly the correct intervals, all follow-

ing the screw thread track and winding
their way across the sky in a spiral.
A few notes upon the organization of
the Italian air force will first be given,
then something will be said about the
flying schools and methods of training
in Italy, and, finally, the strength of the
present-day force will be estimated and
something added upon certain outstanding Italian achievements.
The tactical unit of the Regia Aeronautica is the squadron. Two or more
squadrons form a wing, and two or more
wings a group, the arrangement following in general the lines of the R.A.F.
Two or more groups form an aerial
brigade, and two or more aerial brigades
an aerial division. The Italian air force
differs from most others by
continuing to develop dirigible
airships. For this specialized
work there is an Airship Group.
Training for the Italian air
force is arranged in very much
the same way as for the British
air force. There is a cadet
college, the Regia Accademia
Aeronautica, to which pupils
come from the civil secondary
schools. After a three years'
course they are graded as Flying
Sub-Lieutenants. There is an

REGULAR ROUTINE
No airmen undergo a more rigorous training in all forms of flying than those of the Italian
Regia Aeronautica. Aerobatics, both individual and massed, are taught and carried out
with first-rate skill and precision, and pilots are encouraged to display their daring. Here
are seen seven single-seaters flying upside down in formation, and at a low altitude

strength. British experts place it
fourth, after the United States, France
and Great Britain. Much depends upon
the basis of the estimate. First line
strength alone is always an insecure
basis, because of the differences of
opinion as to the exact interpretation
of the term, and because of the importance, in estimating real air strength,
of taking into account such factors as
immediate and stored reserves, and
capacity for expansion.
The types of aeroplane used by the
Regia Aeronautica are mainly much
the same as in the British Royal Air
Force. The single-seater fighter is the
mainstay of the defence, and this
machine is the one upon which is
conferred the maximum performance
possible in regard to speed, climb and
powers of manoeuvre. An instance of
this type is the Breda 27 monoplane
fighter, which is credited with a top
speed of 236 m.p.h. It is fitted with an
Alfa-Romeo engine, and it carries two
machine-guns, wireless apparatus and
lighting, heating and oxygen equipment.
The Fiat company are also producing
fast single-seater fighters, mostly of
biplane form. Reconnaissance and
Army Co-operation types conform closely
to British general ideas, though their
appearance is often strikingly different.
The Caproni company has always been
famous for its heavy bombers, which
have ben among the world's largest
landplanes. This company produces,
in addition, long-range reconnaissance
machines and fighters. But perhaps
the most notable developments recently
in Italian air force equipment are in
the marine classes of aircraft: The
Italians have several fighter flying
boats—small machines with boat
hulls, carrying one person and armament, designed for the pursuit of

officers, 1,86o non-commissioned officers,
advanced training course, called the
10,988 other ranks, 1,500 auxiliary
Corso Superiore, which takes six months,
officers and 1,5oo short service nonand is for the rank of Captain. There
commissioned officers decreed for the
are also special schools for aircraft
Italian air force expansion scheme.
apprentices, for mechanics, riggers,
All authorities are agreed that the
gunners, fitters, photographers and
Italian air force comes among the first
wirelesS operators, and there are adfour in the world. American experts
vanced technical courses. Another
place it third, on a level with the air
interesting feature of the training
force of Great Britain in actual fighting
system is that specialist schools, Scuole
di Specialita, are established
for such duties as fighting and
bombing. There is also a
meteorological school.
What is the strength of
Italy's aerial armada ? This
is a question whose answer
has been hotly disputed. Using
statements made in the British
House of Commons as the basis
of the reckoning, we may estimate the first line strength
of the Italian air force in 1935
at about 1,200 to 1,500 aeroplanes. They are divided up
into about 120 squadrons. A
decree published in the official
Italian Gazette in August,
MODERN TYPE OF FAMOUS MARQUE
1935, gives the personnel
'During the Great War, the Italians used Caproni aeroplanes in large numbers for bombing, and-the
strength of the Italian air
Caproni Company was the first to make a triple-engined machine of large size. Today this same
force as 40,483 men. This is
concern produces multi-engined bombers of striking performance for the Italian air force, the
type seen here forming the equipment of many squadrons engaged in the Abyssinian campaign
after the addition of 500
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PERFECTION IN AIR DRILL : SKY PATTERNS MADE BY ITALIAN PILOTS

The five photographs in this page give striking proof of the perfection achieved by Italian air force pilots in carrying out en masse complex,
difficult and dangerous manoeuvres with their speedy fighter aircraft. Such evolutions as the massed loop, shown in the top photograph,
would be of negligible value in actual air combat, but the skill, discipline and courage entailed form the basis of the efficiency for which the Italian
service is famed. Such complicated formation flying, or air drill, is therefore practised extensively by all fighter squadrons
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SERRIED RANKS OF ITALIAN FIGHTERS AND BOMBERS
This photograph, taken from the air during a review of Italy's air force at Ferraro early in 1935, shows some
of the Boo aeroplanes assembled on that occasion—a striking example of Italy's might in the air. In front
are single and two-seater fighting machines, and in the background heavy bombers. Their orderly arrangement
is typical of the spirit of the Italian air force, which, as shown by the photographs in pages 39o-1, has
attained to a disciplined precision in manoeuvre hardly equalled and never excelled by any other air force

other marine aircraft. Some of
these machines are exceptionally
fast for flying boats, the Macchi
M-4i bis, for example, being
capable of over 162 m.p.h.
Originality is also shown in the
Italian large-size flying boats.
The twin hull type has been
developed further in Italy than
anywhere else, and is claimed by
the officers of the Italian air
force to possess many advantages
for open sea work. Its seaworthiness is claimed to be exceptionally good, and it is said,
furthermore, that the arrangement
of the two separate hulls enables
stability on the water to be
achieved without the complication
of either stub floats or wing-tip
floats. Certainly, the two-hull
form seems to have aerodynamic
advantages for certain classes of
long-range flying boat.
A word about commercial
WINNING THEIR SPURS
In Italy's war against Abyssinia, the new air force which she built up after 1918 had its first
aviation is necessary, because the
experience of active service. Her airmen met with little opposition, as Abyssinia possessed no
real strength of an air force
effective air force. Here Count Ciano, Signor Mussolini's son-in-law, is seen flying over Asmara,
depends in large measure upon a
the chief base of the Italian air force in Eritrea, with his squadron
country's capacity for expansion,
and this is affected by the state
The Italian Air Ministry in Rome is
standard. Considering the relatively
of commercial aviation. A country an essentially modern building, which
small amount of air fighting that was
with a flourishing commercial aviation strikes the keynote of the entire Italian
done by Italy during the War of '914-18,
will, in all probability, contain manufac- air force. It is designed throughout
the skill and courage of the Italian
turers well equipped, both in the with the aim of securing the highest
pilots was amply demonstrated. Major
design and in the manufacturing depart- possible degree of departmental effiFrancesco Baracca is probably the best
ments, to deal with emergency expan- ciency, and it contains many novel
known of the Italian fighting pilots. He
sions. At the present moment Italy schemes for aiding in the routine work. was credited with having shot down
has 423 commercial aeroplanes, of
The building itself, a fine example of
thirty-four enemy machines. Lieutenant
which 57 are regular transport machines. modern architecture, contains a com- Silvio Scaroni is also well known to
The commercial air lines in Italy, how- munal restaurant wherein all those work- British airmen he brought down
ever, are being enlarged, and it is likely ing in the Air Ministry take their meals,
twenty - six enemy aeroplanes. Other
that the number of commercial aero- from the highest official to the lowest.
famous Italian fighting pilots are
planes in operation will have been
As for the quality of the personnel in Lieutenant-Colonel P. R. Piccio, Lieulargely increased within a short while.
Italy's air force, it is of the highest tenant F. Baracchini and Captain F. di
Calabria Ruffo.

ABOVE ABYSSINIA'S RAVINES
Even though Italian airmen flying over Abyssinia were little troubled by hostile aircraft
or guns, they had a difficult terrain to cross before they could reach- their objectives.
This photograph shows Count Ciano s and Vittorio Mussolini, one of the two sons of the
Duce, serving in Count Ciano squadron, setting out for Makale and flying over rugged
country on which a landing would mean almost certain death. The machines are Capronis

Since the War, Italy's air force has
focussed the attention of the world upon
its efficiency and its rapid rate of
progress on several noteworthy occasions. The Atlantic flights of the
formations of flying boats led by General
Balbo are feats without parallel in the
air forces of any other country in the
world. They are described at length in
a later chapter.
All that it is necessary to state
here is that the average speed of the
flying boats in those huge tormationt.
took British designers by surprise and,
perhaps for the first time, made them
realize that Italian manufacturing and
designing technique had made some
notable advances.
High speed work is one of the things
upon which the Regia Aeronautica
prides itself in particular. It might be
expected that, with a young, courageous
and intensely patriotic service, high
393

during her colonial expedition against Abyssinia.
Her air force officers have
prepared plans by which
air action can be used
in the difficult Abyssinian
country. Fighting in the
air is not visualized for
i
this campaign, because,
the Abyssinian air force
possesses only a few
aeroplanes—the number
is usually estimated at
under twenty—and they
are not suitable for active
service work. The Abyssinian machines are,
however, being used for
WORLD RECORD MAKER
communication purposes.
This Cant. Z.5o1 flying boat, commanded by Mario Stoppani, with a crew of two on board, created a
The Abyssinian villages
new world's non-stop long-distance record for seaplanes by flying, on July 16, 1935, from Monfalcone,
Italy, to Berbera, British Somaliland—a distance of 3,100 miles, in 25 hours. This remarkable flight
consist chiefly of small
was made possible not .only by the fine reliability of the machine and its single Isotta-Fraschini
huts, sparsely scattered,
engine, but also by the elaborate preparations made by the Italian Air Force
which do not form a
favourable objective for bombing atspeed work would attract special atten- what is of particular note about their
tacks. Nevertheless, air action formed
tion. The Italians and the Americans high speed work is the originality of
were the only nations that were able their technique. The • Macchi-Castoldi an essential part of the campaign at
Adowa, and both bombing and low(Fiat engines) seaplane, with which they
seriously to challenge British superiority
flying attacks with machine-guns were
in speed development in the Schneider secured their latest and best figures,
favoured by the Italian commanders.
embodies many features of remarkable
Trophy series of races after the War.
Whether Italy will continue to use
interest. One of them is the method
The Italians won the race several times,
her air force in Abyssinia or not, and
of providing the propulsion. Two Fiat
often with machines showing great
whether, if it is used, it accomplishes
originality in design. But after the engines are used, mounted in tandem,
much or little, will not affect the fact
Schneider Trophy series of races was and the important thing is that they
that Italy has built up one of the
over and Britain had won the Trophy drive two airscrews revolving upon the
greatest of the world's aerial armadas,
same centre, but in opposite directions.
outright in 1931, the Italians did not
and that, from many points of view,
drop high speed work. On the con- Concentric shafts are used for the drives,
the Regia Aeronautica is among the
trary, they intensified their labours in and it is claimed that a high degree of
strongest flying services in the world.
efficiency is secured by the airscrews,
this direction.
They obtained a world's absolute as a result of this
peculiar method of
speed record of over 420 m.p.h., and
mounting them.
they later raised the figure until it
Italy relies largely
approached 45o m.p.h., thus greatly
improving upon the figures obtained by upon her air force
for decisive action
the best pilots of other countries. But

11 ide World Photos

AIR-LOCKS FOR AIRMEN
Included in the equipment of Italy's aeronautical research
laboratories at Monte Cello, near Rome, is the apparatus here
shown for testing the fitness of pilots to fly in the rarefied
atmosphere existing at great heights. In this specially constructed chamber, both the atmospheric pressure and the
temperature that would be experienced by an airman at a
height of 16,000 feet are reproduced, while recording instruments
register the reactions of the body to these conditions
394
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TASKS AND TRIUMPHS OF HOME DEFENCE
By Capt. J. B. Sterndale Bennett, M.C.
The following chapter, which describes the military activities of the defenders of Britain against
air raids, is complementary to those by Mr. Hamilton Fyfe in the series " Air Raiders of the
Cities," which describe the responsibilities that fell upon the civilian authorities

the title " Air Raiders of the
Cities," there appears in this work
a vivid narrative of the air raids
and of the cruelties which they inflicted
on the civilian populations. There is,
however, a purely military aspect of this
question to be considered, and that
concerns the measures taken to counter
and defeat the menace, measures
eventually so successful that first the
Zeppelin and finally the aeroplane came
to find the game not worth the candle.
This achievement is the more notable
when it is realized that for nearly a
year the Zeppelins were virtually free
from all danger of opposition.
At the outbreak of war the problem of
defence against aerial attack had been
scarcely considered. There were, it is
true, a number of pom-pom guns and one
or two of larger calibre available for
ground defences, but there was no really
effective organization to meet a determined attack from the air. At first the
task of defence was entrusted to the
Admiralty, and the First Lord, Mr.
Winston Churchill, took the view that
only places of military importance should
be defended by anti-aircraft guns. The
truth is that the air raids did not assume
serious proportions until 1915, before
which hostile aeroplanes and airships
came over merely for purposes of
reconnaissance.
This was as well, for any defence from
the air by the Royal Flying Corps was,
Sir
in 1914, a negligible quantity.
Walter Raleigh, in " The War in the
Air," thus states the position :
At home there remained 41 officers, 116
aeroplanes and 23 mechanical transport
vehicles. But these latter figures are misleading. All the experier ced officers at
home were fully employed on necessary
work, and the hundred and sixt,eo aeroplanes were impressive only by their
number. About twenty of them, more or
less old-fashioned, were in use at the
Central Flying School for purposes of
training ; the rest were worn out or broken,
and were fit only for the scrap-heap.
The Royal Naval Air Service, on the
other hand, possessed some fifty
machines, aeroplanes and seaplanes, fit
and ready for use. Their work in the
earlydays of the War was mainly confined
to coastal patrol, and from their reserves the Admiralty was able to supply
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some of the machines and personnel
needed for home defence purposes. As
early as August 7, an airship station
was established at Roehampton, and
an aeroplane station at Hendon, and
two days later it was decided to form
three more squadrons of the Royal
Flying Corps, one of which was to be
allocated to home defence.
When, however, the Zeppelin raids
began in earnest (the first was carried out
over Great Yarmouth and King's Lynn
on January 19, 1915), it was found that
the whole defensive system was miserably inadequate. No proper provision
had been made to give widespread
warning of the approach of hostile
aircraft, nor had the importance of
darkening towns, factories, railways and
arterial roads been fully understood.
Not until September, 1916, when
Lieutenant W. Leefe Robinson brought
down the SLI i in flames at Cuffley,
does it seem to have been realized that
by far the most vulnerable weapon of
attack was the aeroplane armed with a
machine-gun firing incendiary bullets.
But the aeroplane was useless groping
in the dark, and it was an essential of
its success that it should have its target

caught in the beam of a searchlight. Of
searchlights there were few, mostly
attached to anti-aircraft batteries.
The most important decision reached
in 1916 was the agreement made in
February by which the War Office took
over the control of aerial defence,
leaving to the Admiralty the responsibility of checking the raiders whenever
possible before they reached Great
Britain's shores. Valuable reorganization followed this change of control,
and in March the R.F.C. stations round
London, of which there were ten, and
all London defence detachments were
grouped into a new 18th Wing with
Lieutenant-Colonel Holt in command.
The first notable success of the year
was the destruction of the Li5 in the
Thames estuary on the night of March 31—
April 1. Kapitanleutnant Breithaupt,
the commander, was steering a direct
course for London, and approached the
Thames near Grays. He was very soon
the object of attack both from antiaircraft guns and from the machine-gun
of Second-Lieutenant G. A. Ridley, who
managed to fire twenty rounds at the
Zeppelin before the searchlight lost her.
Breithaupt then turned north under

ARCHIE ' IN WAR-TIME LONDON
Most of the anti-aircraft gun stations which formed the defences of London were placed
in the outskirts so that they might put up a barrage against raiders to prevent them
reaching the city.. There were, however, a number of guns in the heart of London. This
photograph shows a gun station in the grounds of the Metropolitan Water Board, near
Mount Pleasant, manned by men of the R.N.A.S.
it11.eria1 Wnr MtfRettra

WATCH OVER LONDON
One of the many searchlight stations in
central London which lit the skies at
night, as seen in the photograph below, is
here shown. It was on the arch of Apslev
Gate, Hyde Park Corner

constant fire from the ground, dropping
his bombs in fields, and persisting until
his ship was hit by a shell from the
Rainham gun, which tore a large rent
in her side. On his return journey he
was pursued by Second-Lieutenant
A. de B. Brandon, who attacked doggedly from above with explosive darts
and bombs. He apparently made little
impression, but the airship was already
doomed. At r 1 p.m. she broke and fell
into the sea off the Knock Deep. Her
captain surrendered, and he and all but
one of his crew were saved. An attempt

was made to salvage the ship, but she
collapsed and sank before she could be
brought to shore.
Another exploit by Lieutenant Brandon took place shortly after Lieutenant
Leefe Robinson's success at Cuffley on
September 23. The L33 (Kapitanleutnant Bocker) also got badly hit by shell
fire whilst over the East End of London.
On her return journey, Lieutenant
Brandon encountered her at Chelmsford,
and made the most determined attempt
to bring her down with his incendiary
bullets. He pursued for twenty minutes,
firing at every opportunity, but, though
he secured direct hits, he did not succeed
in setting the Zeppelin alight. She was,
however, so badly crippled that, after a
vain attempt to cross the sea, the commander returned and landed in a field
between Little Wigborough and Peldon.
The skeleton of the L33 was the model
used for the design of the British R33
class of rigid airship.
On the same evening, another victim
was claimed by Second-Lieutenant F.
Sowrey, who was on patrol when he
caught sight of L3o (Oberleutnant-zurSee Peterson), whose bombs had fallen
without much effect between Aveley
and South Ockendon. Peterson was on
his homeward journey when Sowrey
took up the chase. He later " had the
honour to report " :
I made for the airship at once, but before
I could reach it the searchlights lost it. I
was at this time at 8,000 feet. There was
a certain amount of gun-fire. I continued
climbing, and reached a height of 13,000

feet. . . . At 12.45 a.m. I noticed an enemy
airship in an easterly direction. I at once
made in this direction and manoeuvred
into a position underneath. The airship
was well lighted by searchlights, but there
was not a sign of any gun-fire. I could
distinctly see the propellers revolving, and
the airship was manoeuvring to avoid the
searchlight beams. I fired at it. The first
two drums of ammunition had apparently
no effect, but the third one caused the
envelope to catch on fire in several places—
in the centre and front. All firing was
traversing fire along the envelope. The
drums were loaded with Brock, Pomeroy
and Tracer ammunition. I watched the
burning airship strike the ground, and
then proceeded to find my flares. I landed
at Sutton's Farm at 1.4o a.m., 24th instant.
My machine was B.E.zc 4112. After
seeing the Zeppelin had caught on fire, I
fired a red Very light.

The German rigids were to suffer
other and discouraging disasters before
the end of 1916. On September 25
Heinrich Mathy, who has been described
as " the greatest airship commander of
the war," met his doom at the hands of
Second-Lieutenant W. J. Tempest when
his airship the L31 was sent down in
flames at Potters Bar. As in the case
of the SI.' I , destroyed at Cuffley, the
spectacle of the burning ship gradually
breaking up and falling to earth was
visible from many districts of London,
and such immediate evidence of the
protective power of the aeroplane did
much to hearten the civil population.
Equally depressing to the Germans were
the loss, on November 27, of the L34
(Kapitardeutnant Max Dietrich), shot
down at the mouth of the Tees by
Second-Lieutenant I. V. Pyott, and the

SWEEPING THE SKIES
In the days of Zeppelin raids, the searchlight stations in London constantly swept the
skies in the hope of picking up a raider. At this time, methods of location by sound
had not been perfected, and searchlights did most of the work. The fan-like form of
light here shown is due to a time exposure while the beam of the searchlight was sweeping
the sky. It was taken from the Thames, opposite Cleopatra's Needle
Photos. Sport and General

BLANKET OF SHELLS FOR AIR RAIDERS
Anti-aircraft guns, one of the most effective defences against hostile air raids, were at first
scattered over London and the suburbs. As the system developed into an organized
barrage they moved farther out, until in 1918 the outer ring of guns was 20 miles from
London. This illustration shows the working of the barrage. Anti-aircraft guns drove
the raiders upward until they met a screen of shells, set to burst at varying altitudes
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aeroplane her first line of attack on
messages it was generally
England. Under General von Hoeppner
possible to obtain warning
a vigorous policy of daylight aeroplane
of the impending attack
raids was instituted : the first of imthe moment the enemy
portance took place when 18 Gothas
aircraft left their aeroattempted to raid London on May 25,
dromes ; their arrival over
1917. They did not reach the capital,
the coast could either be
but at Shorncliffe caused a hundred
seen or heard, and thereafter their progress over casualties to Canadian troops.
England was closely
As daylight raids became more
followed. In the meantime
frequent and the menace more serious,
the darkening of towns
the defence organization was tightened
and industrial centres conup and Brigadier-General E. B. Ashmore
tinued, sometimes, perhaps,
was brought home from France to take
unnecessarily, but always command, and a London Air Defence
with a baffling effect upon
Area set up at the Horse Guards.
the enemy.
First-class machines for day fighting
The Germans were, even
were now provided to the squadrons,
after many disasters, reluc- two fighting squadrons were brought
tant to abandon their
back from France and, as a result
attacks by Zeppelin. of a most determined offensive, the
Realizing that in height
Germans were compelled once more to
alone lay safety, they alter their policy. After the eighth daybrought out a new design
light raid, on August 22, 1917, they
capable of flying at 20,000 abandoned this form of attack and emfeet. This, however, did
barked on night raiding by aeroplanes
not achieve the success and high-flying Zeppelins.
that was anticipated.
This presented a new problem to the
Major Paul Neumann in
home defence organization, and the
"
The
German
Air
Force
in
SEAMEN AGAINST AIRMEN
best solution of this lay in the initiative
the World War " wrote :
The first line of defence for London against air raids was on
of the home defence pilots. It had
the coast. Along the seashore of Essex and Kent, anti-aircraft
A long flight in the intense
gun stations were placed at frequent intervals and had consider- cold—sometimes as many as been considered that fighting by night
able success in bringing down raiders. One of the 6-in. guns ao degrees of frost were was an impossibility, but it was proved
employed on this service, manned by naval ratings, is seen above registered—lack of oxygen,
not to be so by the pilots of No. 44
and the rarefied atmosphere
Squadron,
who rapidly qualified themtold upon the vitality of the airships' crews
L2i (Kapitanleutnant Frankenberg),
selves as night fighters, and were
to such an extent that, finally, many men
which was the prey off Lowestoft of
were unable to endure the height and had
followed by all the scout squadrons of
Flight-Lieutenant E. L. Pulling.
to give up flying. . . . On the L34, for
the Sixth Brigade. A system of step
On November 28, 1916, London was example, while making a raid on Harwich
patrols was introduced by which each
in May, 1917, so many were affected by air
first attacked by aeroplane, an LTG sickness that the ship drifted over the town
of four machines patrolled at a different
dropping six bombs in broad daylight
completely out of control and without a
height. In conjunction balloon aprons
and injuring so people, and from this singe engine running. It was not until they were installed round London and antiwere
well
out
to
the
middle
of
the
North
date onwards, until the end of 1917,
aircraft guns reorganized in barrage
Sea that two of the engines were restarted
29 raids by heavier-than-air craft took and the ship was able to return to its base.
zones. By the middle of 1918 the enemy
place over London and the home
Thereafter Germany made the was compelled to abandon his efforts.
counties, doing very serious damage to
life and property. But defensive meaKEEPER OF THE NIGHT SKY
sures were being improved. By the
The Sopwith " Camel " single-seater (seen below), which was primarily designed as a day
beginning of 1917 there were 12 home
fighter, was subsequently used for home defence at night. It was thought at first that this
defence squadrons in existence stationed
fast, unstable machine would be unsuitable for night flying, but in May, 1917, Major
Murlis-Green
of No. 44 Squadron demonstrated that it was entirely satisfactory, and
at various key positions between Dover
thereafter it was used with success against German raiders
and Edinburgh. An elaborate system
of warning was devised, and listening
posts were also established which could
locate accurately both the direction
and altitude of movement in the sky
and enable the operator to distinguish
between British and German aircraft.
A series of barrages in which searchlights, anti-aircraft guns and listening
posts were located in groups was set up
between London and the coast.
An elaborate telephone system made
it possible for any station to keep in
touch with its own headquarters, or
with the central control at the Horse
Guards, during the progress of any
raid. By wireless interception of cipher
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WHY AEROPLANE WINGS LIFT
By Capt. J. Laurence Pritchard
Many long years passed before men discovered the secret of successful flight—wings that would
lift. In this field, valuable pioneer work was done by the early gliders, but they coud not get
the high speeds necessary to maintain a machine in the air for any length of time. How this
was done, and why it can be done, are the subjects of this chapter

I T is explained in an earlier chapter
(page 1o8) that the effect of a wind
on any object is exactly the same
whether the object is moving through
the air or whether the air is moving
past the object. Most people have
experienced the effect of a strong wind
when cycling, for example, and found
out how much harder it is to cycle
against the wind than it is to cycle
when it is calm. So great is the wind
sometimes, that fences and the like are
blown down, and this very early gave
a number of experimenters the idea
that the force of the air when moving
rapidly might be used for flying. They
found out that if a flat sheet of wood,
say, was held at an angle to the wind,
the latter, if strong enough, would lift
it. From that fact it was but a step
to see that, if the sheet of wood could
be moved rapidly enough through the
air, the air blowing on it would keep
it up and make flying possible.
Men like Lilienthal in Germany,
Chanute and others in America, and
Filcher and others in England, made
calculations of the amount of surface
necessary and the speed at which it
must be moved in order to be able
to fly. From their calculations and
experiments they built gliders, and it
was thought that in a very short time
everybody would be flying. But all
these early experimenters quickly found
out that the lift given by their gliders
was not great enough for regular flight,
except at comparatively high speeds,
which were not then possible. The
gliding flights they made were all very
short, for none of them understood
exactly how the air was flowing over
the wings of their gliders. Much of the
long-distance gliding which has been
done in recent years has been made
possible because scientists have found
out how the air flows over differently
shaped objects and so have been able
to build much more efficient gliders
than those of the early experimenters.
It was early found that a flat surface
moving through the air offered a considerable resistance to forward movement, a resistance which increased very
rapidly as the speed increased. The
problem was how to increase the lift

on the surface without increasing the
resistance to forward movement
proportionally.
Some of the early experimenters who
had studied the flights of birds noticed
that their wings were not flat surfaces,
but curved ones, and it was soon realized
that part of the secret of flight must
lie in these curved or cambered surfaces.
The resistance of a wing moving through
the air depends largely upon the way
the air flows over the wing. Generally
speaking, the smoother the flow of air
the better the wing is for lifting purposes. The more the air forms into
eddies, or little whirlpools, the greater
the resistance to forward movement
and the worse the wing is.
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WING SECTIONS
These are some of the many different
shapes used for wings, as seen from side
elevation. Generally speaking, the thinner
the section the higher the speed, but this
entails a loss of lifting power. Hence, for
heavy weight-carrying aircraft, particularly cantilever monoplanes, a very
thick section is used, such as the Gottingen 387 and 436 illustrated
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One of the drawbacks of a flat surface
is that the air flowing past it easily
forms into eddies and so makes it a poor
lifting surface. A main object of modern
aeronautical research has been to
investigate the flow of air over differently
shaped bodies and different kinds of
wings to avoid as much as possible
the formation of these lift-destroying
eddies. It was soon found that certain
wing shapes were excellent when one
only wanted to lift great weights, but
these wings had so much resistance to
forward movement that they were not
of much use for fast aeroplanes.
On the other hand, wings which
allowed one to fly very fast without
the use of an abnormal amount of
power did not lift so well as the slower
wing. Generally, nowadays, wings are
divided into high-lift wings and highspeed wings, and a compromise has to
to be made between the two shapes in
the case of most aeroplanes. The ideal,
of course, is to have a wing which will
give a high lift and a high speed at the
same time, and some of the newer shapes
are coming very near that ideal.
There are now over a thousand different shapes of aeroplane wings in existence, as the result of investigations in
the wind tunnels throughout the world.
The diagram (I) on the left shows some
of the shapes that are now most
commonly used.
The way air presses on a curved wing
is very different from the way it presses
on a flat surface. It is this pressure which
gives the lift and the resistance. The
air pressure, too, varies according to
the angle at which the wing is held to
the general flow of the air, and this latter
fact has a very important bearing on
the way aeroplanes fly. If the wing is
held at too great an angle to the flow
of air, it suddenly ceases to lift, owing
to the breakdown of the smooth air flow,
and the wing is then said to stall—an
expression heard every day in connexion
with flying manoeuvres and accidents.
Diagram (2) shows how the air
pressure varies about a wing section.
The pressure on the underneath surface
is greater than the ordinary pressure of
the atmosphere, so trying to push the
wing upwards, that is, make it lift. The

pressure is also greater on the upper
down as the angle at which the wing is over a wing when the angle increases.
surface from the leading edge to a point
held to the wind increases. The lift, The most successful of them, and the
nearly as far as the greatest thickness generally speaking, increases from prac- one most widely in use, is the Handley
of the wing. From that point, however, tically nothing when the angle is very
Page slot. Along the leading edge of
to the trailing edge the pressure is less, small, until it reaches a maximum when the wing a nose-piece is fitted, shaped
so that on this part of the wing
rather like a miniature wing.
Direction of Airflow
there is a suction upwards trying
When the aeroplane wing is
Line of Maximum Thickness
to lift the wing. On the forward
nearing its stalling point this
Increase of
part of the wing the air is trying
small wing can be raised from
Air Pressure
f Decrease of Air Pressure
Trailing Edge
to push the wing down. On the
the nose by the pilot, in this
Lead.ingEdge
Te Wing
whole, however, the greater part
manner forming a slot between
of wing'
of the upper surface, as well as
it and the main wing.
Increase cfAir Pressure over Bottom Surfizce
all the lower surface, is lifting
The effect of the slot is very
2
Direction eMoverneat of./lerojolane
in normal fashion.
remarkable. It delays the breakThe position of the greatest thickness the angle is between fifteen and twenty away from the smooth flow and
of a wing in relation to the curves of
degrees, according to the type of wing.
increases the lift of the wing as a whole.
the upper and lower surfaces is of very
An aeroplane can fly at any angle
Diagram 5 shows a wing held at the
between these two ex- same angle as in 4, and it will be
3
Air Flow
Eddies
tremes, and at each
noticed how the air flow has been
angle it will fly at a smoothed out. The two photographs
definite speed. The on the right of the opposite page, of two
smaller the angle the wings and the actual flow past them,
less the lift and the demonstrate strikingly how efficient the
faster the aeroplane Handley Page slot is.
will have to fly to
These slots can be made automatic,
keep up.
so that the small wing lifts of its own
When the angle of
accord when the stalling point of the
the wing to the wind
wing is approached, and so leaves the
is increased beyond
pilot free from worrying about his
15° to 20°, eddies are aeroplane stalling. The action of the
formed and the wing automatic slots and the way they are
ceases to lift and is connected to the other controls of the
said to stall (diagram aeroplane to help the pilot are more
fully described in a later
4
Eddies
Air Flow
great importance. Moving it
chapter in this section.
farther forward generally inIt has been said that what
creases the lift, but it may
is wanted in an aeroplane is
also increase the resistance, so
as much lift as possible with
that a compromise has to be
as little resistance to forward
effected, as what is always required is high lift and low reAIR STREAM
sistance. The best all-round
Diagram (2) above, shows the presposition is about one-third of
sure on a moving aerofoil. Diagram (3) shows air flow over a
the way along between the
wing at a small angle of attack :
leading and trailing edges, and
the same wing, when the aircraft
is climbing, gives the disturbed flow
the best depth is between
seen in Diagram (4). Diagram (5)
one-twentieth and one-twelfth
shows the same flow smoothed
of that distance.
out by the action of the Handley
Page slot. This is described in
Diagram (3) shows how the
further detail in this page
air normally flows over an aero.
plane wing when the angle of the wing
4). It is then that
Air Flow
Eddies
to the direction of the wind is not flying becomes dangervery great. The air flows smoothly ous, because the aeroover the wing and passes downwards
plane becomes temover the trailing edge of the wing. This porarily out of control,
is always the case when an aeroplane losing flying speed,
is flying steadily. To keep the aero- and, if it is near
plane up in the air, air has to be pushed
the ground, it may
down all the time, and that, in effect,
crash before the pilot
is exactly what the wing does to the air
can regain control.
which flows over it. The better it can
A large number of
push the air down, the better the wing aeroplane accidents
is for lifting the aeroplane.
have been caused by
aeroplanes s t a 11 i n g
When the air ceases to flow smoothly,
however, it no longer flows downwards near the ground.
behind the wing. It forms eddies and
Many devices have
whirlpools and the wing ceases to lift.
been suggested to keep
DirecttonWinglelloelny
Direction V. Wind
(
The smooth flow over the wing breaks the air flow smooth
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TURRETED FIRING PLATFORM
A recent development in military aircraft design is the provision of enclosed, and in some
cases rotatable, turrets for the gunners. Not only do such turrets shield the latter from
the tremendous pressure of the air-stream encountered at high speeds, but they also play
their part in smoothing out the air-flow. A good example is the turret in the extreme
nose of this Armstrong Whitworth z3 bomber transport (also illustrated in pages 212-3).
By strict attention to the streamlining of all excrescences, aircraft designers have done
much to improve the all-round efficiency of machines

Handley Page, Ltd.

SLOTTED FOR SAFETY
In the upper photograph above, the airflow
over a wing at stalling angle is seen, with
the slot on the leading edge of the wing
closed. This induces a loss of flying
speed. With the slot open, as seen in the
lower photograph, a streamlined flow is
resumed, with a consequent regaining of lift.
These photographs were obtained by
means of models placed in a specially
constructed chamber into which streams
of smoke were introduced as seen below

Daily Mail'

GUNNER'S GLASS-HOUSE
A gunner's " conservatory," similar in principle to the turret on the A.W.23, seen at the
top of the page, is shown here in close-up. The machine to which it is fitted is the smaller
two-seater Bristol 120 general-purpose type. The gunner is able to rotate his turret and
Lewis gun to secure the angle of fire desired. Accuracy of aim is considerably increased
as the force of the slipstream is reduced
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MORE LIFT, LESS DRAG
On many modem types of aircraft the
undercarriage may be retracted, wholly
or partially, after taking off, sp reducing
head-resistance. The Heston " Phoenix "
has a very neat arrangement, whereby
the wheels are withdrawn sideways and
inwards to form part of the stub wingroots. In the photo above the wheels are
in the intermediate position ; on the right,
the " Phoenix " is in full flight with the
undercarriage fully retracted

motion as possible. The lessening of
resistance is one of the greatest problems
which remain to be solved, and much
research is going on to find the best
solution. The queer thing is that it is
possible to find a shape for a wing which
gives the smallest resistance, a shape
for the tuselage of an aeroplane which
does the same thing, and shapes for
various other parts of the aeroplane
which offer comparatively small resistance. Yet, when all these parts are made
into an aeroplane, the total resistance is
greater than the sum of the parts.
This is due to what is known as
" interference." The air flow over the
wings, for instance, interferes with the
air flow over the fuselage and causes
greater resistance. It is not fully understood yet why this should be the case,
but research has shown that the way
the wings are attached to the body may
make a very great difference, not only
to the speed of an aeroplane, but to its
safety and control. A small projection
may cause,a serious increase in resistance by interfering with the smooth flow.
It is for that reason that in modern
aeroplanes every effort is being made to
fit the various parts of an aeroplane
together so' that they interfere as little
as possible with one another. Every
join, as the wings to the body, or the
wires and struts to the wing, or engine
nacelles in the wings, is carefully shaped
so as to make the air flow past as
smoothly as possible.
The wheels and undercarriages of
modem high-speed aeroplanes some-

times interfere very seriously with the
lift on a wing, as well as causing great
resistance to the forward speed of the
aeroplane. That is why, in modern
machines, the undercarriages are made
retractable, so that in flight they can
be drawn up into the wings and not
interfere with the regular flow of air.
In the early bombing and fighting
machines, too, for example, the gunners'
or bombers' cockpits were open and the
machine-guns projected outside the
In modem fighters and
fuselage.
bombers special turrets are provided
which lessen the resistance, smooth out
the air flow, and enable the aeroplane to
fly better in every way. Illustrations on
the previous page show a modern bomber
fitted with a bombing turret in the nose,
and one fitted with a movable cowling
for the gunner, which not only protects
him from the wing, but helps him to
fire more accurately.
The whole problem of modern aeroplane design, indeed, is wrapped up in
trying to make the air flow smoothly and
to get rid of the eddies which form on
the slightest pretext. Even the very
402

rivets which are used to put on the
metal covering of modern aeroplanes
have to be specially designed so that
they shall not on any account project
above the surface.
Rivets which project only a few
thousandths of an inch may interfere so
seriously with the flow over the wing
that the speed of the aeroplane may,
through bad riveting, drop several miles
an hour. Bad riveting, indeed, may
quite possibly increase the cost of
flying a particular aeroplane by a very
appreciable amount,
Ingenious new wings are being developed, which can, if necessary, be
partly retracted after the aeroplane has
left the ground. This will give the
aeroplane a high speed in flight, and a
low landing speed.
Scientists all over the world are now
wresting the secrets of the flow of air
over wings and other parts of aeroplanes,
and the time does not appear far
distant when most of the problems of
flight will be solved, and aeroplanes will
be flying round the world at high speeds,
surely and safely.

A VETERAN AT TWENTY-THREE
When Major J. B. McCudden was killed through a trivial accident in France in July, 1918, he
was twenty-three years of age. Yet by then he had served in the Royal Flying Corps for five
years and during his period of active service won the D.S.O. and bar, the M.C. and bar, the
M.M., the Croix de Guerre, and, finally, the V.C. Between 5956 and 1958 he accounted for
fifty-four enemy aeroplanes. Cool, fearless and modest, there was, as Lord Trenchard said of
him, no finer example of the British pilot
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CLIPPER' HERALDS A NEW AGE

Pan-American Airways, a company whose expansion has been analogous to that of Imperial Airways, will eventually operate a transatlantic service in conjunction with the latter. Their transpacific mail line is already an
accomplished fact (see map, page 418). One of the new Pan-American fleet, the Sikorsky " Brazilian Clipper,"
shown here in full flight over the S.S. " Piedmont," is a fine example of the modern commercial flying boat.
Fitted with four 700 h.p. Pratt & Whitney " Hornet " engines, it can fly 2,500 miles non-stop at x6o m.p.h.
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R.A.F. PILOTS IN TRAINING
By Major Oliver Stewart, M.C.,

A.F.C.

From this chapter the reader will gain some idea of the exacting nature of the training which
an entrant into the Royal Air Force receives before he becomes a qualified pilot. The two
years at Cranwell, the Sandhurst of the Air Force, is but the beginning of a course that is
producing the successors of Albert Ball, Rees, Insall, Borton, and other heroes of the Air Force
wo years is the time taken at the
Royal Air Force College at Cranwell for what may be called the
foundation training of a regular officer
in the Royal Air Force. It is two years
packed with work, yet it only sets the
pilot on the right path. Before he can
be described as fully qualified to bear
a part in a fighting or a bombing
squadron on active service he has still a
long way to go. It is with the more
advanced part of the training, when the
pilot takes part in those realistic air
exercises over London or elsewhere, or
goes to sea with the Fleet, or attends
the special courses in deck flying, gunnery and other subjects, that I shall
chiefly deal. But first I must outline
the Cranwell course.
The candidates are taken between the
ages of 17i and igi, and form the cadet
wing. Each year's work is spread over
two terms, and the cadet studies general
educational subjects as
well as flying subjects.
Thus, in the first year
applied mathematics,
including mechanics and
draughtsmanship,
elementary physics, and
the history of the R.A.F.
are included in the work.
Practical flying begins,
and there are also theory
of flight, navigation, drill
and physical training.
In the second year theoretical and practical
instruction is given in
engines, aeronautical
theory, rigging and constructional work. More
advanced flying and,
navigation are done, and
some grounding is given
in the strategy and
tactics of warfare, and
in subjects such as wireless and meteorology.
Cadets are paid from
the time of joining, and
at the end of their course
they take the passingout examination and
are granted their commissions in the rank of

T
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LEARNING TO USE THEIR WEAPONS

The training of pilots for the R.A.F. necessarily includes full instruction in the weapons they are to use, and they must have a complete knowledge of the
constructional details. Above, men of the Auxiliary Air Force, during their training at Lympne, Kent, are being shown the working of a camera-gun.
Below, R.A.F. cadets at Cranwell are listening to an explanation of the elaborate mechanism by which bombs are released to ensure accuracy of aim.
The weapons here seen are in remarkable contrast to the primitive ones shown in page to
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Pilot Officer. They then begin work
in the general duties branch, which
may be said to form the main body of
the service. Cranwell is by no means
the only avenue of entry to a permanent commission in the R.A.F.
There are the University Air Squadrons,
three of them, for Oxford, Cambridge
and University College, London, and
there are the short and medium service
commissions which, in a limited number
of cases, lead to permanent commissions.
Pilots are also obtained from the noncommissioned ranks, and today there is
a higher proportion of sergeant pilots
than at any other period in the history
of the British flying service. Apprentices are able, if they show exceptional

ability, to transfer for training as pilots.
It is the policy of the air force to offer
openings to all ranks for training as
pilots, provided aptitude is demonstrated, and this policy has proved
very successful.
The early air training, such as the
regular officer undergoes at Cranwell,
consists in learning to fly, and this partly
resembles the training of anybody else
who learns to fly, whether at a flying
club or a school, and includes the usual
dual control instruction as well as the
first ".solo." But when the initial
stages have been passed, the methods of
training depart farther and farther away
from those used for civilians. At the
R.A.F. flying training schools, of which

THEORY BEFORE PRACTICE
The two years that every cadet serves at the R.A.F. College at Cranwell, Lincolnshire, is
one of intensive and varied study, all manner of subjects being incorporated in the
curriculum. Below is seen a group of cadets listening to a N.C.O. instructor explaining
the intricacies of the modern aerial bomb
Photnpress

` SANDHURST' OF THE R.A.F.
The R.A.F. College at Cranwell was inaugurated in 1920 by Lord Trenchard, but it was
not until 1933 that the imposing building, seen here, was completed. Organized on the most
efficient lines, the college trains young men for the service through a period of two years.
After preliminary flying instruction, they are posted to advanced training squadrons

a total of twenty is visualized before the
end of the expansion period that began
in 1935, advanced piloting is studied.
It is worth recalling that the methods
of these schools are founded upon those
evolved by one of the most remarkable
personalities of the war-time Royal
Flying Corps, Major Smith-Barry. At
Gosport, Major Smith-Barry invented a
system of flying training which was
designed to emphasize the pilot's absolute mastery over his machine in all
circumstances of flight. Those who first
saw the pilots of the original Gosport
school handling their Avros were amazed
at their skill. A special feature was the
spot landing. The pilots were taught
to put their aeroplanes down within a
few feet of a predetermined spot.
This necessitated the development of
training in cross-wind landings, and in
side-slip and tail-swish approaches.
Pilots would come in over the sheds,
do a quick turn, side-slip steeply, with
the aeroplane's nose well up, and drop
their wheels gently on the grass a few
feet in front of the tarmac. And they
could do this kind of landing every time.
The result of this mastery was that
408

flying schools are extraordinarily skilful,
the stunt landing is less frequently
practised. Less preparation is needed
for forced landings, because they are
now so rare in modern aircraft with
their reliable engines.
But the flying training school instructors are still past masters of every

forced landings, which were fairly frequent in those days, lost their terrors,
and a pilot who had been trained on the
Gosport system was
AIRMEN-TO-BE
equal to every situaThe day when he receives his first practical instruction in flying is
tion that arose.
eagerly awaited by every cadet at Cranwell. Below, pupils in full
flying kit, including their parachutes, stand by while one of their
Today, although
fellows prepares for his first flight with an instructor. The aeroplane
the leading instrucis an Avro " Tutor," a training machine fitted with dual control.
tors of the R.A.F.
The instructor occupies the front cockpit, with the pupil behind
Associated Press

'VARSITY FLYERS
The University Air Squadrons
supply a steady stream of
well-trained pilots for the
regular Air Force. Above,
members of the Oxford U.A.S.
prepare to bank their Avro
Tutors " in formation over
Canterbury during their
annual summer training. The
lower photograph shows
a more advanced stage in
R.A.F. training. Also flying
" Tutors " — the standard
training aircraft of the
Service—five pilots from the
Central Flying School perfect
their mastery of the art of
inverted flying
Fox Photos and Flight '
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TEACHING THE YOUNG IDEA TO SHOOT AND FLY
The photographs on this page show scenes in the daily routine of cadets undergoing training at the Royal Air Force College at Cranwell, Lincolnshire. Left, an instructor is explaining details of the interrupter gear, by means of which the machine-gun fires straight ahead, the bullets passing
between the blades of the revolving propeller. Right, a future pilot is learning the details of the controls. On this machine, the side of the
fuselage has been removed to expose the mechanism, and the wing has been stripped to show the framework

Charles E. Brown

BLIND FLYING
Blind flying training in the R.A.F. is done
with machines specially adapted for the
purpose. Above, an Avro " Lynx " being
flown by a pilot whose cockpit is hooded
so as to shut out the external view. Like
the pilot of the Vickers " Victoria," seen on
the left, he is carrying out all manoeuvres
solely with the aid of instruments

branch of special work, such as aerobatics and blind flying. It is usually
instructors from the Central Flying
School who give the display of inverted
flying at the annual R.A.F. Display at
`.-Tendon. An instructor from one of
the R.A.F. flying training schools who
has reached the A.' category must
possess flying ability of a very high order.
Royal Air Force training, as opposed
simply to preliminary training and to
flying training, really begins when the

pilot is posted to a squadron. He then
takes part in the annual programme of
training which occupies the Royal Air
Force during the year, and of which the
R.A.F. Display is a part. Innumerable
courses in special subjects—engineering,
meteorology, navigation and staff work—
are open to those lucky enough to be
selected. There are numerous subjects in
which an officer may specialize, such as
parachutes and armament. Indeed, so
vast and complex is the fabric of the
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modern air force, that there is hardly a
subject on earth that does not find its
specialists in the service. But it always
remains true that the, general duties
officers, whether they have been through,
or are about to go through, specialist
courses, form the backbone of the
effective air force. They it is who man
the fighters and the bombers. They it is
who play the leading parts in those
realistic aerial " attacks upon London
which are staged by the air force.
These " attacks " are not called
manoeuvres—in fact, the Air Ministry
experts get very annoyed when they
hear them referred to by that term.
They are called exercises. The precise
distinction has never been very clearly
explained, and I have personally reserved the right, no matter what the
Air Ministry view is, to call them
manoeuvres. They consist in raids on
London made from a predetermined
coast-line by day bombers, medium
bombers and heavy bombers, and in
defence measures designed to intercept
the bombers by fighters. The two
sides, usually called " Northland " and
" Southland," are formed by dividing
up the fighters from the bombers.
In preparing to take part in these
exercises, the squadrons have done a
good deal of work in formation flying.
And when the time comes, they work

the ground waiting for the
messages from the observer
posts which will tell them that
the " enemy " is approaching
and where they must go to
intercept him.
Operations rooms are working, with the officers of the
higher command seated at
their maps, planning how they
may best dispose of their
forces in order to circumvent
the enemy, receiving all the
messages about enemy movements, and sending out instructions to their squadrons. These
conditions bring into play all
the machinery of active service
and afford practice for all the
officers and men,
In the air the squadrons,
directed from the operations
rooms by the higher commands of the opposing sides,
meet. The interceptors dive
on the bombers and an
" engagement " is recorded
No actual mock combats are
permitted on these occasions
because of the risks of collision
over inhabited areas. But the
engagement is recorded by
the umpire who flies with each
formation. At the end, the
information gained is collated
and examined by all the
officers with a view to learning
lessons which may be of use
on future occasions.
I have said that during the
air exercises no mock combats
are permitted. But mock
combats form a very important
part of the training at other
times. They are frequently
fought with camera - guns,
about which a few words must
be said. The camera-gun looks
superficially something like a
Lewis gun. It has something
which resembles a barrel, it
can be mounted on a ring
Photopress
mounting or other gunner's
TRAVELLING TARGET FOR AIR CADETS
mounting, and it has, near the
America's flying school at Randolph Field, Texas, has a perfect technical equipment, including many
stock, a large circular casing.
ingenious devices for training cadets in their work. This photograph shows bombing practice in
progress. A huge map unwinds beneath a platform on which are the " bombers," who aim with
Actually, this casing contains
cameras at predetermined points. When the films are developed, they show whether the cadets have
lens and film, together with
correctly judged speed and altitude and whether their aim was accurate
shutter and other photographic
apparatus. When the gun is aimed and
mostly in formations. Even the night- and back mapped out. They will
bombing squadrons, during the last exer- probably make tactical deviations from " fired," the camera takes a photograph.
cises, worked in formations of three aero- that course in order to evade the fighters It will be seen that a record of the aim
planes. The pilots then have the oppor- which may be sent up against them. of the gun can be secured by this
means and, in addition, when the span
tunity of putting into practice, under All the crews will thus be practised in
of the machine which has been photoconditions having some resemblance navigation. They will " drop " their
to those of active service, what they bombs by making a light signal over the graphed is known, a simple calculation
will give its approximate range.
target, and a camera obscura below will
have learned about formation flying.
Camera-guns are used in both the
The bombers take off with their record the accuracy of aim. While the
fixed, line-of-flight position and the
bombers are out, the fighters will be on
objective fixed and their course there

movable position for mock combat
purposes. They enable a decision to
be made afterwards as to who has
" won," and are an invaluable aid to
fighting training. When two singleseater fighters go up for a mock combat
the fight will be every bit as strenuous
as if the two pilots were mortal enemies ;
but, instead of a stream of fire and
lead when the trigger is pulled, a photograph of the other machine will be
recorded by the camera-gun.
In nearly all branches of R.A.F. air
training, there are trophies which are
competed for annually. Thus, the
Sassoon Trophy is given to the fighter
squadron which secures the highest
marks for efficiency ; it was at first
given as the first prize for a race.
Then there are trophies for navigation
and for bombing. The bombing trophies
are the Armament Officers' Trophy, for
day bombing squadrons, and the
Laurence Minot Trophy, for nightbombing squadrons. These are competed for at the armament camps. The
camps are held at Catfoss, at North
Coates Fitties and at Sutton Bridge,
and each squadron goes to the camp
for from five to six weeks.
Navigation is now taught at the
School of Air Navigation at Manston.
This comprises what used to be the Air
Navigation School at Andover and the
Navigation School at Calshot. The new

school undertakes the
conduct of all air navigation courses, including the specialist " N "
course. It is also responsible for the air
navigation and reconnaissance training of
pilots for the general
reconnaissance and flying boat squadrons. It
will be seen that the
entire Royal Air Force
is honeycombed with
training organizations of
one kind or another, for
the life of an officer or
man in the Royal Air
Force in peace time is
almost entirely concerned with training.
He is learning his job
from the time he enters
the service until he
leaves it.

Fe

A LESSON IN ALIGNMENT
Before the learner takes the air, he is given preliminary
instruction in the use of a camera-gun. Above, men
in training at the Royal Air Force Air Armament
School at Eastchurch, Kent, are seen " shooting " a
small wooden model of an aeroplane. The cameraguns are attached to Scarff mountings of the type used
on two-seater aircraft
Courtesy of the

CAMERA SHOTS
These photographs illustrate the use of the
camera-gun, designed to improve the aim of the
airman learning to shoot. A camera is fitted
to a dummy machine-gun, and the marksman
sights his weapon just as he would if he were
actually to fire. When he has spotted the
" enemy," he exposes a film and the accuracy
of his aim is registered on the negative. Right,
is a Williamson type G.22 camera-gun, and
above we see a model aeroplane passing across
the ring sight as the airman sees it. The small
inset photo was taken by the camera-gun
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PLANES OF THE GREAT OCEAN ROUTES
By Major C C. Turner
A perusal of this chapter will give an idea of the genius displayed by the aircraft engineers in
designing flying boats capable of making long and regular flights of 3,000 or 4,000 miles across the
Atlantic. It tells how they have adapted the catapult, and how they, have taken another idea
from the ancients and established a " Delos," or floating island, the Westfalen, in the Atlantic
LYING boats, of size and capacity
almost undreamed of when John
Alcock and Arthur Whitten Brown
made the first direct flight across the
Atlantic, will shortly be in regular
service over all the great ocean routes.
Yet none will have the coveted place
in history occupied by the Vickers
Vimy which flew from St. John's,
Newfoundland, to Ireland, a distance of
1,975 miles, in 1919. Of nine projects
for flying the Atlantic at that time,
three took definite shape at the starting
point at St. John's, and one on the
other side of the Atlantic. They were
Alcock and Whitten Brown on a
Vickers Vimy, Raynham and Morgan on a Martinsyde, and Hawker and

F

LINKS IN THE AERIAL CHAIN

A high factor of safety has been incorporated in the Liore et Olivier H.24 four-engined flying boat (above), now employed by Air France on regular
trans-Mediterranean services. This machine can carry fourteen passengers and a crew of three. The lower photograph gives a bird's-eye impression of
Dinner Key Airport, Miami, Florida—the terminus of all Pan-American Airways' network of long-distance lines to South America. Efficiency has
been remarkably well combined with beauty in the design of this busy seaplane station. The lay-out of this airport is of unusual interest in view of
the suggestions for a transatlantic base on the coast of Britain

Mackenzie Grieve on a Sopwith. On
the Irish coast, Wood and Wyllie proposed a gamble against the prevailing
wind, but they did not start.
Hawker and Mackenzie Grieve started
on their attempt, were lost on the way,
and, finally, were miraculously rescued,
as told in pages 112 to 114. Alcock and
Whitten Brown then succeeded in what
had been condemned by many people as
a wicked, crazy, vainglorious enterprise
(see pages 183 to 186) ; and fifteen years
afterwards aeronautical engineers and
air transport companies were still
grappling with the problems connected
with ocean air services, but had so
nearly solved them that over certain
routes mail and passenger services were

NEW WORLD TO OLD IN FOUR DAYS
An example of useful co-operation between sea and air transport is illustrated below. A
Junkers seaplane is seen leaving the specially built catapult on board the Norddeutscher
Lloyd liner Bremen." It is carrying the American mail 600 miles to Southampton,
where it will arrive about 24 hours before the fast-steaming liner docks. This service,
operated during the summer only by both the " Bremen " and the " Europa," is also
utilized when approaching New York

'running regularly, whilst definite plans
even for North Atlantic and Pacific
services were well on the way.
The flying boat is the most suitable
vehicle, not because, in the event of a
forced descent into rough water, it
might have a reasonable chance of survival, but because it can operate to and
from harbours, and does not need costly
land aerodromes ; nor does it have to fly
so high over water as a land aeroplane
does in order to have a chance of alighting
near a ship if compelled to descend. But
the ideal is difficult of attainment, and
makeshifts have been discussed and tried,
and have partially succeeded. Some
experts have been in favour of seadromes, but the cost of each would not
be much less than i,000,000 ; refuelling
in the air has been considered ; and a
northerly short-stage route, via Greenland and Iceland, has been investigated.
Germany has accelerated her North
Atlantic steamship mail services by

comparatively simple proposition. For
several years there has been a French
service, which at first comprised a boat
stage, but is now entirely by air. The
route is by way of Dakar in French West
Africa, the Cape Verde Islands, Fernando de Noronha, Buenos Aires and
Santiago, and the 6,2oo miles between
Buenos Aires and Paris has been flown
in 2 days 18 hours 29 minutes.
The machines employed on this
route are the Couzinet Arc-en-Ciel, a
land aeroplane fitted with three 65o
Hispano-Suiza engines ; the Latecoere
flying boat Croix du Sud (with four 65o
Hispanos), and the four-engined Bleriot
flying boat, Santos-Dumont. The company, Air France, only guarantee a
fortnightly all-air service, the mail being

OCEAN-GOING LANDPLANE
These two photographs show the Couzinet
monoplane " Arc-en-Ciel " (or " Rainbow "), one of the Air France fleet which
fly mails across the South Atlantic. Unlike
most of the aircraft used, the Couzinet is
a landplane, but the three 65o h.p. Hispano
engines give an ample reserve of power for
the long sea crossing, even when the
machine is carrying its full load—a ton of
mail and a crew of five
sending mails by aeroplane to the
outward-bound liners at Cherbourg, the
last European port of call, and also by
sending them ahead, on both outward
and homeward journeys, in aeroplanes
catapulted from the steamships Bremen
and Europa.
Imperial Airways, acting in cooperation with Pan-American Airways,
will run an experimental service between Bermuda and New York (675
miles). The type of flying boat to be
used is being built by Messrs. Short
Brothers, of Rochester, a firm also
engaged on the Mayo composite aircraft,
by which a seaplane so heavily loaded
that it could not take off by its own
power can be launched off the top of a
big flying boat already travelling at
some 1 to miles per hour. Altogether 29
big flying boats were being built in 1935
at Rochester for Imperial Airways.
They are to have four engines of an
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aggregate of 3,40o h.p. and a cruising
speed of 15o m.p.h. On account of the
prevailing wind, such boats would need
for the westwards crossing of the North
Atlantic, from Ireland to Newfoundland, about 71ff- tons of fuel.
The South Atlantic flight, first
achieved by the Portuguese airmen,
Cabral and Coutinho, on a British
machine, in April, 1922, offers a

carried on the intervening weeks by
an accelerated air-boat-air service ; but
now, even on these alternate weeks,
they are often taken by air all the way,
and before long this will almost certainly
be the normal service.
The new giant flying boat, the Latecoere Lieutenant de Vaisseau Paris, is
a sesquiplane—one big wing, and small
stub wings below ; it weighs, fully

SOUTH ATLANTIC IN ONE HOP'
The Latecoere Co. have been intimately concerned with the French route to S. America
for many years, and have produced many successful aircraft for the service. A noteworthy
example is the type 300 Croix-du-Sud " (" Southern Cross "), a four-engined flying boat
(see below). The great range and seaworthiness of this boat are sufficient to enable it to
cross the ocean in one " hop," but normally a stop is made at the Cape Verde Islands

loaded, 37 tons, and has six 86o h.p.
twelve-cylinder, supercharged, liquidcooled Hispano-Suiza engines, which
are all accessible during flight by way of
a gangway through the deep-section
wing. It is an all-metal machine, except
for fabric covering of wing and tail. It
has a double-decked hull, private cabins,
large saloons and kitchen, and will take
24 passengers even on long ocean
stages. Its range in windless weather is
nearly 3,000 miles. With this type,
a service via Tangiers, Casablanca,
Mogador, the Canary Islands and
Martinique has been inaugurated.
Germany has two regular South
Atlantic mail and passenger services,
the airship Graf Zeppelin running

GIANT OF THE MERCHANT SERVICE
A popular definition of a flying boat is a " boat with wings." The " Lieutenant de Vaisseau
Paris," seen above after taking off during tests near Marseilles, surely surpasses that
description—it is a " ship with wings," a liner capable of crossing the Atlantic Ocean
at 184 knots. It is built with two decks, which are capable of accommodating over 70
passengers on short flights. The " Lieutenant de Vaisseau Paris," built by the Latecoere
firm, is described in detail under " World's Wonder Planes " (pages 474-5)
during the summer months from Friedrichshafen to Pernambuco in Brazil,
and an aeroplane service run by the
Deutsche Lufthansa between Bathurst,
in British Gambia, and Pernambuco.
On this service Dornier Wal flying
boats (two 66o BMW6 engines) are
used, and the Westfalen, a 5,000-ton
liner, has been transformed into a
floating airport and stationed midway
in the ocean. Alongside this the flying boats alight, are refuelled, and

catapulted off again to continue their
long journey.
A catapult of eight times the power
of those on the S.S. Bremen and Europa
has been installed, and it can catapult
a plane of a flying weight of 14 tons into
the air at the launching speed of 94
miles an hour. The catapult is 170 feet
in length, and runs along the greater
part of the starboard side of the Westfalen, the ship having to be swung
round for the launching according to the
direction of the wind. Mounted on
a sledge, the machine to be catapulted is impelled by the sudden
application of compressed air—a
volume of air weighing 2,200 lb. at
a pressure of a hundred atmospheres, giving an energy equalling
about 15,000 h.p.
In addition to the catapult, 'the
Westfalen is fitted with a new
landing device, a dragsail of stout
sailcloth, which is allowed to trail
astern, the ship steaming dead slow
against the wind. A crane, capable
of lifting 15 tons, then hoists the
aeroplane off the dragsail on to
the deck, where it is refuelled and
relaunched. The boat has a powerful wireless transmitting station,
equipped for both long and short
waves, radio direction-finders, and
also meteorological research equipment. Diesel engines provide power
Wide World Photos
for the catapult and current for the
OVER THE GOLDEN GATE
Descendant of the tea clippers of another age, the Sikorsky S.42 " Brazilian Clipper," owned
120-million c.p. floodlights.
by Pan-American Airways, sails serenely over the Golden Gate at San Francisco, heading for
To cope with the growing demand
Honolulu—and the open sea. San Francisco, famous for its beautiful natural harbour, is likely
for ocean air services, the United
to become a base for world airways ; it is already a terminus for both landplanes and seaplanes
417

AMERICAN AIR-LUXURY
The Martin " Clipper " for Pan-American Airways has a very high performance,. and
also provides exceptional comfort. This drawing shows the well-designed interior of
the boat. In the bows sit the pilots, commanding an excellent view. Behind them are
quarters for wireless operator, mechanic and steward ; and below, large compartments for
mail and freight. In the widest part of the fuselage is the main passenger accommodation.
There is seating for 46—convertible to sleeping berths for 24, or 32 if needed

the pilot's quarters is the mail compartment. The passengers' quarters
are 43 feet long and 61 feet high, and
are what is termed in aircraft—" soundproof "—indeed, less noise is heard than
in a railway carriage. There is seating
accommodation for a maximum of
46 passengers-3o in the three compartments and 16 in the lounge. At
night, these can be changed into 12
single and 6 double berths.
This bare description may convey a
slight idea of the travel amenities now
possible in large aeroplanes. Close
inspection of these flying ships reveals
a most ingenious use of light materials,
very light woods and light-metal alloys.
Not only is the purpose achieved, but
the designers have displayed artistic
sense of a high order. Science has
also been brought to bear, and this is
nowhere shown more clearly than in
the ventilating arrangements.
Instead of wing-tip floats, the Flying
Clipper No. 7, or the China Clipper

States has developed a Sikorsky four- feet, and the greatest height with a
engined flying boat, and a four-engined load of 22,000 lb.
Glenn Martin flying boat named the
An automatic pilot relieves the work
Flying Clipper No. 7. The first route is of pilot and navigator, whose quarters
one of 8,682 miles, from San Francisco are on the upper deck, in the nose of
to Canton in China, with five island stops the machine. The wireless operator's
—Honolulu, Midway Island, Wake quarters are immediately behind the
Island, Guam Island and Manila. At pilot, and there is a special compartthe end of 1935 bases were being ment for an engineer under the centre
established on these islands and the route of the wing. A companion-way leads
was being flown.
down to the tail-end of the fuselage,
In August, 1935, the Flying Clipper or lower deck ; and, walking towards
No. 7 made the first aeroplane landing the nose of the machine, one passes a
ever made on Wake Island, having flown lavatory, and enters one of the pasthe 5,20o miles from California, and thus senger compartments, this leading to a
leaving only about 3,000 miles of the second cabin, then to a lounge-diningroute to be explored. Midway and Wake room, and through this to the last of the
Islands are coral atolls and are said to passenger compartments. Still farther
be two of the loneliest places in the on is the baggage-room, and underneath
world. Passengers will do
little more than stretch
160
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180
140
their legs if they land on
either of these.
The Glenn Martin
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Asso fated Press Wirephoto '
In July, 1935, the Flying
PLANES ACROSS THE PACIFIC
Clipper No. 7 broke
The tremendous range of the new Pan-American " Clipper Ships " is shown by the length of each stage
given in this map of the Pacific air-route. There is now a regularly operated link between San Francisco and
world records for the
Manila, in the Philippines. This line is to be extended shortly to Canton, in China, with a possible branch to
greatest load to 6,56o
Auckland, New Zealand. An interesting fact is that a whole day is gained when flying westward, and vice versa

(1.141.7,A
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Keystone & Associated Press • Wirephoto '

CLIPPERS ' OF THE 20TH CENTURY

The whole world took notice of Pan-American Airways' great pioneering flights across the Pacific with the " Clipper Ships " in 1935 ; the
original " clippers," it may be recalled, were fast-sailing ships used to carry tea from China to England. The pictures in this page are of
especial interest, as showing the Martin " China Clipper ' just before the first regular mail flight to Manila. Above, " China Clipper " on
test off San Francisco ; and below, the pilots' control-cabin, showing some of the impressive array of instruments. Captain E. Musick, chief
pilot of Pan-American Airways, is on the left

FILLING UP IN MID-OCEAN
The Deutsche Lufthansa (German Air Lines) have organized a remarkable weekly mail
service from Germany to Buenos Aires, with the floating bases on either side of the Atlantic.
These are two converted steamships—the Westfalen and Schwabenland. Above, a Dornier
"Wal" flying boat taxying on to the " dragsail " or landing-apron of the Westfalen. Below,
the replenished and fully-loaded "Wal " launched by catapult on the next stage of its journey

as it is now called, has sea wings
which keep it on a level keel in water,
and also help to stabilize it in flight.
It is claimed that the Clipper can
alight on, or take off from, a sea so
rough that the waves are four or five
feet from trough to crest.
The China Clipper made the double
crossing of the -Pacific November 22—
December 6, 1935, altogether some
16,000 miles. She did the Honolulu to
Alameda (Cal.) stage of 2,400 miles in
17 hours, carrying a crew of seven and
21 tons of cargo including mails.
The other type of flying boat built
especially for long-distance work—the
17-ton Sikorsky—has much the same
speed as the Flying Clipper No. 7, but
cannot take so big a load. One of these
boats on its trials made a world's longdistance record for seaplanes, flying
2,500 miles in 17 hours 16 minutes. It
420

returned with enough petrol for a further
55o miles, having already exceeded by
loo miles the distance from San

Francisco to Honolulu, the longest hop
on the Pacific route. These boats are
able to carry a crew of five and twenty
passengers for a distance of r,000 miles,
or thereabouts.
The Sikorsky, like the Martin, and also
like the new British flying boats, is a
high-wing monoplane. It seems, indeed,
that, as regards general characteristics,
the large flying boat has become
standardized, although, there are differences in hull design and in equipment
and furnishing. One of the problems
is the prevention of hull-corrosion by
sea water, but this has, to a large extent,
been overcome, and in this important
detail Great Britain has played a pioneer
part. Still, certain designers strongly
advise a return to wooden hull construction, claiming that the wood can
be so treated as to be immune from the
slow soakage which has been a serious
weight handicap.
Statements as to performance of the
two American flying boats have differed
widely. It is, however, evident that the
cruising speed of the Martin is about
155 m.p.h. Such a speed, of course, is
ample for a regular long-distance route,
since it enables the flying boat to cover
in a few hours a journey which would
occupy one of the largest ocean liners
for several days.
First reports of the performances of
new aircraft usually give maximum load,
maximum speed and maximum duration, and it must ever be borne in mind
that all these are never possible on the
same journey. If maximum duration is
specified it implies a light load ; if
maximum speed is specified, it should be
remembered, it is only compatible with
very short duration.
Thus, as indicated above, slowly but
surely the difficulties of regular ocean
air routes are being overcome, services
are being started on a sound basis, and
before many years have passed every
ocean will have its regular air lines.
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Editorial Eddies- _
fifth volume of the Official History of " The War in
the Air " has just been published. Under the scholarly
editorship of Mr. H. A. Jones, who has been the
responsible editor since the death of Sir Walter Raleigh, it
maintains the high reputation of the four that have preceded
it. --The first two chapters describe the German air raids
on Great Britain- in 1917-18, and contain some facts, interesting
especially to those whose personal memories of those days are
getting somewhat faint, about the lighting regulations and
defence arrangements at a time when, as we are told, '' there
were prosecutions and convictions for striking matches on the
sea front or even inland in the open."

T
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valuable and absorbing in their interest are the
chapters that describe the air warfare in Egypt, Palestine
and Mesopotamia, including the part taken by the
airmen in the capture of Jerusalem. The operations in Mesopotamia and in the Mediterranean Sea and adjacent waters
are described in full, and the last chapter in the book deals with
training developments, these- including the formation of the
Royal Air Force early in 1918. The section which describes
the developments in Canada is of particular interest, for it tells,
not only what was done in Canada, which throughout 1918
sent 200 trained pilots a month to the front, but also how help
was given to the air forces of the United States as soon as that
country entered the struggle in April, 1917. An office was
opened in Fifth Avenue, New York, so that American citizens
QUALLY
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s has been freely acknowledged in the course of this work,
the Official History is the great and permanent source
of information about the first aerial war. The literature
which surrounds the subject is immense, but in these five
volumes alone, with the sixth to come, will be found the continuous, implicitly trustworthy record upon which all present
and future students must rely. Several of my contributors to
WAR IN THE AIR have quoted freely from the Official History,
and what has struck me most about these quotations is the
extremely vivid way in which they describe some particular
exploit or deed of adventure in the air. With admirable
economy of style they throw a high light on many of the
glorious acts of daring which took place in the air during those
four years. Quotation is always a sincere form of flattery,
for it is the author's acknowledgment that he could not,
if he tried, improve the matter or its presentation. The more
one studies the monumental work for which Mr. H. A. Jones
has been so'greatly responsible the more one is convinced that
it is not only an imperishable repository of fact, but one of the
most readable histories ever written.

CONTENTS OF PARTS 8-14.
ce of our readers we give here a list of the chapters that have appeared in Parts 8-14, jinclusive, of
WAR IN THE 4IR. 4 further list will appear in Part 21.
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could enlist in the Royal Flying Corps, as it then was, and the
R.F.C. undertook to train the officers and men of ten American
squadrons in Canada during the summer.
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Portugal and Spain, the lands that sent out the early navigators of the Atlantic, also, fittingly
enough, sent out the first men to cross the southern part of that ocean by air. This story of
high and difficult adventure concludes with the performance of the same feat by Hinkler,
Mollison and, finally, a woman, Jean Batten
people realized, in the period h.p. The route taken amounted to came there was no improvement, and
immediately following the end of 4,500 miles, and it was intended that it with precious hours lost the airmen
the War, that aviation was about should be done in four stages. From chafed at their enforced stay. Sunday,
to enter a new phase. To many who had Lisbon, the Fairey, named the Lusitania, April 2, dawned and, though the sky
seen the aeroplane grow in power as a was to fly to the Canary Islands, then was stormy, the Fairey once more
terrifying weapon, and who had vivid on to the Cape Verde Islands. From took off. It had not gone far before
recollections of the heavy toll of flying the latter the journey was to continue to appalling conditions were met with, and,
during those four long years, 1914-18, Fernando de Noronha, a small island off with their hopes diminished, Cabral and
both at home and overseas, the idea of the Brazilian coast, or, alternatively, to Coutinho had to alight in the Bay of
aerial transport as we know it today St. Paul's Rocks. Then came the last Gando, on the coast of Africa. That
descent on the sea was the preliminary
seemed fantastic. The man in the street " leg " of the flight to Rio de Janeiro.
At 6.55 a.m. on March 3o, 1922, the of a long trail of misfortunes, of many
had a pronounced dislike of aircraft, and
was convinced that, with the tanks, the seaplane, leaving a great wake behind, valuable hours dissipated in waiting for
guns, the gas, and other war devices, it rose from the surface of the Tagus, and, the weather. Not until Tuesday, April 4,
would depart into limbo and have no climbing slowly with its heavy load of did the sky clear sufficiently for the
petrol, headed out towards the sea. airmen to attempt once more their
place in a world at peace.
Conditions
were good, and for Cabral long " hop " to the Cape Verde Islands.
In the midst of this antipathy came
those airmen who, spurred on by a great and his companion the miles sped by at The journey took ten hours, and once
spirit of adventure, dared to attempt an encouraging speed. Hour after hour more, after their arrival, the weather
long flights across oceans and continents. the engine drove the craft swiftly on- forbade an early resumption.
The days grew to a week, the week to
Their initiative and courage led them to ward, until at 3.3o in the afternoon they
both disaster and triumph, and, while reached Las Palmas in the Canary nearly a fortnight, and though Cabral
saw that the prize had slipped from his
the failures acted as no deterrent, the Islands, exactly to schedule.
Soon after their arrival, the two men grasp, he was determined to continue.
successes inspired others to new and
And so it were preparing for an early resumption April 17 beheld the seaplane rise once
ever bolder endeavour.
happened that, after the Atlantic flight of their flight, but when all was ready more into the air, but the flight was
of the two Britons, Alcock and Brown, the weather broke. When the next day comparatively short, for, after leaving
St. Vincent, it came
in 1919 (described in
down at Santiago,
pages 183-6), pilots
another isle of the Cape
from many countries
Verde group . The
aspired to other aerial
struggle to traverse the
conquests. The North
great ocean seemed
Atlantic had been flown ;
interminable.
what of the South
There now stretched
Atlantic ?
before the airmen the
The first to make the
longest leg of the whole
attempt were Captain
difficult journey, and
Sacadora Cabral and
one which might have
Captain Gago Coutinho,
deterred many a pilot
two Portuguese aviafrom attempting it,
tors. As was the case
after the troubles exin the North Atlantic
perienced by the two
flight a money prize
Portuguese. But Cabral
awaited the victorwent on, starting on
4,00o for the first pilot
April 18 from Santiago
to fly from Lisbon to
just as the sun rose. To
Rio de Janeiro, with the
reach St. Paul's Rocks
stipulation that the
entailed extreme navigajourney should occupy
tional skill, for it was a
no more than 168 hours.
tiny spot, standing in
Cabral chose for his
PORTUGUESE LEAD THE WAY
the great expanse of
trip a British Fairey
Sons of a race to which belongs much of the credit of opening up the New
ocean. Nevertheless,
World to the Old, these two Portuguese airmen were the first to fly across
C. III seaplane fitted
the South Atlantic. Left, is Commander Sacadora Cabral, and right,
with the aid of a special
with a Rolls-Royce
Captain Gago Coutinho, whose persistence in the face of disaster is
sextant of his own
" Eagle " engine of 375
graphically described in this chapter
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A FRENCHMAN ECLIPSES ALL
One of the most remarkable flights of the time was that of Captain Dieudonne Costes (left),
who in October, 1927, flew from Paris to Brazil, covering in his last " hop " across the
South Atlantic a distance of 2,525 miles. Costes named his Hispano-Suiza-engined Breguet
biplane " Nungesser-Coli," in honour of the memory of the two French airmen who earlier
in the year perished in an attempt to fly the North Atlantic
eeutrat Press

.4 sm.:jilted Press

AFTER THE PORTUGUESE, A SPANIARD
The credit of being the second airman to fly from Europe to South America belongs to a
,Spanish airman, Major Franco (left), who had with him a crew of three. His Dornier-Wal
flying boat, seen above, was fitted with two 450 h.p. Napier " Lion " engines. The flight
of over 3,000 miles was accomplished between January 22 and February io, 1926

Central Press

design, and by his skill, Coutinho,
who acted as navigator, gave his pilot
such accurate aid that, without deviating
from their route, they came within
sight of their much-longed-for objective.
But once again bad luck befell them,
for in alighting on the rough sea the
floats were severely damaged and the
machine was broken up so badly as to
be beyond repair.
Disconsolately the luckless but determined flyers waited at that lo
place for the arrival of a new machine
for which they had cabled, for they
adhered to their original intention of
going on. After some delay it was delivered and assembled. The day came
when Cabral and Coutinho went aboard.
They took off and reached Fernando
de Noronha, and there in alighting

crashed again. Once more another
machine was sent for and delivered to
replace the " write-off." And on June 5
the third Fairey climbed up from the
sea and Cabral turned towards the
Brazilian coast. At last they came upon
the welcome sight of the breakers
ranging along the shore, and they knew
that their journey was ending. They
then proceeded along the coast in stages
and came finally to Rio de Janeiro, where
a great welcome awaited them.
So the South Atlantic was crossed
for the first time by air. The
Cabral-Coutinho effort was not spectacular, perhaps, but because of the
dogged persistence which the two
Portuguese displayed throughout their
two months of struggle, they well
deserved the admiration they received.
In the list of ocean flights we find a
period of four years separating the
pioneer conquest of the South Atlantic
and the next successful crossing, which
in itself is an indication that it was a
project not to be lightly undertaken nor
easily accomplished.
It was in 1926 that Portugal's near
neighbour, Spain, came on the scene in
the person of Major Franco, an airman
who was destined to become worldfamous. Unlike Cabral, Franco made
preparations for his Atlantic attempt
with considerable care and precision,
and instead of a float plane chose a
flying boat, which was proved to be
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better in withstanding rough seas. His
machine was an Italian built DornierWal. It was fitted with two British
Napier " Lion " engines, installed in
tandem, and was of all-metal construction. The equipment included a Marconi transmitting and receiving radio
installation. The pilot was accompanied by a crew of three Captain
Ruiz de Alda, the navigator, Lieutenant
Duran, and Sefior Rada, engineer.
In his choice of a starting-place,
Major Franco showed a fine sense of
tradition, for he elected to leave Palos
de Moguer, near Huelva, on January 22,
and it was from that port that Columbus
set sail on his famous voyage over four
hundred years before.
During the day before the start, the
flying boat, fully loaded with petrol,
oil and provisionS, rested idly on the
water while immense crowds, wild with
enthusiasm, flocked into the town. The
night passed, and when the sun crept up
Franco and his companions went aboard
their craft, the engines were started,
and in a short while the eager spectators
saw their idols climb into the earlymorning sky. Glinting in the dim light,
the bulky Dornier banked over, swept
round the monument of Columbus, completed a graceful turn and then, with
a great roar from its two engines, went
swiftly out to sea.
As Franco held his machine in a
steady climb, the great panorama of

the ocean spread out below him, ever
expanding towards the streaked, misty
line of a vast horizon. Eight hundred
miles ahead their first alighting place
lay. It was Las Palmas in the Canary
Islands. And in seven hours they were
flying over it. So far so good.
The first leg of the flight had thus
been done in excellent time ; the
Dornier was flying perfectly, and it
only required that the weather should
hold for Franco to continue in the same
brilliant style. But, as is so often the
case, the elements upset his plans for
making a quick resumption, and it was

not until January 25 that the quartet
of air adventurers were able to see the
Canary Islands recede behind their
flying boat's tail. Nevertheless, having
seized the first opportunity to make their
departure, the Spaniards went on as
they had started, flying a fast and steady

course. And so they came, after another
hop of goo miles, to St. Vincent,
Cape Verde Islands. Now they were
faced with the most difficult section of
their crossing—the 1,500 miles to Fernando de Noronha, the island where
their forerunners had been held up for

ITALIAN TRIUMPH
In /928 an Italian airman, Captain
Ferrarin, with whom was Major Del Prete,
won for Italy the world's record for a long
flight by flying from Rome to Natal,
Brazil, a distance of 2,125 miles, non-stop,
in 19 hours. Right, is the Savoia S.64
monoplane on which the flight was made.
Below, left to right, Captain Ferrarin,
Signor Mussolini, Major Del Prete and
General Balbo at an aerodrome in Rome
Keystone
Associated Press

so long on their eventful journey.
Daybreak, January 3o, and the harbour of St. Vincent reverberated to the
cacophony of the Dornier's engines
as they were run up before the take-off.
Franco turned his craft into wind,
opened wide the throttles, and once
more the big monoplane was off. Hour
after hour it flew, with the little island
that was their next objective growing
ever nearer. At eight o'clock in the
evening they were seen by inhabitants
of Fernando de Noronha passing high
above their island, heading for the
Brazilian coast which was, by this time,
only 300 miles away.
Suddenly the great craft was observed
to be coming down, and wireless stations
received a message sent from the
machine that the fuel supply was running out. Those who watched saw the
o*
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BEFORE HIS BIG ' HOP '
In October, 1931, Bert Hinkler flew non-stop from New York to Kingston, Jamaica, a distance of 1,800 miles. Then he flew on to Trinidad and Brazil. Continuing on November 25,
he set out on the long ocean crossing from Port Natal to Bathurst, Gambia, in Africa,
and after 22 hours of perilous flying reached his goal. Above, Hinkler and his " PussMoth " on arrival at Kingston

Dornier alight on the rough sea,
beheld the airscrews come to rest and
almost immediately received signals for
assistance. An attempt was made to
reach the airmen, but so rough was the
sea that no boat could put out. Throughout the night Franco and his crew
waited vainly for help, and when
morning came it was seen that
one of the airscrews had been damaged
by the buffeting of the waves.
Undeterred by this mishap,
the Spaniards decided to
continue, risking the complete
failure of the injured blade,
and, after refuelling, set a
course for Pernambuco on the
Brazilian coast. For some
two hours they flew on without incident, and then the
fractured airscrew disintegrated. Such a mischance
might have led to disaster, for
then the engine, relieved of
its load, tends to race and
tear itself from its mounting.
Fortunately, however, no such
accident followed, and Franco
continued to fly with the one
remaining Napier doing all
the work. So the journey
across the Atlantic ended,
with Pernambuco giving the
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flying boat's crew an unrestrained
ovation. The flight, totalling 3,800
miles, had been done in 35 hours 20
minutes' flying time. These exploits
of Cabral, the Portuguese, and Franco,

the Spaniard, had blazed a new trail.
It was left to a Frenchman to overshadow their achievements by a truly
astounding flight. That Frenchman
was Captain Dieudonne Costes, one of
the greatest airmen of the world. On
October io, 1927, with LieutenantCommander Joseph Le Brix, he took off
from Le Bourget aerodrome, Paris, in
a 600 h.p. Hispano - Suiza - engined

GOOD LUCK, JIM!
Until J. A. Mollison crossed the South Atlantic from east to west in 1933 such a flight
had never been done " solo." The photograph below shows the airman bidding farewell
to his wife before taking off in his Puss-Moth," The Heart's Content, from Stag Lane
aerodrome, Edgware, en route for Lympne. From there he flew to French West Africa,
and thence across to Brazil, the journey of 1,600 miles taking 17 hours 4o minutes

Breguet biplane, and without a halt
flew to St. Louis, Senegal, on the west
coast of Africa. That trip, which occupied 26 hours 3o minutes, was in itself
a wonderful feat. But four days later
the Breguet rose again and, with
its big nose pointing westward, flew out
over the sea. Nineteen hours and fifty
minutes afterwards it skimmed over
Natal, Brazil, and landed after covering
2,125 miles without a stop at any point.

MOLLISON REACHES RIO
By his wonderful flight from Africa to Port Natal, Brazil, in February, 1933, Mollison
became the first airman who had successfully crossed both the North and South Atlantic.
The fact that he used on each occasion a small, light and low-powered machine, made these
flights the more creditable. Above, the famous British pilot arriving at Rio de Janeiro
after his long trans-ocean trip

W. AFRICA TO BRAZIL
Before Miss Jean Batten (seen below)
made her remarkable flight across the
South Atlantic, she had already become
well known by her courageous EnglandAustralia-England flights in 1934-35 with
a " Gipsy-Moth." For her England-Brazil
journey she used a Percival " Gull " monoplane (right), a speedy machine that
enabled her to reach Port Natal, Brazil,
in 13 hours 15 minutes after leaving
Thies in West Africa

Keystone

Associated Press

From then on, record followed record, and the air crossing
of the South Atlantic began to lose its terrors and difficulties.
In 1928 Captain Arturo Ferrarin and Major del Prete linked
Rome with Brazil by a marvellous non-stop flight of fifty
hours. Then came the " air armada " of twelve SavoiaMarchetti flying boats, which, led by General Balbo, made
the trip in stages in 1931. In the same year the gallant Hinkler
flew in the reverse direction, from Natal to Bathurst, Africa, in
his tiny Puss-Moth, so making the first west to east crossing.
This was followed by another light plane feat, when " Jim "
Mollison coolly flew in 1933 from Lympne to South America,
also in a Puss-Moth. And in November, 1935, a small, slender
New Zealand girl, Jean Batten, piloted with skill and calm
courage her Percival Gull from Thies on the West African
coast to Port Natal, Brazil, in 13 hours 15 minutes.
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AEROPLANES OF THE PAST
By Sir Alliott Verdon-Roe,

O.B.E., F.R.Ae.S.

The main interest of this chapter, which supplements several of those in our " Famous Flights "
series, is that it is a personal record. Sir Alliott Verdon-Roe has done as much as any Englishman
to make flying possible, and his own story of his early machines and adventurous " hops " and
flights and those of his contemporaries is of unusual value and interest
r is always interesting to study the

pylon, and when this weight was relarge dihedral angle on the main planes
evolution of man's inventions, espe- leased it catapulted the machine into to provide lateral stability, as there
I
cially those that closely concern
the air by means of a suitably arranged
was no means of warping the wings,
our everyday life. Railway equipment,
line over pulleys. There was really
but later he fitted a pivoted aileron
ships and automobiles, for instance,
nothing terrifying to them in being shot
in each of the two wing tip boxes,
have gradually undergone considerable off in this manner, as they were used to
midway between the upper and lower
changes and improvements in general
being launched down hill. The pilot
surfaces.
and detail design as the result of experilay down at first and later sat up, conThe strutting and bracing between
ence. So, for example, the use of iron
trolling the front elevator with a lever
top and bottom planes were covered in
for the hulls of ships was at one time
in one hand, and warping the main with vertical panels of fabric. A long
ridiculed, even by some of the most
wings, for the purpose of lateral control, covered-in framework, or fuselage, of
famous designers and builders. The
with the other.
about three feet square section was
lowering of the centre of gravity of the
Next, Santos-Dumont constructed in
mounted on the upper side of the lower
top-heavy motor-cars was a long time France a box type of biplane with a plane the rear end of this fuselage
finished at the trailing
in becoming general.
edge of the lower main
In view of these facts,
plane, and carried an
let us examine the
engine fitted with a
efforts of those who
pusher propeller. The
pioneered different
pilot's cockpit was
types of aircraft. The
arranged at a point on
most sensational and
a line with the leaddeserving of praise was
ing edge of the main
undoubtedly the conplanes ; the fuselage was
tribution of the brothers
projected well forward,
Wright, although Proand on its nose was
fessor Langley was a
pivoted a large box
close runner-up. I was
kite, which acted as a
in correspondence with
forward elevator.
Wilbur Wright during
Santos-Dumont stood
their early experiments,
up in the cockpit and
and when the report
looked a conspicuous
came through that he
figure when he made a
and his brother had
short flight in 1906.
flown, a number of
Santos-Dumont's sucpeople said to me :
cess encouraged others,
" Surely you do not
foremost of whom was
believe they have flown ;
Henry Farman, soon to
it's only an American
be followed by Louis
yarn." But I was conBleriot. Using a Voisin
vinced of the accuracy
machine at Issy,Farman
Their
of the report.
in 1907 made a more
machine can now be
satisfactory flight than
seen in the South
Santos - Dumont had
Kensington Museum.
done. Later Farman
Having started with
developed and manuglides from a hillside
factured Farman aeroand knowing they could
planes, and today the
land all right on the
Farman aircraft factory
sledge-like runners (inis one of the largest, if
stead of wheels), they
not the largest, in
A. V. ROE AND HIS 1910 TRIPLANE
developed a starting-off
France. The Voisin
In his earlier designs, the author of this article favoured the unorthodox triplane
catapult arrangement.
type, and achieved considerable success with the machine shown above. The
machine was a biplane
engine was a 35 h.p. Green, and drove a tractor airscrew. The photograph was
A weight was hoisted
with a biplane tail
taken at Blackpool during the flying meeting which was held there in uly, 191o.
up to the top of a
carried on the end of a
Sir Alliott Verdon-Roe is standing before the machine
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large open framework, fitted with two
vertical rudders. These rudders were
used for lateral stability, as the main
planes could not be twisted and trailing
ailerons had not been introduced.
The pilot sat in a kind of fuselage, on
a line with the leading edge of the main
planes, but this fuselage was much
shorter than that used on the SantosDumont machine. On the nose of this
covered-in fuselage was a monoplane
elevator, rather close to the main planes ;
but the biplane tail, being fitted some

SANTOS-DUMONT'S ` BOX-O'-TRICKS'
This curious machine, closely resembling a box-kite, was a biplane built by Santos-Dumont,
the famous aeronaut of Edwardian days. Neat in construction, considering the lack of
experience at that period, it was, nevertheless, flown with some success in 1906 by its
intrepid designer, who is seen standing in the cockpit of the machine, while mechanics make
last-minute adjustments before the airman begins a trial flight

distance behind the main planes, gave
the machine much fore and aft stability.
Farman then made his own version
of this machine, carrying the front
elevator out farther on the end of a
light framework projecting from the top
and bottom main planes. The pilot sat
on the front edge of the lower main

FARMAN'S VOISIN, 1908
One of the first aeroplanes of French origin to achieve success was the Voisin, seen here.
It was a machine of this type that Henry Farman used in making a record circular
flight of one kilometre in January, 1908. For this achievement he was awarded the
Deutsch-Archdeacon prize of 5o,000 francs. The flight was carried out at the army drill
field at Issy-les-Moulineaux. The Voisin was powered with an " Antoinette " engine
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plane, with his feet on a rudder-bar
about eighteen inches in front of the
leading edge. The engine was situated
at the rear, driving a pusher propeller,
the petrol tank being in front of the
engine and behind the pilot. This
method of construction did not appeal to
me, because the overhanging revolving
engine and Propeller were liable to
brake the surrounding framework which
carried the tail. Leaking in petrol tanks
was not uncommon, and if this happened it was liable to set the machine on
fire, as the escaping petrol would be
blown over the engine. Then, again, the
pilot was in an exposed position, both
for weather and in the event of a crash.
Louis Bleriot and M. Levavasseur both
broke away from the box type of aeroplane and produced tractor monoplanes,
with the engine and propeller in front
of the main planes.
Bleriot's machine looked very neat
and workmanlike, though the fuselage
was only partly covered. The pilot sat
at a point on a line with the trailing
edge of the main plane. The engine was
forward and kept the centre of gravity
about right ; and the petrol tank was
fitted between the engine and the pilot.
The tail plane was carried at the end of
the fuselage and was pivoted about its
centre of pressure, there being no fixed
tail surface. M. Levavasseur produced
at that time what appeared a most
graceful monoplane, with a long dragonThis machine was
fly-like fuselage.
known as the " Antoinette," being fitted
with an engine of the same name.
Hubert Latham, holder of several early
flying records, made some daring
flights on this machine, landing in the

0**

remember on one occasion, about 1911,
Cody flying to Brooklands. On calling
attention to an important wire which
was not duplicated, I said to him :
" What would happen if that wire broke
when you were up 1,000 feet ? " Cody
replied : "Oh, my name would be mud ! "
Short Bros., balloon manufacturers
in the early days, started building
experimental aeroplanes to order, the
first being for J. T. C. Moore-Brabazon.
This crude machine must have been sold
purely as an experiment, with no
guarantee to fly. A shed was erected
in 1908 alongside my own at Brooklands, which housed this first effort,
but it was soon scrapped. Then Shorts
built a machine on the lines of one

FARMAN'S RECORD
Henry Farman, seen here at the controls of
one of his biplanes, was the first airman to
fly a distance of too miles. He made this
record in 1909 and thus proved early the
practicability of his aeroplane. Farman
biplanes became popular, and were later
used by many famous pilots
' Dail)/ Mirror'

THE COMMON LOT

L.N.A.

Patience, as well as pluck, was required in
the pioneer flying days, for crashes were
frequent and machines were constantly
under repair. Above, Sir Alliott V erdonRoe surveys the crumpled wings of his
early 9 h.p. triplane after a crash. This
machine was flown at Lea Marshes in 1909

English Channel on one of his attempts
to fly across. Perhaps the most eventful
day aviation ever had since the reports
of the Wrights' first flight was Bleriot's
flight across the Channel on July 25,
1909 (see pages 5-8).
Meanwhile, a certain amount of
aviation activity had been going on in
England. Lord Northcliffe foresaw, as
early as 1906, the future possibility of aircraft, and the " Daily Mail " offered three
prizes for the best performance by model
aeroplanes in a competition which was
held at the Alexandra Palace, London,
in April, 1907, there being some two
hundred competitors. I was fortunate
enough to win the highest awarded
prize with a biplane of the front
elevator type.
A full-size machine was built on the
lines of this winning model and fitted
with a 24 h.p. " Antoinette " engine.
On June 8, 1908, a flight, according to
witnesses, of from 75 to 150 feet was
made at Brooklands, this being the first
flight in England. However, the first
official flight was not made until nearly
a year later (see page 354). S. F. Cody
was experimenting on Laffan's Plain,
Aldershot, on behalf of the Government.
Cody produced a huge biplane, as he
was no light weight, with a monoplane
front elevator, and I feel confident he
made a short flight about a month after
mine in 1908. Subsequently his machine
was called the " Flying Cathedral." I
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used by the Wrights, but fitted with a
6o h.p. Green engine. On October 3o,
1909, Moore-Brabazon won the " Daily
Mail " £1,000 prize on this machine for
the first circular mile flight.
Soon after my flight at Brooklands
on June 8, 1908, I had notice to leave.
Although disappointed in some respects,
I was pleased at the opportunity of
devoting my time to building another
machine, which`I thought would be an
improvement on my first effort, especially as the only power available was a
9 h.p. J.A.P. motor-cycle engine, as I
had to return the " Antoinette."
This second machine was a tractor
triplane with a main span of 20 feet and
3 feet chord. The fuselage was of triangular section, and carried a so feet
span triplane tail of half the area of
the main planes. The propeller was
geared down to about 3 to r, and
various gear ratios were tried, both
with chain and belt drive, the latter
being more satisfactory. The main
planes acted as the elevator (as in the
" Flying Flea "). Arrangements were
also provided for making the tail
plane act as an elevator, if desired,
so that it would be possible to fly
horizontally at the fastest or slowest
speed. But this latter scheme was not
tried out on the first machine ; however,
many short flights were made on it
during the summer of 1909. The tail
plane being of larger area, it quickly
left the ground on taxying ; then, when

CODY'S CATHEDRAL'
No pioneer showed more originality and
persistence in his early efforts than S. F.
Cody, who built his first aeroplane in 1909.
From time to time he reconstructed this
machine, adding detail improvements
and installing different power units, until
it eventually became one of the most
successful craft of its day. Above, Cody
about to take his wife for a flight

A pi,
rUkST
TO FLY
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KILLING A CATCH-PHRASE
This amusing photograph shows Lieut.-Colonel J. T. C. Moore-Brabazon, Britain's first
certified aeroplane pilot, about to render void the colloquialism " pigs might fly " by
taking a pig as a passenger in his Short biplane. The machine was the one with which
Colonel Moore-Brabazon won the " Daily Mail " prize of £1,000 for the first circular mile flight
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sufficient speed was gained, the angle
of the main planes was increased.
In September, 1909, a move was made
to Wembley Park. A 14 h.p. fourcylinder J.A.P. engine replaced the
9 h.p. one. With this I managed to fly
from the top of the hill, where the base
of the old Wembley Tower still stood,
round the buildings in the centre, and
land on the hill again at the other side
of a clump of trees which divided the
alighting place from the starting point.
It was while making one of these
flights that I came to grief. In spite of
warping the wing hard over to counteract the tilt, the machine fell over on its
side and crashed. The cause of the
accident was failure to use the rudder
for increasing the speed of the falling
wing-tip. Up to this experience, I had
failed to appreciate the true worth of

Topical

ANCESTOR OF MODERN MONOPLANES
This frail and not ungraceful monoplane, known as the "Antoinette," was one of the
numerous aeroplanes built in France in the pioneering days of flying. It was powered
with a 5o h.p. eight-cylinder engine, and in the hands of Hubert Latham flew remarkably
well. The design of the wings and tail, which differed considerably from those of Bleriot's
machine, is especially noteworthy, as is the slender boat-like body of the craft

the rudder for this special purpose.
By this time several others were
experimenting in England. Howard T.
Wright had started building aeroplanes
under a railway arch at Battersea,
while there was Robert Blackburn
experimenting on the sands at Filey.
In 1910, at Brooklands once more,
the Petre brothers did some good work ;
Edward was known as Peter the
Painter and his brother, H. A., as
Peter the Monk. The former was
killed while making an
early long-distance flight to
Edinburgh on a Martinsyde
monoplane. He had to make
a forced landing down wind
in Yorkshire, and was killed
—an event which caused
great gloom at the time,
for he was very popular.
The Martinsyde was built
by Martin and Handysyde,
and looked like the Levavasseur "Antoinette"
monoplane.
Howard Wright built
some monoplanes after his
first biplanes. One of these
was taxi-ing at Brooklands
when the undercarriage gave
way, a not infrequent occurrence in the early days.
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The machine simply rolled itself up
into a kind of ball, and when the pilot
crawled out unhurt, the onlookers could
not refrain from a good, hearty laugh,
because it was such a funny spectacle.
The present Bristol Aeroplane Co.
commenced building aeroplanes, in 191o,

of the Farman type, and also conducted
the largest flying school at that period.
They traded under the name of the
British and Colonial Aeroplane Co.,
and Mr. C. C. Gordon England was one
of the first to join their staff.
In 1911 the Avro firm produced a
5o h.p. Gnome biplane called the
Avro 500, rather like the Avro 504
without staggered main planes. The
Government ordered a number of these
clean-designed machines, which had a
marked effect on the future designs of
rival firms and those of the Royal
Aircraft Factory, now the Royal Aircraft Establishment. Afterwards the
Bristol firm produced a machine rather
like the Avro 500, but, to my astonishment, the fuselage was placed between
the top and bottom planes, about
six inches from the latter—which did
not appeal to me, on account of the
extra resistance and lack of cleanness of
design. The bottom planes on the Avro
machine were fitted to the lower
longerons of the fuselage, making a very
neat arrangement. This was the first
biplane to be built in this manner.
Sopwith started building aeroplanes of
his own design. This firm also made a
biplane rather similar to the Avro 500 ;
and, again, they, too, put the fuselage
between the top and bottom planes,
some six inches from the latter, as the
Bristol firm had done.
In 1911 I designed an enclosed monoplane as streamlined as a salmon.
This was flown early in 1912 by Lieut.
Parke, who spoke very favourably
about it. But eventually he had a
forced landing and smashed it rather
badly, without hurting himself. It is

Courtesy of ' FliGht '

noteworthy that it was not until
twenty-three years afterwards that a
leading aircraft firm decided not to
build any more open cockpit machines.
The Avro firm also produced an
enclosed biplane fitted with a 6o h.p.
Green engine. This machine was
entered for the 1912 military trials at
Salisbury Plain. Lieut. Parke flew the
machine and did his famous spinning
nose-dive—almost the first pilot to do
this without crashing. He managed to
straighten the machine out a few feet
off the ground after a z,000 feet dive.
F. Handley Page was one of the
very early builders of aircraft ; in fact,
his company was the first registered
aviation company in England (June 17,

CHANNEL BEATS HIM
Three days after Bleriot had crossed the English Channel in roon, Hubert Latham made a
gallant effort to emulate him. His "Antoinette" monoplane bore him to a point where he
was well in sight of his goal, and then the engine failed and he came down in the sea two
miles from Dover. He was uninjured and rescued by a destroyer, but his machine was
wrecked Below, the "Antoinette," all but submerged, just before being salved

EARLY ENGLISH MONOPLANE
The Handley Page monoplane seen here was one of the first machines to be successfully
produced with inherent stability, so that in flight it corrected automatically any uneven
movements set up by air currents. This was achieved by adopting a design of main plane
resembling a bird's wing. This aeroplane was built and flown during 1911-12

design. The main planes were fitted on
to a large-diameter steel tube about
their centre of pressure. It was called
the " Flying Bedstead," or " Coffee Pot."
Before Sopwith started building
aeroplanes, he bought a Howard Wright
machine, and then a Burgess Wright from
the United States or Canada. He had
this latter machine dismantled, and
made another like it, in order to
comply with the all-British requirement
for the Baron de Forest 3,000 prize
for the longest non-stop flight. The

Avro firm fitted tanks with 71 hours'
capacity in their enclosed Avro biplane,
as nothing like that duration had so
far been accomplished. Raynham flew
the machine, and used up all the petrol
in breaking the -British record.
But Sopwith fitted an A.B.C. engine
in his rebuilt Burgess Wright, together
with tanks of 8 hours' capacity, and
beat the Avro's duration record.
In 1910, Horatio Barber produced
rather an uncommon braced monoplane,
on the front of which was pivoted an
elevator. A 35 h.p. Green engine was
placed at the rear. The wing-tips were
curved downwards, presumably to prevent the air flowing off. Had they been
curved upwards, they would have
given a degree of automatic stability.
The machine ought to have been rather
unstable and tricky to fly, but Barber
could fly the machine some distance
with both hands held above his head.
METAL-CLAD

Daily Mirror

The advantages of metal for aircraft
construction were recognized by many
pioneer builders. The Breguet biplane of
1912, seen below, was one of the first to
embody steel and aluminium in its structure

ALL- ENCLOSED
Enclosed cabin machines were built in 1912,
and this Avro monoplane passed its initial
trials in that year, being the first enclosed
machine to fly. An attempt was made to
streamline the machine, which had a fivecylinder radial engine

1909). They exhibited a very neat
monoplane at the Olympia Aero Show
in 1911, fitted with a bird-like wing.
Poor Parke was flying over Wembley
in one of the H.P. monoplanes when the
machine suddenly dived to earth and
Parke was killed. The cause of the
accident was never discovered.
About this period, Breguet produced
a tractor biplane of very original
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War in the Air. 14

WINGED WARFARE ON ALL FRONTS
By Capt. J. B. Sterndale Bennett, M.C.
The vivid stories of the adventures of British airmen in East Africa, Egypt, Palestine, Mesopotamia
and Macedonia, which are here told, show that in these more distant fields they carried out
their duties with a steadfastness and magnificent intrepidity that rivalled the valiant deeds
of their comrades on the Western front

A

LrklouGH the chief interest in the
development of the first aerial
war must always centre in the
West, it must not be overlooked that a
great deal of activity took place on
other fronts—never on the same scale,
but still providing countless deeds of
valour and resourcefulness. A notable
example occurred at the very outbreak
of war off the coast of German East
Africa, where it became urgently necessary to locate the cruiser Konigsberg,
which had withdrawn from the harbour
of Dar-es-Salaam and was lurking in
one of the waterways of the Rufiji delta.
The only craft available were two
privately owned Curtiss flying boats
stationed at Cape Town and flown by
Mr. H. D. Cutler, afterwards commissioned in the R.N.A.S. Cutler accompanied one of these boats, in the auxiliary
cruiser Kinfauns Castle, to the coast,
and thereafter followed a series of misadventures which only extreme patience
could overcome. The ailerons were
irretrievably damaged on the voyage,
and the ailerons of the second machine

had to be sent for ; later, the hull had
to be replaced in the same way.
After several such delays, Cutler
succeeded in getting over the delta,
only to be forced down the first time on
an uninhabited island, from which he
was rescued by a miracle. He did later
succeed in locating the KOnigsberg, and
after the new hull had been fitted, was
able to take up an observer (Captain
D. B. Crampton, R.N., of the Kinfauns
Castle) to confirm his discovery.
His last flight ended in disaster. His
patched and decrepit machine was
forced down with engine trouble at the
mouth of the Rufiji. Fired at from the
bank, he made a gallant attempt to set
the flying boat alight, but was taken
prisoner by three Germans and fifteen
askari who waded out to him. There
followed a tug of war for the flying boat,

Which was eventually rescued by Midshipman Gallehawk in a motor-boat,
and is, at this day, an exhibit in the
museum at Durban. Later reconnaissances in other machines, with other
pilots, succeeded in directing the fire of
two monitors on the Konigsberg, which
was set alight and completely destroyed.
The long campaign on land against
that brilliant German general, LettowVorbeck, never really afforded great
scope for aerial co-operation. The
nature of the country, admirably
adapted to concealment, the nature of
the climate, in which intense heat
placed the greatest strain on the
machines, and in which ground mist
and low-flying cloud both played their
part, made the task of the airmen difficult and often impossible. The force
available was never large, distances

AIRCRAFT SEALED HER DOOM
When the German raiding cruiser Konigsberg was driven by British warships to take temporary refuge in the Rufiji river, German East Africa, aircraft were used to locate her
and also to direct the gun-fire that ultimately destroyed her on July r r, 5955. The operations provided one of the earliest demonstrations of the effectiveness of the aeroplane for
naval reconnaissance and gun-spotting duties. The photograph below shows the wrecked
German cruiser as she appeared from the air
imperial War Museum

Photos: Imperial War Museum

SEAPLANE OF AN AFRICAN WAR EPIC
The episode of the German cruiser Konigsberg, her retreat and end in the Rufiji river, makes one of the most dramatic stories of the War
as enacted in the East. In this adventure, as is told in this chapter, flying boats and seaplanes played a prominent part. These two photographs show one of the Short seaplanes which were attached to the monitor Severn during the time the operations were carried out in
April, 1915. The flying men, as well as the crew of the monitor, had a series of thrilling adventures
•
were very great, and the perils of
a forced landing in jungle country
were intense. An account of the adventures of one bombing officer (Lieutenant W. W. Carey Thomas), who was
fortunately rescued next day, contains
the terse information " . . . he had
spent a disturbed night amongst lions."
But one of the most exciting adventures befell Lieutenant G. W. T.
Garrood, who, on February 26, 1917, left
Tulo on a B.E.26 with a load of bomb
to reconnoitre the Utete area, and did
not return. Mr. H. A. Jones (Official
History : " The War in the Air ") thus
tells his story :
A reconnaissance next morning discovered his aeroplane on its nose about
twenty miles south of the aerodrome, but
the pilot was nowhere to be seen. Search
parties and native hunters were sent out
and the latter found Lieutenant Garrood on
the ist of March. He had been forced down
in a marsh with engine trouble and had
spent four foodless days trekking through
the jungle and when found was suffering
from fever, shock and exhaustion. He was
wearing only his helmet, vest and boots.
His revolver, food, and part of his clothing
had been lost while he was swimming the
rivers, but the bulk of his clothing had been
stolen by baboons when it was drying.
The pilot's experiences included a narrow
escape from a crocodile while swimming a
river, and a night of enforced imprisonment
up a tree with a leopard beneath him.
When Great Britain declared war on
Turkey in November, 1914, one of the

first responsibilities was to safeguard
the Suez Canal. The meagre aerial
forces at Sir J. G. Maxwell's disposal
were immediately engaged in longdistance reconnaissances to observe the
movements of the Turkish troops and
to keep an eye on their lines of communication. Ready to join in this work
were seven French seaplanes, flown
by French pilots, but with British
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observers, who closely watched the
development of the Turkish attack.
That, when this came, it was warded
off, was largely due to the careful
watchfulness of these men.
Seaplanes and aeroplanes played a
useful part in the suppression of the
Senussi revolt of 1916, and also of that
of Ali Dinar, sultan of Darfur, in the
same year. Here the difficulties were

Photos: Imperial Ivor Museum

STANDING BY FOR DESERT DUTIES
;The life of the war pilot stationed in Mesopotamia, Egypt or Arabia differed widely from
that of his fellows on the Western front. But it was none the less full of adventure.
Here are seen some machines standing ready for action at a temporary location at
Azrak, Arabia. They are, left, a D.H.9 : centre, a B.E.ze ; and right, a Bristol Fighter

Rutherford ran to ask his assistance to
restart his engine. As this was not possible
and as hostile cavalry were rapidly approaching, it was decided to leave at once
in the Martinsyde. Captain Rutherford
climbed on the fuselage behind Lieutenant
McNamara, but, in taking off, the latter,
owing to his injured leg was unable to
keep the machine straight and it turned
over. The two officers extricated themselves and set the machine on fire. Meanwhile, the pilots of two other aeroplanes,
realizing the situation, attacked and held
off the cavalry by repeatedly sweeping
them with bursts of machine-gun fire.
Captain Rutherford then assisted Lieutenant
McNamara to the B.E.2c and lifted him
into the pilot's seat. Then, still under
heavy fire, he swung the propeller and
climbed into the observer's seat. Lieutenant
McNamara took off successfully and,
although weak from loss of blood, managed
to fly the B.E.zc back to his aerodrome, a
distance of 70 miles.

later, when they found the airmen
of the first order. Men and material
had to be transported over enormous recently dead by their machine.
distances before any suitable base could
The first airman to win the Victoria
be found. Dangers from sandstorms,
Cross in the Middle East was Lieutenant
and later from torrential rains, were
F. H. McNamara, an Australian officer
unpleasantly real, and forced landings of No. 67 (Australian) Squadron.
had about them little hope of escape. McNamara was engaged on a bombing
But valuable reconnaissances were made expedition near Tell el Hesi on March 20,
and a considerable moral effect secured,
1917, when a fellow pilot, Captain
both in heartening the native troops Rutherford, on a B.E.2c, was forced to
that constituted the British force and land with engine trouble. The War
depressing those of the sultan. The Diary relates :
aeroplanes were also used for reconLieutenant McNamara, on a Martinsyde
naissance purposes, many leaflets being Scout, descended under heavy rifle fire to
dropped conveying the assurance that his rescue in spite of the fact that he had
already been severely wounded in the
there would be no attempt on the
A later chapter will deal with the
thigh. He landed about 200 yards from
part of the British to force the
important part played by the airmen
the B.E.zc, but, owing to his wound, was
Christian religion on the inhabitants. unable to get out of the machine. Captain
in the final stages of the Palestine
Forced landings in the
desert were always hazardous and might well end
in tragic disaster. One
reconnaissance, consisting
of two B.E.2c aeroplanes,
set off on June 15, 1916,
to survey the Dakhla oasis
in the southern desert.
The pilots lost their bearings and, making a landing, stayed by each other
during the night. In the
morning the engine of one
aeroplane refused to start,
so the pilot of the other
set off for help. SecondLieutenant S. G. Ridley
and Air-Mechanic
J. Garside of the damaged
aeroplane succeeded later
in starting the engine.
They attemped to reach
their aerodrome, b u t
Garside's diary showed
that after two more successive failures they were
SALONIKA CASUALTY
stranded in a remote spot
Air fights, though less intensive in Salonika than in France, were of frequent occurrence, and there
were several instances of thrilling engagements between German and Allied machines during the Eastern
which the searchers failed
campaign. Above, a captured Aviatik two-seater, riddled with machine-gun bullets, arouses the interest
to discover until five days
of some French officers, as it awaits removal to a base
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F. N. Birkett

WARNEFORD'S WINNING SMILE
When on June 7, 1915, Flight-Sub-Lieutenant R. A. J. Warneford brought down a Zeppelin
in single combat near Brussels, his feat was hailed with delight in all the Allied countries, for
it proved that Germany's giant airships were vulnerable to aeroplane attack. Warneford
received a telegram of congratulation from the. King and was awarded the V.C. and the Cross
of the Legion of Honour, but only ten days later he was killed in a trial flight near Paris
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SCENES OF SPLENDOUR VIEWED FROM THE AIR
Awe-inspiring in their massive and raw beauty are the places shown in these two wonderful photographs taken from British service and civil
aircraft. On the left is seen the immensely forbidding terrain on the North-West frontier of India, over which three Hawker" Hart "day-bombers
of the R.A.F. are speeding on patrol duties. With steep and rocky ravines awaiting him, the airman who might be compelled to land through
engine failure would have small chance of escaping disaster in such a lonely spot. On the right the Victoria Falls are seen. Bathed in brilliant
African sunshine the mighty waters rush downward, hurling high a cloud of dazzling spray, the whole making a picture of unsurpassed beauty
seen only in its completeness when viewed from an aeroplane
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AIR HEROES OF THE WAR IN THE EAST
Lieutenant F. M. Macnamara won the V.C. on March 20, 1917, when, on a bombing raid near Gaza, he saw that a brother officer, Captain Rutherford,
had made a forced landing. Although seriously wounded and under heavy fire, he landed and got away with Rutherford, as described in page 434.
Second-Lieutenant W. I,. Seward won the M.C. on March 24, 1917, near Jaffa.' His aeroplane was brought down, and to prevent it falling into enemy
hands he landed in the sea, as shown below. After swimming for four hours he landed and eventually arrived at an A.N.Z.A.C. outpost. Both
illustrations are from paintings by Stuart Reid in the Imperial War Museum

campaign. It is necessary here to
glance briefly at some of the work done
during the campaigns which were being
waged in Mesopotamia and Salonika.
In Mesopotamia, at the beginning of
the campaign, the nucleus of an air
force was provided mainly with aid
from Australia and New Zealand, supplemented by some reinforcements from
Egypt. On successful reconnaissance
from the air depended the strategic
plan of the commander (Sir Charles
Townshend) and his tactical dispositions. No better illustration of the results of the success or failure of aerial
reconnaissance can be given than those
which attended two flights of Major

DISASTER IN THE DESERT
In some of his thrilling desert escapades " Lawrence of Arabia " was assisted by British
airmen, amongst them being Lieutenant Junor. Nemesis came to this officer's craft one day
when he was forced to land, with the disastrous results seen in the above photograph.
The machine is a B,E.I2, a variant of the B.E.2e

Reilly, an Australian officer. From the
first of these he returned and on his map
and his information about the Turkish
positions Townshend based the battle
orders which led to the surrender of
Kut to the British.
His failure to return on November 21
led to the disaster of Ctesiphon. Reilly
had discovered alterations in the Turkish
dispositions which indicated that they
had been• greatly reinforced. He had
just completed his survey when his

engine was hit by anti-aircraft and he
was forced to land. He was attempting
to make his way on foot back to his own
lines when he was captured. The Turks
claimed that his map was of vital use
to them, for they were fighting in,
to them, uncharted country, and certainly its loss was a serious disaster
to Townshend.
An inexperienced observer, who flew
over Ctesiphon next day, failed to confirm Reilly's discovery, and Townshend

WINGED BENEATH AN EASTERN SUN
This photograph of a crashed B.E.zc forms a link with the late Lord Lucas, who was a notable figure of the British air service. A Cabinet
Minister when War broke out, he resigned in 1915 to join the R.F.C. and, though 39 years of age, learned to fly and became an intrepid pilot.
He served with No. 13 Squadron in Egypt, where this photograph was taken after he had landed under difficulties. While out East he took
part in a number of long-distance raids, and afterwards was posted to France. Lord Lucas was killed in 1916 while on patrol over the lines
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SUCCOUR FOR KUT
When Townshend and his men were beleaguered in Kut, airmen carried food and
supplies to the garrison in an heroic but
vain attempt to raise the siege. Above, a
Henry Farman setting out with provisions
from No. 3o Squadron's camp. The bags
containing the supplies can be seen
suspended beneath the nacelle

and Townshend was obliged to surrender.
The strain on the airmen had been intense, and in their efforts to feed the
garrison many knocked themselves up
completely. It is stated of No. 3o
Squadron that from eight pilots in April
the squadron flights in the field suddenly
dwindled to two pilots and, finally, to
one pilot each. Many of the rank and
file had also gone to hospital.
It is impossible to record the many
brilliant feats performed by the Flying
Corps during the middle and later stages
of the campaign, but one connected
with the crossing of the Tigris on
February 23, 1917, deserves special
mention. From dawn onwards, bombing
aeroplanes in succession of reliefs
hovered over the German aerodrome and
dropped a bomb whenever the enemy
showed signs of taking the air. They

were kept under until 5 p.m., by which
time the first British troops had crossed
the Tigris and a bridge had been completed and was ready for traffic. This was
a first-rate instance of denying observation to the enemy.
In the Salonika campaign, the early
aerial resources were provided from
Egypt and by the French. The Germans,
who supplied air personnel and equipment to all their allies, had on this front
about 5o aeroplanes and aerial combats
were frequent. They also made very
effective use of the fact that their
bombers were superior in equipment to
the Royal Flying Corps. Their foremost
pilot on this front was Leutnant von
Eschwege, who claimed twenty victories
and was himself caught by a ruse not
frequently used in war. He attacked
what was, in reality, an untenanted
balloon loaded with explosive, which, as
he approached, was exploded and completely wrecked his machine. Mr.
H. A. Jones, himself an observer in No.
47 Squadron, in the Official History
makes this comment :
He came by his end as a result of a
legitimate ruse of war, but there was no
rejoicing among the pilots of the squadrons
which had suffered from his activities ;
they would have preferred that he had
gone down in fair combat. Among those
he had killed were some who had challenged
him, even though he had the advantage of
an aeroplane which was an all-round better
fighting weapon than anything flying
against him.

VETERAN CARRIES ON
Long after the B.E.2c had been discarded on the Western front in favour of more up-todate types, this famous machine was kept in service in Mesopotamia, to the disadvantage
of the airmen who flew and fought with them against the better-equipped enemy. Above,
a B.E.zc (90 h.p. R.A.F. engine) outside a hangar at Nazirah

remained in ignorance of the serious
obstacle that lay in front of him. " It
is possible that a withdrawal could not
have been made without fighting," says
Mr. H. A. Jones, " but it is reasonable
to suppose that Major-General Townshend would never have persisted in his
offensive had Major Reilly got back
with his report." What followed is com. mon history : the precipitate retreat to
Kut and the prolonged and agonizing
siege which only ended in its downfall,
a tragedy that can be directly traced to
the tragic, though unavoidable misfortunes of a single airman.
During the siege of Kut, the airmen
performed an invaluable service in
dropping food and supplies into the beleaguered city. Over 19,000 lb. weight of
food was dropped between the 55th and
29th of April, but despite the heroic
efforts of the pilots, who were constantly
attacked in the air, it was not enough,

There will be an opportunity as this
narrative proceeds to mention some of
the individual deeds of British airmen
on this front. For the moment they
may be pictured fulfilling with spirit and
diligence their routine duties of reconnaissance, of bombing and aerial cooperation with artillery and infantry.
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DUST DEVIL STRIKES
Extremes of temperature, and the unavoidable rough treatment due to lack of proper
housing, put a severe test on aeroplanes used in the Palestine campaign. This photograph
shows the kind of conditions that had to be contended with. Two B.E.2c's, moored in
the open at Jeida, are about to be overwhelmed by a " dust devil "
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Air Raiders of the Cities. 9

FINAL FAILURE OF THE ZEPPELIN
By Hamilton Fyfe
The story of one phase of the World War, the series of bombing raids by German airships on
Great Britain, is concluded in this chapter. It begins in the autumn of 1916 and ends with the
raid of August 5, 1918, the last of the kind

A

the raids described in Number 8
of the series "Air Raiders of the
Cities," pages 381-5, Zeppelins
again bombed England on three occasions
before the end of i916—September 25,
October i and November 27. A distressing feature of the raid on September
25, only two days after the loss of
the two super-Zeppelins, was the heavy
death roll among the cottagers on the
outskirts of Sheffield. Here 28 lost their
lives as their small dwellings fell in
ruins. The armament works were fortunate enough to escape. None of the
raiders were brought down this time,
but a few nights later the redoubtable
Mathy came to a fiery end, and, excusably enough, the general comment was
" Serve him right ! "
The weather in these early weeks of
autumn was calm. Prayers for wind
went up by the million every evening,
but the air remained disastrously still.
London was on the look-out, in a mood
of mingled suspense and savagery.
Between eight and nine on the evening
of October 1, it became known that
Mathy was not far off. But this time his
customary power of fearless decision had
deserted him. He did not, as usual,
make straight for his object of attack,
which was the capital, but moved about
over Hertfordshire, turning here and
there, trying to avoid fire from ground
batteries. Between eleven o'clock and
midnight he was badly rattled. No
matter how he manoeuvred, he could
not escape from the searchlights. If he
could only slip away into the darkness, he
would be safe. But it was not to be.
Mathy dropped all his bombs, 3o highexplosive and 26 incendiary, around
Cheshunt, where some fell harmlessly
on a recreation ground, while others
damaged more than 300 houses and over
six acres of tomato-growing glasshouses.
Thus lightened, he hoped to rise and
escape, but he did not know that four
airmen had seen him and had started in
pursuit. One of the four, Second-Lieutenant W. J. Tempest, was patrolling over
south-west London at a height of nearly
15,000 feet, and was thinking how
bitterly cold it was under a clear, starry
sky, when he noticed that a number
of searchlights to the north-east were
pyramiding on to an object at about 55
FTER

miles distance from him. The object,
as he saw clearly, was a Zeppelin. Many
times he had chased clouds in the belief
that they were airships. He had no
uncertainty now. He set off across
London in the hope of engaging the
raider, or, at any rate, turning it back.
Tempest had at first what he called,
in his vivid account of the adventure,
" an extremely unpleasant time." Large
numbers of anti-aircraft guns were in
action. He had to pass through " a
very inferno of bursting shells." Gradually he gained on the Zeppelin, and it
was when Mathy first caught sight of
his foe that he dropped his bombs in a
hurry. But he could not shake off his
dogged pursuer, although flight was very
difficult for Tempest. A mechanically

GREATEST ZEPP ' LEADER
The most successful of all the commanders
of Zeppelins that raided England was
Kapitanleutnant Heinrich Mathy, whose
airship was brought down in flames by
Second-Lieutenant W. J. Tempest on
October r, 1916, all on board perishing
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dperated pressure pump which fed the
fuel to his engine stopped. He had to
use a hand-pump and to do everything
else with one hand. Luckily he now
found himself free from ground fire and,
as the Zeppelin was rising rapidly,
threatening to get away and leave him
standing, he made up his mind to dive
straight at it.
One burst of bullets he let fly as he
got near, another as he passed below,
and then, " sitting under her tail," he
" pumped lead into her for all he was
worth." Before he had finished, he
saw the gas-bag " begin to go red inside
like an enormous Chinese lantern."
Then a flame flared out in front, the airship shot up zoo feet, then dropped, a
mass of roaring fire, almost on to its
destroyer. He only. just managed to
corkscrew out of the way, expecting
every moment to be engulfed in the
flames. After the wreck had come to
earth at Potters Bar, Middlesex, Tempest fired several green Very lights " in
the exuberance of my feelings." Then
he felt very sick and giddy and exhausted, with the result that he landed
badly. But he had done his work. The
" ace " of airship commanders was no
more. The Zeppelin peril had little kick
left in it.
There were a few other airship raids,
but almost all ended in catastrophe for
the raiders. On June 17, 1917, a Zeppelin, L48, was shot down near Harwici
by Second-Lieutenant L. P. Watkins.
As it caught fire and began to drop, its
officers, thinking they would fall into
the sea, hurriedly threw off their heavy
clothes. But they fell on land, and
only one of them survived the shock,
with two of the engineers. All the rest
of the crew were killed.
More costly by far to the Zeppelin
fleet was the raid which took place on
October 19, 1917. Out of the eleven
raiders, four were lost in France and
another wrecked in neutral territory.
Only six returned to the German lines.
They had been defeated mainly by
weather conditions. Over the North Sea
there was comparative calm, and even
at a height of po,000 feet there was
only a light north-westerly breeze. To
keep clear of anti-aircraft gunfire, the
raiders had to rise to a height of

MATHY'S FIERY FATE
Four successive stages of the fall in flames
on October 1, 1916, of L31, commanded by
Kapitanleutnant Mathy, are here shown as
an eye-witness (Mr. Charles Pears, the
marine painter) saw them. In the first the
airship begins to break up ; in the second it
makes a headlong plunge ; in the third a
part momentarily rights itself, and in the
fourth a shapeless flaming mass crashes
to the ground

feet, and at that height the
wind was blowing with gale force.
During this " silent raid, as it was
called, bombs were dropped in the
London area on Piccadilly, Camberwell,
Lewisham and Hither Green. Though
the remarkable series of disasters which
befell the raiding Zeppelins have been referred to in their chronological sequence
in page 296, it is convenient to return
to the subject and give a few details of
the havoc wrought by L45 (Kapitanleutnant W. Kolle) the most destructive
of the eleven raiding airships, but which,
however, ended its career at Jo a.m.
the next morning at Sisteron, in the
south of France.
The bomb which fell outside Swan
and Edgar's drapery store in Piccadilly
Circus, London (see page 296), exploded
at half-past eleven in the evening, a
time when many theatre-goers were on
their way home. Typical of many sad
cases was that of a young soldier. He
had been sent home from the Ypres
salient to qualify for a commission, and,
20,000

having completed his course, celebrated
the occasion by taking his mother and
his fiancee to a theatre. The happy
evening ended in utter tragedy. All
three were killed, and the body of the
girl was so mangled that it could only
be identified by her jewellery.
As the official arrangements for airraid shelters were far from adequate,
many districts of south and east London
had organized precautions and arranged
shelters on their own initiative. At
Camberwell, White's mineral-water
factory was one of the shelters in which
many of the people of this poor and
densely crowded district resorted during
the raids. A doctor in Albany Road,

Camberwell, had thrown his house open
to neighbours who did not care to go as
far as White's factory. The vicar of
the parish had also made arrangements
for dealing with air raids. The mission
halls and the clergy house were open
night and day, and at each of them
nurses and other helpers were available
to give first aid.
Camberwell had experienced during
September what air raids might mean.
The people of the borough had been
thoroughly alarmed, and many of them
went to the air-raid shelters unnecessarily early and, in consequence, got
little sleep. So Camberwell organized
its own system of warning. The men
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The dawn of October 2, 1916, showed
L31 as a tangled heap of broken frames
lying in a field at Potters Bar. The
flaming mass fell on a tree which stands
up gaunt against the sky. The wreckage is
guarded by a cordon of soldiers until the
investigations of experts are completed
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THREE VICTORS
These airmen brought down the three
German airships which were destroyed over
England during the War. Left, is SecondLieutenant F. Sowrey, who brought down
L32 on September 24, 1916 ; centre,
Lieutenant W. Leefe Robinson, V.C., who
destroyed SLII on September 3, 1916 ;
and right, Second-Lieutenant W. J.
Tempest, who brought down L31 on
October r, 1916
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LAST ZEPPELIN RAIDS ON ENGLAND
Map drawn to show the courses of German airships over England from September z6, 1916,
until the raid of April 12-13, 1918. During the last Zeppelin raid of all, on August 5,
1918, when L7o, with Captain Strasser on board, was brought down in flames off Norfolk,
no airship crossed the English coast
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who were not on war service arranged
patrols throughout the night. The
" men who stayed at home " patrolled
the streets.
The warning of an impending air raid
was given by the vicar of the parish,
who was in touch with the police and
with the watchers in the streets. As
soon as enemy raiders were as near as
Reigate, a red light was hoisted over the
vicarage in Coburg Road, back and
front, to show that a raid was impending.
Those people who wanted to be awakened, so that they might go to a shelter
while a raid was in progress, left a
whitened brick outside their doors when
they went to bed and immediately the
red light went up on the vicarage the
patrols aroused them.
On the night of October 19, 1917,
after the red lights had been shown, a
number of people had taken refuge in
the doctor's surgery, where 16 people
were sheltering, and on his house a
bomb fell. Two children were fatally
injured, and their mother was badly
hurt in attempting to protect them. A
fried-fish shop was also struck. The
owners had usually taken shelter, but on
this night they were giving a party
in honour of a friend just home from
the front, and eight people were killed.

the midland counties, and one got as
far as Lancashire. Birmingham and
Lincoln were attacked, but the only
serious damage was done in Wigan
and the neighbourhood, where several
cottages were wrecked or damaged. In
all nearly ten tons of bombs were
dropped, seven people being killed and
twenty injured.
The last Zeppelin raid took place on
August 5, 1918. Five airships set out,
with Strasser again in command, and
divided into two parties before they
reached the English coast. A group of
three flew over Cromer about 9.45 p.m.
and Major Egbert Cadbury, in a D.H.4,
went up from Yarmouth to attack

RAMSGATE HIT AGAIN
Imperial 'ar Museum

SHORT-LIVED SUPER ZEPP '

Zeppelin L39, here seen in flight, was one of the last and largest airships built by
Germany during the War. She was in the fleet of five that took part in an abortive raid
on March 16, 1917. Hampered by adverse winds, the raiders dropped their bombs on the
coast without doing material damage and turned homewards. Captain Koch, commander of L39, was content to flv along the coast from Margate to St. Leonard's. An
hour and a half after reaching England he turned back across the Channel
The firemen, police and other workers
had an extremely difficult and dangerous
task in extricating the survivors from
the wreckage. One of the saddest and
most terrible cases was that of the
15-year-old son of the proprietor of the
fish shop. He was buried so deeply
that there was no hope of removing the
debris, but eventually a doctor, firemen
and other rescuers worked their way
through a very small opening and
found the boy, though only his head and
one arm were showing. The doctor
administered oxygen and morphia, while
one of the rescuers held an electric
torch by the light of which the firemen
wielded their axes, but the task of rescue
took hours, and the boy died before he
could be got out.

The last Zeppelin raid on Ramsgate took
place on June 17, 1917, when one of
four German naval airships dropped
bombs on the seaport about 2 o'clock in
the morning. One of them fell on Albert
Street and wrecked several houses. Above
is a general view of the damage, and (left)
a " close-up " of the ruins

one Schiitte-Lanz were accidentally
destroyed in their sheds, an event,
says one authority, that marked the
funeral pyre of the German airship

service," and although eight new
machines were built, they had few
opportunities of proving their destructive powers. On March 12 three
Zeppelins sailed over Hull and Howden,
but little damage was done. The next
night West Hartlepool was attacked,
8 persons being killed and 39 injured.
On April 12, 1918, five airships with
Strasser himself in command, raided

proceeded in that direction at a high
speed."
Following, Major Cadbury attacked
one of the other airships, the L65, but
without success. Then as, owing to a
jam, his observer was unable to use his
gun, he returned to his landing ground
and reported.
The destruction of the Zeppelin L7o
was a very serious loss to the Germans.
It was the latest addition to the naval
rape

them. He climbed to within 600
feet of L7o, the ship in which
Strasser was, and there his observer,
Captain R. Leckie, trained his gun
on the bow of the enemy. With a
great hole in her fabric, the doomed
airship plunged, a blazing mass, into
the sea about eight miles off Cromer.

The homes of a number of people who
had taken refuge in White's factory were
destroyed, and as they came out of the
shelter they were taken aside and the
news was broken to them. One woman
was led screaming past her burning
house. Over i,000 people were rendered
temporarily homeless, and food and
lodging had to be found for them. One
more bomb was dropped that night by
L45, at Glenview Road, Hither Green.
Two houses of six rooms each were
demolished. Twelve people were killed
outright and nine were injured, two of
them so severely that they died within a
short time.

CAUGHT ON HER LAST LAP

When the year 1918 opened the
German airship menace was nearing its
end. On January 5 four Zeppelins and

After crossing the Channel, Koch, in L39, flew over Dieppe, but thereafter steered a
rather erratic course. When L39 arrived over Compiegne she was flying at a height of
io,000 feet, with engines shut off in the hope of drifting over the lines, but she was hit by
a French anti-aircraft gun and came down in flames, Koch and all his crew being killed.
The photograph shows the remains of the fallen giant

In his report, Major Cadbury
stated that the airship " was completely consumed in about threequarters of a minute. A large petrol
tank was seen to become detached
from the framework and fall blazing into a heavy layer of clouds
at about 7,000 feet below. On
seeing the fate of their companion,
the remaining two Zeppelins immediately altered course east and
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RUTHLESSNESS
This photograph shows the damage done
in Albany Road, Camberwell, when, as
described in this chapter, L45 dropped
bombs on Cricklewood, Piccadilly Circus,
Camberwell and Lewisham. This damage
was done by a Soo-kilo. bomb
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Airships: Triumph and Tragedy. 3

AIRSHIP ADVENTURES IN FRANCE
By the Hon. A. F. de Moleyns
This account, by the Editor of " The Airship," about the experiments and achievements of
French constructors with this form of aircraft from the days of Santos-Dumont (see pages 229-236)
contains a good deal of information hitherto unknown to the ordinary English reader

HE invention of the light and
powerful petrol motor at the end
of the nineteenth century made
it possible to drive balloons through the
air under their own power, instead of
letting them drift with the wind. The
spherical envelope became elongated and
streamlined, steering rudders were rigged,
and a car, containing the engine propeller, crew and controls, replaced the
basket of the free balloon. The airship
had arrived.
In France the first to make use of the
newly invented motive power was
Santos-Dumont, who, about the turn of
the century, built a fleet of small nonrigids. In one of these he successfully
landed outside his own front door in
Paris. His feats spurred on others, and
the sugar refiners, Lebaudy Freres, commissioned their engineer, M. Juilliot, to
construct an airship.
After a great deal of study and
experiment he at last produced what
became known as the Lebaudy airship,
and this craft made its first flight on
November 13, 1902. Underneath the

T
F. N. Birk('

CRASHED LAST ZEPP '
To Major E. Cadbury fell the credit of
bringing down L7o during the last Zeppelin raid over England on August 5, 1918.
She fell in the North Sea as the result of
direct machine-gun fire, and in her Fregattenkapitiin Strasser, inspiring genius of
the German airship service, met his death
airship fleet, as it had only been commissioned on July 8. With its seven
290 h.p. Maybach engines, it was the
highest powered Zeppelin produced
during the War.
Even more serious than this disaster,
perhaps, was the loss of Strasser, the
directing genius of the German airship
service, who perished with it. The two
other Zeppelins, L56 and L63, crossed
the coast farther south, and were near
Yarmouth at 9 p.m. They sailed over
Norfolk and the L56 passed over
Lowestoft, but her commander appeared
to be unaware that he was doing so,
and in consequence the only bombs
dropped fell in the sea. The L63 appears
to have done nothing of importance.
Such was the last appearance of
hostile Zeppelins over British soil.
When about ten years after the conclusion of peace the Graf Zeppelin
visited these islands, its intentions were
peaceful and it was regarded with wonder
rather than with fear by those people
who saw it.
A later chapter in the series " Airships : Triumph and Tragedy " describes the Graf Zeppelin and the
LZ129.

envelope, which was of a bright yellow
fabric, was slung a metal frame, to which
a small boat-shaped car and control
planes were attached. This keel made
the ship a semi-rigid, the object being to
distribute the weight of the car in such
a way that no sagging of the envelope
took place. To maintain the internal
pressure of the envelope, a small air
compartment, or ballonet, was fitted
inside the envelope, this being filled with
air at the will of the pilot by a blower,
which was driven by the main 4o h.p.
Mercedes engine.
This ship, which only had a speed of
some 25 m.p.h., became the first successful military aircraft, and, improved and
enlarged, was, atter long service at
Toul, sent to Chalais-Meudon, where she
remained in use until 1910. Many pilots
and crews were trained in her, and her
car can be seen today at the Aeronautical
Museum in Paris. After her, in 1907,
came Patrie, which, after much mooring out, eventually broke away, being
last seen off the north Irish coast ;
and several others, including the huge

FLYING CIGAR OF 1906
In 1906, the Etablissements Surcouf, shortly afterwards known as the Societe Astra, built
the Ville-de-Paris," seen below. It was expressly designed for the private use of a
well-known pioneer enthusiast, M. Deutsch de la Meurthe.. The many hydrogen-filled tailstabilizers were an unusual feature, whilst the open lattice frame looks rather uninviting.
When the military ship " Patrie " was lost, in 1907, M. de la Meurthe presented the
" Ville-de-Paris " to the nation
Topical

LOST IN LAST RAID
Fregattenkapitan Strasser, a drawing of
whom is shown (right) met his death in
L7o (as described in the previous page)
as a result of his determination to understand and share the perils of the Zeppelin
crews. The raid in which he met his death
was the last attempt to bomb Great Britain
either by airship or aeroplane
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750,000 c.feet Tissandier of 1914, which
proved a failure.
In these the frame between the car
and envelope was removed, so making
inflation and deflation easier. The
problem of distributing the weight of
the car over the envelope was solved by
slinging a long frame under the envelope,
which contained the car, or cars, for the
crew, and motors, the propeller being
driven through long shafts. Ballonets
were retained, the control planes being
placed first on the car and later on the
envelope. The first ship of this type
was La France, constructed at ChalaisMeudon in 1884.
The next ship of a comparable type
was the Ville-de-Paris of 1906, the first
airship to be built by the Societe Astra.
First used by her owner, M. Deutsch de
la Meurthe, as a private airship, on the
loss of the Lebaudy, Patrie, he gave
her to the state, and she remained in
service until 1910. In November, 1908,
she had to make a forced landing at
Verdun. The Astra firm built many
airships afterwards, mostly for the
army, including the Adjudant-Reau,
which, on September 18-19, 191 r,
carried out a tour of the frontier fortresses, remaining in the air for 21 hours
20 minutes, then a world's record.

1915, and during this period the Fleurus
and Montgolfier were withdrawn from
the front, later becoming training ships.
When a system of signalling had been
evolved which prevented French troops
from mistaking their own ships for
enemy ones, ascents began again ; the
Vincenot made eleven successful trips
across the lines, but the Conte only
one, after which she was deflated owing
to envelope trouble. Each time the
Vincenot went out she had to contend
with heavier opposition, and was forced
higher and higher to avoid searchlight
and shells. The reconstructed Commandant-Coutelle was shot down on her
own side of the lines on September 23,
1915, Captain Precheur piloting.
It was obvious that ships with a better
performance would be needed, and
these arrived during the autumn. They
were all parts of the big 800,000 c.f.
Astra and Zodiac, and had dark
Photos: Agence Rol

EARLY FRENCH ARMY AIRSHIP
Although appearing somewhat fragile, the Lebaudy semi-rigid ship " Patrie," built in
1906, was in successful service with the French Army for several months before being carried
away in a storm in December, 1907. She achieved the then remarkable feat of flying
from Chalais-Meudon to Verdun non-stop, and was also used as a training-ship for officers
Another of their ships, the Conte of
1912, won the world's height record with
an altitude of io,000 feet. All these
ships had the long car, which caused
unnecessary head resistance, and meant
unnecessary weight.
In 1911, however, the Astra company
produced a small vedette, with a trilobe
envelope, trefoil in section, looking rather
like a bunch of three bananas tied
together, with one on top and two underneath. A very short car could now be
used, the rigging holding the car from
the envelope running up inside the
latter for the greater part of its
length, thus reducing head resistance.
Designed by Sefior Torres Quevedo,
she was known as the Astra-Torres, and
all subsequent ships built by this firm
were based on this design. Yet another
firm, the Societe Zodiac, had been
founded in 1908, and constructed a fine
fleet of non-rigids between that date and
the War, all of them having the long car.
The last of this type was the Commandant-Coutelle, which, after making
several successful night bombardments
in the summer of 1915, was hit and
forced to land behind the French lines.
At Chalais-Meudon was produced a
ship, the Fleurus of 1912, and the prototype of two larger ships. She was the first
French non-rigid with the conventional
circular sectioned envelope to be fitted

with a short car, and she proved to be
a very useful ship, surviving until June,
1918, when she was destroyed in her
shed by a German bomb.
The famous motor-car firm of ClementBayard also entered the airship field,
and constructed a series of ships, of
which the Adjudant-Vincenot was much
the most famous. Built in 1911, and
287 feet long, with a volume of 317,000
c.f., she was driven by two Teo h.p.
Clement motors at a maximum speed
of 36 m.p.h., her ceiling being just over
9,000 feet. She carried out many long
flights, culminating in one lasting for
35 hours 19 minutes on June 27-28,
1914—another world record captured by
France.
Owing to their low speed, it was
decided to use them only at night, for
scouting and raiding. The Dupuy-deLome, sister to the Adjudant-Vincenot,
made some flights into Belgium, but
was ordered to St. Cyr when Maubeuge
was evacuated. Flying low over Reims
on August 24, 1914, she was taken for
a German and shot down.
There was a second ship in the shed
at Maubeuge, a small Clement-Bayard
of 233,000 c.f., with a short car, booms
fore and aft replacing the traditional
frame, her two 7o h.p. motors giving
her a speed of 36 m.p.h. She also had a
lifting propeller, so that she could take
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off " heavy." With a ceiling of only
7,700 feet, the Montgolfier made many
flights over the lines, but on August zo
she was hit by French artillery, and had
to land. After being repaired, this
airship flew over the enemy on the
following night. Going up from St. Cyr
on October 13, the Montgolfier made a
twelve-hour flight, but, when operating
from Toul on Boxing night, 1914, her
luck deserted her, for the wind rose and
her captain was forced to descend.
She came down slowly, without hurt
to crew or ship, and appeared again as
a training ship, being in use until 1918.
The shed at Verdun contained the
Fleurus, which, after making the first
Allied airship raid on August 9 and to,
carried out several other raids in the
Luxembourg and Treves district. The
Conte at Epinal was forced to land, not
appearing again until November. The
following is typical of the work carried
out by this type of craft.
French General Headquarters had
received word that the Germans had
accumulated stores, engines and rolling
stock at the railway junction of Tergnier,
so the Conte was ordered to the attack.
On the night of November 8 she set
forth and, crossing the lines at a safe
height, spotted her objective, then,
descending a little, hovered and dropped
her bombs, doing great damage and
returning home without mishap.
Owing to the accidents caused by fire
from French troops, no ascents were
allowed between January and April,

WAR-PROVED DESIGN
By far the most famous of the ClementBayard airships was the " Adjudant
Vincenot." The upper photograph shows
the extraordinary size and complexity
of the suspended stabilizing fins. These
were later replaced by the more customary
fins. The "Vincenot " (seen left in flight)
was built in 1911, and did constant war
service until June, 1916. Captains Joux
and Pacquignon commanded her

envelopes of 530,000 c.f., two 120 h.p.
motors giving them a speed of 43 m.p.h.,
their ceiling being some 13,000 feet.
The Astra Alsace was the first to arrive
at the front, and in September and
October carried out a series of raids
in Champagne. Unfortunately, she was
caught flying rather low in the bright
moonlight, and, being hit, was forced
to land behind the enemy lines near
Soon after the loss of the
Rethel.
Alsace two Zodiacs were completed
and sent to the front. The D'Arlandes
was sent to Verdun ; the Champagne
landed at Toul. The Vincenot was
also at Toul, having arrived there
from Crevecceur, in October, in order
to be deflated.
The two Zodiacs were 335 feet long
and had a volume of 530,000 c.f.
They had machine-guns on top of the
envelopes, in telephonic communication with the car below. With the twin
120 h.p. Zodiac engines these ships had
a speed of 43 m.p.h. and could reach

13,000 feet carrying a ton and a half
of bombs.
In addition to these, there was the
Pilatre-de-Rozier II, nearing completion
in the Astra works, while at ChalaisMeudon were produced two airships
of the Fleurus type, but greatly
enlarged. These were the Tunisie,
which had been handed over with her
military crew to the navy, and the
Lorraine, which became a school ship
at St. Cyr.
The Vincenot was also destined at
last to fall a victim, for, when returning
from a raid on June 2-3, she was
caught over the trenches, and, being
nearly motionless in a strong wind, was
hit. Pressure in the envelope went
down to nil and the envelope assumed
a V shape, the car becoming a Z
in form.
The ship was, however, put out of
action. The D'Arlandes was now
the only ship left at the front until
the autumn, when the Champagne
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reappeared and the Pilatre-de-Rozier II,
sister to the Alsace, arrived.
The recent losses and forced descents
had shown that ships with even higher
ceilings were required to meet the
fierce opposition now encountered, and
this would mean larger ships. This,
however, would have necessitated larger
sheds, and the constructors were hard
put to it to produce airships and sheds
for both the army and navy at the same
time, the more so because there was a
shortage of steel.
The navy was finding airships indispensable in its fight against the
U-boats, and, as larger ships were
required for the Mediterranean, it was
decided to hand over the army airships
to the navy, especially as aeroplanes
were at last making effective night raids.
The military crews, however, were
determined to make the most of the
time left to them, and so raids continued
until February 23,1917.
Captain Precheur, in the Pilatre-deRozier II, left Epinal with the intention
of making a ten-hour flight, but near
the village of Voellerdingen the airship
caught fire ; on hitting the ground all
the bombs exploded, and Captain
Precheur, Lieutenant Vandenbosch and
their crew perished. This was the only
army ship to be lost with her crew in
two and a half years of raiding. The
Champagne, with her army crew under

Tr, a ship with a very long envelope
in comparison with its diameter, with a
short torpedo-shaped car, in which
were two r6o-h.p. motors, driving the
propellers through shafts. She had
been handed over to the navy in April,
1916, and, commanded by Captain
Caussin, disappeared off the coast of
Sardinia in May, 1916. The Caussin (T2)
had a more normal-shaped envelope,
267 feet long and of 312,000 c.f., her
twin 240 h.p. engines giving her a
speed of 5o m.p.h., and she was

eventually bought by the United
States. There was also the 400,000 c.f.
La Flandre, fitted with four outrigged engines, and the training ships
Montgolfier, Fleurus and Lorraine,
with the army airship school, which
Commandant Joux commanded at
St. Cyr.
As will have been noticed, the French
Admiralty had taken no interest in airships, all development taking place
thanks to the army, until, during the
autumn of 1915, it was decided to

fitted with two 8o h.p. engines, giving a
maximum speed of 45 to 50 m.p.h.,
and an endurance at cruising speed of
twelve hours.
Later on two SS. Zeros were bought
from England. The Tunisie, under
Captain Tixier, went to Bizerta, on the
African coast, where she was to be
joined by another ship from the ChalaisMeudon design office, the Ti, com-

FRENCH REPLY TO THE ZEPPELIN
The Zodiac Co. produced a long series of military ships during the Great War, of which the
" Champagne " (above) was a good example. It arrived at the front late in 1915, and
proceeded to do a great deal of useful work. Its armament consisted of a machine-gun
above the envelope and it could carry r tons of bombs. The commander was Captain Joux

AIRSHIP ENGINEER
Gustave Clement (above), a well-known
engineer, turned his attention in 1909 to
the " lighter-than-air " school, and was
mainlyresponsible for the series of ClementBayard non-rigids, which were employed
for military purposes by several Governments. These ships were fitted with
engines from M. Clement's factory
Captain Pacquignon, and the D'Arlandes
under Captain Larrieu, were sent to
Corfu, the latter discovering no fewer
than r8 mines in the path of a convoy
in October, 1917.
A new ship, the T2, or Capitaine
Caussin, was based at Paimboeuf under
Captain Leroy. She was an improved
and enlarged edition of the ill-starred
de Moleyns

FIRST OF THE FAMILY
" Clement-Bayard I," illustrated above,
was built in 1909. It did not have the tailunit typical of some ships of this class
(see page 449), but thick, inflated stabilizers similar to those on the Astra designs.
" Clement-Bayard I " eventually became
the Russian military ship "Kommissionny"

A gence

Rol

CREW OF AN ILL-FATED SHIP
- Above are seen members of the crew of the airship " Fleurus," mentioned in page 448, which
was destroyed in June, 1918, by a German bomb. Lieutenant Bollack, second from the right,
was taken prisonerin the " Alsace," when that airship was forced down behind the enemy lines
in Champagne in 1915, but, escaping, he was later attached to the Naval Airships
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organize a naval airship service on the
lines of the British one.
Marquise was taken over in January,
1916, and three SS. ships were bought
from England. The new army airship
Tunisie was also acquired. The latter
was a larger edition of the Fleurus,
with a volume of 370,000 c.f., and a
length of 305 feet, her two 220 h.p.
Clement-Bayard engines giving her a
speed of 43 m.p.h. Stations were built
at Havre, Rochefort, Aubagne, Cherbourg, Brest, Oran and Algier, and in
1917 further stations appeared at
Paimboeuf, Arcachon, Ajaccio and
Corfu, and, to man these, different
types of airships were evolved. The
SS. ships were based on the Channel,
and were joined by Zodiac vedettes of
slightly varying sizes, with volumes
of either 90,000 or 11 0,000 c.f., and

EARLY INVADER
Chalais-Meudon, the State airship works of
France for many years, produced in 1912
a small non-rigid, the " Fleurus." As this
photograph shows, the streamlined shape
now so familiar was employed. The
" Fleurus " remained in service until 1918,
and was the first Allied ship to drop bombs
on the enemy, Captain Tixier in command
manded by Captain Caussin. These
ships were employed with great effect
during 1916 in the Channel.
In addition to the airships taken
over by the army, Chalais-Meudon constructed four C.M. airships of 194,000
c.f., and the Astra company four other
ships of 230,000 c.f., with 300 h.p., and
capable of flying for twenty hours on
end at cruising speed. The ATI to 4 were
followed by five other larger models,
of 260,000 c.f., and the Zodiac company built five ships of the same size,
these being followed by still larger ships
of the same types, armed with 75 cm.
guns in the bows of the cars, so that
they could the more easily attack
submarines from a distance.
All these ships had short cars, with
engines outrigged, driving the prb-

pellers direct, except for the first ChalaisMeudon type, which had shaft-driven
propellers. Speeds up to 5o m.p.h. were
attained and flights of over twentyfour hours were common, ATI' making
the longest, remaining 37 hours 15
minutes in the air.
The War over, the majority of the
fourteen airship stations disappeared,
most of the ships being deflated. Two
Zodiac vedettes, and two Astra-Torres
of that period still remain, however. In
common with her Allies, France received
some surrendered Zeppelins in 192o,
and two out of the three were later put
into commission, the large L72, renamed Dixmude, under the command of
Lieutenant du Plessis, making several
long flights, including a world record of
119 hours. Soon after she was lost (as
described in page 44), largely because

the warnings of her constructors were
unheeded; but the smaller Mediterranie,
late Nord Stern, was in use for training
until 1925, when she was scrapped.
Meanwhile a small fleet of non- and
semi-rigids was being developed, the
Zodiac company, the only airship constructors left in France, building them.
Two classes of airships, Escorteurs
and Vedettes, are in use. The two remaining Astra-Torres, known as E5 and
E6, belong to the former class ; these
have volumes of 353,000 c.f., and are
driven by two 35o h.p. Hispano engines
at 5o m.p.h. They can carry out
patrols for thirty hours on end and do
a great deal of flying, being inflated in
turn. A vedette is also in commission,
and with these craft French airship
pilots receive constant practice, ready,
if need be, to repeat past exploits.

ONE AIRSHIP BECOMES TWO
Above is seen the French airship " Pilatre-de-Rozier I," a dirigible of 800,000 c. feet
capacity. Built by the Societe Astra, it had an envelope of trefoil cross-section, with
internal rigging, and twin engine-nacelles. It proved a failure and was eventually cut
in half, two ships, the " Alsace " and the " Pilatre-de-Rozier II," being constructed
from the parts. Of the Astra-Torres class, these ships, which, unlike their progenitor,
proved very successful, were often in action during 1915-16
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CRAFT THAT CROSSED ATLANTIC SKIES
By Major C. C. Turner
Here is a valuable guide for
the ambitious individual who wishes to elevate
himself. If you acquire the great work described here and more fully in
the Free Booklet you will widen your knowledge, enlarge your interest, and gain
acquaintance with subjects that did not come within the scope of your early education.

The aircraft described in this chapter include the Bremen and the Southern Cross, machines
that made two of the first flights across the Atlantic from East to West. Many remarkable
facts are mentioned : for instance, the Bremen carried two and a half tons of petrol and the
Southern Cross required nearly 2,000 yards of runway for her take-off
the major perils faced by
pioneer airmen in the early great
ocean flights and attempts to make
distance records was the take-off with
an overload of fuel. As if the risk
of engine failure during the flight, or
of wandering off the course, were not
enough for dare-devilry, that of a crash
on the ground during the take-off run,
or of engine failure just after leaving the
ground in circumstances which almost
inevitably involved the extreme penalty,
had to be run.
Think of the length of runway necessary and the weight of the aeroplane,
borne on two wheels, careering across
an aerodrome to a speed of 8o or
90 miles per hour before the wheels
The critical
spurned the ground.
moment, so far as structural strength
is concerned, is at about 40 or 45 m.p.h.,
just before the load becomes partially
air-borne, the lift of the wings then
relieving the wheels of some of the strain.
Think of the tires, and the strain on
them, each tire carrying three or four
tons, and the fact that if one failed
the machine would inevitably be
wrecked and probably burst into flames.
Usually new tires were fitted for the
MONG

A

flight. The writer has seen a new tire famous list, and he, moreover, flew
burst while the aeroplane was slowly alone, and did a greater distance. For
being hauled along to the starting-line, some years American pilots and aerothe cumbrous machine suddenly sub- planes were responsible for most of the
siding a few inches, but with terrific North Atlantic flights, a circumstance
force, and at the imminent risk of partly accounted for by the fact that
serious damage, so serious, indeed, that they were on the side from which
the great tanks had to be lightened the easier trans-ocean flight could
before the machine could be taken back be made.
to the hangar and a complete overhaul
The flight of the British pilots on a
in search of possible damage made.
twin-engined biplane bomber, the
Runways were specially prepared, Vickers Vimy, will always stand out
but at the best were imperfect. At St. as the greatest of all air exploits. It
John's, Newfoundland, there is a long was far riskier even than Bleriot's dash
runway for Atlantic attempts. The across the Channel in 1909, for he was
length of the take-off runs was often never far from shipping. The idea that
more than r,000 yards. At Cranwell two engines gave greater security than
a British long-distance machine took one was a fallacy in the case of Alcock
1,235 yards against a 15 m.p.h. wind. and Whitten Brown, even if they ever
It is not surprising, considering such entertained it. They probably did not
conditions, that many machines have do so, and were perfectly well aware
suffered derangement of their installa- that the machine would not continue
tion, and have started on their way to fly long after one engine failed, whilst
doomed to failure.
' the fuel load duration was positively
After Alcock and Whitten Brown less than in that of a low-power, single
achieved the first direct flight
across the North Atlantic, in
1919, there was a gap of nearly
eight years. Colonel C. A.
Lindbergh comes next on the
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PARIS—NEW YORK
Dieudonne Costes, who is seen here in the
cockpit of his record-breaking Breguet
biplane (seen in flight above), is one of the
world's greatest long-distance pilots.
Amongst his numerous brilliant achievements is the first direct crossing of the
South Atlantic in 1927, and a round-theworld flight in 1928. In 193o Costes,
accompanied by M. Bellonte, flew from
Paris to New York in 37 hours 17 mins.,
the distance being 3,700 miles
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Editorial Eddies
N this Part of WAR IN THE AIR readers will notice a
photograph of two of the world's greatest living airmen—
Lindbergh and Bleriot. " The Toll of Great Airmen," as
our chapter under that title suggests, has been very considerable
during the past thirty or so years, for all pioneering work seems
to demand a certain sacrifice of valuable lives, and aviation is
certainly no exception to this rule. It is gratifying, however,
to know that some of these pioneers have come unscathed, or
almost so, through the perils they have encountered, and an
account of a dinner held in Paris a short time ago (Jan. 16)
gives point to this remark.

John Carpenter House, London, E.C.4.
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HE dinner in question was given to celebrate the 25th
anniversary of the famous London-Manchester flight—
already described in WAR IN THE AIR (page 79)—when
Louis Paulhan won the "Daily Mail - cup and a sum of £10,000.
The flight took place in April, 1910, but the celebration was
postponed from April, 1935, to January, 1936, when the
company at the dinner included, in addition to Paulhan himself,
Henry and Maurice Farman, Bleriot and Voisin, and, among
English visitors, Col. J. T. C. Moore-Brabazon and Claude
Grahame-White, who finished second in the race.

T

N his chapter - New Horrors of Air Attack," which will be
found in pages 143-6 of WAR IN THE AIR, Mr. Boyd
Cable has some remarks which, on reading them, turned
my mind again to the use of Greek Fire, a subject about which
I made a reference in my introduction, " Wings of Doom."
But first may I quote some words from the paragraph in the
" Lancet " of April 2, 1934, which Mr. Cable cites in support
of his views : " It is the vesicants which are much the greatest
danger, since they are liquids which can be separated from
the air either as a rain or in bombs, and which volatilize into a
heavy vapour that might ' drown ' a town or area for some days."
The Dictionary describes a vesicant as " something that
raises blisters," so in using liquids of this kind the modern
scientist is but adopting an old idea, for Greek Fire burned
and blistered the unfortunate recipient.

I

Y reference evidently sent some of my readers to their
history books, and one or two interesting facts have
emerged from their researches. The classic reference
to Greek Fire is, of course, the passage in Gibbon's " Decline
and Fall " on which my earlier remarks were based. In Chapter
53 the historian of the Roman Empire thus describes the
mixture :

M

The historian who presumes to analyze this extraordinary composition
should suspect his own ignorance and that of his Byzantine guides, so prone
to the marvellous, so careless and, in this instance, so jealous of the truth.
From their obscure,- and, perhaps, fallacious hints, it should seem that the
principal ingredients of the Greek Fire was the naptha, or liquid bitumen,
a light, tenacious, and inflammable oil, which springs from the earth and
catches fire as soon as it comes in contact with the air. The naptha was
mingled, I know not by what method or in what proportion, with sulphur
and with the pitch that is extracted from the evergreen firs. From this
mixture, which produced a thick smoke and a loud explosion, proceeded
a fierce and obstinate flame which not only rose in perpendicular ascent,
but likewise burnt with equal vehemence in descent or lateral progress.
Instead of being extinguished, it was nourished and quickened by the
element of water and sand, wine or vinegar were the only remedies that
could damp the fury of this powerful agent, which was justly denominated
by the Greeks the liquid or maritime fire.

N his " Life of St. Louis " the Sire de Joinville has a vivid
description of the actual use of Greek Fire. In 1256, after
the French king had landed in Egypt, his forces near
Damietta were attacked by the Saracens, who employed this
weapon against the Christians, and his biographer, who was

I

with him all the time, describes its use thus : " The nature of
the Greek Fire was in this wise, that it rushed forward as
large round as a cask of verjuice, and the tail of the fire which
issued from it was as big as a large-sized spear. It made such a
noise in coming that it seemed as if it were a thunderbolt from
heaven, and looked like a dragon flying through the air. It
caused such a brilliant light that in the room they could see as
clearly as if it were daytime because of the light diffused by
such a bulk of fire. Three times that night they discharged
the Greek Fire at us, and four times they sent it from the fixed
crossbows." In the end the Saracens succeeded in setting
fire to two of the towers that the Christians had built near one
of the branches of the Nile.

engine type. In short, the Vimy was
chosen, not because it was the best
possible, but because it was available..
Colonel Lindbergh's high-wing monoplane, the Ryan, fitted with 220 h.p.
Wright Whirlwind engines, was a cabin
machine, its passenger accommodation
being used for additional tankage.
At the time it was a somewhat daring
design experiment, and a type which
would not have been suited to British
conditions. The pilot occupied a celllike cockpit, which afforded an in=
different view. But the machine was
well equipped as regards instruments, and " Lindy," soon to become
the best-known aviator in the world,
exercised great tecnnical knowledge
and forethought in his arrangements.
Associated Press

T

AMERICA BOUND!
After several others had failed, the
German airman, Captain Hermann Kohl
succeeded in making the first east to west
flight across the North Atlantic in April,
1928, although, as told in page 157, he
came near to disaster. Kohl used a
30o h.p. all-metal Junkers monoplane for
his attempt, and this machine, named
Bremen, is seen here being prepared and
in flight before leaving Ireland en route
for the U.S.A.

HE third reference to this compound is in Lord Bacon's
New Atlantis," for although it is not there mentioned
actually by name, it is fairly certain that the author had
Greek Fire in his mind when he wrote. He tells how the
people of the unknown land on which his voyagers landed had
..
new mixtures and compositions of gunpowder, wildfires
burning in water and unquenchable." It is interesting to
read that almost immediately following this, Lord Bacon had a
vision of the airship of the future ; for he says, putting the words
again into the mouth of the dwellers on Atlantis : " We imitate
also flights of birds : we have some degrees of flying in the air."
FEW weeks ago, when discussing the nomenclature of
airships and aeroplanes, I mentioned that the word
clipper, associated hitherto with a particular type of
sailing ship, was being used for the great flying boats built for
service across the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. Since then,
on reading one of. Major Turner's chapters which will appear
in a later Part of this work, .I learn that an aeroplane built to
fly between Paris and London in an hour and forty-five minutes
has been named the Golden Clipper. In my previous Notes
I referred to the most famous of all the clippers of the sea—
for now they must be distinguished from the clippers of the
air—the Cutty Sark, so I was interested to find that this is one
of the subjects discussed recently in the correspondence page
of the " Sunday Times." The name comes, we are told, from a
line in Robert Burns's poem, " Tam o' Shanter." The word
means " short skirt," and the line in full is : " Her cutty sark
of Paisley lorn " (i.e. lawn). The wearer of the skirt was a girl
called Nanny, and for figure-head the tea clippers had a female
figure draped in a scanty garment, her hand outstretched, like
Nanny's, to grip the tail of Tam's mare as in the poem. When
the ship was in port a horse's tail was sometimes put in the
hand of the figure-head.
N Part 17, about which I hope to say something in my next
Eddies, there is a reference in a chapter by Major Oliver
Stewart to aeroplane clubs, the formation of which has
given a great impetus to amateur flying. A further development in this direction is foreshadowed, for I have just read in a
recent issue of " Flight " a suggestion that a seaplane club
should be formed. The writer believes that such a club, provided
its headquarters were suitable, would attract a sufficient number
of flying members to make it a sound proposition, as he thinks
it would appeal to a large number of sailing men, who would be
able to combine this sport with the newer one of flying.'
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Both at Paris, where he landed at the
end of his great flight, and at Croydon,
which he afterwards visited, his machine
created something like a sensation, and
the cleanness of the engine especially
aroused great admiration.
In the following month, June, 1927,
Clarence Chamberlin and Charles Levine
flew the Atlantic on a Bellanca highwing monoplane, fitted with the same
type of engine as Lindbergh's Ryan,
and again, apart from the points mentioned, there was no very remarkable
feature for comment. Such machines
would today be considered inefficient.
They were certainly well streamlined
and cleaned up as compared with many
British types, but there was no quality
in them which in the least made an
Atlantic flight even reasonably safe.
In the spring of 1928, a direct flight
from Ireland to America was attempted,
and achieved, by Baron von Hilnefeld,
Captain Kohl and Commandant Fitzmaurice, who in a Junkers W.33, named
the Bremen, flew from Baldonnel, near

Dublin, to Greenly Island, in Labrador.
Baron von Hiinefeld financed the
enterprise, and accompanied it, but not
as pilot. Previously, the only east-towest flight had been that of American
army airmen, who went by way of
Greenland, a very different matter.
At the time of the great adventure of
Hiinefeld, Kohl and Fitzmaurice there
had been only five direct flights across
the North Atlantic—all from west to
east—and it was glaringly evident that
it was very much less difficult to fly
from North America to Europe than
from Europe to North America. Not
only were the very much prevailing
winds hostile to the east-to-west crossing, but, on account of the configuration
of the American coast, a much more
accurate landfall was needed in order to
avoid failure. From Newfoundland to
Europe—Ireland standing out somewhat
as an obvious goal—the coast of the
eastern hemisphere presents a fairly
easy target, so that an error of a hundred
miles north or south does not matter.
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The aeroplane chosen by Baron von
Hiinefeld and his companions for
their pioneer flight was a typical lowwing Junkers, the wings and body of
corrugated duralumin, a construction
in which the surface of the wings is
designed to take stresses. It was fitted
with a Junkers water-cooled engine of
280/3ro h.p., and had a span of 58 ft.
3 ins. It weighed, all-on, about 6,600 lb.,
but carried a big overload of fuel, no
less than 2i- tons of petrol, for the great
flight. Its maximum speed was about
118 m.p.h., and it cruised at about
95 m.p.h.
In this type the pilot's
cockpit is open, and behind the cockpit
is cargo space.
A characteristic of the Junkers and
other monoplanes of the period was
their high landing speed, and—what
was as serious a drawback—their long,
low approach to the aerodrome. The
split trailing-edge wing-flap had not
come into general use, nor were landing
wheels usually fitted with brakes. The
preparations for this first westwards
North Atlantic flight were, however,
carried out with typical German
thoroughness.
An example of this thoroughness was
the covering of the wings with paraffin,
in preparation for the flight, as a precaution against ice formation, a somewhat, primitive way of dealing with one
of the serious difficulties of flying.
The danger is more acutely realized today than at the time of the Bremen's
flight across the Atlantic, and there is

distance of 6,400 sea miles (7,400 land
miles).
The Fokker F.VII 3 M high-wing
monoplane is a famous type, designed
originally for use in the United States,
and, indeed, one of the first established
multi-seater passenger air liners. It
accommodates eight persons in a comfortable cabin. After a long vogue on
European air lines, it is still much used.
It followed the typical Fokker method
of construction, characterized by a
cantilever wing covered with three-ply
wood, together with a metal-frame
body and tail-piece.

THE COMING OF `SMITHY'
For over thirty hours the Southern Cross was in the air on its non-stop flight from Portmarnock, Ireland, to Newfoundland. Piloted by the redoubtable Sir Charles Kingsford-Smith
on June 24, 1930, the Fokker was the second machine to make the hazardous east to west
trip. Here the monoplane is seen on its way to New York, after resuming its journey,
following the landing at Harbour Grace, Newfoundland
little doubt that ice formation was the
cause of several accidents which at that
time seemed mysterious.
A start was made at dawn on April
12, when the Junkers took off with a
run of about 900 yards, and, after a
hazardous journey, the story of which is
told in page 157, landed on Greenly
Island in the Straits of Belle Isle. The
fact that this was not part of the mainland has been held by somewhat captious
critics to have detracted from the
importance of the achievement, but
this is a criticism with which
few will agree. Greenly Island,
by the way, had a population of fourteen, and the
airmen, who were slightly
injured in landing, were
attended to by these good
people, whilst Canadian airmen set out to assist them.
That flight of the German
aeroplane, with its crew of two
Germans and one Irishman,
was surpassed in June, 1930,
by Major C. Kingsford-Smith
—afterwards knighted and
given the honorary rank of
Air-Commodore in the Australian Air Force—who, with
Van Dyk, second pilot,
Captain J. Saul, navigation
officer, and Mr. Stannage,
wireless expert, flew from
Dublin to Harbour Grace in
Newfoundland in 312 hours.
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They flew a Fokker F.VII 3 M
three-engined aeroplane, called the
Southern Cross, on which Kingsford
Smith had previously carried out,
in 1928, what was perhaps an even
more remarkable flight, that of the
Pacific, from San Francisco to Honolulu,
and on to Brisbane from Fiji, a

A striking feature was the one-piece
wing, a single unit of deep middle
section, but tapering somewhat towards
the right and left extremities, and
surmounting the body. Its top surface
offers an absolutely uninterrupted aerofoil for the utmost possible utilization
of its lift properties. This is characteristic of many Fokker machines. It
was fitted with three 300 h.p. Wright
Whirlwind radial air-cooled engines, had
a span of 71 feet, an all-on weight
of 11,460 lb., and a speed of about
io m.p.h.
For the Atlantic flight, the take-off
run was computed at nearly z,000 yards.
The Southern Cross carried petrol for
38 hours. The flight took 311 hours,
of which 1°1 hours were in fog. The
airmen cruised about over Newfoundland in fog, and were saved by their
wireless. Through most of the night
the Southern Cross had been forced to
contend with very bad conditions, and,

COMRADES OF HIGH ADVENTURE
When the late Sir Charles Kingsford-Smith made his famous east to west Atlantic crossing,
he had with him three doughty companions. The crew, with their leader, are seen in this
photograph standing before the nose of their big three-engined Fokker monoplane. They
are, left to right : Kingsford-Smith, Evert van Dyk, assistant pilot, Captain J. Patrick
Saul, navigator, and John W. Stannage, wireless operator
Wide World Photos

Wide World Photos

INSIDE `SMITHY'S' FOKKER
The elaborate instrument installation used by KingsfordSmith in his famous Fokker was of the utmost value on his
Atlantic flight, when he and his companions were forced to
fly blind for many hours. As can be seen above, the
" Southern Cross," like other large machines, has wheel.
actuated lateral control, the controls being duplicated. The
small knobbed levers disposed centrally operate the engine
throttles, and above them, among other instruments on the
panel, are seen the altimeter, turn-indicator, engine revolution
counters, air-speed indicators, compass and clock. Left, a
view looking down the fuselage, showing the wireless equipment in the foreground
although her cruising speed of 96 m.p.h.
should have allowed her to reach Newfoundland in 24 hours, the fact that
she took 311 hours was obviously due
to the wanderings in the dense mist,
and to the time it took to ascertain her
position by wireless, and afterwards to
pick up a landing-place at Harbour
Grace, near Conception Bay.
Some three months after the flight
of the Southern Cross, Dieudonne
Costes and Maurice Bellonte, in September, 1930, in the Question Mark,
flew from Paris to New York, taking 37
hours 18 minutes for the distance of
nearly 4,000 miles. The flight was a
remarkable success, and the reward of
very careful preparation throughout,
the two airmen bringing to it great
experience. Costes had already made
the first flight across the South Atlantic, and was also the holder of seven
world records.
The Question Mark was the famous
Breguet XIX Grand Raid model,
actually a standard Breguet type
adapted by extra tankage and equipment for long-distance work. It was

the product of a firm famous long before
the War for its all-metal aircraft at a
period when these were rare. M. Louis
Breguet, its designer, was one of the
pioneers in aeronautics, and has been,
and still is, one of the most daring
thinkers in the field of aeroplane design
and construction.
The Atlantic machine was a two-seater
biplane, of which the upper wing was of
greater span and width than the lower
one, built up on duralumin spars and
ribs, fabric-covered. The body has been
called a " flying tank," because of its
big fuel capacity. The engine was a
65o h.p. water-cooled Hispano-Suiza.
The machine had a span. of 6o feet, a
full-load weight of about 61 tons, a
maximum speed of 147 m.p.h., and a
cruising speed of 115 m.p.h.
The pilot's cockpit was in line with the
trailing edge of the lower plane, and the
navigator's seat was close behind. The
machine was well equipped as regards
wireless and with instruments generally.
The tanks had provision for rapid
emptying in case of emergency, this
being a wise provision for the eventu455

ality of a forced landing, immediately
after the start, when the aeroplane's
overload would make a landing a proceeding fraught with danger, even in
an aerodrome.
Already the three types of aeroplane
which were made use of on these historic
flights are back numbers. Each, in its
day, was one of the best available at
the time, but so rapid is the progress of
aerodynamical science and of engine
design, to say nothing of air navigation
and airmanship, that more recent
flights have far outstripped any of
which these types were capable.
Fuel economy resulting in reduced
consumption for a given power has been
studied, and is being studied, with
very definite results ; the construction
of aeroplanes with a view to reduced
head-resistance has made tremendous
strides, so that for a given output of
power in a given period a much greater
distance is covered ; wireless apparatus
and its application has been developed
with the result that even in conditions
of but little visibility an airman can
fly with confidence on his course
P*
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DARING WORK OF CONTACT PATROLS
By Capt. J. B. Sterndale Bennett, M.C.
The contact patrol provided the closest form of co-operation between the Flying Corps and
the infantry. Following the course of a battle, the airmen were often able to render invaluable
assistance by reporting progress and calling up the aid of the artillery. Some of the daring
deeds performed on this service are here described

HE subject of aerial co-operation
with the infantry in attack has
already been dealt with in passing
references in earlier chapters, but it is
a matter of such real historical importance as to deserve more detailed treatment. On the success of such co-operation might well depend the issue of a
battle, for the observer's report often
indicated the immediate necessity for
reinforcement, or placed in the hands
of the artillery that vital information
which enabled them to shift an obstinate
enemy or destroy the weight of a counter-attack. Messengers from the front
line to the rear suffered the hazards of
shell-fire, and when the ground was much
torn no runner could make very swift
going. Contact by aeroplane was by
far the most satisfactory method of

T

conveying to the higher commands the
stages, successful or otherwise, of any
major operation.
One of the chief difficulties was to
persuade the infantry to play their
part. This was not due to any unwillingness to take advantage of the
ever-present help of the aeroplanes, but
rather to the physical impossibility of
obeying a number of orders at once.
The young company officer, who by the
death of his superior may have succeeded
to his command ten minutes before, was
called upon to light flares to indicate

his position, which, in the meantime, he
was ordered to consolidate against
immediate counter-attack. At the same
time he was expected to send to his
battalion headquarters a detailed written
report of the action, including the precise figures of his casualties both in men
and material. Little wonder that he
sometimes failed to make the required
signals from the ground. Meantime, as
has been said, the pilots and observers
would often come to his rescue by
taking the risk of flying low and identifyinghis position by personal observation.

ABOVE THE STORM OF BATTLE
This photograph was taken during the final battle of the Marne in July, 1918. It shows a
German biplane patrolling the forward trenches during a bombardment. A German
outpost is seen in the centre. Left, a tank is seen advancing. Clouds of smoke arise
from a hurricane of shells, and the white belt of churned-up sub-soil gives some idea of
the terribly difficult ground over which troops had to advance
ral War Museum

Aerial observation, both during and after
a battle, was not a one-sided affair. The
German aeroplanes were equally on the
alert to find out the state of the battlefield, and in one historic instance were
completely outwitted by the genius of a
young battalion commander of the
Royal Naval Division, who, as he saw
them approach, ordered his men to
lean their bayoneted rifles against the
parados of the trench he had recently
captured and crouch down under its
shadow. The German observers returned
to report that this position was still in
their own hands and the British commander escaped all casualties from
counter-attacking gun-fire.
A story with no such happy ending
belongs to the last days of 1916, when
the so-called battle of the Ancre was
drawing to a close. It provides an excellent example of the keenness with which
the Flying Corps pilots would attempt
to help their comrades on the ground.
On the night of November 2o, a sergeant-major and a private of the r ith
Border Regiment made a sudden appearance out of No Man's Land in a British
fire trench at a point due east of Beaumont Hamel. They had made their
escape from behind the enemy's line
where a party of Scottish troops, 120
strong, had been marooned in the recent
fighting in a position known as Frankfort trench. A rescue party was organized
for the next night, but met with such
strong opposition that it was obliged to
relinquish the attempt. The beleaguered
garrison, which had thirty wounded
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WINTER WARFARE
This photograph shows a battery of artillery on a snow-covered battlefield, as seen from the
air. The position of the guns is clearly shown, betrayed by the blast-marks and a broad
track leading to the gun-pit. The smaller dark spots are old shell-holes; the larger and
darker spots are new shell-holes made since the snow fell
amongst its company, sent out two other
messengers, in the person of a lancecorporal and a private; again pleading
for help. They brought the message that
the detachment was hemmed in on all
sides and nearing the end of its tether.
The next move was with the Flying
Corps. Orders were given to No. 15

BOMBING SQUADRON'S RATIONS
The rows of bombs here seen are but a part of the ammunition for a single squadron, No. 149
Night Bombing Squadron. The photograph was taken at an aerodrome near St. Omer on
July 18, 1918, while air mechanics were fitting and adjusting detonators prior to a raid on
territory held by the enemy. Such a bombing squadron would consist of about 12 aeroplanes

Squadron for a pilot and observer (Captains W. G. Pender and G. M. Moore)
to fly over Frankfort trench and, using
a daylight signalling lamp, to instruct
the marooned men to break their way
through after dark back to the British
lines, presumably leaving their wounded
to their fate. The officers of the contact
patrol carried out their duties with precision, found the stranded men, but
received no answer to their Morse signals.
A further attempt was made next
morning by Captain Pender, carrying
with him this time as observer Lieutenant
W. G. Barker (later in the War to earn
the Victoria Cross), and it appears that
now they nearly succeeded in making
their instructions plain to the men on
the ground. Some hesitation, however,
occurred, and the Scotsmen retired once
more to their stronghold.
A further but fruitless attempt was
made to rescue them by infantry attack,
and Captain Pender made a third
attempt to get contact by dropping a
message bag which contained the information that the necessary dash for safety
was not a long one and could be made
with every reasonable prospect of success after dark. It seems unlikely that
this message was ever picked up.
Two more days passed, days when
rain and mist made flying impossible,
before Pender and Moore were able to
set out on their last journey of rescue.
They flew to and fro over the besieged
trench at a low altitude, but failed to
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BEFORE THE COMING STORM

This photograph was taken by the roadside near Albert in March, 19'8, when preparations
were being made for the first battle of Bapaume. The scene is one typical of the period,
when units were moved swiftly from one position to another at short notice. While equipment, stores and rations are being unloaded from the lorries, the aeroplanes (R.E.8's)
are being hurriedly prepared for action over the battle area

attract any attention except from the
vigilant German machine-gunners. What
was truly one of the most valiant and
persistent attempts to gain contact
with the infantry' must, therefore, be
inscribed a failure, ultimately recorded
in the annals of war by the addition of
120 names to the list of " missing,
believed killed."
Contact patrol pilots and observers were
not exclusively concerned with tracking the movements of their own men.
They were able to effect a good deal of
useful observation on the movements
of the enemy. They might detect the
withdrawal of large bodies of troops to
prepared positions before such a retirement was known to the higher command. Equally they might be the first
to see a movement of advance unheralded by a barrage. Instances will be
given of such work. Furthermore,
they were concerned with finding out
the strength with which the Germans
were holding particular positions.
One method employed in this mode of
reconnaissance illustrates the risks that
the airmen were prepared to take to
fulfil their duties. This was no less than

to spray the enemy trench from a low
altitude with the object of drawing his
fire. From the volume and strength of
the retaliatory fire on the aeroplane
some idea of the strength of the garrison
could be obtained. This method was
particularly useful in clearing up any
doubt as to whether a trench was still
occupied or had been abandoned.
Contact aeroplanes carried bombs,
which they dropped if they could disCover any useful objective. Also they
had to be prepared to meet attack in the
air and accept the German challenge to
fight. An instance of a particularly
gallant fight, which took place in the
last year of the War (April 11, 1918), is
preserved in the records of No. 15
Squadron. Second-Lieutenants R. C.
Hart (pilot) and L. F. Handford
(observer) were flying in an R.E.8 over
low clouds at 3,500 feet over Bouzincourt shortly after 6 o'clock in the
evening. The solitary British aeroplane
was attacked by four enemy singleseaters that came up through the
clouds. As Hart turned to engage the
enemy his elevator-controls were shot
away and his aileron controls put out of

action, whilst he himself was wounded
in the ankle. Meantime, Handford
with his Lewis gun accounted for one
of the enemy, which crashed in flames.
Another closed in, but received half a
drum of Handford's Lewis gun and also
fell out of the fight, crashing a total
wreck. Handford was then wounded
by two bullets in the knee, but the
remaining two German aeroplanes had
by this time sheered off, and he just
managed to bring his battered machine
safely home.
Two officers of No. 5 Squadron,
Lieutenants N. C. Buckton (pilot) and
G. L. Barritt (observer), had a year
earlier (April 13, 1917) the experience
of being shot down whilst on contact
patrol. They were attacked over Oppy
by two single-seaters, and in endeavouring to repulse them Barritt's gun
jammed. His pilot, by dodging, gave
him the opportunity to repair it, but
it jammed again almost immediately.
The Germans then closed in, firing at
point-blank range and hitting the
British aeroplane in every vital spot.
Buckton brought the machine down out
of control, and on landing it was completely wrecked, both pilot and observer
miraculously escaping injury. Their
adventures, however, were not over.
They rescued their guns and set out to
find their way back on foot. They then

found themselves forced
to fight a small infantry
action, for they spotted
a German patrol
400 yards way, and engaged and dispersed it
with their guns. These
they managed to bring
back safely to their own
aerodrome.
Two days later, on
April 15, two officers
of No. 15 Squadron,
Second-Lieutenants
W. Buckingham (pilot)
and W. R. Cox (observer),
carried out a successful
reconnaissance, which
illustrates the value of
the patrol in revealing
the movements of the
enemy. The Germans
were advancing from
the Hindenburg line and
attempting to break
through in the direction
of Lagnicourt. Noticing
unusual movements to
the south of their front,
Photos: Imperial War Museum
the pilot and observer,
MOSAIC OF WAR
who by this time were
Whenever weather conditions permitted, aerial photography over the enemy territory was extensively carried
running short of petrol,
out by R.F.C. squadrons equipped with machines specially for the purpose. Above, a scene inside a
squadron office, in which a mechanic is shown making up a mosaic of photographic prints, while a pilot
returned to their adchecks over the work. Much valuable information regarding gun positions, massing of troops, construction
vanced landing ground
of fortifications, and so forth, was gained from expert study of these complex maps
to fill up and make
a further investigation. This showed machine-guns. The staff, now being
caught in a heavy barrage and suffered
them that the German infantry had aware of what was happening, were severe losses. This excellent piece of
already penetrated beyond the British able to take the matter in hand and to work on the part of pilot and observer
They immediately sent order the launching of a strong counter- was the more remarkable in that it was
field guns.
zone calls to the artillery and them- attack, which drove the enemy back on carried out in very bad weather, with
selves attacked the Germans with their to their own wire, where they were clouds at Soo feet and in heavy rain.
A further word must be said about
SIGN FOR AN AIRMAN
that always difficult problem of ensuring
The American troops seen below are watching for an acknowledgment from the air of
accurate signalling from the ground.
their message given in the signalling panel stretched out on the ground. This means of
The lighting of flares was not, as we
signalling was used when the airmen co-operated with the infantry. In these operations,
known as contact patrols, machines were flown at very low altitudes, and this constituted
have seen, always an unqualified success.
one of the most dangerous and nerve-racking duties that the flying men had to perform
Like the British commander who deceived the German airmen by pretending
to face the wrong way, the Germans
were not slow in imitating the flare
signals of the British and thus deluding
the British observers as to the exact
position of the opposing troops. On the
whole, however, the flares were satisfactory for indicating a line of advance,
but there remained the necessity for an
instrument by which more detailed
messages could be transmitted from
the ground from battalion and brigade
headquarters.
Credit was due to a staff officer of the
VIIIth Corps (Major Popham) for the
invention of a panel made of dark blue
cloth in the centre of which was sewn a
T of white American cloth. From this
projected at intervals nine arms of
similar American cloth, and each arm
was provided with, flaps of the same
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contact patrol. On November 6, 1917,
Second-Lieutenant E. Olivier, of No. 19
Squadron, was flying through mist and
cloud trying to identify the positions
as they existed during the battle for
Passchendaele Ridge then proceeding.
He landed on a meadow, where he
fortunately found a French labourer at
work whom he interrogated. He asked
whether there were any English or French
thereabouts. " Only Germans," replied
the peasant. Olivier took to the air
again, and after feeling his way blindly
succeeded in identifying the German
and British lines and made a successful
landing, this time coming to earth in
friendly territory.
In the prevailing mist and low clouds
of the Ypres salient such occurrences
were not uncommon and account, doubtless, for many missing airmen who had
not the good fortune to make their
escape before they were found and
made captive. Such ill-fortune attended
three of four Camel pilots of No. 3
Squadron, who groped their way
mistakenly far over the enemy's lines,
finally to make a good landing in the
neighbourhood of Namur. Having been
told by some civilians of their location,
three managed to get away, but one was
kept to the ground by engine trouble.
The three who again took to the air,
however, found the weather conditions
even worse, and after flying blindly for
another hundred miles they were forced
to land again and were made prisoner
near Reims.
The remaining pilot who was left
on the ground, Second - Lieutenant
Talbot Baines Bruce, made his escape
with the assistance of a Belgian boy,
and after a series of notable adventures,
which he tells in his book " Missing,"
succeeded in reaching Holland.
Imperial War Museum

BARRAGE AND BOMBER
•

The air photograph above, taken in the
Wytschaete area, shows barrage fire as
seen by the air observer. Right, the
contact patrol sees infantrymen advancing
over terrain ploughed to a sea of mud by
shell-fire, and taking refuge behind a
derelict tank during their dash across the
open towards the enemy position
dark material so that all or any of the
arms could be exposed to view. Each of
the nine arms was numbered consecutively, and a code was prepared
whereby any given figure or group of
figures represented a phrase, letter or
numeral. The aeroplane observer
had only to copy the design on to a
message pad and then drop it to be
deciphered at the appropriate messagedropping centre.
One more story may be told here as a
further illustration of the hazards of the
460
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LINDBERGH'S LONE FLIGHT TO PARIS
By Capt. J. Laurence Pritchard
Flying in the " Spirit of St. Louis," the intrepid airman, Charles A. Lindbergh, had something
in common with the medieval king after whom his aeroplane was named. Both were adventurers
in the best sense of the word, the one serving the faith of an early age and the other the
science of a later one

the morning of May 20, 1927, fool, and few people took any notice of
following day he left for New York,
there began, from New York, a the announcement. It was considered
arriving there in the late afternoon,
to be only another publicity stunt, and having put up a record flight from San
flight which officially ended in
Paris. The echoes of that astounding flight most people let it go at that.
Diego to New York. It was an ausOn May 12 these people wondered
have not yet ceased to reverberate
picious start for the great flight across
round the world, and the name of its if there was something in it after all. It
the Atlantic.
hero, Charles Lindbergh, has become one was learnt that the flying fool had left
It was then that many began to
San Diego at 3.55 p.m. on May 10, believe that Lindbergh might get to
of the outstanding names in aviation,
and at 8.20 a.m. on the following mornone which will go down in history with
Paris, after all. But when it was
those of the great pioneers in the world ing had landed at St. Louis. The learnt that his aeroplane had only one
of adventure.
engine, that he was
Early in 1927 two
flying alone, that lie
THEY CALLED HIM FOOL'
aeroplanes were getWhen it was learn ed that Lindbergh was to attempt an Atlantic flight alone in a single- had no proper naviting ready to fly across engined monoplane the American public, judging his project to be one of rashness and gating instruments
madness, dubbed him the " flying fool." Scorn and scepticism quickly gave place to
the Atlantic from New
pride, honour and world-wide praise, however, when the gallant airman succeeded. such as are carried on
Below, Lindbergh before the start at New York
York to Europe. They
other planes, and that
G. P.A.
he would be shut in
were the " America,"
a Fokker three-engined
his cockpit so that he
would have to use a
monoplane, with Commander R. E. Byrd
periscope to see where
as pilot and three
he was flying, they
believed that the flycompanions, and the
ing fool was flying to
" Columbia," -a Bellanca single-engined
certain death. They
did not know Lindmonoplane, with
bergh's genius for
Clarence Chamberlin
taking every precauas pilot and a comtion and his amazing
panion. The "America"
ability as a pilot.
and its crew of four
crossed the Atlantic in
During the next few
July, 1927, and, owing
days, when reports of
to dense fog over
bad weather and fogs
France, landed in the
prevented him from
sea off the coast beLindbergh
starting,
tween Cherbourg and
thoroughly overhauled
Le Havre. Chamberlin
his aeroplane, engine
and his companion at
and instruments, leavthe beginning of June
ing nothing to chance,
flew non-stop to a
and made a number
small village about loo
of short test flights.
miles short of Berlin.
It was this characteristic thoroughness of
While Byrd, Chamthe great American
berlin and their compilot which made him
panions were waiting
for favourable weather
so sure of success in
to begin their flights,
all the long-distance
it was announced that
flights he undertook.
a young mail pilot
Late on May 19 favourable weather reports
named Lindbergh intended to fly from San
were received, and at
Diego in California,
7.52 a.m. the plane,
three thousand miles
the " Spirit of St,
away, to New York,
Louis," rose from
Roosevelt Field, near
and from there, alone,
New York, and headed
to Paris. Lindbergh
towards the Atlantic.
was called the flying
N
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3,600 MILES TO GO BUT—
It was at 8 a.m. on Friday, May 20, 1927, that Charles Lindbergh took off on his lonely
flight from New York, with Paris, lying 3,600 miles away, as his objective. With its petrol
tanks full his 220 h.p. Wright-engined Ryan monoplane weighed 4,750 lb., and he had
some difficulty in rising with such a heavy load. Above, the " Spirit of St. Louis " standing
ready before Lindbergh's departure
The " Spirit of St. Louis " was heavily
loaded with petrol, so that for several
hundred miles Lindbergh was flying only
a few feet above the water. His course
led him over St. John's, Newfoundland,
and shortly afterwards darkness fell.
With it came thick fog, and within two
or three hours of leaving Newfoundland
behind Lindbergh was forced up to io,000
feet to try to avoid it. Even at that
height there was a thick haze, through
which a few stars could be dimly seen.
There was no moon for a while, and for
two hours Lindbergh was flying in pitch
darkness and fog. Remember, too, that
he was sitting cramped in a tiny cockpit,
hardly able to shift his position, and
only able to see outside—when there was
anything to see—through a periscope,

and it will be realized how very remarkable this crossing of the Atlantic was.
For a few hours after dawn the weather
cleared ; then the fog settled down again
for a couple of hours and later became
patchy. For mile after mile Lindbergh
flew never more than 200 feet above
the water, and for most of the time only
ten feet above it. Let Lindbergh himself take up the story.
During the day I saw a number of porpoises and a few birds, but no ships. The
first indication of my approach to the

European coast was a small fishing boat.
Less than an hour later a rugged and semimountainous coastline appeared to the
north-east. I had very little doubt it
was the south-western end of Ireland. I
located Valentia Island and Dingle Bay and
then resumed my compass course towards
Paris. In a little over two hours the coast
of England appeared. Then across the
English Channel, striking France over
Cherbourg. The sun went down shortly
after passing Cherbourg, and soon beacons
along the Paris-London airway became
visible. I first saw the lights of Paris a little
before io p.m., and a few minutes later 1
was circling the Eiffel Tower at an altitude
of about four thousand feet.
The lights. of Le Bourget were plainly
visible, but appeared to be very close to
Paris. I had understood that the field was
farther from the city, so continued out to
the north-east into the country for four or
five mites, to make sure that there was not

—THE SPIRIT OF ST. LOUIS' DOES IT
After 34 hours of continuous piloting Lindbergh arrived safely at Le Bourget Airport,
Paris, having skilfully negotiated the 3,600 miles that separate the American and French
capitals. Soon after he had landed a great scramble occurred around his machine, and,
as seen below, a guard of soldiers and police was necessary to protect the monoplane from
damage. The pilot himself was almost overwhelmed by the wildly enthusiastic throng
Central Press

PARIS HONOURS AMERICA'S ACE
The tremendous ovation that Charles Lindbergh received after landing on the night of May 21, 1927, at Le Bourget, on the completion of his epic
34-hours' Atlantic flight was continued with intensity when he was feted in Paris before leaving for Brussels. Above, Lindbergh at the windows
of the French Aero Club, Paris, acknowledging the prolonged cheers of the crowds. Below, some of the many thousands of Parisians who waited -to
catch a glimpse of the airman as he arrived by car at the Hotel de Ville, where he was received by the Mayor and a distinguished gathering

his courage, and the hon
ours which were due to
him burst like wild floods.
In the instant after the
wheels of his plane came to
rest, the entire aerodrome
was a black, running, cheering mass of wildly excited
people, completely out of
control —people who had
waited hours for his coming, knowing he had passed
over Ireland, over England,
over Cherbourg, watching
him as he flew over the
aerodrome the first time
and watching him as he
came back and circled
down. Such a welcome has
rarely been given to any
man in a foreign country.
" Speaking was impossible," wrote Lindbergh afterwards. " No words could be
heard • in the uproar and
nobody apparently wanted
to hear any. I started to
climb out of the cockpit,
but as soon as one foot
appeared through the door
I was dragged the rest of
the way without any assistance on my part. For
nearly half an hour I was
unable to touch the ground,

HONOURED HERO WITH THE GREAT
No airman has ever received more honours for a single achievement than Charles Lindbergh,
whose lone Atlantic flight brought him decorations from many countries. He is seen above
with President Doumergue (centre) and the American Ambassador, Mr. Myron T. Herrick,
after receiving the Cross of the Legion of Honour at the Elysee. Right, an historic photograph of Lindbergh, Atlantic conqueror, with Louis Bleriot, who was the first to fly across
the English Channel eighteen years previously

another field farther out which might be
Le Bourget. Then I returned and spiralled
down closer to the lights. Presently I could
make out long lines of hangars and the
roads appeared to be jammed with cars. I
flew low over the field once, then circled
round into the wind and landed.
What a mighty outburst followed !
For thirty-four hours a man had been

alone in the air with, metaphorically
speaking, the eyes of millions following
him as he flew through fog and darkness
across the great Atlantic Ocean, with
no one to succour him if his engine
failed. The flying fool had become the
world's hero. And when he landed, the
relief for his safety, the admiration for

After his brief stay in Paris, Lindbergh flew in his Ryan monoplane, the " Spirit of St. Louis," to Brussels, and then came to England. When it was
known that he was to arrive at Croydon Airport, immense crowds assembled to welcome him. Tremendous enthusiasm was displayed by the throng,
numbering 150,000, and as soon as his machine descended, thousands of people surged over the landing ground in wild disorder. Only Lindbergh's
skill and presence of mind saved some of the spectators from being killed at that moment, for many of them were directly in front of his craft as
he skimmed over the ground prior to landing. These three photographs show some of the remarkable scenes at the time of the airman's arrival
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HERE HE COMES! LINDBERGH AT CROYDON

at Croydon and, as in
Paris, all the carefully-laid
plans of the reception committee were swept aside.
In the evening British
newspaper men gave
Lindbergh a dinner in the
Abraham Lincoln room of
the Savoy Hotel, London.
On the speaker's table before the guest of honour
were five sandwiches and a
half-gallon jar of water. It
was the ration he carried
on his lone journey, and
the chairman gravely
announced: "Captain
Lindbergh will now partake
of his customary meal."
King George personally presented the great pilot with
the Air Force Cross. The.
Prince of Wales received
him, and heard the full
story. When the Prince
eventually asked what he
was going to do in the
future, Lindbergh promptly
replied : " I am going to
keep on flying."
He was honoured by a
luncheon given to him by
the Air Council, at which
the Air Minister, at that
time Sir Samuel Hoare.
winding up a tribute to the
airman, said : " I ask you
to drink his health as a
young man who embodies
the spirit of adventure and
lights up the world with a
flash of courage and daring,
and, I am glad to say, of
success."
The American Government ordered the warship
Memphis to bring him home.
There he was more popular
than the President himself.
His reception was tremendous and would have
overwhelmed a lesser man.
But through it all Lindbergh kept his head, and
never lost that modesty
which added every day to
Central Press
LINDBERGH'S PATH OF GLORY
his popularity.
The ovation that Lindbergh received in the United States on his return overshadowed all the
With the passing of the
demonstrations he had experienced in Europe. Here he is seen standing in a car with the Mayor of
New York, passing in great procession through a street, while the crowds shout their applause, and a
years his fame has grown.
cascade of paper and streamers flutters down from the windows of adjoining buildings
By many another flight, by
during which I was ardently carried
world's imagination and people went
flights across America and round the
around in what seemed to be a very
Lindbergh mad. In France, in Belgium
world, he has proved himself to be one
small space, and in every position it is and in Britain he received such recep- of the world's master pilots. I cannot
possible to be in."
tions as have seldom been given to any 'offer him a greater tribute than that
What followed in the days afterwards man in history. Honours poured upon
paid to him by Burgomaster Max
was a hero-worship the like of which the
him. The French President pinned the on the occasion of his visit to Belgium :
world has seldom before seen. The flight Cross of the Legion of Honour on. his " In your glory there is glory for all
had touched, in some curious way, the breast. A tremendous crowd met him
men."
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HE WON FAME IN A DAY
When Charles Lindbergh left New York to fly to Paris in May, 1927, there were few who believed
that he would achieve his object, for history had shown the extreme dangers of Atlantic flights. But
alone he spanned the 3,600 miles, piloting his machine without respite for 34 hours. Then fame
and fortune came to the young American, whose name remains today renowned all over the world.
The story of his flight is given in pages 461-6
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SKYLINER AND SKYSCRAPERS

NEW YORK SEES THE Do.X

With towering skyscrapers forming a fitting background to the scene the Dornier Do.X flies majestically above New
- York Harbour, her twelve engines announcing her arrival with a mighty, reverberating song. American citizens have

seen many aerial visitors since the Atlantic has been conquered by flying craft, but none so impressive as this great
German flying boat, which came to this great commercial centre in 1932
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The Do.X carried out her first flight on July 12, 1929. She was originally fitted with air-cooled radial engines, but these
were replaced by water-cooled units. On January 31, 1931, she left Lisbon for South America, and after many delays
reached Port Natal, Brazil. Later the great boat flew to New York, where she is seen flying over the Battery at the end
of the island on which the city stands. She recrossed to Europe in May, 1932
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PLANES THAT POLICE THE FRONTIERS
Aircraft of widely differing type are shown in this photograph taken from an accompanying machine. The big twinengined biplane in the foreground is a Vickers " Valentia," designed as a bomber-transport. Its long, tapering fuselage
measures 59 ft. 6 ins., and from wing-tip to wing-tip it is more than 87 ft. Another photograph of a " Valentia,"
specially equipped for use in the East, is shown in page 478. The machine on the right of the Valentia " is a Vickers
"Vildebeest," a torpedo-bomber specially built for coastal defence and powered with a 55o h.p. " Pegasus " engine

World's Wonder Planes. 10

TITANS OF THE CLOUDS
By Major C. C. Turner
For most people size has a curious fascination, and large aircraft furnish no exception to this rule.
Here the writer describes some of the largest of the Titans of the air, including the Russian
Maxim Gorky, and the French Lieutenant de Vaisseau Paris, and remarks that the idea that
there is " a strict limit to size and weight " has been given up

NE of the most remarkable
episodes in the history of the
aeroplane was the development
of the German Do.X, the great Dornier
twelve-engined flying boat, which, after
years of experiment and research, was
completed, and officially launched on
October 21, 1929. It had previously, in
a brief test flight, carried 169 persons
into the air, a crowd by no means
selected for slimness or lightness, but
an ordinary mixture. Dr. C. Dornier, in
a lecture before the Royal Aeronautical
Society in the previous year, expressed
ideas on the subject of big flying boats
which aroused some controversy, and
when the completed Do.X began to
experience a somewhat chequered career
the critics seemed justified.
It must be remembered, when criticizing large flying machines, that the
cost of their operation is very heavy, so
that, unless there is a definite job of
work awaiting them, they are condemned to long periods of idleness. We

O

have seen this in the case of the sixengined Short " Sarafand," and also in
the countermanding, for reasons of
economy, of an order for a six-engined
commercial flying boat.
In point of
fact, the Do.X must be regarded as an
experimental pioneer effort, and the
aeronautical world is grateful to Dr.
Dornier and the Germans for making it.
As to the theory of the big flying
boat, the belief foimerly entertained
that there is a strict limit to size and
weight has been given up. Mr. A. Gouge,
the designer of the Short series of flying
boats, and one of the most successful
designers in the world, states that there
appear to be no fundamental difficulties
in the way of the construction of a
zoo-ton flying boat. It was at one time
believed that with increase of size and
weight the proportion of useful load
would steadily decline, so that, at a very
low limit, development would become no
longer worth while. This is certainly
not the case, whilst an urge to build

FIFTY-FIVE TONS THAT FLY
One of the most famous aircraft ever built is the Dornier Do.X, seen here in flight.
Constructed in 1929, she was flown extensively, and crossed both the South and North
Atlantic in 1931-32. The Do.X. weighed fifty-five tons, had twelve 615 h.p. engines, and
a wing-span of 157, ft. 5 ins. Although not a complete success, this huge flying boat
has proved of great value as an experiment, furnishing much useful data
Associated Press

very big boats comes from the desire to
be able to operate in fairly rough water,
the capacity for doing which is proportionate to the size of the hull, and
to possess craft that are self-contained,
seaworthy and airworthy.
The Do.X is a high-wing monoplane
with two stub wings near the water-line.
Such stub wings, by the way, have
aroused criticism, for it is feared that in
rough water the ship would be made to
swerve violently by the immersion of
one of them on one side in a wave. The
engines in the Do.X are in six tandem
pairs over the big wing.
The first
engines used were not sufficiently
powerful, and a change was made to the
Curtiss Wright " Conqueror " type,
each of 615 h.p. The hull is of sheet
metal, the wings of partly fabric and
partly corrugated metal covering.
The ship has three decks. In the top
deck forward two pilots sit side by side
in a totally enclosed deckhouse, and
immediately behind them is the cabin
for the captain and the navigator.
Then comes the engine-room with its
maze of instruments and controls for
the twelve engines. Aft of that is the
wireless cabin, and then a compartment

G.P.A.

PULLMAN COMFORT IN THE AIR
With aircraft of such dimensions as those of the Do.X, unusual luxury and spaciousness
are permissible. To what extent the comfort of passengers has been provided for in this
great machine may be gathered from this photograph of one of the saloons. The armchairs,
tables, carpeted floor and other appointments suggest the stability of terra firma

passengers, with stops at Lisbon and
Las Palmas, and did not return until
May, 1932. During her stay in the
United States she was struck by
lightning, but fortunately she was not
seriously damaged.
Germany's large flying boats at that
period were not generally successful.
There were two or three types, but they
never reached the stage of big production. Dornier and Heinkel smaller seaplanes were, however, successful.
Many people probably do not realize
that the technique involved in the
planning and construction of big flying
boats is extraordinarily difficult. It calls
for a different design from that of the
land aeroplane, differing fundamentally
owing to the form of the hull, and the
need to keep the engines clear away from
splashes. The hull, without offering
excessive head resistance in the air,
must be of a form which facilitates the
take-off. It is all a matter of specialization and of unremitting research
and experiment.
Mooring presents great difficulties on
account of the big superstructure, and
the effect of the wind upon it. Seamen
have been astonished to see a flying boat
drag an anchor which would hold a big
ship. The design of mooring apparatus,
anchors, drogues and special dinghies
has received special attention. There is

with full load the boat needed a long
for auxiliary mechanism. In the middle
deck there is room for mooring gear, a run to take off ; but that, again, is not
freight compartment, and seven big uncommon. She was damaged in taking
passenger saloons, and, aft of them, the off at Las Palmas and by fire at
kitchen and lavatories. The lower deck Bordeaux in December, 1930. She flew
is for fuel stcrage. The span of the great to America in June, 1931, with six
wing is no less than 157 ft.
5 ins. ; the all-on weight of
the complete machine 55
tons ; the speed not much
more than ioo m.p.h.
Three Dornier Do.X flying
boats have been built. The
first one, Do.X r, was called
Do.X ia after the engines
were changed ; two were
built for Italy, very slightly
modified to order, and
fitted with " Fiat " engines
of 500 h.p. Little use
appears to have been made
of any of these machines,
but for historical purposes
we are concerned with the
flights of the original Do.X.
She visited England in 1929,
and was moored off Calshot,
at the mouth of Southampton Water. The Prince
of Wales visited her there,
and had a flight, during
which, for a time, he took
over the controls.
Do.X ia was certainly
not a complete success.
Various troubles were exKeystone
perienced, yet these must
THE PRINCE GOES ABOARD
not be regarded as abnormal
The Prince of Wales, who for many years has taken a great interest in aviation, took the opportunity of
inspecting the Do.X. when she flew to Calshot, near Southampton, on a visit in 2929. This photograph
in the case of so great an
shows His Royal Highness standing on the stub float before passing into the hull. During the flight
experiment. Undoubtedly,
that followed he took over, for a time, the controls of the giant craft
472
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BUILT FOR SEA SERVICE
One of the leading concerns engaged in the building of large flying boats is the
Supermarine Aviation Works, Ltd., which is responsible for the fine machine shown
above. Known as the " Stranraer," it is, designed for long reconnaissance, bombing,
and torpedo transport work over ocean routes. Its two engines are of the Bristol
" Pegasus X " air-cooled radial type, and it carries a crew of six. Below, a pilot at
the controls, and (right) a view looking forward towards the front gunner's cockpit.
On a modern flying boat of this type the crew are housed in comfortable quarters,
in striking contrast to those found on craft used during the Great War

Photos: -Planet News

MASSIVE VITALS OF A GIANT
The- huge Latecoere flying boat " Lieutenant de Vaisseau Paris," which was completed'at
Biscararosse, S.W. France, in 1935, represented the latest in giant aircraft design at the
time. Here, in this view inside the upper compartment of the hull, the rugged internal
construction of the machine is clearly shown. The overall length of this craft is 104 feet,
and it has a height of 3o feet

a fearsome technical language relating
to the flying boat and its operation.
Great Britain, which was at first slow
to develop the flying boat, wasted opportunities immediately after the War,
when it possessed some promising
designs. At a later stage, however, the
Air Ministry adopted a more vigorous
policy, and, for the purposes of the
Air Force, overseas types were
developed and a series of long Empire
cruises begun. These were
with the object of gaining
operational experience, and
for testing hull construction
and materials in extremes of
climate ; and for several
years Britain enjoyed an
undoubted lead, which was
not lost even when the Italians
carried out a formation flight
across the South Atlantic,
followed, after an interval, by
the flight of 24 flying boats
to Chicago and back. Still,
in the technique of the flying
boat Great Britain had the
best of it, nor, until the
advent of the American
Sikorsky and Martin flying
boats, was there any doubt as
to comparative performance,
whilst even when these faster
474

craft came on the scene Britain
possessed the more seaworthy boats.
One of the latest and finest of these
is the Supermarine (Vickers) Stranraer,
designed for the Royal Air Force. She is
a biplane, powered with two " Pegasus"

engines, and is officially declared supericr
in comparative aerodynamic efficiency
to the latest foreign boats, either 01
civil or service design.
This excellent machine is designed
for bombing, reconnaissance, torpedo
transport, and instruction in flying boat
pilotage and navigation. During service
trials she exceeded every specified requirement by a large margin, and proved
herself unequalled by any other flying
boat hitherto tested in speed, rate of
climb, ceiling and take-off, including
the severe test of flying with full load
and one engine stopped. She is fast,
having a speed exceeding r50 miles per
hour. In comparing speeds it should be
remembered that a military flying boat
is always at a disadvantage on account
of air-resisting equipment, which is not
carried on commercial machines.
The Stranraer has a somewhat thin
wing-section, which seems anomalous in
these days, and she is also a twin-bay
biplane, a somewhat remarkable tact
in view of her high performance, for it
will- be seen by reference to the chapter
on Fighters that one of the fastest
British single-seaters also is a twinbay biplane. This shows that, despite
the acknowledged possibilities of the
monoplane class in the matter of reduced
resistance, for certain purposes the
biplane may still be superior.
In the Stranraer's hull there is ample
accommodation for the crew, even to the
extent o f enabling the machine to operate
as a self-contained unit on a long cruise.
In that case provision can be made for
cooking and sleeping on board. In the
extreme bow cockpit is carried the purely

IN THE COMMANDER'S CABIN
That there is plenty of room in the control cabin of the " Lieutenant de Vaisseau Paris "
is shown by this photograph, taken from an unusual viewpoint in front of the pilot. In
the background can be seen the doorway leading to the rear compartments, and on the
bulkhead to the left, part of the panel containing the many instruments linked to the
boat's six Hispano-Suiza engines

Wide World Photos and Planet News

MAJESTY OF A MODERN AERIAL MONSTER
Not solely on account of its size is the Latecoere flying boat immensely impressive, for it has grace and beauty in its pleasing lines. These are
clearly revealed in these two photographs, in which the craft is shown (above) corning to rest after alighting, and (below) resting in its hangar. It will
be noted that the airscrews are of metal and three-bladed. Each engine develops 86o h.p., giving a total output of well over 5,000 h.p. At sea level
the machine attains a speed of 155 m.p.h. With the superchargers in action this can be raised to 162 m.p.h. at a height of 6,50o feet, where normally
the speed would tend to drop on account of the rarefication of the air at that altitude

MEN OF THE `MAXIM GORKY'
The completion and preliminary test flights of the 42-ton " Maxim Gorky " aroused
intense interest in Russia in 1934, and its fatal crash in May, 1935, was deeply felt by
the people of the U.S.S.R. Here is a photograph taken in August, 1934, just before the
great machine went on its trials. The figures in the foreground are (left) A. N. Tupolew,
the designer, and (right) in leather coat, W. Petrojukow, the pilot

marine operating gear, mooring tackle,
boat-hooks, and so forth. In this cockpit also is the front gunner's station.
Adjoining the front cockpit is the
pilot's cabin, with dual controls, sliding
roof and hinged windscreens, affording protection for the crew in all
weather conditions. Behind the pilot's cabin is
the compartment for the
navigator and engineer,
and aft of that again the
wireless operator's station. There are two gun
stations aft. In addition
to all this, the Stranraer
carries two folding
drogues, a collapsible
dinghy, an engine ladder,
a platform from which to
carry out any necessary
work on an engine, and
a spare airscrew.
Another fine British
flying boat is the Blackburn Perth, driven by
three Rolls Royce 825
h.p. " Buzzards," t h e
first British flying boat
to possess a quick-firing
gun as standard equipment (illustrated in
page 321). This gun,
which fires a q-lb. shell,
is intended for use
against submarines, or,
in peace time, pirates and
slave-traders. The Perth

is a three-engined reconnaissance and
coastal patrol biplane flying boat.
Accommodation is provided for a normal
crew of five. The gunner's cockpit is
in the bow, with mountings for the

automatic gun and machine-gun, bomb
fusing and release controls, anchor, winch,
and mooring and towing tackle.
For comparison, a brief reference may
be made to two large land aeroplanes, a
British and a Russian. In the first place
the Vickers Valentia, a replacement of
the Victoria troop-carrier, and accommodating 22 fully armed infantrymen and
a crew of two, carries lockers for troops'
equipment, rifle racks, supports for
stretchers, and a great miscellany of
items. She has a span of 87 feet, and is
fitted with two Bristol " Pegasus "
engines. All types of seat are quickly
removable for converting the machine
into a freighter, and extra large doors
are provided to facilitate loading of
bulky packages. Immediately beneath
the pilot's seat is a prone bombing
position. It carries radio transmitter
and loud-speaker equipment, by means
of which notices and warnings are
shouted down to tribesmen in circumstances which prevent a landing.
Russia built the biggest land aeroplane
in the world, the Maxim Gorky. It had
eight engines with a total of tz,000 h.p.
Its wing-span was no less than 206 ft.
8 ins. ; its maximum speed 174 m.p.h. ;
its normal gross weight 42 tons, although
it flew overloaded up to 52 tons. It
carried 72 passengers and a crew of
eight. This aeroplane was intended

MID-AIR BUFFET
No heavier-than-air craft has ever been so elaborately equipped as the "Maxim Gorky." In addition to a
luxurious passenger saloon, the fuselage contained a newspaper printing office, bathroom, sleeping quarters
and a buffet bar. Here is a scene in the latter compartment, with passengers seated at table by a window
through which the ground is visible hundreds of feet below
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WORLD'S MIGHTIEST LAND PLANE
All records as regards size were broken when Russia built the " Maxim Gorky," a monoplane of immense dimensions and huge power. The machine
seen above carried 72 passengers, and, with the installation within its great fuselage of a cinema projector and a printing press, its equipment approached
fantastic elaboration, The prototype was destroyed with tragic loss of life following a mid-air collision with a small monoplane, but the Soviet
authorities, encouraged by its success as a practical aircraft, placed a number of similar types under construction. Below are seen the printing
press and cinema apparatus with their operators

The Airman's View. 4

MAPPNG FROM THE AIR
By C. A. Hart,

M.Sc. (Eng.), A.M.I.C.E.

Today everyone—and not least the readers of "War in the Air "—is familiar with the wonders
of aerial photography. This development has made possible a great advance in the science of
cartography, and the mapping of the world from the air, now being carried out, is vividly
described by one who has taken part in it
ERIAL survey has been mentioned

NAVIGATOR'S OFFICE IN THE MAXIM GORKY '
Closely resembling the control car of a large dirigible, the navigator's quarters in the
" Maxim Gorky " were situated in the nose of the fuselage, where the windows provided
the occupants with an unrestricted view. The compartment was connected by telephone to
the pilot's cockpit and to the numerous compartments located in the big machine. The
telephone, with switchboard, can be seen on the left of the desk in the forepart of the cabin
primarily for educational purposes. It
carried a printing press, a powerful
receiving and transmitting radio set, a
loud-speaker, internal telephone system,
a talking-picture apparatus for exhibitions on the ground, and a central
electric power plant.
For long this machine was a mystery
and the subject of sensational reports,
but the veil was lifted to some extent
before the disaster which befell it in
May, 1935, when it was struck in the
air by a single-seater monoplane and
crashed. The pilot of
the monoplane and 47
crew and passengers in
the Maxim Gorky were
killed. After the collision
the pilot tried to carry
on, in spite of the aeroplane's crippled condition, to Moscow airport,
but in full sight of the
spectators the great ship
burst into flames and
blew up. Two houses
were wrecked by falling
fragments. In spite of
this disaster, sixteen
Maxim Gorkys have been
ordered by the Soviet
Government.
The new giant flying
boat, the Latecoere
" Lieutenant de Vaisseau
Paris," successfully went
through trials in the
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autumn of 1935. It weighs 37 tons
fully-loaded, and has six 86o h.p. 12cylinder supercharged Hispano-Suiza
engines, all accessible during flight by a
gangway through the wing. It is an
all-metal machine, except for fabric
covering of the outer wing panels and

the tail. It can carry 70 passengers on
a short duration flight, and it has a
double-decked hull with private cabins
and a big saloon. Its range is nearly
3,000 miles in calun. weather.
In December, 1935, this big flying boat
made an experimental flight from Bordeaux to Martinique, in the French West
Indies, and this flight was regarded as
the precursor of a regular service, with
connexions from Martinique to Rio de
Janeiro, and to New York.

LOUD-SPEAKER REPLACES BOMBS
The " Maxim Gorky " monoplane had loud-speakers installed in its fuselage that enabled
propaganda speeches to be made from the air. A similar feature is seen in this photograph
of a Vickers Valentia " bomber-transport intended for R.A.F. use in the East. The
occupants of the machine would issue warnings to unruly tribes by this means, and in all
probability so suppress risings without resorting to more drastic action

frequently in the Press, and reA cently, after years of experimental
work, the Ordnance Survey of Great
Britain decided to go ahead with an
extensive scheme of map revision, and
in this aerial photography will play an
important part. Since the Great War,
successive Governments, on grounds
of economy, have curtailed this work
as something which does not bring in
immediate popular applause, and this
period, following the gap during the
War, delayed this work considerably.
It is now common to find areas which
have not been revised for twenty or
thirty years, and, in districts where
much post-war development has taken
place, the value of such a map is
very much reduced. Fortunately, the
national importance of up-to-date maps
has recently been officially realized, and
it has been agreed that the only way in
which this revision can be coped with
expeditiously is by mapping from aerial
photographs.

hiking or buying a plot of land. They
do not appreciate their good fortune,
because many parts of the world are
not mapped accurately at all, and much
of that which has been done is on a very
small scale. In Abyssinia, for instance,
there are no really reliable maps, and
certainly none on the comparatively
large scales necessary for the military
operations of modern warfare.
Here I must hasten to disillusion
those readers who see in aerial survey
a new and simple method of putting the

ordinary ground surveyor out of a job.
Aerial survey is, in fact, an extension
of the usual methods and the ground
surveyor is still indispensable, except
for very rough and approximate surveys. A high degree of technical skill is
required to produce an aerial survey,
not only in the flying and photography,
but also in the ground work and
plotting from the photographs. Maps
can be produced much more rapidly
by this new method. The scale of map
required will determine the arrangement

Those who live in Britain find it
difficult to realize that there are many
parts of the world where one cannot go
out and buy maps suitable for motoring,

Charles E. Brown

AIR PHOTOGRAPHS: TWO TYPES USED IN SURVEY WORK
Aerial photographs are either vertical or oblique. In mapping, verticals are used for large scales, but obliques are frequently made for small
scales when the ground is fairly flat. The diagram and the photographs, taken over Golders Green, N.W.r 1, reveal how a vertical
photograph of level ground would show an imaginary ground network of squares (known as a grid) in its true shape, and how an oblique view
would show the grid distorted. There is thus a perspective effect with the latter, with the scale of the photograph decreasing towards the top.
On the right is seen a typical record of the time, height and photograph number automatically obtained whenever an exposure is made

liscovered that a series of vertical
3hotographs of the same area could tell
in intelligent observer many things not
asy to deduce from direct observation.
'Iewly turned earth would show up
dearly, while a dummy trench could be
letected easily by its lack of shadow.
cracks made by men and vehicles were
inmistakable, and it was not long before
:amouflage made this a battle of wits.
Later, vertical photographs were
oined together to form a mosaic giving
pictorial view of the area. The use of a

MOSAIC AND MAP
This mosaic of a series of photographs wa
taken by the Air Operating Co. during
their Iraq survey. Right, the correspond
ing area shown in a line map. Remarkabb
though the mosaic is, its value is los
because of the mass of detail that obscure
essentials. For this reason the line plot
derived from the mosaic, is made
of the work. The scale is usually stated
as the Representative Fraction.
This, for a scale of 1 inch to r mile,
is 1/63,36o, and means that r inch on
the map represents 63,36o inches as
measured on the ground. Maps are made
in (a) large scales up to 00,000 ; (b)
medium scales, 1/15,00o to 1/50,00o ;
(c) smaller scales. The Ordnance Survey
air revision is for the 1/2,50o map or
plan which does not show contours.
The British Isles are completely mapped
and any work in the future is bound to
be revision, and this is very different
from the work entailed in mapping an
area which has not been surveyed before.
The amount of ground control required
is much increased when the scale is
large and when contours are shown.
Before discussing the problems to be
solved, let us consider some developments which have made aerial surveying
possible. Soon after photography was
established it was realized that surveys
could be made with a camera mounted
on a stand. Surveys of this type had
been made in the Alps and Western
Canada before the War, while suggestions had been made for surveying from
balloon photographs. The stress of war
and the consequent rapid technical development resulted in the production of
fairly accurate maps from vertical air
photographs in France.
At this stage we must explain that
air photographs are either vertical or
oblique. The diagram in page 479
explains the difference. It was soon

mosaic, however, is limited by difficulties
of reproduction and certain inaccuracies.
Still later, maps of the disputed area
were produced by fitting the new detail
from vertical photographs on to the
old maps. In Palestine, ground control
was scanty, and it became necessary to
consider methods of measuring the
height of the aeroplane and of keeping
it free from " tilt "—i.e. truly horizontal.
After the War a few men who had
had experience of air surveying during
the War turned their attention to its
development as a means of mapping.
At first the ground surveyors paid little
attention to the new method on account
of its obvious inaccuracies, while the
airmen were inclined to suggest that
ground surveying would soon be unnecessary. As a result of much research
and experimental work, the new method
is taking its rightful place, and both
surveyors and photographers realize that
they are equally indispensable in making maps under modern conditions.
Soon after the cessation of hostilities,
the devastated areas of France were remapped from vertical air photographs.
The scales were fairly large, and sufficient of the original detail remained to
make the ground control work easy.
An aerial survey of the Irrawaddy
delta, in 1924, brought the possibilities
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of the method before the public. A
thousand square miles were photographed from a height of 9,40o feet,
giving a photographic scale of 3.4 inches
to the mile. Of these ',coo square miles,
35o were waterways and unclassed
forests, which would have been extremely difficult, if not impossible, to
survey from the ground. Since then
air surveys have been made, or are in
progress, in all parts of the world. The
scales of these surveys vary considerably
according to requirements. Thus, in a
survey of Rio de Janeiro and its district,
the Aircraft Operating Company mapped
some of the central portion of the city
to a scale of /1,000 from vertical photographs. The survey took three years to
complete, and it was estimated that,
with ground work only, it would have
taken ten years. The scale may be as
small as 1/250,00o. The smaller scale
maps are usually plotted from oblique
photographs. Thus the same company
mapped 73,000 square miles of N.
Rhodesia to a scale of 1/250,00o from
obliques, while in Canada the maps of
the considerable tracts containing flat,
wooded islands, where almost the only
detail required is the coastline, are being
done at inch tor mile, or 1/253,440•
It is likely that in the future vertical
photographs taken by multi-lens
cameras will supersede the oblique to
some extent, so effecting considerable
economy. Often, in large-scale mapping,
the photographs are taken to a smaller
scale than required and enlarged. This
also results in considerable economy.
The present Ordnance Survey revision
is being photographed at a scale of
1/5,000 and enlarged to 1/2,50o.
Most of us have probably experienced
the difficulty of picking out certain
points of detail from ordinary photographs. Imagine how much more
difficult this must be when the picture
is taken from a height of ten or fifteen
thousand feet. At such heights the
countryside looks devoid of relief, and
all colour has vanished from the landscape, leaving only a variety of tones.
For this reason, apart from technical
considerations, colour photography
would be impracticable, and it is necessary to identify detail by its tone. This
requires experience, because it is common to find that the same object will be
shown on two adjacent photographs by
quite different tones. Thus a lake may
appear white on one and black on the
other. This can be explained by the
direction of the reflected light or the
disturbance of the surface by wind.
Many of these difficulties are• eliminated by stereoscopic observation of
pairs of photographs. Before the Great
War, the stereoscope was a popular

parlour toy, in which pairs of photo- on a road leading into what appeared
graphs were placed side by side and to be quite a sizable village.
When
could be viewed through binocular driving to this village the road seemed
eyepieces, so that the images were
to be very poor and, finally, a large farm" fused " together and the landscape yard was reached. This yard was full of
could be seen " in depth."
These cornstacks, which looked like houses on
pictures were taken by a special stereo- the photograph ; subsequent stereoscopic
scopic camera which had two lenses and
examination showed this fact quite
took two pictures set apart
clearly. As will be shown,
at about the normal eye
this perception of stereoY
spacing of 21 inches.
scopic depth not only
helps to identify points,
This principle is of great
but is also invaluable in
value in aerial surveys.
fixing contours.
Vertical photographs are
taken at from about oneIn flying for air survey
quarter to one mile apart,
photography the camera
according to the height
is mounted in the aircraft
and scale, so that the
and photographs are taken
photographs overlap by
while the aircraft flies
about 6o per cent. They
along a predetermined
are placed in a special
course. The flying restereoscope and the relief
quired to produce good
0
is seen very much exresults by vertical photoaggerated. The hills and
graphy is of a very high
valleys are defined very
standard. Only a small
AN EXPERIMENT
clearly and the buildings
proportion of skilled pilots
look like tiny dolls'- The principle of stereoscopy are suitable for this class
is shown by this diagram.
houses. It has been said
of flying, for patience
Cover all dots except X and
Y, and, at six inches, fix the
that it would be as wise
and steadiness under
on a point in the centre.
for the average man to go eyes
monotonous and cold
The dots will then fuse
through life with a patch
together and a third will
conditions, where the
over one eye as for the appear. Uncover the second
pair and observe all four. attention must not be
aerial surveyor to dis- These, too, will fuse and the
allowed to wander for a
pense with stereoscopic upper central spot will appear
moment, are much more
closer than the lower one.
observations.
important than the execuThe reason is explained in
the caption on the right
An experience of
tion of aerobatics. The
my own well illusaircraft has to be kept
trates this. I was out fixing ground level, at a constant height, and at a
control points for heights, and had constant speed, while on its course.
decided from the photograph that a good
Actually the tilt of the aeroplane can
position would be at a hedge junction
be kept below two degrees and the

•
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PIECES THAT MAKE THE WHOLE
In making an air map, areas are covered by a series of " strip " flights. The photographs
taken overlap by 6o per cent longitudinally to ensure that each point of detail occurs on
three photographs. Adjacent strips overlap by about 25 per cent to avoid gaps which
might occur through the aeroplane being slightly off its course. The manner in which the
mosaic is built up, and the to-and-fro path of the aeroplane, are shown below

A.47
/
/

I
-16.8
THE PRINCIPLE
Here X and Y correspond to the upper
pair of spots in the centre diagram.
When fused stereoscopically the image
appears at A. X and Z correspond to
the lower pair, and when these fuse the
image appears at B, giving an impression
of depth. In a similar test the lower pairs
near the lines in the centre diagram
appear at different levels when fused
height maintained with about the same
order of accuracy. These conditions are
necessary if the photographs are to be
on a reasonably uniform scale.
The camera is of a special type, which
takes photographs usually seven inches
by seven inches or nine inches by six
and a half inches, and shows at the side
an altimeter, recording the height, the
photograph number and the time.
Films are almost invariably used in rolls
of coo, and the exposures are made at a
definite time interval, which can be
adjusted according to the circumstances.
Recently successful experiments have been made with gyroscopic
controls, so that this level and straight
flying can be obtained automatically.
Unfortunately, the number of days
suitable for photography is very small.
Between 10,00o and r5,000 feet there
are not more than about thirty or forty
days per annum in this country on
which clouds are absent. Not only
does a cloud itself blot out part of the
landscape, but its shadow will usually
make another part of the photograph,
unintelligible. Flying heights vary from
2,000 to 18,000 feet.
If the ground is dead level and the
camera is vertical when the exposure is
made, then the resulting photograph is
a true plan of the area, and, if the height
of the aircraft is known, the scale can
be determined. Unfortunately, this
height cannot be determined very
accurately by the altimeter, and when
the ground is not level, as is usual, it is
found that the position of a point on the
photograph is displaced away from the
centre of the photograph just as the
shadow of a point is displaced from
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that point when the light is not vertical. The amount of this displacement
depends on the height of the point, and
if contours are drawn on the photograph, each will be found to be on a
different scale. Thus the ground surveyor still has his job in providing a
number of points accurately fixed in
plan so that the detail may be fitted in
from the photographs. He must also
fix a number of points of known level if
contours are required.
In Great Britain simple graphical
methods have been developed, but on
the Continent a number of very complicated machines are used. The usual
method is to cover the area by photographs flown in strips, the photographs
overlapping 6o per cent longitudinally
to make sure that the area will be completely covered by stereoscopic photographs. An overlap of 25 per cent is
aimed at between strips to prevent gaps
caused by deviations from the course.
Wind

may be assumed to be along that line.
By choosing a number of prominent
points of detail on a strip we are enabled
to plot them correctly to scale on the
grid. There are usually six such points
per photograph. As a result of this, all
the principal points of photographs in
the strip are plotted correctly, and the
plotting can be completed by fixing a
number of points similarly and then
filling in the remaining detail. This
plotting is done to the approximate
scale of the photograph, and the resulting plot is then reduced or enlarged by
photography to the scale of the map.
The Ordnance Survey revision of the
1/2,50o plan now proceeding is being
developed on these general lines.
While it is possible to produce accurate
maps on almost any scale from air photographs when proper care is taken and
suitable ground control is available, the
contours cannot be produced with
similar accuracy. The heights of a

Desired Course

Crabbing

wind\
Desired Course

+4
Lateral Drift
Blown off Course

DRIFT IN STRIP FLYING
In strip flying allowance must be made for drift set up by the wind, otherwise the aircraft
will move off its course as seen here. To counteract this, the machine is flown crabwise,
as shown in the upper diagram, with the camera turned to take photographs along the dotted
line. It is usual to fly a rectangular course round the area in order to obtain strips upon
which the navigation for the work is calculated
The height is chosen so that the photographs will be as nearly as possible of
the required scale.
When the photographs have been
printed, plotting is commenced. The
points which are known on the ground
are plotted on to a squared or gridded
sheet of paper, on which the squares are
to the required map scale or can be
reduced to the required size. These
known points are identified on the
photographs. The angle between the
line joining the centre of the photograph
(principal point) to the point, and that
joining, the principal point to the
principal point of the next photograph
as appearing in the photograph is
assumed to be correct. This is true
except when the country is very hilly.
For small variations of height up to
to per cent of the flying height, any
distortion of the point due to height

number of points are known, and, by
using the principle of the dots illustrated, it is possible to find differences
of height sufficiently accurately to draw
contours on the medium scale maps.
Surveying from vertical photographs
is going on in all parts of the world.
It ha.s enabled the mapping of a country
to go forward with its development.
This, it is estimated, will save enormous
sums of money by indicating the best
routes for roads and railways, which in
the past have taken months or years to
locate by ground survey methods. In
the end it has often been shown from
the complete map of the country that
the route chosen was not the best, and
this, particularly in the case of railways,
may mean increased running costs.
The speed and convenience of air
survey are now generally recognized. One
difficulty in the complete mapping of a
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new country in its early stages is that of
finance. A complete ground survey
takes a number of years and the annnal
cost can be budgeted for. An air
survey, on the other hand, will probably
take only a few years, and it has the
great advantage that much information
may be gathered without actually
traversing the ground, except for fixing
occasional ground control points.
In this connexion it is usual to
have a mosaic as well as the plotted
line maps. This has proved valuable
in mineral prospecting, notably in
South Africa, Rhodesia and Western
Australia. Reconnaissance surveys for
water supply, irrigation, road and
railway projects can be carried out
expeditiously by air survey, and the
engineer has an opportunity of studying the area as a whole. The mosaic is
of considerable value to the technical
man who is interested in special points
shown on the photographs, but the
wealth of detail makes it confusing for
use as a map by the general public.
Besides,there are many inaccuracies, and
a line map plotted to a correct scale
from the photographs is of much more
general value. Large scale (1/2,50o) surveys, undertaken in many instances for
municipalities in this country which
have grown in advance of the Ordnance
Survey sheets, are of great importance
in town planning schemes.
While vertical photographs are used
to a considerable extent in Canada for
mapping, a special method has been
adopted for mapping the wide expanse
of islands in the north-east of that
country. Here, oblique photographs
including the horizon are taken, sometimes singly, but more often in sets of
three, one pointing forward and one
on either side so that there is some overlapping. It is estimated that the Canadian survey is proceeding twenty times
more quickly and much more accurately
than by ground methods.
When the height of the aeroplane is
known and the angle of tilt of the
photograph determined from this and
the horizon position, it is possible to
plot a square grid in perspective on the
photograph. The detail is then transferred to a rectified grid. The method
has been used extensively in Rhodesia,
as mentioned above, and surveys have
also been made in British Guiana and
elsewhere. This method is not used
for the determination of heights.
In India a combination of vertical and
oblique photographs is being used, which
is specially adapted for mapping valleys
with steep mountainous sides. It has
been found possible to use the known
positions of mountains 8o or too miles
away for determining heights.

Pioneers of Flying. 6

CURIOSITIES AND CRANKS OF THE AIR
By Capt. J. Laurence Pritchard
The Wrights and other pioneers of the air who achieved success and fame with the machines
they invented are considered in other pages. Here is the story of those who struggled for
the same goal but were less successful because they ploughed a lonely furrow, working
along novel lines in the design and construction of aircraft that in some instances were "before
their time." This fascinating narrative sheds light on a little known aspect'of aerial development

HE curiosity and crank of today
may be the brilliant success of tomorrow. This is, perhaps, more
true of flying machines than of most
other inventions. Many of the early
attempts to fly, which afterwards succeeded, only did so in the teeth of
a stain' of ridicule.
When that great flyer, Colonel Cody,
began, his machine was looked upon as
one of the curiosities of its time. For
years he had experimented with manlifting kites and he called his first aeroplane a power kite. Cody built his
machines largely in the light of experience. Despite a serious crash in 1908,
he made such progress that in 1911 he
built that elaborate aeroplane, one of
the heaviest of its time, which became
known as the "flying cathedral," and

T

actually flew 7,000 miles with it.
Another exceedingly strange - looking
machine of that time was the Dunne
aeroplane, with its swept-back wings.
It was the first really stable aeroplane
to be built, and soon proved that, despite
its unorthodox shape, it was designed on
sound principles. A similar modern
machine, the Pterodactyl, has proved
quite successful.
The will-o'-the-wisp of the air is undoubtedly the helicopter, and inventors
all over the world had been trying to
solve the problem of vertical flight even
before regular flying began. Machines
have risen vertically, but that is a small
part of the problem. They must be
able to fly horizontally and be able to
come down safely if the engine stops,
and these are problems which have not

ODDITY THAT FLEW
With its complex construction of struts and mass of cross-bracing wires, this biplane
of Cody's looks a strange contraption to modern eyes. Nevertheless it flew, and flew
Well, and it is estimated that its designer-pilot covered 7,000 miles in it. This photoraph Wag taken at Brooklands a few days before Cody met with his fatal accident in
ugust, 1933. Note the large four-bladed propeller, front elevator and unusual tail
John Gav

yet been solved. As long ago as 1890
Louis Breguet, the French designer,
built a helicopter which was stated to
have flown 64 feet at a height of 15
feet. About the same time Paul Cornu
was making his famous experiments
with a machine which had two large
revolving wings turning in opposite
directions above one another. But
Cornu, though working on the right
lines, never reached real success.
One of the earliest successful attempts
to solve the problem of vertical flight
was made by a Frenchman, Etienne
Oehmichen. His machine consisted of
two cross-arms, at the end of which were
four horizontal revolving wings or
screws. There were, in addition, no
fewer than seven other airscrews to
provide control. The landing gear
consisted of six footballs mounted on
shock absorbers to minimize the bump
of coming down ! In 1923 Oehmichen
succeeded in hovering for five minutes
with his curious-looking machine, and

in 1924 he made the first circular flight
ever made by a helicopter.
The helicopter designed by the
Marquis de Pescara is another machine
which has actually risen vertically and
made short flights. The Pescara helicopter of 1924 had two superimposed
horizontal airscrews revolving in opposite directions. Each consisted of four
double-surfaced blades, rather like small
biplanes. The Pescara helicopter
weighed nearly a ton and carried out a
number of flights, including one of
2,55o feet in just over four minutes at
a height of six feet above the ground in
1924. The Italian helicopter invented
by D'Ascanio created a record by being
the first helicopter to rise officially to a
height of 20 feet, to remain stationary
for one and a half minutes and then to
land successfully. It also made a
circular flight and stayed in the air for
nearly nine minutes.
The D'Ascanio helicopter had two
two-bladed airscrews, of 39 feet in
diameter. If the engine failed, the two
airscrews continued to revolve and so
prevented the helicopter from coming
down too fast. Although it flew very
slowly, it appeared to be one of the most
successful and controllable machines of
CODY'S KITE
Before S. F. Cody built his first aeroplane,
in 1908, he was employed by the War
Office as an instructor on man-lifting kites
in the balloon section of the Royal
Engineers. Here is one of Cody's kites,
with an officer in the wicker seat, about
to ascend. From such crude beginnings
was the idea of an air force derived
' Daily Mirror '

What would you do
If this happened
in your home
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A gas escape, and someone poisoned—a scalded arm—a broken leg
—a severed artery—would you know what to do ? It may be
even more dangerous than the inability
dangerous not to know
to meet such sudden emergencies is the ignorance of those supreme
Laws of Health which govern your daily life--ignorance of

Your own Body and its Needs
to give you this knowledge, which every man and woman ought
to possess, that so many leading medical specialists have collaborated
It is

in the Two Volumes of

E CONCISE

HOME DOCTO
In the words of Sir David Bruce, who has been both President of the British Association and
Chairman of the Lister Institute, " An essential part in the Prevention of Disease is to educate
the public." That is what " The Concise Home Doctor " does: It gives you the truth—in
the simplest of language, the clearest of illustrations. It places in your hands the experience
and authority of Harley Street itself. And it tells you what to do—for yourself and others.

Dangers of Ignorance
Prompt Subscribers for
THE CONCISE

HOME DOCTOR
receive

A Guinea
FIRST AID OUTFIT
in strong

metal case enamelled

rich green and with gilt
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Courtesy of Flight '

DUNNE'S TAILLESS MARVEL
One of the most remarkable aeroplanes ever built was J. W. Dunne's tailless biplane, which possessed perfect stability. Several notable flights
were made with machines of this type during 1908-12, as, for example, when Commander Felix flew from Eastchurch, Essex, to Paris, without
touching the controls. The principles incorporated in the Dunne machine are embodied in nearly all modern tailless aircraft. The wings were
swept back and had controlling surfaces at the tips. J. W. Dunne was also famous for his remarkable book " An Experiment with Time "
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FREE

Every parent needs this work. How many young lives are wrecked
through ignorance of Sex Hygiene ? How many unhappy marriages
can be traced to faulty ideas on Birth Control ? How many children
suffer because their natural guardians do not understand the principles
of Diet, the right way to combat Childish Ailments, the necessary care of
Eyesight, Teeth, Hearing, Nerves ?

GET THIS WORK AND KNOW !
It is not costly. A first subscription of 5/- brings you the two volumes,
with their 1,400 pages and nearly 4,000 illustrations. When you think of the
value of health and the tragic cost of ignorance, you will realize that " The
Concise Home Doctor is an Investment and an Insurance which you, at
least, will not run the risk of neglecting. You must have it in your home.
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Editorial Eddies
ONTAINING as it does six complete chapters, Part 17 of
WAR IN THE. AIR- is as full of interest and variety as any

John Carpenter House, London, E.C.4.
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Whether concerned primarily
of its predecessors.
with the military or with the civilian side of flying, whether
regarding it as a sport or as a trade, each reader will find something to satisfy his appetite. The first two of the six chapters
deal with the past achievements of the air arm • in one of
them Mr Hamilton Fyfe describes the final defeat of the
German aeroplanes chiefly Gothas and Giants, that raided
Great Britain for the last time in the summer of 1918. In the
second chapter, Captain Sterndale Bennett, leaving for the
moment the actual fighting, deals with the way in which.
production was increased in order to supply the quickly
growing needs of the airmen in the field.
chapter in the Part deals with air warfare, though
not the air warfare of the past. In the last of the six
Major Turner describes ' The Fighting Planes of
Other Lands," the 'other lands for his purpose being France,
Italy, the United States, Poland, and Czechoslovakia. He
explains very clearly how the design of the various types of
military aircraft is dictated by strategical considerations and
--concludes with the remark that the design of fighting machines
is in a very fluid state at the present time :., " New tyPes, with
speeds of 300 miles per hour, are now -being tried and within
two or three years will be standard equipment."

A
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the remaining three chapters, one is purely historical.
Going back to the days before 1914, Mr. Grenville
Manton, -in " Masters of the New Art," pictures a
typical scene in 1912 at a Hendon meeting, with a great crowd
assembled to watch some trick flying.- Out of a racing car
stepped a fair-haired young man, Gustav Hamel by name.- He
entered his monoplane and soon treated the crowd to a
remarkable exhibition of flying—aerobatics it would be called
today. He carried out all manner of daring manoeuvres including a tail slide, the whole making a most thrilling per- formance. The chapter describes further the spectacular
displays of Bentfield C. Hucks, the first British airman to loop
the loop, who in 1914 gave flying displayS at many centres in
Britain. Before that time he had already become famous_as a
pilot of extraordinary skill and among pioneers his- name is
always remembered.
In another chapter, entitled " Amateurs of the Air,"
Major Oliver Stewart discusses the progress of aeroplane
flying as a pastime, this being 'a development of the decade
1925-35. The popularity of this form of sport is evidenced by
the number of aeroplane clubs which have come into existence,
and it will be furthered now that alight aeroplane can be
- bought for quite a low price: - Major Stewart pays a tribute
to the' work of the Frenchman, M. Mignet, in this direction.
The last of the six chapters is the one in which Captain
Pritchard discusses the possibility of flying . at 600 m.p.h.,
or almost the speed of sound. This, if done at all; will be
done in the stratosphere, where, as he explains, the air density
and other climatic conditions make rapid flying much easier,
although it is attended by dif ficulties which are absent at
heights much nearer the earth.
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R. JOHNSON knew nothing of the stratosphere—at least,
the word is not in his famous Dictionary—but he had
some vague idea of the possibilities of human flight,
as readers of his romance, " Rasselas," will remember. -When

D

Rasselas was contemplating his escape from the Happy Valley
in Abyssinia he met with a man who was building what he
called a sailing chariot. The man said
I have been long
of opinion that, instead of the tardy conveyance of ships and
chariots, man might use the swifter migration of wings - that
the fields of air are open to knowledge, and that only ignorance
and idleness need crawl upon the ground." A little later on he
anticipates to some slight extent the conditions in the stratosphere when he remarks : " We are only to proportion our
power of resistance to the different density of matter through
which we are to pass. You will be necessarily upborne by the
air if you can renew any impulse upon it faster than the air
can recede from the pressure. The principles were doubtless
excellent, but when the machine was tried its maker met with
complete and utter failure. " He waved his pinions awhile to
gather air, then leapt from his stand and in an instant dropped
into the lake. His wings, which were of no use in the air,
sustained him in the water, and the prince drew him to land
half-dead with terror and vexation."
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its kind yet invented, and may be a
case of the curiosity of today becoming
the success of tomorrow. The Asboth
helicopter, the invention of an Austrian,
may point the way to the helicopter of
the future. It has the merit of simplicity, being lifted by two airscrews, and
controlled by a series of flaps. It is
stated to be one of the most stable
helicopters yet invented.
Yet another helicopter, the Florine,
remained in the air 9 minutes 58 seconds
on October 25, 1933. An engine of
200 h.p. drove two lifting screws
23 ft. 9 ins. in diameter, mounted at
each end of the fuselage.
Many other attempts have been made
at vertical flight, and und9ubtedly the
day will come when the helicopter will
be as common as the ordinary aeroplane
Topical and Keystone

PLANES WITHOUT TAILS
The tailless design of aeroplane that dates
back to 1908 was resuscitated by Professor
G. T. R. Hill in the Pterodactyl, seen above. •
It was powered with a two-cylinder
Bristol " Cherub " engine of 32 h.p.
From it has been developed the WestlandHill fighter, seen left. The design gives
exceptional stability and control at low
speeds, and a wide field of fire for the
rear gunner. The engine is a 600 h.p.
Rolls-Royce " Goshawk "

is good to know that, like the Army, the clerical and
medical professions, the Freemasons and other organized
and unorganized groups, the Royal Air Force has its own
school for the education of the sons of its members, especially
those who are orphaned or fatherless. This is situated at
Blackheath in a house, overlooking Greenwich Park, that was
built by the great architect, Sir John Vanbrugh, the designer
of Blenheim Palace and Castle Howard, two of the stateliest
of English homes: Owing to its appearance, it was at first called
the Bastille, and later was known as Vanbrugh Castle and then
as Vanbrugh Castle House. Vanbrugh's widow evidently lived
here for some time before her death in 1776, fifty years after
- that of her husband, and for a time in the nineteenth century
it was a school for girls. In 1921 the house was presented by
Mr. Alexander Duckham to the R.A.F. Benevolent Fund.
A good deal of alteration was made to the original building,
which, with its tall turrets and narrow, winding staircases, was
not really suitable for the purposes of a school. With the
alterations completed, there are in the main building large
and small dormitories, a common-room, a dining-room, a playroom and quarters for the controller and his staff. The
original stables have been converted into class-rooms for
homework and a schoolroom for the smaller boys, with a sick
bay above.
T

today. Quite recently Seflor J. de la
Cierva, the inventor of the autogiro,
has demonstrated an autogiro which
literally jumps off the ground and then
proceeds to fly away. The jumping
autogiro may well be -the solution.
The oldest attempts to fly, and the
ones which have produced the greatest
real curiosities, have been by means of
flapping wings. Many exceedingly ingenious machines have been made in
this way, but none has yet succeeded
in getting off the ground. There are
certain mechanical difficulties in the
way, as well as problems of stability
and control, which make it extremely
unlikely that the flapping wing machine
on a large scale will ever succeed. It is
unfortunate that flapping wing models
have been made which fly very well. In
1890 Lawrence Hargrave, the Australian
inventor of the box kite, built a number
of flapping wing models which flew
several hundred feet. His best model
was driven by compressed air, since when
many have believed that a full - sized
machine will one day be invented.
Jonathan E. Caldwell, an American,
attempted to solve the problem of the
way a bird flies by means of a plane
which had three revolving wings on
each side. The machine was designed to
rise vertically, but though a full-sized
machine was built it did not come up to
the inventor's expectations.
Attempts to fly under one's own
power have been legion. Quite the

, .

Vanbrugh Castle School is by selection iri
the following order of priority : (1) orphans ; (2) fatherless boys ; (3) motherless boys ; (4) where vacancies
exist, the sons of airmen with large families. Boys are admitted
between the ages of five and eight, and remain there until
they are sixteen, or until they pass into the Royal Air Force as
apprentices. The boys begin their education in Vanbrugh.
Castle itself, but between eight and nine they go to the Roan
secondary school, a fine building erected a few years ago on' a
site adjoining Vanbrugh Fields. This has large playing fields
and every facility for games and sports. On Sunday the boys
attend the chapel of the Royal Naval College at Greenwich.
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RECORD-MAKING HELICOPTER

Signor D'Ascanio, an Italian engineer who is seen here in his helicopter, was the first
man to make a series of records with a machine of this class. During the course of observed
flights, in 193o, he made a vertical ascent of over twenty feet, hovered in the air for
minutes, flew in a closed circuit of one kilometre, and kept aloft for 8f minutes. The two
rotors, driven by a 95 h.p. Fiat engine, revolved in opposite directions

rubber cable to provide the necessary
power. Their machine looked like an
ordinary glider, but inside the nose of
the fuselage was placed a large drum,
on which a rubber cable was wound.
This cable was stretched round the drum
and supplied the power to the airscrew.
It was stretched by the pilot.
The aeroplane was extremely light,
weighing only 110 lb., and a specially

commonest method is to have wings the aeroplane, provided it was put
fitted to a bicycle, and as the rider pedals there by his own unaided exertions and
he drives round an airscrew by means the method of storing it was carried
of a chain and wheels from the pedals. during flight.
By pedalling furiously downhill some
Haessler and Villinger in 1935 used
of these machines have
actually managed to get
into the air and remain
there for a few seconds,
but none has ever succeeded in making a proper
flight.
Nor will such
attempts ever succeed,
however cleverly the
machine might be made,
however powerful the
rider might be, for the
simple reason that it
takes far more power
for a man to keep himself in the air than he
can exert for more than
a few seconds at a time.
Some years ago, a prize
of 5,000 marks was offered
in Germany for the first
man to make a circular
flight round two points
500 metres apart, using
only his own power to
propel the aeroplane
through the air. The
EXPERIMENT WITH THE UNORTHODOX
conditions of the comIgnoring the proved ideas of other aeronautical inventors, the American designer of this extraordinary machine,
Jonathan E. Caldwell, set himself the task of securing flight by new principles. The two cylinders revolved and
petition also allowed the
the vanes attached to them were intended to provide a lifting force. This machine, and another one built on
pilot to store power in
somewhat similar lines, met with little success, however
486
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BIZARRE CRAFT WITH WHIRLING WINGS
One of the strangest aircraft that ever flew was the helicopter, seen above, which was devised by M. Oehmichen in 1921. The gas-filled envelope,
to which the framework and engine and rotors were attached, was used to stabilize the craft and to assist it in rising. Subsequently the gasbag was dispensed with and some success was achieved. Below is the Pescara helicopter that flew for half a mile in April, 1924. It was powered
with a i8o h.p. Hispano-Suiza engine and was one of many designed, built and flown by the Marquis de Pescara

movable surfaces at the rear end of the disk. Fitted with a 5o h.p.
Gnome engine, it made a number of successful flights just before the
World War. Had it been proceeded with it might have been very
successful : now it remains only one of the curiosities of the air.
Another remarkable machine was the Davidson gyropter, which had
two large revolving wings that looked like gigantic umbrellas. It was
originally designed by G.L.O. Davidson in 1898, and was fitted with
a steam engine. It had a remarkable lifting power of several tons,
but experiments with it were not continued when the Wright Brothers
and others proved so successful with a different type.
One of the aeroplanes on which a considerable amount of experiment has been carried out, and which may one day become one

PADDLE-DRIVEN
The freak craft seen in the illustration above is an
artist's conception of a cyclogiro, a machine in which
it is suggested that lift and forward movement could be
derived from rotating wings. The engine driving these
" paddles " would be in the streamline body above
the main fuselage carrying pilot and passengers

of the standard flying machines, is the tail
first aeroplane. The first Wright aeroplane of
1903 was such a machine. The most successful
of this type is the Focke Wulfe Ente monoplane with two 110 h.p. engines. The first
of these machines Was built by Herr H. Focke
as long ago as 1909.
Wide World Pho tos

`STAYING PUT' FOR TEN MINUTES
When M. Nicholas Florine remained in the air for 9 minutes 58 seconds in 1933 with his
helicopter, he broke the world's record previously held by Italy with 8 minutes 45 seconds.
His experiments were carried out at Rhode-St.-Genese, Belgium, and the results were
considered encouraging. The Florine machine, which was powered with a motor of
zoo h.p., is seen here during its record-breaking test flight. Note the peculiar " feet "
which took the place of the usual landing wheels

trained athlete, Herr Dunnebeil, was
chosen to fly it. Despite this extra
power, and despite the fact that he was
very physically fit and therefore stronger
than most men, he only succeeded in
making a flight of 200 yards in 22
seconds. The ordinary man would
hardly have been able to fly at all, and

Several attempts have also been made
to build a circular plane, as this kind of
machine is very stable in the air. One
of these was the Cedric Lee plane, which
was afterwards developed by Richards.
The Lee and Richards machine was a
circular disk with a hole in the centre
where the pilot sat. It had three landing wheels, and was controlled by

certainly could not have used the
machine for flying across country.
The flying bicycle of Karl Lindemann
was really a glider
mounted on a biTHE CANARD COMES BACK
cycle, but for pracThe first Wright aeroplane was of the " tail-first " or canard type, with
an auxiliary forward controlling surface. In 193o the Focke " Ente,"
tical purposes it
seen below, was built embodying this early arrangement, which gives
proved a failure.
exceptional stability and control at low speeds

Wide World Photos

GERMAN EXPERIMENTS IN MAN-POWER PROPULSION
Through centuries, visionaries have hoped to emulate the birds and fly by means of sinew, limb and muscle. Here are seen two machines built
by German experimenters with the hope of solving the problem. Top left, the Haessler-Villinger man-powered aeroplane. The propeller was
rotated by means of a powerful rubber cable kept in tension on a drum • the latter was turned by pedals worked by the pilot. The initial
tests made in 1935 met with little success. Below, Karl Lindemann with his " flying bicycle." The pilot pedals until flying speed is obtained.
The absence of an airscrew precludes the possibility of any sustained flight, however
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WINGS OVER THE MUD
By Capt. J. B. Sterndale Bennett, M.C.
During the successive battles for the Passchendaele Ridge in the later months of 1917 the pilots
and observers of the Royal Flying Corps never failed in their support of the infantry below
them floundering in the mud. They took the air in the worst of weather, and some of their
gallant deeds during those tragic months of the War are here narrated

N

o battles of the Great War have
been described more fully in all
their horror, or become more
openly the subject of bitter controversy,
both military and political, than those
known sometimes as Third Ypres and,
more colloquially, as Passchendaele.
But the story has been told almost exclusively of the armies on the ground
and, more particularly, of the infantry,
whose hardships were indescribable and
whose sacrifice was so immeasurable
compared with the gains finally achieved.
It seems sometimes forgotten that
during the three tragic months that the
battle raged one of the hardest tasks of
all was being performed by the forces
in the air. The airmen have always
deprecated any special praise, pointing
out that at least after their labours they
had the advantage of a good billet
and certain leisure hours, whereas the
infantry, suffering more constant danger,

seldom enjoyed such luxuries. Between
the two arms of the service this has
always provided a bone of amiable contention, passed from one side to the other
with unfailing politeness.
In one respect, at least, both suffered
the same disability, if not the same
discomfort. The pitiless rain which preluded every important action of this
period was as hampering to the airmen
as it was to the troops. While the infantry were struggling towards their
objectives through quagmires of mud,
pilots and observers were endeavouring
to support them often wholly blinded
by low clouds and ground mists. Sometimes it happened that these cleared

away only after the immediate usefulness of observation was over. If the
air observers had had a clear vision,
those actions that failed might, through
their wireless messages to the guns,
have been turned into successes.
Some reference has already been made
to the opening of the great battle on
July 31, 1917. This was only a partial
success, and the weather of this miserable summer prevented any further
action on the grand scale until August
16. The interval was occupied by the
Flying Corps in their routine duties
whenever the weather made such
possible, including the bombing of
enemy aerodromes, railheads, billets

and assembly points, the spotting by
gun flash of their battery positions, and
the harassing of their infantry both on
the lines of communication and in the
trenches. The morning of battle opened
as usual in a drizzling rain, which
cleared later, but the early mist and,
later, the smoke of the battlefield, made
observation difficult. Nevertheless, a
surprising amount of aerial work was
done during this day, no less than 230
hours' flying being achieved and at least
twenty-two combats taking place.
On the left of the line, where the 29th
Division was linked with the French 1st
Army, German counter - attacks were
uniformly unsuccessful, and this was
to an extent due to the counter-attack
patrols of the Flying Corps. An excellent illustration of how this branch
of the airmen's manifold duties was
carried out is given by Mr. H. A. Jones
in " The War in The Air " :
During a contact patrol in the afternoon
an observer saw four parties of German
infantry approaching the front in artillery
formation. The pilot dived and attacked
them with machine-gun fire, and the
observer called up the heavy artillery. A
9.2-inch battery made good shooting, and
dropped one of its first shells in the middle

attacks were made on
the aerodromes from
which they would necessarily set out. Two of
these were at Beveren,
near Roulers, and
Ingelmunster, and the
attack on them was the
task of Spad pilots of
No. 23 Squadron. One
pilot who flew to
Beveren at dawn on
August 16 dropped two
25-lb. bombs, hitting
an aerodrome building
with one of them. Flying beyond his target,
he returned to find a
German two -seater
taking off. He attacked
this and shot it down
from a height of too
feet, giving it another
burst of fire as it lay
nose downwards on the
ground. Turning for
home, he flew over a
German battery, raking
it with fire from 200
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PRESENTS FOR JERRY
Despite the appalling weather conditions during " Third
Ypres," bombers seized every opportunity to dislocate the
defensive arrangements of the Germans. Above, a British
F.E.zc is being loaded with 112-lb. high-explosive bombs

ABOVE PASSCHENDAELE'S MORASS
Hardly had the initial attack of " Third Ypres " been launched by the British, in the
late summer of 1917 when the rains came down and converted the battlefield into the
appallins, condition shown in this German air photograph. Across this morass of swamp and
b hundreds of thousands of the flower of our manhood struggled for months,
shell-holes
their efforts to achieve the impossible being witnessed, and whenever occasion offered
furthered, by the airmen overhead
G.P.A

GOING UP—AND DOWN—FOR THE LAST TIME
Large numbers of aircraft were kept in readiness by the Germans to meet the attacks of
the British planes during the Passchendaele offensive, and here we see a group of Fokkers
lined up in a temporary aerodrome in the,:Flanders hinterland preparatory to taking off.
Below, a plane has met the fate that overtook so many in this most terrible battle of the War
of one of the German infantry groups before
the men had time to scatter„ Another
observer of this squadron (No. 4) was about
to send back news by wireless of an infantiy
concentration he had discovered, when a
shell struck the aeroplane and shattered
some of the controls, together with the
transmitting set. The observer scribbled
a message, and his pilot succeeded in getting
the aeroplane to the divisional headquarters
when the message bag was dropped.
From the same authority comes a
story of the adventurous journey of a
pilot which for audacity could scarcely
have been surpassed even on this
momentous day. In pursuance of the
plan to keep German aeroplanes behind
their lines and deny them observation
of the battle, systematic bombing
491
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feet. He completed his morning outing
by bringing down a kite balloon in
flames. War-time airmen in their reminiscences generally note, after relating
such an experience, that a bath and
breakfast were particularly gratifying,
and add a word of pity for the poor
devils of infantry who were not to be
relieved for many hours.
The fighting on August 16, although
successful on the left, in the main must
be recorded a failure for British arms,
and it was not until September zo that
another full-dress battle (Menin Road
Ridge) was fought. The scheme which
had been drawn up by the R.F.C. for
aerial co-operation did not depart in
any essential respect from the normal,
though particular attention was paid to
the bombing of rest billets when the

'

German immediate reserves were in
occupation. Repeated attempts were
made to upset their railway communications, a keen watch was kept for any
significant concentration of enemy
troops behind the lines, and, when the
battle started, the usual determined
efforts were made to keep German
contact patrols from doing their work,
and several successful counter-attack
patrols were carried out. Despite the
inevitable rain, this battle was, from an
infantry point of view, a greater success,
and affords several notable examples of
how the troops on the ground received
valuable help from the air.
A pilot of No. r (Naval) Squadron
in a Sopwith triplane was following the
advance of some 2nd Army troops
towards a line of shell-holes which, he
observed, were manned by the enemy.
Before the British infantry could reach
their objective he had dived close to
the ground, sprayed the Germans with
his machine-gun and sent them running
in panic. The British made an easy
capture of their objective and waved
their acknowledgments and thanks to
the resourceful pilot. Another " Camel "
pilot of No. 7o Squadron dived down
over a column of German horse transport on its way to the line during this
battle and attacked it with his twin

CONSTANTINESCO AND HIS `GEAR'
During " Third Ypres " some British aeroplanes were fitted with the ingenious hydraulic
gear synchronizing propeller and machine-gun in such a way that the pilot could fire
straight ahead, the bullets being timed to pass in between the airscrew blades. Above is
the inventor, M. G. Constantinesco ; and below, an S.E.5a, of 74 Squadron, with a Vickers
fitted with the Constantinesco or C.C. gear firing forward, and a Lewis gun above. The
C.C. gear was later used on all single-seater and two-seater machines in the War

machine-guns. He struck terror into
both men and horses ; the column was
disorganized and one German battery
that night must have gone short of
ammunition, or one German battalion
have been deprived of its next day's
rations. Destruction of machine-gun
posts from the air was of inestimable
value to the infantry, who often lost
literally hundreds of lives trying to
circumvent or overcome these nests.
At least one was put out of action during
the battle of Menin Road Ridge, when
a pilot of No. 29 Squadron, operating
on the 5th Army front, descended on
two German machine-gun teams, sending them running with his bullets and
overturning their guns as they went.
Both contact patrols and artillery
observers during this phase of the battle
were, after the mist had cleared, far
more successful than they had been
during the earlier operations. No fewer
than 394 " zone calls " (described in
pages 171-2) were sent down, directing
artillery fire on targets which the
observers had noticed as likely to
obstruct the infantry advance. Not
all of these, naturally, excited the required response, but at least one-third
were immediately effective, and the
resulting fire from the British guns
resulted in considerable havoc being
wrought amongst German batteries
and German gun-pits.
One historic fight took place in the
air on the third day of this Menin Road
Ridge battle, when that most distinguished German airman, Werner Voss,

met his doom. During these Third
battles of Ypres, the British pilot,
James McCudden, a Flight Commander
in No. 56 (S.E.5) Squadron, was at his
deadliest. These S.E.5's, by the way,
were fitted, as were several other
British aeroplanes at this date, with a
type of synchronizing gear for their
machine-guns that was both ingenious
and extremely efficient. This gear, the
invention of a Rumanian engineer,
M. George Constantinesco, employed a
specially compounded liquid, which was
contained in a system of fine copper
tubing for the transmission of impulses
from the engine. These impulses fired
the Vickers gun under the control of
the pilot, but only when the airscrewblades were not passing across the
mouth of the gun. Although McCudden
was not directly accountable for Voss's
death, the story of it can best be told as
he told it himself in his posthumously
published diary, " Flying Fury."
The date is September 23, x917.
On that evening McCudden had led his
patrol, a member of which was that
fine pilot, Second-Lieutenant A. P. F.
Rhys-Davids, from the aerodrome and
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' MAGNIFICENT FIGHTER '
Leaving Eton for the R.F.C. in 1916, A. P. F. Rhys-Davids (seen here as painted by Sir
William Orpen) was soon renowned for his amazing bravery against great odds. He did
fine work in the Flanders battle of the autumn of 1917, and before "he was last seen fighting two German machines " this youth of twenty had accounted for 22 enemy aeroplanes

WORTHY FOE
Werner Voss (above) had brought down
49 Allied machines before, as told in this
chapter, he met his conqueror in Lieut.
A. P. F. Rhys-Davids. According to
McCudden, he was the " bravest German
airman he had ever seen fight "

crossed the lines at Bixschoote at 8,000
feet. He noticed at once unusual signs
of enemy activity, due, he says, to the
fact that low-lying clouds prevented
all aeroplanes, British or German,
from rising higher. Normally they
would have been at different altitudes.
McCudden took his patrol south from
Houthoulst Forest, heavily shelled by
anti-aircraft, for they were silhouetted
against a leaden sky. His first victim
was a German two-seater, whose occupants had not seen him, being " engrossed in artillery observation." Now
flying north, his patrol was about to
engage six Albatros Scouts when he saw
a British S.E. in trouble, closely pursued
by a German triplane. He decided to
leave the Albatros Scouts alone and
go to the rescue of the S.E. He writes :
The Hun triplane was practically underneath our formation now, and so we dived
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at a colossal speed. I went to the right,
Rhys-Davids to the left, and we got behind
the triplane together. The German pilot
saw us and turned in a most disconcertingly
quick manner
By now the German
triplane was in the middle of our formation,
and its handling was wonderful to behold.
The pilot seemed to be firing at all of
us simultaneously, and although I got
behind him a second time I could hardly
stay there for a second. . . .
I now got a good opportunity, as he was
coming towards me nose on, and slightly
underneath, and had apparently not seen
me. I dropped my nose, got him well
in my sight and pressed both triggers. As
soon as I fired, up came his nose at me
and I heard clack-clack-clack-clack, as
his bullets passed close to me and through
my wings. I distinctly noticed the redyellow flashes from his parallel Spandau
guns. As he flashed by me I caught a
glimpse of a black head in the triplane
with no hat on at all.
The battle was now complicated
by the arrival of a red-nosed Albatros
Scout, whose pilot attempted to guard

Imperial It ar Museum.

BOGGED ON THE BATTLEFIELD
The airmen had the advantage over the infantry ploughing through the heavy Flanders
mud until some mischance caused them to seek a landing in the swamp. Then they, too,
were bogged and might become an easy prey to the enemy guns. A case in point is this
R.E.8 of the Australian Flying Corps, which crashed through engine failure while in the
vicinity of Westhoek in October, 1917
the triplane's tail.
A further -battle
was being fought above between the
Albatros aeroplanes that McCudden
had first sighted and a formation of
British Spads. The red-nosed Albatros
went down and out, but still the
triplane fought on. The last McCudden
saw of this machine, it was flying very
low and being engaged by Rhys-Davids.
A second later it had hit the ground
and was shattered into fragments.
McCudden's story continues : " As
long as I live, I shall never forget my
admiration for that German pilot, who,
single-handed, fought seven of us and
also put some bullets through all of our
machines . . . the bravest German airman whom it has been my privilege to
see fight." His identity was discovered
next day as Werner Voss, who had
49 Allied aeroplanes to his credit and
had been decorated with the Ordre pour
la Write. " Rhys-Davids," concludes
McCudden, " came in for a shower of
congratulations, and no one deserved
them better ; but, as the boy himself
said to me, ' Oh, if I could only have
brought him down alive,' and his
remark was in agreement with my own
thoughts." Rhys-Davids was himself
shot down and killed a month later.
The next main action, the battle of
Polygon Wood, opened on September 26
and, as far as the Flying Corps was
concerned, was notable for the reports
of massed counter-attacks which led to
the destruction of the German forces
at their assembly points.
Ludendorff, in " My War Memories,"
wrote : " The 26th proved a day of
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heavy fighting, accompanied by every
circumstance that could cause us loss.
We might be able to stand the loss of
ground, but the reduction of our
fighting strength was again all the
heavier. . . The depth of penetration
was limited so as to secure immunity
from our counter-attacks, and the latter
were then broken up by the massed fire
of artillery."
Some idea of the superior activity
of the British over the German aerial
forces at this time may be gathered
from the following figures, which are
quoted from official sources. During
the month of September, 1917, 226 day
and night bombing attacks were made
by British airmen, dropping 7,886 bombs

on enemy targets. In the same period
the Germans only succeeded in dropping 969 bombs behind the British lines.
Against 9,539 targets, chiefly German
batteries, which the Flying Corps helped
to range during the same month, the
Germans, by means of their aerial
wireless observation, only succeeded in
ranging their artillery on 743 British
batteries. The photographic squadrons
proved their enthusiasm and efficiency
by exposing 14,678 photographic plates.
Another month was to elapse before
the Canadians were to win the bitterly
contested ridge of Passchendaele, and
the work of the Flying Corps did not
vary greatly, either in procedure or in
incident, from the typical accounts
which have been related above. Long
before this desired end was reached,
preparations were in full swing for the
attack in front of Cambrai. Here, as
complete surprise was an essential of
the tactical scheme, the Flying Corps
had no chance of preliminary registration of targets, but, once the battle
opened, the 3rd Brigade, comprising
six corps squadrons, seven fighter
squadrons and part of a day bombing
squadron did magnificent work. Pilots
set off on the morning of November 20
through mist and low clouds to find,
to register or to bomb their objectives,
and in every useful way to support the
infantry and the tanks in their surprise
attack. Instances, here too many to be
recorded, are known of the valuable
and gallant deeds they accomplished,
both during the advance and later
during the German counter-attack.
A feature of this battle was the extensive use of low flying. Resulting as
it did in an abnormal rate of casualties,
it was a method of attack only justified in an emergency, such as the
critical period of March, 1918.

' SAUSAGE ' AMONG THE SHELL-HOLES
For miles behind the German lines the surface was pocked with shell-holes, so that the
conditions under which the defenders organized their resistance were little better than those
which sd cruelly tried the endurance of the attacking British. Here is a section of the
German zone, with an observation balloon grounded on a comparatively dry and level patch
C.P.A.
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PARACHUTES AND THEIR USES
By Major Oliver Stewart,

M.C., A.F.C.

Readers will not need to be reminded of the inestimable value of parachutes in saving life,
but this chapter gives interesting and not generally known particulars of the history and
recent developments of the art of parachuting. British authorities were late in discovering
the value of the parachute, but the success of the post-War expdriments has led to a
marked change of outlook
ONSIDERING how

long ago they were
invented, it is surprising that
C parachutes have taken so much
time to become standard equipment for
military aeroplanes. Before the aeroplane existed the parachute was a known
device, and Leonardo da Vinci's drawings of parachutes show that the technique of the parachute descent was
fairly well understood at the end of the
15th century. A parachute descent was
made in England as early as 1802.
Parachute descents were popular as
spectacles during the ballooning period,
and it was then that the method of overcoming the swing by leaving an aperture
in the top of the canopy was developed.
Yet, although the Germans were using
their Heinecke seat type parachutes,
the War of 1914-18 ended without the
aeroplanes of the R.F.C. and the
R.N.A.S. being equipped with parachutes. It was an omission which
the air staff has never succeeded in

explaining satisfactorily, and as a result
British casualties were higher than they
need have been.
Parachutes are- now used as life
savers, for dropping supplies and for
dropping flares for illuminating a stretch
of country at night. This chapter will
deal mainly with life-saving parachutes.
In its simplest form a parachute is an
inverted, bowl-shaped canopy of silk
(cotton has been used), with rigging
lines leading from its lip to the " harness"
which carries the man. When the parachute began to be seriously considered
as equipment for service aeroplanes. two
entirely different types were proposed :
the pack type and the fixed type. The
pack type of parachute had the canopy
folded up in a particular way and stowed
in a pack which could be worn by the
pilot ; the other type had the canopy
in a container fixed to the aircraft.
The canopies of service parachutes
are made in three sizes : 24 ft. in

SAFE IN THE PARACHUTE'S KEEPING
This photograph shows one of the thrills of the Cobham Air Circus display. Slowly the big
machine circles above the landing ground.. Standing on a small platform on one of the
wings a tiny figure can be seen. A flutter of white, and the parachutist is dragged into
space. A gasp from the awe-struck spectators-,—changed to cheers at a perfect landing
Topical

diameter for general use ; 28 ft. in
diameter for training and exhibition
purposes ; and 22 ft. in diameter for use
in training in conjunction with the 28-ft.
canopy. There are five types of pack :
on seat, on lap, on back, on chest, and
secured to the basket of a balloon. The
canopies are formed of triangular gores,
the warp of the fabric being placed at
an angle of 45 degrees to the centre line
for strength. The main rigging lines
are of silk, and have a breaking strength
of not less than 400 lb., and a weight of
not more than 1 lb. for every 70 yards.
The harness is fitted with a quick release
in front of the wearer, which enables
him to discard the parachute directly
he has landed, and so to avoid being
dragged along the ground for some
distance by the wind.
It happened that the writer was at
the Orfordness station at the time when
a great deal of parachute experimental
work was being done there, and the
number of different types was very
large. The Guardian Angel was the
make with which, perhaps most experience had been obtained before the War,

Keystone

AFTER THE FALL
One of the most intrepid and
successful of modern parachutists
was John Tranum, who is seen
in this photograph packing up his
parachute after making one of his
record-breaking jumps.
Interest
in parachuting was largely stimulated by the exploits of this intrepid
Dane, who, by 1931, had made
1,40o jumps from aeroplanes
and the type invented by
Colonel Holt, who also invented the wing-tip flares,
was the next best known.
Many successful drops were
made with both types.
But the pack type was not
operated in the same way
then as it is in the Royal Air
Force parachutes today.
During that earlier, experimental period, and in the
German Heinecke design, the
pack type of parachute was
opened by what was called a
" static line." This was a
light cord or wire, attached
to the aeroplane and folded
into the canopy with suitable
guards. What happened was
that the experimenter, wearing the harness, jumped with
the pack containing the canopy on his back and fell until
the static line was jerked
taut. It then instantly pulled
the canopy out of the pack.
In the free type of parachute used today, the experimenter jumps clear of the
aeroplane, wearing the parachute in its pack, and falls
without being connected in
any way with the aeroplane.

When he has fallen clear of the aeroplane he pulls a rip cord which rips
open the pack and lets out the parachute. At first there was a tremendous
controversy as to whether the static
line or free type was the better. It was
argued in favour of the static line type
that nobody could be expected, unless
he was an experienced parachutist, to
pull the rip cord at the right moment,
and that a pilot wounded in aerial battle
might be able to get out of the machine
but be unable to pull the rip cord while
he was falling.
For a time it looked as if the R.A.F.
would adopt the static line type of
parachute. But the matter was settled
by practical experience in America.
The United States air service had taken
up free type parachutes and had
obtained a good deal of evidence of their
value and trustworthiness. Exhibition
parachutists had allowed themselves to
fall what seemed then to be great
distances without pulling the
rip cord, and had then been
able to open their parachutes
exactly when they wished.
All the previously held
theories about people losing
consciousness as they fell
were disproved, and, finally,
the British Air Ministry
adopted the Irvin Airchute, which was of American origin, and was the type
already in use in the U.S.
services. This is a free type
parachute, with silken canopy and cords of silk, and it
is carried in a pack attached
to the person, either at the
back, or as a seat or even in
the lap. The rip cord is a
wire led through guides to a
convenient position and
slipped into a small pocket
either over the heart or at
the hip. The hip position is
now the more general, but at
first the heart pos'tion was
always used. At the end of
the rip cord is a large ring,
which is easily seized and
pulled when the time comes.
From the time of introduction of the Irvin Airchute, experience in the use
of parachutes was rapidly
accumulated in the R.A.F.
Before dealing with some of
the outstanding features of
that period, it should be
Photopress
pointed out again that paraTHE RING THAT SPELLS SAFETY
chutists before the War had
The great majority of parachutes today are of the free type, i.e. they
done almost everything there
are not connected to the aeroplane by a " static line " of cord or wire
which, on being pulled taut by the parachutist's falling body, opens
was to be done, except for
the parachute, but are completely independent units, carried in a pack
the
long-distance free fall.
and operated by means of a rip cord attached to a large ring. The
They had dropped from
appearance of the free type is well shown in this photograph
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Fox and G.P.A.

LEARNING THE ART OF PARACHUTING

Pilots and observers in the R.A.F. have to undergo a rigorous and exhaustive course in the art and science of parachuting. Above are seen cadets
at Manston learning how to spill the wind out of the parachutes and the correct distribution of the rigging lines. The photograph below shows
a batch of young pupils at the R.A.F. college at Cranwell receiving instruction in the complicated art of folding and packing the apparatus
on which their lives may depend

Fox

TAKING THE STRAIN
Although parachuting is becoming increasingly popular as an aeronautical " sport," it is
being mainly developed on account of its life-saving possibilities. The crew in a machine
that is about to make a forced landing, and perhaps crash, can often escape destruction
if they take to their parachutes in time. The photograph above shows a parachutist just
about to let go from a Vickers Virginia heavy bomber

balloons, airships and aeroplanes.
Pegoud who did things .requiring the
utmost limits of nerve and courage long
before anyone else attempted them, had
shown that a pilot could get clear of an
aeroplane in Hight and come down safely
by parachute. Circus performers gave
displays at air meetings which were
truly amazing for the times. They
jumped trom a balloon or airship carrying two or three parachutes, and then
cut themselves tree from the first
parachute to open another one, and so
on, landing with the last parachute.
Parachuting received a check at the
outbreak of the War except for the kite

balloon sections. For them the parachute was a necessity, and many were
the lives saved by this means. Usually
the drops were made when the balloon
was attacked by hostile aircraft ; but
sometimes they were made in special
conditions, as when a balloon broke
away from its cable and climbed so
rapidly that the occupants had to
jump after it had reached a considerable

height. Nevertheless, in spite of this
experience, and of the Orfordness
experiments, and of the decision of the
German staff to use parachutes, there
were still doubters in this country who
said that it would be impossible to get
clear of an aeroplane if it were in a spin.
They were hardly converted even when a
parachutist volunteered and successfully
got clear from an aeroplane in a spin.
Among British parachute experimenters must be mentioned Corporal
East and Leading Aircraftsman Dobbs,
who was later to become known as the
most daring parachutist in the British

BEARING ITS LOAD
This photograph was taken a few seconds later than the one at the top of the page. It
will be seen that the parachutist has completely parted company from his aeroplane and
is being drawn through the air by his now fully unfolded parachute, and in a short time
will once again have the pleasurable consciousness of terra firma beneath his feet. The
development of parachuting technique is now proceeding apace in the Royal Air Force
Charles E Brown

FIRST FLYING V.C.
Second-Lieutenant W. B. Rhodes-Moorhouse, who was flying as earlyas 1910, was the first airman
to be awarded the V.C. When serving in France he bombed Courtrai station to such effect that
a huge movement of enemy troops was held up. Severely wounded, he returned, nevertheless, to
headquarters, but died shortly afterwards. His posthumous V.C. was granted in May, 1915
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'FRISCO WATCHES A NEW MARVEL

THE ' MACON ' SHOWS HERSELF
In spite of the fact that other big American dirigibles had met with disaster, those who were associated with airship development in the United States were optimistic regarding the success of the " Macon," for her initial trials in 1933 were highly
satisfactory. Measuring 785 feet from nose to stem and 133 feet at her maximum diameter, she was one of the biggest and yet
each and drove her at over go m.p.h. She
most graceful of rigid airships ever built. Her eight engines developed 56o
was most elaborately equipped, and carried five single-seater aeroplanes in a hangar built into her huge hull
500

In this magnificent photograph the " Macon " is seen thrusting her way through the clear air above San Francisco during an
extended trial flight. In shadow beneath her bows the control car can be disrPmed, and four of her eight propellers are to be
seen amidships. The " Macon " carried a crew totalling more than 8o officers and men, who were specially trained for the
intricate work of navigating and handling her in operations carried out with the Pacific fleet. As told in page 516, in 1935 she
crashed into the sea, so meeting a similar fate to her sister ship the " Akron "
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service. Dobbs did everything with a
parachute that could be done. He
jumped at many different heights from
all kinds of different machines, and he
made remarkable free falls, or " delay
drops " as they were called, in which he
allowed himself to fall for a long time
before opening his parachute by pulling
the rip cord. It was found that,
instead of continuing to increase speed
to some fantastic velocity during these
free tails, the human body reached only
about 119 miles an hour and then
continued indefinitely at that speed.
There was no question of losing consciousness, and Dobbs once described
to the writer the sensation of a free
fall as resembling lying on a feather
bed. The method of judging the fall
is interesting. For ordinary use the
parachutist just counts three, but for
a long free fall he carries a stop-watch
strapped to his hand, and estimates
the distance he has fallen by the time
taken in the descent.
Before jumping, he decides how far
he proposes to fall before pulling the
rip cord, and works out the time that
will be taken. He then watches his
stop-watch as he dives through space—
usually on his back and slightly head
down—and when the hand comes to
the correct figure, pulls the rip cord.
What happens then depends upon the
type of parachute used. In some the
main canopy is at once sprung out of

the pack and allowed to trail out and
open. In others a small pilot parachute
springs out and, upon opening, drags
out the main canopy.
The free falls done by Leading Aircraftsman Dobbs, Corporal East and,
later, by John Tranum, gave the authorities belated confidence in parachutes,
and not only was the entire air force
provided with them, but regulations
were made forbidding pilots to fly
without them.
Manufacturers' testpilots took to wearing them, and some
of the most astonishing escapes ever
recorded have been made by these pilots
by means of their parachutes. More
than once pilots have escaped even
when their aeroplanes have got into
uncontrollable spins. Flight-Lieutenant
C. S. Staniland, for instance, once
found the machine he was testing go out
of control and develop a quick flat spin,
from which it was impossible to extricate it. He decided that he must jump,
and did so, only to be hurled back into
the cockpit again. A second time he
jumped, and managed to get clear, to
miss the tailing aeroplane by inches.
Parachutes have also saved the occupants of aeroplanes after collisions, fire,
jammed controls, engine failure over
impossible country at night, and after
structural failure.
Tranum increased the height of the
free fall record to some 17,000 feet,
and started a form of competition which
he hem AIrchlt e of (great Britain, Ltd .

CATERPILLAR NO. 1
Inventor of the Irvin, parachute used
in the air forces of Britain and the U.S.A.,
Mr. L. Irving (above) is a parachutist
of international renown. It was he who
tounded the Caterpillar Club, membership
of which is confined to persons who owe
their lives to the parachute. Some
hundreds have now the right to wear the
gold tiepin, made in the form of a caterpillar, that is the club's emblem
cannot be said to have had much real
value once it had demonstrated that
long falls could be made before the
parachute was opened. Tranum eventually met his death during a flight on
which he was to have made another
record free tall attempt.

Photo, Charles F,Brown, Pox, and The Irvin Al -,

be, Ltd.

DOWN TO EARTH ON SILKEN STRANDS
In order to familiarize airmen with descents by parachutes, practice jumps are carried out from R.A.F. machines specially equipped for the work.
In the first place, the pupil is taken up standing on a platform attached to an'interplane strut as seen above. From this position he releases his
parachute before leaving the machine and is pulled into mid-air as seen in the upper photograph, which shows the pilot parachute open and the
main parachute unfurling. After the first breath-taking swoop from the machine the parachutist descends, borne gently earthward by the silken
canopy. The Irvin parachute, as used by the R.A.F., measures up to 28 feet in diameter and weighs, complete with harness, 18 lb.

CHAIRCHUTE IN READINESS
Fhe Irvin parachute, known as the " Chairchute," is designed for use in cabin machines.
The pack takes the place of the back cushion of the seat, and the passenger and pilot don
the harness on entering the machine and in an emergency would open the door and make
their exit. The design permits the 'chute to remain normally in position in the machine.
The occupant simply couples up and uncouples the harness on entering and leaving his seat
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Dobbs was killed while taking part
in the entirely useless " sport " of
balloon jumping. In this the jumper
was attached to a small balloon and
made hops across country with the
wind, most of his weight being taken
by the balloon. Dobbs came into contact with high-tension cables while he
was making one of these hops.
Parachutes have been used on many
occasions for revictualling ground troops.
The Belgian army, during operations
in the north half of the Ypres salient
in 1918. was kept supplied with iron

It has been argued that it would be
impossible to evacuate the cabin of a
commercial machine quickly enough in
an emergency for the parachutes to be
of any use, and it has also been said
that the provision of parachutes for
the passengers might have the disastrous
effect of precipitating a panic at a
critical moment.
Nevertheless, special seat type parachutes have been made which are
intended for use in commercial aeroplanes, and there seems a probability
that eventually parachutes will be
fitted for long-distance high-flying
machines, at any rate. Private aeroplane owners have made little use of
parachutes, and, again, it may be that
the possibilities of using them are
small. Parachutes have been known to
open from a height of only 15o to 200
feet, and Major Orde Lees made a
successful jump from the Tower Bridge
in 1919, the height being 165 feet;
but in the ordinary way a clear Soo feet
is necessary.
An interesting sidelight upon parachuting is the Caterpillar Club, which is
composed of people who have used
a parachute to save their lives. The
idea is that the caterpillar, when it
falls, saves itself with a silken thread,
and the airman with his parachute
does the same. The scheme has been
fostered by Mr. L. Irving, who is the
inventor of the " Irvin " parachute used
in the R.A.F., and a small golden
caterpillar, made in the form of a tiepin, is given to each member. At the
beginning of 1930 there were over 200
members, and by now the figure has
greatly increased.
In learning to use a parachute,
members of the Royal Air Force are

READY TO DROP
The parachutist's first jump always seems
the worst, but the novice in this photograph
—a young Russian girl worker at a metallurgical plant at Tula—is smiling bravely as
she clambers out on to the wing preparatory to her plunge into space

Photos: Planet News

RUSSIA FILLS THE AIR
In no country is parachuting so popular
as in Soviet Russia, where of late years
large numbers of young people of both
sexes have taken up the new and adventurous pastime with avidity. Above is
seen a " mass jump " of I5o Russian
parachutists near Moscow

FROM PLANE TO GROUND
The three vivid action photographs in this page
enable us to follow the parachutist's progress from
the moment he leaves the aeroplane to that of his
safe return to earth. In the upper picture on the
left the parachutist has just leapt off the wing, with
his 'chute strapped on his back. Above, he is seen
falling head down, with the rapidly opening 'chute
trailing behind and just beginning to check his fall,
while, just beyond, one of his companions is in full
descent. Bottom left, he makes a good landing

rations and small arms ammunition
by parachute when the ground was
impassable for motor transport. The
dropping was done by aeroplanes of the
R.F.C. But parachutes have so far
not been used for commercial aeroplanes.
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first required to do a pull-off drop. In
this the parachutist, wearing his parachute in its pack on his back, stands on
a little platform fixed at the rear part of
the wing of some fairly large aeroplane.
When signalled to do so by the officer
in charge, who may be the pilot, the
parachutist pulls the rip cord while
still standing on the platform and
holding on to the strut in front of him.
The rip cord opens the pack, the
parachute streams out, is filled with
air, and instantly lugs the parachutist
from his perch. The pull-off type of
drop is rather easier and safer to make
than the free fall. When free falls are
being done for exhibition or experimental purposes, the parachutist wears
a spare emergency parachute.
But failures are few and far between.
They have occurred in the past, but
usually they have been traceable to
faulty packing or to some fault in
design since eliminated. Freak types of
parachutes have been tried occasionally.
A design was once got out for an
aeroplane cabin which could be bodily
detached from the rest of the machine
and allowed to come down, with all the
passengers inside, suspended from a
parachute ; and a parachute has also
been used for an entire aeroplane and
tried successfully. But usually the bulk
and weight of such devices precludes
their general adoption. The individual
parachute, however, has proved its
worth many times over ; it is certain
to be retained in all the world's air
forces in the future, and is likely to be
adopted for commercial aeroplanes.

EXPERT PARACHUTIST
Below is Leading Aircraftsman Dobbs,
who made many fine parachute drops
before he met his end while engaged in
the sport of balloon-jumping—for which
he is seen equipped in this photograph
Topical

Charles E. Brown

PARASOLS ON PARADE
One of the most spectacular and highly appreciated items in the annual Royal Air Force
pageant at Hendon is the parachute display, both human and dummy. -The latter provides an inanimate spectacle comparable with the Russian display illustrated in page 504.
The risk of collision in the air then forbade the use of human loads, and dummies were
employed instead, but even so the spectacle is fit to be compared with the Russian " massjump." In fine summer weather the white silk of the parasols shows up effectively against
the azure sky and the spectacle is one not soon to be forgotten
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The Airman's View. 5

ARCHAEOLOGY FROM THE AIR
By Dr. E. Cecil Curwen, F.S.A.
Having spent many years in archaeological research, chiefly in the south of England, Dr. Curwen is
fully conversant with the possibilities of aerial photography in this sphere of activity. His narrative
tells to what an extent the airman has already aided the archaeologist, especially, perhaps, in
revealing the " crop " sites, and gives an idea of future developments in this fascinating field

W

HEN Kipling wrote—in " Puck

of Pook's Hill," that delightful re-creation and interpretation of the England of long centuries
ago—
See you marks that show and fade,
Like shadows on the Downs ?
0 they are the lines the Flint men made,
To guard their wondrous towns—
he was unwittingly prophetic, and his
lines had greater significance than he
could possibly have realized in 1906.
When, in the same poem, he further
asked us if we could see—
. . the dimpled track that runs
All hollow through the wheat . . .
he was touching, without knowing it,
one of the secrets of the modern methods
of reconstructing history without the
aid of written records. Well does the
writer remember in his boyhood the
thrill of hearing a farmer declare that
in a dry summer he could sometimes
trace what looked like lines of foundations in his standing corn. But when it
came to trying to make sense of the
markings one realized the need of getting
up on some high point of vantage, so as
to obtain a really comprehensive view
of the whole.
In those days there were no aeroplanes, but experimental work in aerial
photography had already been done by
Major Elsdale, who
worked with free
balloons and also invented a method of
sending up a camera
attached to a small
captive balloon, so
arranged that a succession of photographs
could be taken automatically. Though an
attempt was made in
1891 to apply this
method for the benefit
of archaeology in
India, the first archaeological air photograph
was actually taken of
Stonehenge from a
balloon in 1906.
It was the Great
War that led to a
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wider adoption of the idea, and to the
use of aeroplanes instead of balloons or
kites. The Germans in northern Sinai.
found time to photograph many ancient
sites from the air with remarkable
results. Ruined cities lay spread out
before the eye, and the aerial camera
accomplished in a split second what it
would have taken ground-workers
months of surveying to do, quite apart
from the difficulty of access in these
deserts. At about the same time, Col.
Beazeley was photographing the streets,
courtyards and gardens of the Bagdad of
the " Arabian Nights"—features which
on the ground appear as a meaningless
jumble of low mounds, but which from
the air assume order and significance.
As in so many other cases, the difference
lies in the point of view.
If archaeological air photography was
nurtured in the Near East, it has produced some of its most fruitful and
fascinating results in our own country.
Here it is associated particularly with
the names of Messrs. 0. G. S. Crawford
and Alexander Keiller and, more recently, of Major G. W. G. Allen. The

earliest results were obtained quite by
chance in 1922, when photographs taken
in Hampshire by the R.A.F. in the
ordinary course of routine practice
revealed curious lines and marks that
meant nothing to the military eye, but,
when shown to Mr. Crawford, were very
revealing indeed. One of these early
photographs shows an area of intensive
modern agriculture on Windmill Hill,
Crawley, Hants ; but beneath the present
fields, as it were, one can see the pale
ghosts of the little square fields that were
cultivated by the Britons of the Roman
period or earlier. These outlines show
up as a change in the colour of the soil,
due to a greater or less admixture of
chalk with the overlying mould, chalk
being exposed along the upper edges of
the ancient fields. The colour-changes
are so vague to an observer on the
ground that in most cases he would not
be able to make anything of them. From
the view-point of an aeroplane, however,
details fall into their true perspective,
and order and significance emerge.
In England we have not got extensive
deserted cities like those of Mesopotamia

UNSEEN ON THE GROUND
On Trundle Hill, above Goodwood racecourse, is a prehistoric circular earthwork which
for long has received the attention of archaeologists. It was not until 1925, however,
that an air photograph revealed the existence of a much older ring within the outer rampart. Although, once indicated, the course of this second earthwork could be traced on
the ground, it would probably have remained unremarked but for the airman's camera
e. 4.F (Metal and Homeland Assneddion, Ltd.

ditches and burial
mounds, may show up
in the same way ; but
whereas the old fieldboundaries (or lynchets)
would disappear from
view altogether while a
crop was growing,
earthworks with ditches
and pits might thereby
be rendered more conspicuous. But of this
more will be said
presently.

R.A.F. Official

and Arabia, but we have other
problems just as fascinating in
their own way. The face of
England is like a manuscript
which has been written and
erased and written again.
Time after time the process has
gone on down the ages—writing
and erasure, and yet more
writing. How much of that
manuscript could an ant read,
crawling over the face of it ?
It is the eye above the page
that can read it not only the
latest writing, but, with the
aid of suitable expedients, the
erasures can be read as well.
In the same kind of way the
observer in an aeroplane has
immense advantages over his
fellow on the ground when it
comes to reading and'interpreting the maze of marks left by
successive generations and
races of men on the face of our
country. A picture, for instance, of Thornham Down, in
Wiltshire, shows a large series
of small square fields, such as
were ploughed both before and
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ROMAN TOWN ETCHED IN A BARLEY CROP
The air photograph at the top of this page is of the Roman town at
Caistor-by-Norwich. The light streaks are not pavements or
foundations uncovered by archaeologists, but barley growing on
thinner soil overlying such pavements and foundations, and of a
paler colour than that growing on the deeper soil of the rest of the
field. From this photo the plan above was charted and later verified
by excavation. The top of the plan is the left of the photograph
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during the Roman period, and
these are overlaid and partially
obliterated by a series of long,
strip-like medieval cultivations.
The use of an aeroplane as
an instrument of archaeological
research has two main objects.
The first is the discovery of
prehistoric sites not previously
known ; the second is the recording and illustrating of sites
which are already familiar In
practice, of course, these two
functions often overlap. There
are very definite limitations to
its use, and one must not imagine that the mere taking of
an air photograph of a site is
going to solve all the problems
connected with it.
There are three classes of
ancient sites where air photography may prove useful. An
example of the first has already
been given ; it is where the
outlines of prehistoric fields can
be recovered in bare cultivated
ground by reason of the altered
colour of the soil. Destroyed
earthworks, such as ramparts,

times had the writer
visited the site, yet
failed to see this inner
ring—though it stands
seven feet high in
places—because he
never looked for it.
Subsequent excavation
revealed that the inner
ring is a relic of an encampment of Stone Age
people, of a rare type
of which only twenty
examples are known in
Europe, twelve of them
The second kind is
being in southern
shadow sites. These
England. It dates from
consist of banks, ditches,
about 2000 B.C.
pits, mounds and the
Prehistoric fields
like, which are perfectly
which have never been
visible to the observer
destroyed by later culon the ground, but which
tivation are shown up
may appear to him to
well as shadow sites,
be so confused that they
because the scarps, or
require the " detached
lynchets, which separate
view " for their interthe individual plots
pretation ; or he may
either throw shadows or
have overlooked them
reflect the light, accordaltogether, not because
ing to the direction of
they were not visible,
the sun. It is obvious
but because he did not
that, to get the best
look in the right place,
results here, the season,
so that the aerial camera
the time of day and
gets the credit for their
the fall of the ground
discovery. Such sites
must be carefully conare only revealed in air
From Crawford and Keifer,
.sex from the 4 tr ,' 0 ora i• ess
sidered. In most cases
photographs when they
early morning or evening
are allowed to throw
in summer will give the
long shadows with the
best results ; at midday
sun low in the sky. It
in winter the sun has a
is principally the
4 p.. farm
similarly low altitude,
shadows which are seen,
Portion of the Avenue
but the atmosphere is
.--"" revealed by Air Photographs a
as well as the reflection
much more inclined to
of bright light from the
be hazy, so that in
slopes of banks which
practice there are very
face the sun. Among
few days in winter when
these must be classed
good results could be
all the big hill-forts,
obtained. As a rule,
such as Maiden Castle,
photographs taken on
near Dorchester, which
sunless days show little
recent excavations have
ESBUliV;
or nothing, even of the
proved to have been an
After Crawford, ' Air Survey '
most obvious features.
immense and populous
STONEHENGE GIVES UP A SECRET
The third class of site
hill-city which was
Aerial photography has been employed to advantage in the study of Stonehenge.
where air photography
occupied during the few
In 1723 the antiquary Stukeley succeeded in tracing part of the avenue that led
is useful is crop sites,
centuries immediately
from the circle to the Avon (see plan above), but the remainder had been obliterated by ploughing. In air photographs, however, as may be seen from the one
and these yield by far
preceding the coming
at the top of this page, the wheat growing above the soil disturbed in digging the
the most spectacular
of the Romans. This
parallel boundary trenches of the avenue shows up clearly against that which
results of all. It is
stupendous site—the
has been grown on the undisturbed chalk
here that we see " the
largest and strongest of
its kind in Europe, defended by three hill-town, on the hill overlooking the dimpled track that runs all hollow
parallel walls of chalk, each still 4o to Goodwood racecourse, an air photo- through the wheat," and here, too, that
5o feet high—has been much photo- graph did reveal something that had we can help the farmer who thinks he
can trace foundations in his standing
graphed from the air, not that any never been noticed before—or, if noticed,
startlingly new discoveries may possibly never recorded—though it is perfectly corn. It may sound paradoxical, but
be made thereby, but because it is only obvious on the ground. This is a the best time to rediscover lost cities,
thus that any idea of the whole city fainter inner ring inside the massive villages, graves, and the like, is when the
wall of the Celtic city which is the ground is covered with a crop such as
can be gained in one view.
In the case of the Trundle, a Celtic conspicuous feature of the hill. Many wheat, barley, oats or beans. For the
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another, near Norwich, was
excavated in the summer
of 1935 and found to date
from about 3,50o years ago.
But certainly one of the
most spectacular of recent
discoveries is that made by
Major G. W. G. Allen, when
he was able to photograph
the entire ground plan of a
lost Roman villa at Ditchley, Oxfordshire, outlined
in growing corn. The plan
of the great house lay there
as sharp and clear as in an
architect's drawing. Every
wall of each room and corridor was distinct, as were
those of the outbuildings,
and the ditch round the
square courtyard. The well,
also, and the positions of
the entrances, were visible,
THE AIRMAN HELPS THE EXCAVATOR
as well as the hard floors
After years of labour, the long-buried lives of many an ancient city have been laid bare by the spade, but
the nineteenth-century archaeologists could never see the results of their enthusiastic toil to such advanof rooms, and even a small
tage as their present-day successors, who enjoy the help of aerial photography. How effective is this
drain which relieved the
new aid may be gathered from this striking air photograph of the outlines of the great palace of the ninthcentury caliph Mutawakkil at Samarra, in Iraq
courtyard of surface water.
Nothing whatever had been
best results the top-soil must be fairly position of each pillar being shown by a visible on the bare ground before it was
thin, and the subsoil neither sand nor dark dot and the surrounding ditch sown; when it came to excavation later
by a dark circle. Such temples have been on, the air photographs enabled the difclay, but preferably gravel or chalk.
The explanation of this strange pheno- called " woodhenges." One near the ferent features to be picked up without
Salisbury Avon is now well known ; laborious and expensive trenching.
menon lies in the fact that in connexion
with ancient settlements and burials
CIRCLES IN THE CORN
many ditches and pits were dug into
Flying near Norwich one day in the summer of 1929, Wing-Commander Insall, V.C.,
the subsoil, and these have afterwards
" spotted " on the ground two concentric rings of dark green grass outlined against the
parched brown grass of the rest of the field. This air photograph of the site—Bridge
been filled with loose soil and loam,
Meadow, opposite Old Lakenham—shows the circles and the nine central wooden postwhich provide in those spots better,
holes of the Norwich " woodhenge "
deeper and moister rootage for crops.
By permission of the Air Council, Crown copyright reserved
Young plants growing over these ditches
and pits grow taller and more sturdy
than their fellows, and are a darker green
in their earlier stages and a paler colour
when ripe. These contrasts may only
be seen in a really dry summer. Conversely, over the foundations of walls
or over pavements and metalled roads
the rootage of crops is shallower, so
that plants here are less well-developed
than elsewhere. Seen from the ground,
these differences may or may not strike
the eye, but from the air the effects
may be in the highest degree spectacular,
even bordering on the magical. The
outlines of lost settlements, temples,
cities and villas appear to be painted
again on the face of the standing corn.
At Caistor-by-Norwich the entire
street plan of the Roman town appeared
for a short while, outlined in barley,
including the plans of some of the buildings. Several lost Roman camps have
suddenly blossomed out in dark green
in the young corn. Unknown temples,
circular like Stonehenge, but originally
built with wooden pillars, have suddenly
appeared out of the mists of time, outlined in oats or beans, it may be, the
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Airships: Triumph and Tragedy. 4

ADVENTURES OF AMERICAN AIRSHIPS
By Capt. J. A. Sinclair
Like the Germans, the Americans have devoted much time and money to the building of giant
airships. Although heavy and tragic losses have been incurred, due, as Captain Sinclair states,
to faulty navigation, the airships can be considered to have justified their existence, as the career
of the Los Angeles, still in the service, proves
•
HE history of aviation in the
U.S.A. began in 1793, when

T

the Frenchman, Jean Pierre
Blanchard, made a free balloon flight at
Philadelphia, then the capital of the
United States, having a special permit
to do so signed by George Washington.
His flight lasted three-quarters of an
hour. Balloons were used for military
purposes during the American Civil
War, but it was not until 1907 that the
first airship made its appearance in the
United States.
During that year Dr. Walter Wellman,
in his small airship, " America," endeavoured to reach the North Pole.
He succeeded in getting as far as Spitsbergen before being compelled to give
up this, the first attempt at a flight to
the Polar regions. Everyone knows of
Alcock's and Brown's flight across the
Atlantic, but how many know that this
same Walter Wellman, journalist, explorer and pioneer airman, left Atlantic
City in October, 1910, on the first
attempt to fly the Atlantic ? In the
little " America " he and his intrepid
crew of five actually covered i,000 miles
in three days before it became necessary
for them to take to the boat which they
had slung under the airship. And
Wellman lived to tell the tale, for a
passing vessel picked them up ; he survived, indeed, until January, 1934, when
he died at the age of seventy-six.
With the exception of free balloon
construction, nothing further was done
until 1916. During that year the success of the Allied airships as an antisubmarine weapon was noted, and with
the entry of the U.S.A. into the War the
knowledge and experience gained by
England and France were available ;
in July, 1917, Goodyears produced
their first non-rigid, the Br, which was
rapidly followed by others. These ships,
of 77,00o cu. ft. capacity, were 16o feet
long and were driven by a too h.p.
engine ; they were used for instructional purposes and coastal patrol, and
by November, 1918, nearly a hundred
such airships had been delivered to the
United States. American pilots flying
Allied ships did splendid patrol work in
European waters. By the beginning of
1919 a larger and improved non-rigid

was produced. This ship, the CI, had
a capacity of 182,000 cu. ft., was 192
feet long, and carried a crew of six. Her
twin engines, with a total of 25o b.h.p.,
gave a speed of 6o m.p.h. A proposed
Atlantic flight with one of these ships
had to be abandoned on May 14, 1919.
Following the loss of the R38 in 1921,
the construction of the ZR1, closely
following the design of the captured
Zeppelin L49, was held up, and it was
not until September 4, 1923, that she
made her maiden flight at Lakehurst.

She was christened " Shenandoah," an
Indian name meaning " daughter of the
stars."
The " Shenandoah's " first
adventure began on January 16, 1924,
when, while a winter storm was raging,
gusts as high as 63 m.p.h. velocity
slapped her on all sides as she swung at
the mast at Lakehurst. Suddenly, at
6.44 P.m, a violent gust of 74 m.p.h.
velocity struck the airship at an angle,
twisting her about her longitudinal axis.
With a loud, tearing noise the ship began
to settle to the ground. Torn from her

ATLANTIC FLIGHT, 1910
The first attempt to cross the North Atlantic by air was made by Walter Wellman in his
little airship, " America," in October, 191o. After three days, trouble developed and
a descent was made in the sea. A wireless message saved the gallant pioneers, however,
for R.M.S. Trent answered their S 0 S and picked them up. Here is a photograph taken
from the Trent shortly before Wellman abandoned the airship, which, lightened of its
load, rose again and disappeared, never to be found
Daily Mirror'

" Shenandoah's " next important flight
began on October 7, when the airship
left Lakehurst on a transcontinental
journey. The route lay to El Pasco and
thence across southern New Mexico,
Arizona and California. To have gone
over the mountains would have meant
the loss of a large amount of the helium
with which the ship was inflated ; it
was, therefore, decided to steer her
through the mountain passes. With
a sky overcast, the perils of dodging
through mountain passes in inky blackness, with a ship over 68o feet long, can
be imagined.
Sharp gusts which swept through the
valleys often drove her perilously near
the crags and peaks, but danger was skilfully avoided, and proceeding as far
north as San Francisco, the airship
turned for home on October 22,
arriving at Lakehurst on the evening
of the 26th. Her flight at that time
was a record for her type, basing entirely
on mooring masts ; in many kinds of
weather she had covered 9,000 miles
over a period of 20 days.
Less than a year later " Shenandoah " met her doom. During the

CRUMPLED GIANT
On September 2, 1925, " Shenandoah,"
caught in a line squall, broke in two, thousands of feet above ground. Miraculously,
some of the crew escaped, coming to
earth in the drifting gas-borne remnants.
But fourteen brave men lost their lives.
Below, the wreckage lying where it fell
`r7,1< Trn rid

LATTICED LABYRINTH

Top"ut

The wonderful construction of the rigid
airship is brought out in this photograph
taken inside the great framework of
" Shenandoah," the U.S. airship known
otherwise as the Z12.1. Flanking the
narrow " catwalk " are the huge fuel
tanks that supplied the craft's engines
mooring, she drifted astern into the
darkness, hi grave danger of being
caught in the pine trees surrounding
the mast and battered to pieces by the
storm. However, ballast was dropped
and, rising slowly, she managed to clear
the forest. Her stern was up, her torn
and gaping bows down, and two forward
gas-bags were gone ; but fortunately
the controls remained intact. Weights
and fuel were moved, and the ship was
brought to an even keel. The engines
were started, gradually the personnel
gained control, and slowly she began to
crawl home. At 3.3o next morning she
landed at Lakehurst.
On May 22, 1924, the " Shenandoah,"
now fully repaired, resumed flying
under Commander Zachary Lansdowne,
U.S.N., a gallant officer and personal
friend of the writer, who received his
early airship training in England.
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afternoon of September 2, 1925, she
cast off from the Lakehurst mast on a
cruise to the Middle West. At 4 a.m.
the next morning the airship, at an
altitude of 2,100 feet, was over Byesville,
Ohio, but with all five engines running
was making little headway. Soon the
elevator man reported the ship rising ;
he could not check her. The engines
were speeded up, and the inclination of
the ship driving down against the air
current was 18 degrees. It was then
realized that the airship had run into a
forming line squall. With the elevators
hard down and rudder hard over, the
ship did not respond to her controls,
rising steadily to 4,000 feet and then
shooting farther upwards. Helium was
discharged, at 6,2oo feet the upward rush
stopped, and the crew now prepared to
meet the inevitable down current.
With loss of gas the ship was now
" heavy," and to check the fall and

SHIP OF SHORT-LIVED TRIUMPH
The stately dirigible seen here is the U.S. Navy's " Shenandoah." Completed in 1923,
she made a remarkable flight in 1924 from Lakehurst, New Jersey, to southern New
Mexico, Arizona, and California, and then back to her starting place, covering a distance
of 9,000 miles in 20 days. Ten months later she met her doom when flying over Ohio
keep the ship under control the water
ballast was dropped. Tons of water
gushed from the keel, and then she
commenced to fall at the alarming rate
of 1,400 feet per minute, for over two
minutes. Suddenly the airship was
caught in an upward current worse
than the first. During the first rapid
ascent two engines had broken down,
and now with the remaining three the
ship and her gallant crew battled for
life against the elements. Another
downward rush had to be anticipated,
and, with all the water ballast gone,
other weights, such as spare parts, fuel
tanks, etc., were prepared for release.
To see that these operations were
being carried out, Lieutenant-Corn-

MADE OF METAL
A marked advance in airship design is represented in the craft seen here, which is known
officially as the ZMCz. Built in 1929 for use in the U.S. Navy, she is constructed
entirely of metal and during several years of strenuous service has made nearly 500 extensive
flights. Though comparatively small, the ZMC2 has a range of 700 miles

mander Rosendahl, the ship's executive
officer, left the control car, which was
suspended below the ship by wooden
struts and wires. As he climbed into
the keel, the bow of the ship took a
sudden upward movement, the control
car appeared to lag behind and he
heard the struts snap. Then, as Colonel
Hall followed Rosendahl into the keel
structure, the control car tore away
from the ship. On the end of the still
attached control wires it swung aft like
a plummet, until with a final wrench
it pulled the wires completely out.
Lieutenant - Commander Rosendahl
saw the control car tear away, heard a
terrifying sound of the clashing of
metal, suddenly found himself gazing
into space beneath, while, directly in
front of him, two-thirds of the ship
floated away. At the same time the
control car, its gallant captain and
some of his shipmates, crashed into the
earth, thousands of feet below.
The bow section, zoo feet in length,
with seven men inside, now rose to a
height of io,000 feet. But by that time
Rosendahl had organized his companions into a free balloon crew, and,
by valving gas and dropping the remaining weights in this section, finally
brought ,this part of the ship safely
to earth without injury to any of the
seven. The other portion, with 22 men
on board, also made a free balloon
landing not far away, but as this part
neared the ground two of the engine
cars broke away, and, hurtling to the
ground, killed three engineers. Of the
remainder of the crew, eight died in the
control, and three fell to death from
the spot where the ship broke.
Investigation showed that the ship
had collapsed on top and opened up on
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STATELY GIANT OF TRAGIC HISTORY
Cruising serenely above the clouds, this beautiful airship, the " Akron," conveys an
impression of strength, efficiency and power. Nevertheless, on April 4, 1933, reaching the
centre of a storm area, she got into difficulties and plunged into the sea. With the loss of
73 lives, the disaster was the worst ever recorded in American aviation. The " Akron " was
785 feet long, was fitted with eight engines yielding 4,48o h.p. and had a speed of 8o m.p.h.

the bottom, soon tearing apart. Put
in the words of the Court of Inquiry's
report, " the ship was lost by being
broken in two by the aerodynamical
stresses imposed upon her by the vertical
currents of the storm in which she had
been entrapped without warning." The
category in which the " Shenandoah's "
loss must fall is, therefore, that of an
" inevitable accident."
America had now lost two rigid
airships, the R38, with 15 American
personnel, and the " Shenandoah "
with 14, a total of 29 people in nine
years, including war service. Nevertheless, two months after the wreck of the
" Shenandoah " the Bureau of Aeronautics recommended the building of
two large airships and a new West Coast
airship base. Meanwhile, on October 15,
1924, during the " Shenandoah's " transcontinental cruise, there had arrived at

Lakehurst the graceful ZR3, later
named " Los Angeles." She had flown
from Friedrichshafen, in Germany, a
distance of 5,o6o miles, in 81 hours.
This ship, now over eleven years old,
is still being used for experimental
purposes. She has weathered many a
storm, and in one gale was the only
airship ever to stand right on her nose.
Hundreds of officers and men have
been trained in the " Los Angeles."
The next disaster in American airship
history occurred on April 4, 1933,
with the tragic loss of the " Akron,"
America's largest and latest airship.
At 7.30 on April 3 she had left Lakehurst

on a regularly scheduled flight. She
was commanded by Commander F. C.
McCord, U.S.N., and LieutenantCommander Wiley was executive
officer. After passing Philadelphia,
lightning was visible to the south,
and course was altered to east, the
ship heading for the coastline. At
o p.m., and at an altitude of 1,600
feet, she crossed the coast. A few
minutes later lightning was all around
her, thunder following quickly upon
each flash. After about an hour course
was reversed, and then altered again ;
but at 12.3o a.m. the airship entered
turbulent atmosphere, the elevator man
reporting that she was falling rapidly.
Large quantities of ballast were dropped,
but this fall continued until she was at
a height of 700 feet, when she commenced to rise as quickly as she had
fallen.
When the ship had again

MARVELS OF THE AKRON'S ' HULL
Great public interest was taken in the " Akron " when she was completed in 1932, and
this was stimulated by the action of the authorities in placing the great airship on view
at the time of her christening. As seen here, part of the envelope was removed so that
visitors could view some of the details of the construction. Like other U.S. airships,
the " Akron" was filled with helium, a non-inflammable gas
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reached an altitude of 1,600 feet the
elevator man gained control and at last
levelled her off.
Two minutes later the atmosphere
became exceedingly turbulent, and it
was realized that the ship was near the
centre of the storm. A very sharp gust
struck her, and she began to fall at the
rate of 14 feet per second, the rudder
controls carrying away. At 30o feet
the waves were sighted, and in less than
half a minute the " Akron " crashed
tail first into the ocean. There, battered
by wind and sea, she rapidly sank.
Lieutenant-Commander Wiley and two
men—the only survivors—were picked
up by a steamer after being an hour
in the water.
In addition to the loss of II officers
and 55 men of the " Akron," RearAdmiral Wm. A. Moffett, the U.S.N.
Chief of the Bureau of Aeronautics, and
six other officers who were on board for
special purposes, also lost their lives.
The findings of the Court of Inquiry
show that the " Akron " was in excellent
condition at the time of taking off ;
that the existence and location of the
storm was known to the captain, but
that a collision course was steered, and
the airship entered the centre of the
hurricane. No correction had been
made to the altimeter, although the

Wide World Photos

OUT OF THE SEA

After the fatal accident that befell the " Akron " in 1933, salvage crews of the United
Stftes Navy succeeded in recovering most of the wreckage of the airship from the spot
where it crashed in the sea. Here are seen the battered remnants of the control cabin
after being brought to the surface alongside the salvage ship " Falcon "

barometer had fallen ; thus the recorded
1,600 feet prior to the fall could not
have been more than an actual i,000
feet. A more experienced commander

THE ' MACON ' AWAITS HER TRIALS
This striking photograph was taken in April, 1933, just before the " Macon," last and
greatest of America's big dirigibles, was taken out on her first trial flight. Glistening in
the brilliant lights of her dock she made an impressive picture, her size and graceful lines
compelling instant admiration

might have avoided the vortex and
corrected his height.
Within three weeks of the loss of the
" Akron," the second large air-Ship
ordered after the " Shenandoah " crash
was launched and named " Macon."
She was based at Sunnyvale, the new
airship station in California, and from

stow
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- THE History of the World is but the Biography of Great Men," says Carlyle.
ALL the romance and achievement that colour the human epic, the struggle against
tremendous odds, the glow of victory and the gloom of defeat, the pathos and beauty with
which even the darkest story is shot—all these find expression in the four big volumes of
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MAMMOTH IN THE MAKING
The United States have favoured for many years the development of lighter-than-air craft,
and, in spite of a number of disasters, have resolutely continued to build new dirigibles of
original design. This photograph shows the great " Macon " as she appeared during the
course of construction in 1933. Her hull contained engine rooms and a hangar for housing
five aeroplanes, while many other novel features were embodied in her lay-out

there she worked with the Pacific fleet.
Time could not be found to lay her up
for some very necessary repairs, and
this proved her undoing in the night of
February 12-13, 1935.
" Macon" was returning from manoeuvres, and for twenty-four hours had been
buffeted by a 6o m.p.h. gale. Near
Point Sur she struck a solid sheet of
clouds, reaching a height of 2,000 feet,
under which there was a curtain of rain.
In the clouds there was considerable
turbulence, and the ship fell from
2,70o feet to 1,70o feet. At this moment
the top stabilizing fin structure carried
away, taking with it a part of the hull
structure and puncturing three of the
tail gas-bags so badly that they were
deflated. The bow rose rapidly, and
ballast and fuel tanks amidships and
aft were dropped, in order to correct
the trim of the ship and keep her on a
more level keel. However, with the
support of the gas-bags gone, the
stern commenced to crumble, and the
captain, Commander Wiley, a survivor
of the " Akron," decided to stop all

engines and land on the water. With her
bow at an angle of 25 degrees, the
" Macon," in the words of one of her
officers, " made a beautiful free balloon
landing." For the next hour, while
their ship slowly surrendered to the
action of the waves, the crew fired
distress signals in order to guide the
cruisers rushing to their rescue. Then,
at the last moment, as the airship
slowly sank, they stepped into their
twelve emergency rubber boats and
rowed away from the wreck. Only two
out of a crew of 83 were lost, a wireless
operator jumping from a height of 125
feet while the " Macon " was slowly
dropping towards the water, and a
Filipino mess-boy remaining for an
unknown reason inside the ship when
it went down. The remaining 81 were
picked up by the cruisers.
In spite of his two harrowing experiences, Commander Wiley still has
great confidence in airships, and perhaps
with good reason, for against this
picture of wreckage and loss of life
America can point to the success and
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safety of her non-rigids, military and
commercial. In 1925 the Goodyear
Zeppelin Corporation commenced to
build and operate a small fleet of nonrigid airships, each carrying from eight
to ten passengers. These commercial
airships, operating in all weathers over
the United States and in three foreign
countries, have flown over two million
miles, carrying hundreds of thousands
of passengers, without a single accident
or injury to anyone. From this fleet
will come the officers and men who are
to man America's trans-oceanic airships,
which she will commence building in
the near future.
Another big advance in airship
development in the United States is
the " Metalclad." This is a ship built
entirely of metal, and her record so far
has been so successful that many
consider her to be the airship of the
future. The ZMC2, as she has been
officially called, has a capacity of
200,000 Cll. ft. and a range of 700
miles. Launched in 1929, she has made
over 470 flights, and recent tests made
on samples of metal taken from the hull
show that the strength of the plating
still exceeds the original contract requirements. It is proposed to build a
large passenger airship of this type.

THROUGH the pages of this new publication march in endless procession the men and
women of the past whose names are still, whether in honour or execration, remembered by
those who have come after All who have played a noteworthy part in the mighty drama
since first the curtain was rung up on Humanity's stage—all those of the living whose
names are already in everybody's mouth or who are reaching out to grasp the laurels of fame—
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Editorial Eddies:
F the six writers who contribute to Part 18 of WAR IN
THE AIR, the next to appear, two are newcomers
to our pages, these being Amy Mollison and William
Courtenay, the aeronautical correspondent of the " Evening
Standard."

Air Raiders of the Cities. 10
John Carpenter House, London, E.C.4.
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T was in 1930 that Amy Johnson, as she then was, became

known to all the world as a result of a lone flight from
Croydon. to Australia. This was the longest flight yet
accomplished by a woman, and probably the first work of reference to include Miss Johnson's name therein was our Concise
Universal Encyclopedia, which was just then passing through the
press. Having qualified as a pilot, and also being the first woman
to have taken out an engineer's licence, Miss Johnson set out
from Croydon on May 5, 1930, flying in a D.H. Moth. In six
days she reached the Indian airport of Karachi, and on May 24
she landed at Port Darwin, in Northern Australia, the whole
flight having occupied 191 days. In 1932 Miss Johnson married
Jim Mollison and the two continued their adventurous careers.
The subject on which Mrs. Mollison writes in WAR IN THE AIR
is called " Looking Down on Great Cities," and is a chapter not
unlike that written for us by Sir Alan J. Cobham. It is another
record of personal impressions and experiences gained on
various flights across the continents.
R. WILLIAM COURTENAY devotes his chapter to the deeds
of Jim Mollison, with whom he has been closely associated since 1931. James A. Mollison made his reputation by flying in the reverse direction, for in 1931 he made a solo
flight from Australia to England. His first attempt had ended
disastrously at Port Darwin, where his Gipsy-Moth crashed, but
fortunately did not catch fire. However, Lord Wakefield, who
had backed his first attempt, gave him a second chance, and
Mollison accomplished the flight in 8 days 22 hours 19
minutes, beating by just over two days the record of his friend,
C. W. A. Scott, when he landed at Pevensey on August 6.

M

OLLISON S next important flight was a solo journey to the
Cape. He chose the west coast route in preference to the
all-red route followed by the ships of Imperial Airways,
and so saved something like 800 miles. He started on March 24,
1932, from Lympne, and landed in Cape Town less than five
days later. One of those who welcomed him on his arrival at
the aerodrome was his future wife. Mollison had covered
6,255 miles in 4 days 17 hours 19• minutes, only a little more
than half the time taken by the previous solo flyer. The third of
Mollison's flights which is described took him from Ireland
across the North Atlantic, this being an amazing adventure, for
never before had anyone succeeded in flying a light aeroplane
from Europe to America. In his fourth flight he crossed the
South Atldntic, also in a light aeroplane, travelling from Lympne
to Rio in 31 days. Mollison was thus the first man to fly solo
across both the North ancrSouth Atlantic. Several of his later
flights, which do not fall within the scope of Mr. Courtenay's
chapter, were made with his wife, and broke records.

F

OR the other four chapters in Part 18 we are trusting to
our own tried and regular contributors, for by now
Lieut. A. J. Insall and Mr. A. F. de Moleyns can be
counted with Captain Pritchard and Major Turner. Mr. de
Moleyns describes what he calls " Two Polar Epics," the
flights of the airships Norge and Italia over the North Pole.

GOTHAS AND GIANTS BEATEN BACK
By Hamilton Fyfe

In 1926 Roald Amundsen, having bought an Italian ship from
General Nobile, renamed it the Norge and with it flew over
the Pole, one of his companions being the Italian soldier.
Two years later Nobile himself fitted out an expedition, and
in the Italia he reached the Pole for the second time ; but near
there he met with disaster. Hearing of his plight, Amundsen
set out in an aeroplane to search for him, but nothing more
was ever heard of the intrepid Norwegian. Nobile, however,
and some of his companions were rescued, and until a few
weeks ago the Italian explorer was in the service of the Soviet.

L

IEUT. A. J. INSALL, in " Great British Fighter Pilots,"
describes several of the British fighting airmen whom
he has known intimately. He tells about the feats of
Lanoe Hawke
. ke r, Albert Ball and L. W. B. Rees, making interesting comparisons between their fighting methods ; and with
these three great fighters he names a certain " Taffy " Jones,
whom he describes as " perhaps the most accomplished fighter
pilot the War had produced." Jones, who is fortunately still
alive, is in full Squadron-leader James Ira Thomas Jones,
D.S.O., M.C., D.S.C., M.M. He was a colleague of Mannock,
and the writer thinks an even greater fighter than his former
leader. This story is another record drawn largely from
personal experiences, and is therefore a first-hand contribution
to the history of the air arm in the World War.
APTAIN J. L. PRITCHARD, in a chapter entitled "Adventures
of the Void," deals with the possibility of flying in the
stratosphere, and Major Turner provides a complement
to this chapter in the one which is called " Climbers of the
Upper Atmosphere." In " Adventures of the Void" we are
told of the success which attended the efforts of Professor A.
Piccard to reach very great altitudes and also of the work done
in the same sphere by Russian and American explorers. Failures
have been a necessary part of this experimental work, though
the successes have undoubtedly outweighed them. In 1934 a
party of Russian balloonists met with a terrible end, and three
Americans only escaped a similar fate by something which may
well be called a miracle. Both incidents are vividly described.
N the back covers of this Part of WAR IN THE AIR my

readers will find something to interest and attract
them. My new publication, Countries of the World, is
a revised edition of -a work that first appeared twelve years ago
—that is, in 1924: Few, if any, persons need reminding of the
momentous changes that have taken place all over the world
during that period, and for more reasons than one the time is
opportune for a new presentation of this branch of knowledge.
One of these reasons, as I say in my Introduction to the new
work, is the increased popularity of cruising, which has made
travel possible to thousands of people who were previously content to stay within the bounds of their own country. The
attractiveness of the work is enhanced by the illustrations, ,
especially those in colour. These will be a feature in, each
issue, and Part 1 contains no fewer than eight of them. T
will be on sale on March 3, and the price will be 7d. If my
readers will take the trouble to have a look at it, I have no
fear for the result.

Having recounted the failure of the last Zeppelin attack on Britain, Mr. Fyfe here describes the
final aeroplane raids. These were made in the early part of 1918 by machines of the Gotha
and Giant type. After the aeroplane raid of May 19, 1918, in which the Germans lost heavily,
the only visits of enemy raiders were isolated and ineffective

N February 17, 1918, the warning
maroons told the people of London to expect an air raid and to
take cover or stay in their houses. A number who were in the streets near King's
Cross and St. Pancras railway stations
ran for shelter under a railway arch. They
were chatting and even joking, telling
stories of the raids, hoping they would
not be kept from their homes very long.
They fell suddenly silent when a
crashing explosion occurred close by ;
it was followed rapidly by five other
bombs, which fell all round the archway.
When the uproar had died down, the
place was full of dead and dying.
Twenty were killed and 22 wounded.
Their " haven of safety " had proved
to be the most dangerous spot in the
whole of London that night. The
Midland Grand Hotel, adjoining St.
Pancras station, was struck by one of
the bombs, with the result that a mass
of stonework weighing half a ton went

through the roof and the top floor and
into a bedroom on the floor below,
where a man was sleeping.
There were in this, as in every other
raid, remarkable escapes, and also
deaths due to failing to take cover.
Just as the bomb fell at St. Pancras a
taxi-cab had driven up, but the driver
had the presence of mind to throw himself on his face when he saw the flash
and escaped with a shaking ; the cab
was destroyed and the fare and another
man were killed. Among the victims
were two chambermaids employed at
the hotel, who let their curiosity overcome their discretion. The staff had been
told to remain in the building, and an
official of the hotel had been detailed to
see that the order was obeyed. These
two girls, however, managed to slip out
unnoticed to watch the raid, and they
were blown to pieces.
Although little other damage was
done — one person killed and ten
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LAST AEROPLANE RAIDS OF THE WAR
This map is drawn in order to show the paths taken by the German aeroplanes during
the raids that took place in the months of February, March and May, 1918, over London
and parts of the counties of Essex, Hertfordshire and, Kent
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injured in addition to the St. Pancras
victims—and a mere trifle of I.o,000
worth of property destroyed, it was
small wonder that this painful episode,
coming so soon after the appalling
slaughter in January among persons
taking shelter at Odhams' printing works,
spread a more than usual alarm. There
had been a raid on the evening before.
Five Giants, with a load of nearly four
tons of explosive, came across south-east
England. Two bombed London and
one of them destroyed a house in the
grounds of Chelsea Hospital, the home
for old soldiers whose red coats are
familiar to Londoners.
The bomb
which dropped here was the largest yet
discharged ; it weighed about a ton,
and the damage it wrought was spread
over a very wide area.
This bomb fell on one of the houses
in the East Square of the hospital,
occupied by members of the staff. In
that house were an officer who had
been invalided out of the army and was
employed by the Office of Works, his
wife, her sister and five children. The
only survivors were two of the children,
who were dug out of the ruins. The
family had consistently remained indoors and had not taken shelter. The
adjoining house was partly destroyed,
but the officer occupying it and his
family had gone to a local shelter when
the warning was given, and thus escaped.
Happily, the beautiful old building
designed by Sir Christopher Wren
escaped with slight injury. The other
Giant bombed Woolwich, damaging
several buildings, killing seven people
and injuring two.
After these two raids two nights
running, there was a general expectation, as the moon was still favourable
for attack, that a third would follow.
To all appearance this foreboding was
justified. On February 18 warnings
were given again. More than half a
hundred defence aeroplanes went up,
4,000 shells were fired into the sky, all
the shelters were crowded. But appearances were deceptive. All the precautions were for—nothing. No German
planes were there. This was by no means
an isolated false alarm. Many times
reports of hostile aircraft sent in from

fugitives from their homes, mostly Eastenders. Thousands squatted on the
platforms and stairways. Passengers
found it hard to get in or out of the
trains. Many families made a practice
of passing the night in these stations,
or in the Thames tunnels, whether a
warning had been given or not. In other
parts of the country also efforts were
made to prepare shelters—less, however,
for their intrinsic value than with the
idea of reassuring people.
But although larger numbers of the
inhabitants of certain districts in
London seemed to be losing their nerve
under the cumulative effect of the air
raids by Gothas and Giants, the air
defences had at this period—the spring
of 19r8—become so much more effective
that the German pilots were reporting,
every time they came, more and more
difficulties in their way. They were,
to begin with, closely tracked by our
searchlights, now more numerous, the
chief duty of which was to exhibit the
raiders to our own aeroplanes, which
were in wait for them.
The skill and daring of the British
pilots received many tributes from

SHATTERED HOME
The house seen here stood in the grounds
of Chelsea Hospital, the home for old
soldiers. A single bomb wrought the ruin
seen, and killed an ex-officer, his wife,
sister-in-laW and three children who lived
there. This tragedy occurred during the
raid on February 16, 1918

several quarters turned out to be
entirely unfounded.
For example, warnings were issued
one night over a large part of southern
England, including London. Work was
stopped in munition factories, rushes
were made for shelter, nerves were set
on edge. Nothing happened, and the
alarm was traced to the sound of a
British flying boat which had been
heard near the Kent coast. One consequence of this jumpiness on the part
of listeners for hostile aircraft was that
young men who were being trained as
British pilots could not be taught to
fly by night. Cross-country flights in
the dark were forbidden, lest mistakes
should be made and enemy planes
wrongly reported.
Such needless disturbance of the
public mind did as much to cause panic
as the actual raids, and during the
spring of 1918 panics were so frequent
as to be disquieting to the authorities
in London. They set about providing
more shelters, and at one time had room
in various buildings, including police
stations, for nearly a million people.
The favourite places for taking cover
were the underground railway stations.
Many of these became choked with

Imperial War Museum

DEVASTATION ON THE HOME FRONT
On the night, March 7-8, 1918, yet another raid was made on London by German bombers, Giant machines being used. Over Maida Vale, one
machine dropped a one-ton bomb which exploded with such terrific force that whole rows of houses were damaged. Five of these, in Warrington
Crescent, were practically destroyed, as can be seen in these photographs. During no air raid over Britain had such havoc been done by a single
bomb. Today the new buildings on the site stand as a silent reminder of that terrible night, when 21 people were killed and 39 injured

Imperial War Museum

WHAT DAYLIGHT REVEALED
Much damage was sustained in the King's Cross district during the aeroplane raid on
London on the night of February 17-18, 1918. Here is a building that suffered severely
when a bomb fell in St. Pancras Road, N. Soldiers and civilians are seen clearing the mass
of debris from the upper storey during the day following the attack
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THE KING SEES FOR HIMSELF

The sympathy and concern which King George V showed during the War for those who
suffered in the air raids was revealed once again when, accompanied by Queen Mary, he
went to the scene of the bombing in Maida Vale, London, in March, 1918. As seen here,
he found in Warrington Crescent ample evidence of the power of the German bombs. Piled
high in the street are the debris and remnants of five English homes
German flyers. Although they were
doing their utmost to kill each other
in the most unpleasant ways, the
members of the opposing Air Services
showed a mutual feeling which was
both friendly and generous. An instance may be given. To defend
their German opponents from the
charge of " brutality," British airmen
had a tablet put up in the country
churchyard where some of the crew
of a Zeppelin were buried, inscribed
with this text from the Epistle to
the Romans : " Who art thou that
judgest another man's servant ? To
his own master he standeth or
falleth."
This was an illustration of an
absence of vindictiveness, which
was equally marked on both sides.
Efforts were made to save life, if it
were possible, when planes had been
forced down. Messages were dropped
to say that prisoners were unhurt
and well. The public rejoiced when
any of those who had been spreading
death and destruction among people
in their homes or in the streets
came to a fiery end or were drowned
in the sea, but to their fellow-airmen
on the British side such incidents of
warfare were cause for regret. Nor
were they slow to reciprocate the
compliments that were paid to them
by German pilots, eager as they
were to blow them to pieces or send
them crashing to the ground in flames.

The raiders found anti-aircraft
batteries less of a danger to them than

WHERE ONE BOMB FELL
This map shows the damage caused by the single
bomb that fell in Warrington Crescent, Maida
Vale, London, on March 7, 1918. Buildings
marked in black were practically demolished,
those heavily hatched were seriously damaged and
those lightly hatched were slightly damaged
520

the aeroplanes. Nevertheless, the guns
were useful in keeping them high and
often in forcing them to alter their
courses in order to avoid the barrages
that were put up. Finally, the " aprons,"
or nets (see illustration in page
258) formed by strands of wire a
thousand feet long hanging from
captive balloons moored at heights of
from seven to ten thousand feet, gave
the German pilots more anxiety almost
than anything else. Nothing is more
harassing to an airman than the fear
that he may suddenly meet with some
obstacle. He knows that his chances
of survival would, in that case, be very
small indeed.
One of the Giants did charge through
an apron without being stopped in its
course. But many of the German pilots
were badly scared by the knowledge
that they might do the same and not be
so lucky. They had an idea that the
aprons were frequently moved about,
and they flew very high so as not to
be ambushed by them. This made
their bomb-dropping more haphazard
and less damaging. They also believed
the aprons to be more numerous than
they actually were. In March, 1918, a
German report on the subject stated
that " they had increased enormously
and added greatly to the difficulties
of the attack." The report went on
to suggest that, if they were multiplied and improved much more, they
would make raids on London almost
impossible.
Before that came to pass there were
two more raids, one of which created
as much sensation as any of the
whole series. This was carried out
on March 7, when there was no
moon, by Giants alone ; no attendant
Gothas came. Again a one-ton bomb
was dropped, this time with far more
disastrous effect than the Chelsea
Hospital one. It fell in Maida Vale,
a thickly populated western district
of London. Towards midnight the
householders in Warrington Crescent
and their families were mostly in
bed. Some of them heard the signals
which meant that enemy planes
were about. They may even have
caught the faint sound of engines
very high overhead and the loud
whine of an extra large bomb.
Twelve of them never heard anything
more. Their bodies were buried in
the ruins of five houses which were
wiped out by the explosion. " Entirely demolished " was the official
fire surveyor's expression.
He reported that " a very large
number were so badly shattered that
they will have to be, in many
instances, pulled down, having been

rendered dangerous in the opinion of
the district surveyor." By no single
bomb during any air raid was so much
destruction wrought as by this. On the
opposite side of the street roofs were
torn off, the plaster stripped from ceilings and partition walls, every window
blown out. The concussion of the burst
spread its effect over a wide area. In
all, 400 houses had broken glass. Besides
the dozen people who lost their lives,
23 were injured. The total casualty list
for the night was 21 dead and 39 hurt.
The raiders got away on this occasion
without being impeded, but they let a
long interval elapse before they came
again. When they did come, they
delivered the biggest of all the attacks.
Forty-three planes, Giants and Gothas,
were dispatched, and 34 of them came
over England. The total weight of their
load of bombs was between 13 and 14
tons. Nineteen of the machines crossed
and recrossed London, dropping 72
bombs. The casualties were heavy, for
49 people were killed and no fewer than
177 wounded.
But the vainglorious predictions as to
what a raid on so large a scale would
accomplish turned out to have been
merely hot air. Actually the damage
done was not so great as on three
earlier dates, while the losses suffered
by the enemy were catastrophic. The
raid of May 19, 1918, was, indeed, the
last raid of all. The moment had come
in which the defence of London was a
match even for an offensive so carefully
prepared and on such a scale as this.
4
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GERMAN NIGHT BIRD'
In the later stages of the Great War the Germans applied their energies to the production
of various types of big multi-engined night-flying bombers, with the idea of intensifying
their raiding activities on England and elsewhere. This machine is a Friedrichshafener, a
twin-motored biplane built on similar lines to the Gotha. The engines were 260 h.p.
Mercedes, and each drove a pusher airscrew. This type of machine carried a crew of three
Three of the attackers were destroyed by
British air-fighters, and three more by
shells from anti-aircraft guns. It was in
each case a coastal battery which scored
the winning hit. Into the sea near
Dover, off the coast of Essex, and between Margate and the North Foreland,
German planes fell in blazing masses.
Of the Gothas brought down by
British airmen, one was partly disabled
when over the Maidstone district. As it
was escaping from its first assailant it
bumped into another, was put out of

FAILED TO RETURN '

One of the most ambitious of all German air raids took place on May 19, 1918, when
raiding aeroplanes attacked Essex, Kent and London. Their visit brought death to 49 and
grievous wounds to 177 people. Nevertheless, the enemy airmen paid dearly, for seven
of their machines were destroyed. Here is the wreckage of one of their number, a Gotha.
The photograph was taken on Whit Monday, 1918

action and crashed in trying to land.
The second was set on fire by the
persistent attacks of Captain Brand, who
narrowly escaped being burned himself
when the flaming machine shot past him
to its doom in the sea. The third, like
the first, got away from one British
plane only to become the prey of
another.
It was pitilessly attacked
until it fell at East Ham, a mass of fire.
Two of the crew jumped out to escape
being burned to death, but they were
dead when picked up.
So efficient was the defence, that
the raiders left behind seven of their
number, for one, attempting to evade a
barrage, was forced down by engine
trouble near Clacton, in Essex. An
eighth was lost after it had reached
Germany ; it crashed before it could
get to its landing ground.
That was the " last scene of all which
ends this strange, eventful history."
The enemy decided that terrifying
and murdering' the civil population was
too costly a method of barbarism to be
continued. Airships had killed 557 and
wounded 1,358. Aeroplanes had accounted for 857 dead and 2,o58 injured
in various ways. The official history,
" The War in the Air," Vol. V, from
which these figures are taken, gives the
material damage done by airships as
£1,527,585, and by aeroplanes as
£1,434,526. The health of vast numbers
of other people had been affected in
one way or another.
Yet, apart from this, the military
value of the raids was very slight, and
nothing whatever was achieved by
killing and wounding people who were
both harmless and defenceless.
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MARVELS OF WARTIME PRODUCTION
By Capt. J. B.

Sterndale Bennett, M.C.

To support the ever-growing demands of the air forces in the field, superhuman efforts were
made to increase production at home and to undertake the intensive training of pilots and
observers. The interesting theory is here developed that the War actually retarded the
progress of aviation from the point of view of technical development

AR," said Sir Walter Raleigh,

W

the first official historian of
the air, " is the only adequate
training for war." The object of this
chapter is to show how, under the
increasing urgency of four years, the
Royal Flying Corps and its sister wing,
the Royal Naval Air Service, grew in
strength until, in 1918, it had become
the most powerful air force in the
world. It was, as Sir Walter says, the
turning of a " timid and gradual science
into a confident and rapid art." To
what extent aviation as a whole
benefited from this era of hasty if
courageous experiment and improvisation opinions still greatly differ. That
notable authority, Mr. C. G. Grey, a
student of, and writer on, aviation from
its very infancy, holds the view that
the War retarded genuine progress for
at least ten years, a view which commands so much respect that it will be
treated in some detail in a later part of
this chapter.
For the moment it is necessary to
consider some aspects of the task which

confronted the pioneer organizers of
1914, to watch their problems grow year
by year, and to note some of the many
expedients taken to meet them. It has
been seen that when the original force of
the Flying Corps (105 officers and 755
other ranks) left for France in August,
'914, it comprised everything that
was first-rate in personnel and material
at that time available. Little was left
behind either in the way of serviceable
machines or of a nucleus staff capable
of training new pilots. The heavy task
of building up an efficient air force to
supplement and reinforce the Flying
Corps in France had to be tackled
from the very beginning.
At the outset of the War, there were
few firms capable of, or at least accustomed to, the production of aeroplanes,
and, more important still, of aeroplane
engines, and the raw material necessary for the production of magnetos
could not be obtained in this country.
A thousand such difficulties stood in
the way of solving the main problem,
which was to provide an ever-increasing

PLANES FOR THE FRONT
" More men—more machines " was the constant call of the British air service from 1914
until the very close of the War. All over the country factories were adapted and established
for aircraft manufacture, and production, in which women took a very large share, went on
night and day. Here is a scene at a Scottish shipbuilding yard that has been turned over to
aeroplane building. The fuselages are of the B.E. type. which was used up to 1916
/Inpvrtai -War Y ,,se,,

supply of efficient aeroplanes and pilots.
Fortunately, at the head of affairs
were men of great resource and energy,
such as Sir Hugh Trenchard, Sir David
Henderson and Sir W. Sefton Brancker,
who received the unfailing support of
Lord Kitchener. With his vision of a
long war, then by no means shared by
his contemporaries, Kitchener foresaw
the necessary growth of the air arm.
When the order of battle of the new
armies was produced, early in 1915,
Brancker determined that at least 5o
squadrons would be needed to support
it. When his memorandum reached
the secretary of state for war he instantly
sent it forward to the assistant director
of military aeronautics with the note,
" A.D.M.A. ought to be prepared to
double this—K." It was an admirable
gesture of encouragement, but it could
not be fulfilled, for as late as November,
1917, the establishment of the R.F.C.
in France was only 86 squadrons.

easily recruited, very largely through
the offices of the Central Polytechnic in
London, the supply soon fell short of the
demand. Every possible expedient was
adopted to keep this essential part of
the service up to strength, and various
training schemes were set on foot.
The training of the airmen themselves
was by no means confined to lessons in
flying. Specialization began towards the
end of 1915, when, after a preliminary
canter at Dover, a school was established
at Hythe for machine-gun instruction,
afterwards to be known as the School of
Aerial Gunnery. Other special subjects
which began to be taught at this time
were the technique of aerial fighting,
the practice of night flying, and at
Reading courses were given in engines
and rigging of aeroplanes, map reading,
reconnaissance, co-operation with artillery and infantry, signalling and
organization. Observers and wireless
officers were sent to a special wireless
and observation school which had been
established at Brooklands. An important
school of aeronautics was founded at
Oxford, where the colleges housed the
hundreds of cadets stationed in the city.
Yet, despite all this intensive work,
pilots were very often hurried out to
France very incompletely trained, and
repeated efforts were made to increase
the severity of the tests which they had to

THE FEMININE TOUCH
In a very large number of branches of engineering women took the place of men, and
their services were utilized extensively both in the aircraft industry and in the air service.
Here are two members of the Women's Royal Air Force attending to details on a Le Rhone
rotary engine. This power unit, which developed 110 h.p., was fitted to the Sopwith
" Camel," the 504-type Avro, the Nieuport and other Allied machines
pass before proceeding overseas. These
measures undoubtedly had their effect,
but, in the words of the late Sir Walter
Raleigh, " the great practical school of
research for pilots was the War."

One of the first steps taken was to
increase the number of aerodromes
available for training.
Pitifully few
had been left open when the expeditionary force had left for France.
Now some that had been closed were
reopened, and others newly constructed.
Names always associated
with war-time training
are Netheravon, Upavon
(the Central Flying
School), Gosport, Dover,
Hounslow, Brooklands,
Shoreham (Sussex), Joyce
Green, Norwich, Castle
Bromwich, Beaulieu, Catterick and Northolt. The
idea was to form reserve
squadrons at these
centres, and while the
work of training pilots
proceeded there should
be gradually built up
active service squadrons
for dispatch overseas.
Not only pilots and
observers were necessary
to the building up of
these squadrons. Each
demanded a large staff
of mechanics, and though
these were at first fairly
522

FITTERS FINISH THE JOB
The readiness with which women learned the skilled work of aircraft assembly was one
of the many remarkable features of war-time production. This photograph shows five
women fitters carrying out work on the radiator and engine of a D.H.9a in a famous
aeroplane factory. This machine was used for long-distance bombing raids and was
powered with Rolls-Royce or Liberty engines
523

Further aeronautical schools were
established in 1917, when the production programme aimed at ro6 service
"squadrons with 97 in reserve, with new
cadet wings founded in various training
centres. One of these schools, that for
special flying at Gosport, cannot go unnoticed. This was under the inspiring
command of Major R. R. Smith-Barry,
who is credited with changing the whole
character of fighting in the air. One
of his instructors is thus reported : " The
gospel he preached was that the aeroplane was a nice-tempered, reasonable
machine that obeys a simple, honest
code of rules at all times and in any
weather." In a pamphlet published at
this time the gist of Colonel SmithBarry's teaching is thus given : " The
object has been not to prevent flyers
from getting into difficulties and danger,
but to show them how to get out of them
satisfactorily, and, having done so (when
flying with dual control), to go and repeat
the process alone." The consequence
was that pilots who came under SmithBarry's influence went to face the inevitable dangers of war flying with increased
skill and far more confidence.
Smith-Barry's system of training was
adopted at all training squadrons, with
the result that pilots were turned out in
an incredibly short space of time. But
the exigencies of the War made it necessary to push pupils through with a
minimum of dual - control instruction.
It is on record that some pupils flew
solo with as little as forty minutes'
instruction. Three to four hours were
R*

G. &, J. Weir of Glasgow,
Austin, the Coventry
Ordnance Works,
Siddeley-Deasy and many
others. Drawings and
specifications were supplied to such varied fac-

tories as those of agricultural implement makers
and pianoforte-manufacturers. Managers and
foremen were given an
intensive course of training at the Royal Aircraft
Factory, and the high
standard set by this
Government institution
did much to establish
the integrity of British
machines when their
manufacture passed into
private hands. As the
character of the fighting
changed so did the demand for certain types
of aeroplane vary. It has
been seen how the in-
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AIR FIGHTERS IN THE MAKING, 1918

aircraft industry of minute proportions and
small experience.
(2) Our entire dependence on the French
in the early days of the War for engines
and our lesser dependence for aeroplanes.
(3) .Our pre-War dependence on Germany
for magnetos.
(4) The competitive system of supply
between the naval and military air services,
and a consequent muddled direction of supply
sources at home and abroad.
(5) The confusion which arose from the
difficulty of defining the relative duties of
the Royal Naval Air Service and the Royal
Flying Corps.
(6) The initial war mistake of sending all
available Royal Flying Corps aeroplanes and
personnel to France, which handicapped
early training and expansion at home.
(7) The early enlistment of skilled
mechanics in infantry and other combatant
regiments and the consequent permanent
loss of much expert service to the Royal
Flying Corps.
As far as production is concerned, no
more impressive statement of the way
these initial handicaps were overcome

Corps in France during the War by way
of replacement. In 1914, 84 ; in 1915,
399 ; in 1916, 1,782 ; in 1917, 4,641 ;
in 1918 (to the end of October), 7,230.
These figures do not, of course, represent
the total deliveries, which increased
from 6,633 in 1916 to 14,832 in 1917,
and 30,782 in 1918.
At the outbreak of war there were
only twelve firms in Great Britain manufacturing aircraft, and three of these
specialized in seaplanes, but by far the
more serious difficulty was the scant
production of suitable engines. Until
1915 it was necessary to depend almost
entirely on engines of Frenth design,
and the supply of these was hampered
by all the difficulties which attend a
" reciprocity " agreement by which in
return Great Britain supplied the
French with essential manufactures
and materials.
Gradually, however, the difficulties
were overcome. They were conquered
by enlisting the services of engineering
and manufacturing firms with no previous experience of aero-engine or aero-

could possibly be made than the bare
official figures of the number of new
aeroplanes delivered to the Royal Flying

plane construction, contracts being
placed with such firms as the Rolls-Royce
Co., the Napier Co., the Daimler Co.,

In order to maintain a steady supply of pilots and observers to squadrons overseas, a
number of cadet wings were established for elementary training purposes during 1916-18.
Here is a scene at the School of Military Aeronautics at Oxford in 1918. The cadets are
receiving theoretical and practical instruction in rigging. The machine in the middle
distance is a Sopwith " Camel," and behind and to the left is a Sopwith " Dolphin "

common. In 1917 pupils, after going
" solo," were given " secondary dual,"
when they were taught aerobatics—
loops, rolls, spins, etc. Schools for teaching aerial fighting were also established
at Marske in Yorkshire and Turnberry
in Scotland, where mock air fights
were carried out and pilots practised
gunnery by diving on ground targets.
The drive at home went on ceaselessly,
both to produce ever more aeroplanes
and all subsidiary accessories which
went to build up the necessary -equipment of the new Flying Corps squadrons. Before passing to this purely
mechanical side of the question, it may
be well to review the main difficulties which confronted those in charge
of organization. An admirable summary
of these disabilities, under seven headings, is given by Mr. H. A. Jones, in the
official history, " The War in the
Air."
(1) The pre-War starvation of the Royal
Flying Corps which resulted in a home
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ventive genius of Mr.
r ii usettlil
Photos: Imperial
Geoffrey de Havilland was
STEMMING WAR'S WASTAGE
brought to bear to con- Besides a steady flow of new aircraft from the factories, a constant supply of rebuilt aeroplanes to squadrons
was maintained through huge repair depots in France in 1917-18. Here is a typical scene at Rang-du-Fliers.
quer the Fokker, and such
Mechanics are working on various damaged machines which, when renovated, will be re-issued to mobile supply
examples were repeated
parks near the front line. Among the types shown are Armstrong Whitworths, "Camels," D.H.9's and S.E.5's
throughout the War.
The tremendous efforts made to in- other ranks. There were 22,647 aero- air-minded, and the nation could call
on a far greater number of trained pilots
crease the strength of the air arm are a planes on charge and 103 airships.
All this intensive effort, it might well than would otherwise have been the
matter of history. Their results may be
stated in these impressive figures. At be thought, must have been to the case. But it is doubtful whether, as far
benefit of aviation as a whole when the as aeroplane construction was conthe date of the armistice, in November,
1918, the strength of the Royal Air time came to turn over from war to cerned, any advantage was gained.
peace. It certainly left the public more
Force was 30,122 officers and 263,4 1 o
Mr. C. G. Grey's theory, quoted above,
that actually the natural progress of
GETTING A BEAD ON IT
aviation was delayed ten years, is
In addition to the numerous war-time gunnery schools in Britain there were similar
based on the following facts. Before
establishments in France, where pilots and observers of the R.A.F. underwent special
the War the Germans were developing
training. Below is seen an officer in a special moving " cockpit " at Rang-du-FliersVerton gunnery school in 1918. He is aiming a Lewis gun, by means of the bead and ring
highly efficient aeroplanes with very
sights, at a silhouette target as the cockpit travels along the rails. This device was
heavy motors. The French, on the other
designed to reproduce, as nearly as possible, conditions met with in actual engagement
hand, were developing very light aircooled motors, with the result that they
could try experiments which the Germans could not afford. In the United
States and in this country some followed
one line of development and some
another, and if these experiments had
been allowed to develop, stimulated by
the annual aero shows in Paris and Berlin and London, Mr. Grey is of opinion
that good commercial vehicles might
have been developed in six years.
During the War every energy was concentrated on building bigger and bigger
motors, regardless of expense. Motor
power was vital to secure speed and
height, and the consequence was that
the normal development of the aeroplane
was neglected. Mr. Grey points out
that one very great advantage accruing
from the War was the amount of money
spent on metallurgical research.
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A WONDER TO BEHOLD — AEROBATICS IN 1914
During the months preceding the outbreak of the Great War in August, 1914, the art of airmanship reached a
sensational stage when a group of daring pilots, led by Pegoud, mastered the " loop." One of the first to give
demonstrations of this trick in England was Marcus Dyce Manton, who is seen here in his Bleriot in the upside-down
position, just before completing the evolution. In the light of present-day knowledge, this early stunting is
astonishing, for the machines were underpowered and structurally unsuited to withstand the very considerable strains
imposed on the wings, fuselage and tail unit
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MASTERS OF THE NEW ART
By Grenville G. 0. Manton
A graphic account of the trick flying that, in the early days of aviation, was performed by
Gustav Hamel, Bentfield C. Hucks and others, to the amazed wonder of the crowds gathered
below, is given here. The spectators had thrills, indeed, caused by young men glorying in
that new and wonderful event, the conquest of the air
Grahame-White
acres of pasture
land at Hendon in 1910 and
converted it into the London Aerodrome, he laid the foundations of an
establishment that, with the passing
of a few years, was to grow momentous
in aviation history.
To the unknowing and casual observer
of today who speeds along the road or
passes by along the railways that skirt
the place, it appears simply as a large
expanse of grass-covered ground, a
green plain set, a little incongruously,
amid a myriad of villas, a slice of the
countryside in the heart of suburbia.
But to those who knew it in the far-off
days before the War, it is a place rich
in memories of a grand phase in
flying progress. One can look across.

W

HEN Claude
took over 220

now from the by-pass and see there in
fancy a company of ghosts—ghosts of
men and machines. And as a swift and
sturdy R.A.F. fighter climbs steeply
into the sky and in a moment passes
overhead, one can hear, as the roar of
its 600 h.p. engine dies away, the faint
One
echo of an aero motor of 1912.
can see in the twilight of a summer
evening, or the mist of a winter morning,
the wraith of a pre-War plane, frail,
slender, slow, creeping above the dim
outline of the hangars.
Let us go back through the years and
see those visions in greater detail and
capture again that indefinable atmosphere of the Hendon of the old days.
It is a Saturday afternoon, mild and
sunless. As we turn from the Edgware
Road into Colindale Avenue, a muddy,

HE THRILLED THE THRONG
In the days when even a sedate flight was charged with dangerous possibilities, the Frenchman Maurice Chevillard showed a skill and reckless daring which very few of his contemporaries cared to emulate. Using a Farman pusher biplane he was frequently seen
at Hendon aerodrome, where he performed stunts in the most remarkable manner in
1913-14. Chevillard is seen here in the pilot's seat of his machine. The 5o h.p. Gnome
engine is just visible behind the petrol tank
Agence en)

a vast
crowd that moves on foot and awheel
towards the aerodrome. The throng
goes forward slowly, and as we approach
the entrance gates of the flying ground
we pass a horde of wayside vendors
tempting us to buy leaden toys of
aeroplanes, chocolates, papers, programmes, and picture postcards of our
favourite pilots. Here is a musician,
shabby but smiling, playing a violin ;
a yard or so farther on two " coons "
rasp out the latest hit. The air is
charged with sounds.
Then, jostled, chaffed, and challenged
for our tickets, we pass through the
clacking turnstiles into the aerodrome.
From our vantage - point against the
railings of the enclosure we can see
much. A faint breeze fans the flags
that top the hangar roofs. It is a good
" flying day." Before us, standing idle
and with propellers stilled, are half a
dozen aeroplanes. There is a Farman
biplane with its framework of many
struts and wires. And there is a little
unkempt, potholed road, we join

PIONEER OF STUNTING
B. C. Hucks' nine years of flying were
crowded with adventure. He was the
first Englishman to loop and fly upsidedown, and was unquestionably one of the
greatest pioneer airmen. During the War
he was in the R.F.C. and did much test
flying. He died in 1919

Bleriot monoplane, trim and birdlike.
There, again, is a Morane. Figures move
around the craft.
Then — sudden activity.
A fairhaired young man drives out towards
the aeroplanes in a great cream-coloured
racing car. He steps out and joins a
group near a monoplane. He dons a
flying helmet, adjusts his goggles. It

is the great Gustav Hamel, idol of the
thousands who now wait to see him fly.
Presently we hear the splutter and roar
of his monoplane's engine, and then
an announcement, made through a
megaphone : " Mr. Gustav Hamel is
about to make a flight in his 8o-h.p.
Gnome-engined Biel-jot monoplane l "
Over the grass the small machine
runs swiftly and, rising lightly into the
wind, soars over our heads. Away it
goes, climbing steadily. And then, as
all eyes are fixed upon it, the monoplane
banks violently and, coming back over
the aerodrome, turns this way and that,
now climbing, now with its nose down.
In its wake a trail of blue smoke drifts
away on the wind. The nose of the
machine is now pointing more and more
steeply upward. The drone of the
engine ceases. For a moment the
aeroplane appears poised motionless,
standing on its tail. The crowds gasp
as they behold it, as in a moment it
plunges earthward, tail first.
For
hundreds of feet it falls, and then, with a
vicious twist, goes into a nose dive.
Hamel has done once again that hectic,
dangerous trick, a tail slide. It needs
no expert eye to judge the perfection of

his handling. Every manoeuvre is
executed with the finesse of a real master.
Two years before, in 191o, he learned
to fly. He had had many narrow
escapes, innumerable adventures. But
he survived them all, and, gaining experience as he continued as an airman,
developed a skill unexcelled by any of
his contemporaries. No sooner had he
qualified as a pilot than Hamel entered
various competitions, and, within a few
weeks of getting his " ticket," he had
won a race from Hendon to Brooklands.
His piloting became increasingly spectacular, and to watch him handle his
tricky racing Morane monoplane was
to experience a real thrill. Hamel
specialized in trick flying, and when
Adolphe Pegoud made the first loop
in 1913, in a specially modified Bleriot,
the former was not slow to try that
amazing manoeuvre. But though he
had daring, that daring was mixed
with caution, and he made all his
preparations with great care before
going up to try his first loop. And,
having mastered it, Hamel soon became
an adept at looping.
Nevertheless, Hamel was not the first
British " looper," for that distinction

STAR TURN' OF '14
M. D. Manton, seen above, was a wellknown figure at Hendon, where he acted
as an instructor before the War. His
reputation was further enhanced when he
joined Hucks as an exhibition pilot in
1914. By his inverted flying in a Bleriot
he proved himself a remarkable pilot

CONTACT! HUCKS PREPARES
When Hucks gave his sensational trick flying displays in /914, he used a Bleriot monoplane
fitted with a 6o-h.p. Gnome engine. Pilot and craft are seen here with a mechanic swinging
the propeller. The rings on the wings were intended as an aid to the spectators in gauging
the changing attitudes of the aeroplane while in flight
Photos Central Press

BEFORE THE WORLD MADE WAR
Ten months before the outbreak of the Great War, M. D. Manton flew at Bisley with a
machine-gunner, as passenger, who fired on ground targets, this being the first test of its
kind. A real pioneer, Manton did much experimental flying before the War, and though
his career extended from 1912 till 1932 he sustained no injury while flying,
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went to Bentfield C. Hucks. Like
many other early pilots, Hucks taught
himself to fly, using a Blackburn monoplane for that hazardous adventure.
During the course of his initial flights he
came perilously near to disaster when
his machine shed its propeller. But
this, and a later episode, when his aeroplane partially disintegrated in mid-air,
left him undaunted, and he came to the
very forefront of English airmen. Soon
after making his looping experiments
in 1913, at Buc in France, Hucks
started what is now called an air circus,
and, touring the whole country, gave
demonstrations of looping and upsidedown flying. In this venture he was
joined by Marcus D. Manton, a relative
of the writer, and one of the youngest
and most skilful pilots of his day.
One can recall very clearly the HucksManton demonstration on a bright afternoon in the early part of 2924. On
the ground a Bleriot monoplane stood
with its Gnome motor running fast,
belching forth great clouds of smoke.
The air was laden with the pungent
odour of burning castor oil—the lubricant used for all rotary engines. In the
cockpit sat Hucks, helmeted and goggled
and his shoulders braced with wide

Cent rut 1' reel

FIRST TO LOOP
The distinction of being the first airman to execute the loop goes to Adolphe Pegoud, the
French pilot. His initial effort was made at Buc, in September, 1913, when he flew a
Bleriot monoplane that had been specially strengthened and modified for the attempt.
Pegoud, seen here, came later to England and gave demonstrations at Brooklands aerodrome, where his spectacular flying created a tremendous sensation
webbing straps, his " safety-belt." Soon
he was in the air, climbing round in
wide circles to get the required height.
On the upper and lower surfaces of
the Blerioes wings, coloured rings were
painted to make it easier for spectators,
as yet unfamiliar with inverted flying,
to judge the attitude of the machine.
At 1,50o feet the monoplane assumed
a diving attitude. The note of the
engine grew louder and higher pitched.
The scream and shrill whistle of the
wing bracing joined in the general
discord. And then suddenly the monoplane rose up, up, up. The spidery
wheels of the undercarriage faced
heavenward, the black blob that was
Hucks' head faced earthward. Slowly
the little craft traced an arc across the
sky, until once more it plunged downward. The noise of the engine ceased
as the pilot " cut out," and in a moment
or so he was on an even keel. Gracefully the machine descended from the
blue sky and passed low over the trees
on the outskirts of the aerodrome and
lightly, smoothly, touched down on
green grass. The thing was done.
More impressive still was the display
of upside-down flying, and the manner
in which Manton assumed the inverted
position. At 1,500 feet he forced the
Bleriot into a steep dive. The angle
increased so that the plane was swooping
in the vertical. Down, down it plunged
with growing speed and noise. And

now it was over the vertical, skimming
round in a great curve, until it was
flying upside-down at a bare 600 feet
above our heads. For a while it

continued thus, and then, with a sliding,
breath-taking movement, assumed its
normal attitude. Even today such an
evolution is rarely to be seen. In 1914
it was something of a miracle. And
the wonder is not so much that men
had the hardihood to take the risk, but
that their machines, with slender wings
braced with piano wire, withstood the
terrific strains imposed upon their
lightly-built frames. They took their
lives in their hands, those early masters
of the art. Few, indeed, are there who
today would risk even a normal flight
in the aeroplanes they used.
Among other champions of the then
new and growing art of stunting, the
Frenchman Chevillard stands out in
bold relief. What thrills that daredevil of the air provided ! Using a Farman biplane, he would glide round with
engine stopped in the steepest of spirals.
and then rush towards the aerodrome
in a vol pique, a steep dive terminating
with a sudden flattening out a few feet
from the ground. His demonstrations
were dangerous, amazing, unforgettable.
Courage, foolhardiness, blind confidence and caution—one met them all
in those days when men began to glory
in their conquest of the air. The world
of wings moves on, and those aeroplanes
of yesterday, and most of the heroes who
flew them, have long departed. Yet
they have left behind vivid memories
not easily erased.

FLYING WIZARD OF THE PAST
No pilot of pre-War days was more popular with the Hendon crowds than Gustav Hamel,
who in the space of four years acquired world-wide fame. Like Hucks and Manton he was
an expert at trick flying. He was also remarkably successful in races and competitions.
Above, Claude Grahame-White congratulating Hamel upon winning the Aerial Derby in
1913. Piloting a Morane monoplane, he averaged 76 m.p.h. over a course of 94 miles
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HE SHOWED THE WORLD HOW TO LOOP
A new phase in flying development opened on September I, 1913, when Adolphe Pegoud, a
French pilot of consummate courage and skill, flew above the aerodrome at Juvisy, France,
and calmly turned his Bleriot monoplane upside-down. Three weeks later he flew at Buc
and executed a loop and a roll. Those who watched stood aghast and fearful, for never
before had such hazards been taken by any airman. But Pegoud had clearly shown the
wonderful mastery of man over machine
531
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EYES OF THE AMERICAN FLEET
Many new types of aeroplane have been recently introduced into the American air services, one of the most outstanding
being the Grumman FF.' naval fighter. Above is Fighting Squadron Five, using Grumman, patrolling American
waters for the fleet in perfect formation. The fighters are classed as offensive weapons, but the very full egaipmen•
carried allows them to accomplish many other useful duties
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TWO-SEATER FIGHTING POWER. U.S.A.
The Grumman FF.x is a two-seater, the total armament being three machine-guns. The crew is enclosed under a sliding
cockpit-cover, and the undercarriage is ietiactable (see next page). The engine is a 715 h.p. Wright " Cyclone,'" giving
a maximum speed of zoo m.p.h. This is achieved in spite of all the deck-landing and flotation gear, wireless and
fighting equipment that must be carded
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UNIT OF OFFENCE
This is a close-up of a Curtiss BF2C—I from the aircraft carrier " Ranger," the first type of a new class
for the U.S. Navy known as the bomber-fighter. Two squadrons—in which the undercarriage is
drawn up into the sides of the fuselage during flight, as seen here—are illustrated in pages 276-7
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FLYING TO THE BORDERS OF THE SKY
By Capt. J. Laurence Pritchard
Jules Verne would have found it difficult to imagine a story more thrilling than this record
of plain fact. At last men have succeeded in reaching the borders of the stratosphere, where
flying conditions are very different from what was formerly supposed to be the case. Startling
developments in this field of activity are therefore not only possible but probable
EVELOPMENTS in

flying are moving
so fast that even those who are
the leaders in aviation are able
to guess only dimly at what the future
may hold. In every direction, however,
there is the cry for speed and still more
speed. Just before the Great War a
speed of Too miles an hour in an aeroplane was looked upon as remarkable.
Now a seaplane has exceeded a speed of
42o miles an hour, seven miles a minute,
and aircraft designers are considering
how to build aeroplanes which will not
only fly faster still, but will keep on flying at these tremendous speeds for hours
on end over the great oceans and continents of the world. Speeds of 600 to
i,000 miles an hour are being visualized.
How will it be done ? The answer
lies in one word, the stratosphere—a
word almost unknown until 1931, when
Professor Piccard, a Swiss, suddenly
astonished the world by rising over
nine miles high in a balloon with the
object of exploring the stratosphere.

D

What is the stratosphere, and why does
it appear so important for the future
of high-speed flying ?
Until about 1900 it was believed that
the higher up one went the colder it
became, until one reached, finally,
the absolute cold of empty space. A
Frenchman who sent up small pilot
balloons which carried instruments automatically recording the heights to which
the balloons rose and the temperatures
of the air at those heights, made the
astonishing discovery that at a certain
height the air no longer got colder, but
remained at a fairly constant temperature, about —55° C. or too° F. of frost.
His discovery was confirmed by many
others, and it is now known that there is
a layer of air about ten miles above the
earth and about ten miles in
thickness where the temperature no longer keeps falling.
This layer of air is the stratosphere. Above it the temperature begins to rise again,

A COURAGEOUS ATTEMPT
The famous French aircraft designers, the Farman brothers, spent several years designing
a stratosphere aeroplane. The final outcome of their experiments was the F. too' parasol
monoplane (below). During a test flight, however, the machine crashed, the pilot
apparently dying at a height of 30,000 feet. He was enclosed in an airtight
compartment (see right) which may have sprung a leak

until at thirty miles above the earth's
surface it is as hot as it is on the ground.
This remarkable layer of air is not
constant in height. It comes down
to between six and seven miles above
the poles and rises to about ten miles
above the equator. The coldest temperature ever measured was directly
above the equator.
Scientists soon discovered that in
this layer there are no clouds, so that
an aeroplane flying in the stratosphere
during the day is always flying in sunshine, and at night the pilot will have a
brilliant starry sky above him to guide
him on his way. As there are no clouds
it never rains in the stratosphere.
Another curious thing is the change
of wind as one goes up. If the wind is

fact that the higher up one goes the
thinner or less dense the air becomes,
and there is not enough oxygen to
breathe properly. That is why pilots
who fly at great heights always carry
oxygen apparatus. Many of the earliest
balloonists who went up to great heights
without taking any precautions lost
their lives solely on account of this lack
of oxygen.
But the fact that the air is so much
less dense at great heights has an
immense advantage for flying. At
ten miles high, for example, the air is
only roughly a tenth as dense as it is on
the ground, and the resistance to an
aeroplane when it is flying at a given
speed is, therefore, about ten times as
small as it is on the ground. The chief
obstacle to flying fast is the resistance
of the air, so it is clearly an advantage
to fly where the air is thinner. If we
can keep up the horse-power of an
engine as we go upwards we shall be
able to fly faster and faster. An aeroplane which can fly at 200 miles an
hour near the ground would be able to
fly at over 600 miles an hour at 50,000
feet, if the horse-power of the engine
did not alter.
Here is the real difficulty which aeroplane and aero engine designers are
trying to solve. An engine, like a
human being, wants oxygen, and as it
is not possible to carry its own oxygen
supply, it must get it from the air. As
the amount of oxygen at ten miles high
is only a tenth of what it is on the ground
the engine has to be supercharged,
that is, the air has to be compressed
before it is delivered to the engine.
All the world's height records in
recent years have had to be made with
supercharged engines.
Curiously enough, despite the 100° F.
of frost at ten miles, there is a very
great difficulty in keeping the engine
cool. This is due partly to the fact
that when the air is compressed to feed
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THE SCIENTIFIC ASPECT
Two features of the original version of the Farman stratosphere plane are seen here.
Above, a large instrument panel faired into a wing strut. Right, the seat used by
the pilot until a height of ro,000 feet was reached. He then lowered himself into
the cabin, and the opening was hermetically sealed
the engine the air gets very hot, and
partly to the fact that the thin air at
great heights does not carry away the
heat from the engine as quickly as the
more dense air at lower levels. But if we
can keep the engine cool and if we can
keep up its power, then the time is not
far distant when we shall be flying
at 600 miles an hour and be crossing the
Atlantic in five or six hours !
Aeroplanes for stratosphere flying
will have to possess special sealed
cabins, so that the pilots and the passengers will be able to breathe in comfort

and to keep warm at great heights.
The pressure in these cabins will
be eight or ten times what it is
outside, so they will have to be
carefully made to prevent them
from bursting. That is what happened in 1935, when the French
Farman stratosphere aeroplane
went up. The pilot was in a sealed
cabin, but at a little over 30,000 feet,
the cabin must have developed a leak,
and the unfortunate man was killed.
In Britain, the United States, Italy and
other countries stratosphere aeroplanes

one

POST FLIES HIGH
Resembling a deep-sea diver rather than
an airman, Wiley Post, killed in a crash in
Alaska in 1935, is seen in these photographs attired in his oxygen equipped,
electrically heated flying suit, in which he
intended to solve the mysteries of the
stratosphere. Before his death he made
several flights of scientific value in his
world circling monoplane " Winnie Mae "
blowing due west, for example, when
one leaves the ground, it gradually
drops as one enters the stratosphere
and then changes round to due east.
This proves useful to airmen, because
it means, in effect, that they can always
choose the right kind of wind in whatever direction they may want to fly.
There is one serious danger of flying
at a great height, and that is due to the
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FOR STRATOSPHERE FLYING
It is impossible for man to breathe in the rarefied atmosphere encountered at great heights
without some form of oxygen apparatus. Here we see a • demonstration in a Paris
laboratory of a special suit designed for stratosphere flying and weighing only thirty pounds
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are being designed with feverish activity
to reach the great speeds which will
bring every part of the earth within
less than a day of any other part. Such
machines, too, may alter the whole
character of aerial fighting, when
battles will take place in the air at a
height of ten miles, invisible to the
waiting nations below, and at speeds of
600 miles an hour or more. That will
mean that two fighting machines will be
approaching one another at the almost incredible speed of twenty miles a minute !
The difficulty of flying in the stratosphere with the ordinary petrol engine
has turned the attention of the air
experts to another form of engine altogether—the rocket. In America and
Germany, in particular, extensive experiments are being carried out with
rocket propulsion for aircraft, and in
Germany an aeroplane has actually
flown by rockets. The rocket has one
great advantage over the petrol engine,
and that is the higher up one goes the
more efficient it becomes. The ordinary
rocket, in fact, is most inefficient near
the ground.
With rocket propulsion, far greater
speeds can be obtained than are possible
with the petrol engine. The great difficulty about the rocket at present is
that it is very heavy for the power it
gives. Some new form of fuel will have
to be found to burn in the rocket, and
chemists all over the world are investigating the problem, which, it is believed,
is not very far from being solved.
When it is, speeds of L000 miles an hour
will be possible in the stratosphere.
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AMATEURS IN THE AIR
By Major Oliver Stewart, M.C.,
The following chapter deals with the progress of aeroplane flying as a pastime, a development
of the decade 1925-35. It tells how private persons, the most distinguished of whom was
King Edward VIII, then Prince of Wales, began to buy aeroplanes and fly about in them, and how
the movement was helped by the formation of light aeroplane clubs

EFORE the Great War there were
amateur pilots and private aeroplane owners, but by the end of
the War there were none. The first to
revive the ownership and pilotage of a
private aeroplane after 1918 was probably Dr. Reid, of Canterbury. Dr.
Reid, about the 1924-25 period, bought
an S.E.5, and kept it himself with the
aid of his chauffeur. I4e did not use
the machine for visiting his patients,
but for amusement, and he was a strong
advocate of private flying as a hobby.
There were, however, obvious reasons
why members of the ordinary public
would fight shy of buying an S.E.5,
even though plenty of these machines
were available at a very low rate as
surplus war stock. The Hispano-Suiza
engines were too lavish with their fuel
consumption and the machine was not
well suited to amateur pilots in other
ways. The need for an aeroplane
specially designed for the private owner,
with a low first cost and low running

B

A NEW ART AND NEW SCHOOLS

Keystone and Paul Popper

A new generation is growing up to whom an aeroplane is part and parcel of everyday life. All over the world flying schools are busy catering for
this influx of the air-minded. Above are some embryo R.A.F. pilots receiving propeller-swinging instruction on civil machines at Hanworth. The
aircraft used at this new school are Blackburn B.2 trainers, with side-by-side seating for instructor and pupil. Below, the instructor is seen
showing the working of the controls to a group at the Public Schools Aviation Camp, Norwich

costs, was appreciated by the Air
Ministry and others, and the result was
the series of Lympne light aeroplane
competitions. They produced some
remarkably economical little aeroplanes,
yet not one of them ever achieved any
wide measure of popularity.
There was one aeroplane designer of
great experience who predicted, when
the rules of the competitions were first
published, that they would produce
nothing of value to the private owner.
This was Captain Geoffrey de Havilland,
whose name will always be linked with
the progress of amateur flying in
England. Captain de Havilland said, in
effect, that it was no use producing an
aeroplane of very low power, because, if
the power to weight ratio was low, the
machine would take a long run to get
off, and that would prevent it from
ever becoming a safe machine in the
hands of amateur pilots.
While, therefore, the Lympne competitions were going on, Captain de

BUSMAN'S AIR HOLIDAY
One of the special clubs founded to provide flying facilities for private organizations is
the London Transport Flying Club at Broxbourne, Herts, opened in 1931. The bus-driver
in the cockpit of this tiny Comper " Swift " monoplane is an ex-R.A.F. pilot, and is
instructing a group of members
Topical

Havilland was at work producing the
kind of aeroplane which, in his view,
would be acceptable to the private
owner. That machine was the De
Havilland Moth, probably the most
widely used private-owner aeroplane
in the world. It proved to be just the
kind of aeroplane that the private
owner wanted, and it did much to
make amateur flying possible.
It would be a mistake historically,
however, to give the entire credit for
the progress of amateur flying in Great
Britain to the Moth aeroplane. There
was another factor of great importance—
the introduction of the flying club. Sir
Sefton Brancker, the director of civil
aviation, and Sir Philip Sassoon, undersecretary of state for air, who himself
was one of the first people to own an
aeroplane for his private use, originated
the idea and it was also they who
were mainly responsible for putting it
into practice.
They appreciated, even while the
Lympne competitions were going on,
and before the Moth had made much
headway, that flying would still be
expensive. They realized that, unlike
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TAKING THEIR `DEGREE'
Above, two pilots from Air Service Training—Britain's " Air University "—flying with
their instructors in Avro " Cadets " near Hamble Aerodrome (Hants), the school headquarters. Note the hood behind the rear cockpit of the nearer machine. This is for blindflying tuition, now considered necessary for all pilots on the commercial air lines

motoring, it would not give any return
at first in utility. Aerodromes were
few and, in general, the facilities for
flying were so limited that it could not
be regarded as much more than an
amusement for some years to come.
Consequently, Sir Sefton and Sir Philip
realized that, to make people fly, some
method must be employed which would
make flying cheap. The flying club idea
occurred to them, and not very long
afterwards Parliament agreed to subsidize certain approved clubs, so as to
help them to get their equipment and
provide centres of flying training. Sir
Philip Sassoon opened the
London club at Stag Lane
aerodrome, the first one in
the district and the largest,
though not the first, in
England, and it was an
immediate success.
From that time the
movement grew rapidly. A
flying club usually offers a
club house with limited
social facilities, hangars, the
use of an aerodrome, and
the use of properly maintained aeroplanes. It also
provides, for those who require his services, a trained
instructor. • The immediate effect was to reduce
the cost of learning to fly
from about rno to about
£40. The clubs, together
with the inexpensive and
economical Moth light aeroplanes, very soon enabled
charges to be lowered.
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Clubs now began to form all over the
country. As stated, the Government
subsidized a number of them, but there
were others which were established without public assistance. The equipment
varied from one Moth and one instructor
to a dozen Moths and a staff of instructors. Terms charged were still further
reduced when the organizers of the
clubs became more familiar with their

work ; the numbers of pilots increased,
and so did the numbers of those interested in private flying. The number of
"A" licences rose to 3,000 by the end
of 1934.
It was one of the advantages of the
club scheme that the social side linked
up well with the flying side and introduced people to flying through the
" Non" non-flying " membership.
flying " members frequently became
" flying " members and underwent instruction to take their pilot's licences.
Aircraft constructors, soon after the
first clubs were formed, began to

take more note of the new movement,
and other light aeroplanes, based in
general design, though not, of course,
in detail, upon the Moth, were produced.
Some of the clubs varied their equipment
by introducing these machines.
About this time statements frequently
appeared that amateur flying was becoming as popular as motoring. Those
who followed flying more closely and
who had access to the official statistics
knew, with regret, that that was not so.
Private ownership was still very small,
and took a long time to creep up to
about 400. Amateur flying, represented by club membership, was doing
well, but was far from reaching motoring
figures. A limited number of people
owned aeroplanes, but a proportion of
them were professionally connected
with aviation in some form or other.
It was clear that, in spite of the flying
clubs, the costs were still sufficiently
high to prevent any great increase in
the number of amateur flyers.
In addition to the private owners
who were also amateur pilots, there were
a few private owners who kept aeroplanes but employed professional pilots
to fly them. One fairly large flying

PICNIC—NEW STYLE
This tea-time group in the shadow of a D.H. " Hornet-Moth " emphasizes the future of the
light aeroplane as a pleasure vehicle. Not only can the airman go farther and faster than
the motorist, but also he enjoys the absence of the dust and danger of congested roads

NO PARKING SPACE LEFT
The interior of this large hangar at Brooklands Aerodrome seems as congested as the
average car park. The provision of folding wings appreciably reduced the light aeroplane's overall dimensions, and, therefore, the " parking" fee, and private owners and
others often house their machines in the hangars at the big aerodromes

Daily Mail'

AMBITIOUS AIRWOMEN
There are many women included in the membership of the flying clubs, and these two
keen pilots have been engaged in night-flying practice at Heston Airport, near London.
A few women have actually obtaineu co nmercial jobs in aviation. but nearly all great
flights by women have been in privately owned machines
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boat was purchased and turned into an
air yacht by its owner. But the air
yacht idea did not develop. The King,
when Prince of Wales, employed the
piloted machine to good purpose. He
bought his own aeroplane and was flown
about in it by Air Force pilots to fulfil
many of his engagements.
At first he used a Moth. Later, he
chose a cabin type of machine, such
as the Puss Moth and the Leopard Moth,
and after that he bought a Vickers
aeroplane, which he had fitted out as a
sort of large limousine and which he used
on many occasions. He then bought a
De Havilland air liner. The royal use
of air travel gave much encouragement
to amateur flying.
Before I come to the final phase of
private flying, I must mention the
special flying clubs which began to form
in great numbers shortly after the
ordinary flying club scheme had proved
successful. These special clubs are
designed for members of a given profession or calling, and their object is to
offer cheap flying to their members
with—sometimes, but not always—a
club house or club room.
The most active of these special clubs
is the Household Brigade Flying Club,
with headquarters at Heston. It is
composed of officers in the brigade of
Guards, and it has organized some of the
finest civil air displays ever seen in this
country. Then there is the Royal Air
Force Flying Club, which has its
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FIGHTING PLANES OF OTHER LANDS
By Major C. C. Turner
In addition to describing some of the latest fighting machines built by France. Italy, the United
States, Poland and Czechoslovakia, Major Turner explains very clearly how the design of the
various types of military aircraft is dictated by strategical considerations and how, on account of
a freer exchange of data, national characteristics tend to become less marked

A FLEET OF FLEAS'

Photos: Keystone

Extraordinary enthusiasm greeted demonstrations during 1935 by the Frenchman, Henri
Mignet, of his tiny " Pou-du-Ciel," known in England as the " Flying Flea," and described
in detail in a later chapter. In France, hundreds of these baby planes have been built by
amateurs, and above are several at a meeting at Orly, near Paris
headquarters at Hatfield, is open to
past and present members of the R.A.F.,
the Royal Flying Corps and the Royal
Naval Air Service, and which has also
made a feature of its displays. These
have often been notable because they
receive assistance from the Flights or
Squadrons of the R.A.F. which take part
in the R.A.F. Hendon Display. There
is a naval flying club, and there are
various other specialized clubs often
established on the same aerodromes as
other schools or clubs and sometimes
affiliated to them.
And now I come to the last and most
interesting phase in private ownership
and amateur flying, the ultra-light aeroplane phase. The publicly assisted
flying clubs eventually succeeded in
reducing the costs of learning to fly
and obtaining the Air Ministry licence
to something approaching 425. Flying
charges varied from about 25s. an hour
upwards, with various special terms for

special pilots. The club movement was a
success, and the number of clubs rose
to 35 government-assisted and 28 unassisted and the number of members
to over ro,000. But there still was no
noticeable improvement in the numbers
of those who owned private aeroplanes.
Then there appeared upon the scene,
in France, M. Henri Mignet, with his
remarkable book, " Le Sport de l'Air."
This book, whose main purpose was to
tell " anyone who can nail a packingcase together " how to make an aeroplane in which he could himself fly, had
a terrific success in France, and soon
hundreds of people were building the
" Pou du Ciel," as M. Mignet called his
machine. Then the Air League of the
British Empire took up the idea, trans-

lated the book and put it on sale in
England, and hundreds of English people
began building " Poux." In England
they were called by various names.
Mr. Appleby, who built and flew the
first one, called it a " Sky Bug." The
more generally used, but less exact
translation, is " Flying Flea."
The introduction of the " Flying
Flea " was followed by further efforts
on the part of makers of ultra-light
aeroplanes, such as the B.A.C. Drone
and the Aeronca- J.A.P., to attract
buyers. Clubs began to form, equipped
solely with these ultra-light machines.
At one club complete tuition in flying is
offered for 414, the lowest figure yet
reached. It is possible that the " Flying
Flea " and comparable types of small,
light, economical aeroplane will yet
make flying popular on a large scale.
The next five years will show whether
or not these little machines will attract
the amateurs of the air.

AIR ENTENTE
The flying-club movement has brought about many remarkable things, but nothing finer
than the international feeling fostered amongst private pilots. Heston Airport has been
the centre of several international rallies, such as that pictured below—with British,
French, German, Dutch and Belgian aircraft lined up together

many years Fighter aeroplanes, almost without exception,
have been single-seat, singleengine, high-speed machines developed
in different countries on similar lines,
but with small variations dictated by
particular national needs. For example,
an Interceptor Fighter class was
developed by Great Britain because the
n arness of London to the south-east and
east coasts, and the shortness of the
warning of air raids likely to be given
demanded a type which could start
quickly, climb to a great height quickly,
and tackle the enemy, if possible, before
he reached his goal. The theory has to
some extent broken down on account
of the much increased speed of light
bombers, for this has made it impossible
on short warning to intercept raiders.
After a brief period during which the
speed of the light bomber became equal
to that of the fighter, the latter was
speeded up to a considerable superiority ;
but the problem was not solved, for the
time factor is so short in the case of an
attack on London from an enemy with
bases within 200 miles that no perfection
of human organization
would ever enable interception alone to suffice.
Doubtless, interception in
the air will always form
part of a co-ordinated
scheme comprising artillery barrages, balloon
aprons, and other defences,
but more and more the
tackling of the enemy in
the air is resolving itself
into a system of standing
air patrols of formidable
power, waiting aloft on
well - defined beats and
directed by radio corn- munications from the
operations office.
It is not possible to
consider intelligently the
fighter class without
reference to circumstances.
Thus, the single-seat
fighter is a legacy from
the Great War, and it
was developed for many
years afterwards on the
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assumption that the next war would be
fought in much the same way, which is
far from being probable. That aeroplanes
specially designed for fighting in the air
will always be in the programme of an
Air Staff is certain, but there is already
a well-defined breaking away from sole
allegiance to the single-seater, whilst
attack by formations against powerful
bomber formations becomes a consideration exercising a powerful influence
on design and armament.
I am here concerned with typical
foreign single-seaters and two-seaters,
and it will be noted that whereas
British fighters hitherto have been
biplanes, many of the foreign machines
are monoplanes. In France the parasol
type of monoplane has never entirely
gone out of favour, although aerodynamically it looks, and to some extent
must be, handicapped. A design in which
the wing is separated by a gap from the

body in which the engine is mounted
must involve considerable separation of
the centres of thrust and pressure. Moreover, external air-resisting bracing is
necessary. On the other hand, this
design has the great advantage of
affording the pilot a splendid view.
The Morane-Saulnier M.S. 275 is a
smaller parasol type than the standard
M.S. 225. It has a speed of about 23o
m.p.h., and it is surprising that so good
a performance has been secured. The
machine, however, cannot be so
manoeuvrable as the British biplanes,
and, of course, 23o miles per hour is no
longer the best ! It will be interesting
to see if coming French 300-miles-perhour machines will include parasol
types. Another example is the Dewoitine D.37, which has much the same
speed as the Morane, combined with
four-hour fuel capacity. This type is
for the equipment of the aircraft carrier

FOR SHIPBOARD OPERATION
Although carrying a heavy load, this standard Boeing F4B-4 fighter, designed to operate
from U.S. Navy carriers, is no mean performer, as its 187 m.p.h. testifies. The Pratt and
Whitney " Wasp " engine is carefully cowled in to reduce drag. The tall wireless aerial
behind the cockpit is a noticeable feature
Offtc,a! Photo. U.S
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Official Photo: U.S. Army Air Corps

ONE MAN'S MOUNT
The U.S. Army Air Corps has, as explained elsewhere, adopted the little Boeing P.z6A as its standard single-seater pursuit
craft. Here we see six Boeings of the 95th Pursuit Squadron over mountainous country during exercises. Their armament
consists of two Browning guns apiece. Unlike most European nations, the United States has not, so far, shown a great deal
of interest in the " multi-gun " or " motor-cannon " fighter, as illustrated in page 342

Bearn. It is a sturdy-looking little
fighter, and is equipped with four
machine-guns.
Among the ordinary high-wing monoplanes, a class in which the wings lead
from the body, and are not separated
from it in parasol fashion, is the Mureaux
18o C.2, which, like many other French
high-wing fighters, has what is called
the " gull wing," that is to say, a wing
which narrows and is usually turned
down at the attachment to the body.
This, obviously, increases the pilot's
view. The Mureaux, fitted with a
Hispano-Suiza 690 h.p. engine, which
carries a " motor cannon " firing through
the boss of the dirscrew, is a twoseater, and the gunner in the rear seat
has a movable machine-gun which he is
able to train directly astern owing to
the double rudder fitted with a wide
interval. The maximum speed attained
is 236 m.p.h.
In the Nieuport Delage HispanoSuiza 86o h.p., also a high-wing monoplane, there is a big cut-out in the wing
over the fuselage, and this enables the
pilot to look out in all directions above,
whilst, as in the case of all high-wing
monoplanes, he has a good view below.
The machine has a speed of about 23o
m.p.h., and was one of the French
replies to the British challenge of the
Fury type. In France, as in some other
countries, there are always interesting
experimental types, and among these
there is a Nieuport Delage low-wing
monoplane with wing trailing-edge flaps.
But it is generally agreed nowadays

that the low-wing class offers the better
balance of advantage, and most of the
latest and coming designs are of this
kind. The French Dewoitine D.5oo,
like all the latest French types, is designed to carry a small quick-firing gun
as well as machine-guns. It is a machine
of 39 ft. 8 in. span, and a speed of about
23o m.p.h. Looking to the future, the
French have several interesting designs,
including one with wings of variable
area and which can reach an estimated
speed of 32o m.p.h.
Italy has a Breda fighter, powered with
a " Mercury " engine, which can attain a
speed of 25o m.p.h. Another fast
machine is the Fiat biplane with 600 h.p.
" Fiat " engine, comparable to British
types and capable of 23o m.p.h.
Recently, a new and more powerful type,
the C.R.33, capable of 256 m.p.h., has
been made. It may be remarked, in
passing, that Italy has obviously little
reason for sending her excellent singleseat fighters to Abyssinia, where they
would have nothing to do. Indeed, from
the point of view of a stirring occasion for
a display of the undoubted high mettle,
courage and excellent equipment of the
Italian Air Force, the Abyssinian campaign must be disappointing, no doubt
much regretted by Italian airmen. In
fact, it is deplored by airmen all the
world over, for it exhibits the least
glamorous side of their calling, that of
action against a foe practically defenceless in their element.
Poland is well to the fore as an
aeroplane-producing country, and an

FOR AMERICA'S ACES
One of the newest and most widely used of American Army single-seater fighters—or
" pursuit-ships," as they are called—is the Boeing P.26A. It is a low-wing wire-braced
monoplane, capable of over 22o m.p.h. The pilot sits high up behind the powerful " Wasp "
engine (see below). On the right is a squadron of Boeings in echelon port formation
Official Photo: U.S. Arms

example of her products
is the P.Z.L.P.24 fighter,
fitted with a boo h.p.
" Mistral " engine, and
armed with two 20 mm.
guns in the wing. It
is a high-wing, braced
monoplane, for which a
speed of 252 m.p.h. is
claimed and a landing
speed of 64 m.p.h. Its
span is 34 ft. 8 in.
Czechoslovakia showed
an interesting fighter at
the Paris Aero Show in
1934, the Letov S.23 ,
fitted with four guns in
the wing firing outside
the propeller field, and
controllable by the pilot.
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WARLIKE ADAPTATION

Keystone

The possibility of adapting high-performance commercial aircraft for military purposes
is exemplified in the Northrop " Gamma " mail-carrier (above). It forms the basic design
for a series of attack monoplanes now being delivered to the U.S. Army, and also for
a bomber type, an example of which was purchased by the British Air Ministry

This machine is a biplane fitted with a
Bristol " Mercury " engine.
In the United States the retractable
undercarriage is now a feature of the
latest fighters, or pursuit ships, and a
considerable range in design is evident.
One of the most striking is the Curtiss
X.F. 13 C.I. high-wing, cabin monoplane
which, with its wheels tucked up into
the body, looks as smooth as a fish. It
is obviously very fast, quite probably
more than 28o m.p.h. A feature is the
big doors of the cabin. Probably, if
these are easily removable, they would
be an advantage in the event of a forced
parachute drop. Cabin fighters ought
not to be designed so that quick egress
is impossible. The Curtiss series includes the F2C-3, a bomber fighter
used by the U.S. Navy. Details of
performance are not available, but

clearly it is above the 25o m.p.h. mark.
The wheels are retractable, and can be
tucked up into the side of the body just
below and behind the engine. This
feature is also seen in the Grumman
two-seaters, which are fitted with 7ro h.p.
Wright " Cyclones." All these machines
are on the 25o m.p.h. level. The Boeing
P.26A is a small low-wing monoplane,
with a span of only 28 feet. It is fitted
with a " Wasp " 600 h.p. engine, and
is a standard army type. Another
Boeing, the F4B-4, is a standard American fighter designed for use on aircraft
carriers. It is fitted with a Soo h.p.
Pratt and Whitney " Wasp " engine,

and is a biplane, necessarily of very
strong construction for shipboard operation, and must have a reasonable landIts maximum speed is
ing speed.
187 m.p.h.
The Northrop low-wing attack monoplane has a strong general resemblance
to the famous " Gamma " mail-plane. It
is fitted with a twin " Wasp " 75o h.p.
engine, and does 26o m.p.h. A large
number of these machines are being
built for the U.S. Army.
Single-seater fighters of the present
period, machines of speeds from 200 to
25o miles per hour, are never likely to
be among the principal classes employed
in war. The class will not completely
die out, however, and the research and
engineering which have been devoted
to their design and the development of
their engines make an extraordinarily

A NAME THAT LIVES
After the Great War, the famous firm of Bleriot took over the construction of the equally
famous Spad fighters, and the combination still survives. An example of the modern
Spad is the type 510, a biplane of orthodox design except for the single interplane struts.
This is now a standard French army type
nine
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interesting episode, and will continue
to contribute important data to the
whole range of aeroplane design, whilst
the flying of them has developed the
flying art for purposes not only of war,
but also of peace.
As aeroplane design develops, national
characteristics become less marked, and
in all the more advanced countries
performance achievement, not necessarily that of standard equipment, is of
much the same order. The reasons are
obvious. There is today a much freer
exchange of data than formerly. There
is less room for surprise, although there
never was a period of greater inventive
activity than the present. Nevertheless, all that one country can hope for is
the gaining of a slight technical superiority, which it can never enjoy for long.
Equipment, therefore, becomes a matter
of nice judgment, of weighing cost
against need, and of delaying, until the
last possible safe moment, commitment
to a new type.
Not many years ago Great Britain
won a conspicuous and definite lead in
the fighter class, and it took three years
for her rivals to approach the same line.
At the present moment America, France
and Italy have individual types in the
same class as the best of the British,
and, as the reader will have seen, there
is very little to choose between the
performance of the best of each country,
whilst each is on the eve of a big speed
increase, possibly 20 per cent, introducing fighters of speeds of 28o to 30o m.p.h.
The British choice of the biplane was
dictated by the desire for the best possible manoeuvring qualities, with great
strength, capable of enduring the strain
of terminal velocity diving.
Owing
partly to the changed outlook about
defence, already referred to, however,
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PECULIAR TO FRANCE

The parasol monoplane has always been a speciality of French military design, and
particularly of the Morane-Saulnier company (see upper illustration, page 302). The
M.S.225 (Gnome-Rhone engine) is typical of the parasol class. Above, a batch outside
the airship hangar at Orly, near Paris ; and below, in line before the take-off

ALL THE WORLD IN NATURE'S
GLOWING COLOURS

COUNTRIES of
the WORLD
The Wonderful Story of the Continents,
Countries and Chief Cities of the Globe

This is the Dewoitine D.500 monoplane, selected from several entries for the re-equipment
of France's fighting squadrons. The frontal area is surprisingly small, in spite of the
powerful Hispano engine in the nose and its radiator beneath. Note also the width of the
carefully faired undercarriage

monoplane fighters are being developed
in Great Britain.
This apparent avowal of past neglect
calls for a correction of the oft-repeated
error that the monoplane is the faster
because of the absence of struts. Many
of the foreign monoplanes have airresisting wires necessary to their
strength. Indeed, a monoplane without
any exterior wiring, and of greater span

than a machine with two superposed
wings, must, in order to be strong,
be a heavier structure. All these
considerations are modified by new
methods of construction, and there is
obviously some justification for the
adoption of monoplanes for some purposes. But the fact that world speed
records are held by monoplanes is no
argument, since such machines have
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to possess no other capability and
quality than that of great speed for a
short period.
Different ways of securing a good
field of view for the pilot, the urge
to increase armament to four, six or
even eight fixed machine-guns, and to
increase speed by augmented power
and by making the undercarriage retractable are the governing considerations.
Fighter design is still in a very fluid
stage. New types, with speeds of 300
m.p.h., are now being tried, and within
two or three years will almost certainly
become standard equipment.
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acquiring, in the most agreeable fashion, a sound knowledge of every part
of the globe, for an expenditure equal only to that of the cost of a daily
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day combined to produce its wealth of vivid and detailed description, as
delightful to read as it is instructive. The thousands of magnificent photographs will bring the entire world, with its countries, cities, rivers, mountains, buildings and monuments to YOU at your fireside.
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Every illustration in COUNTRIES OF THE WORLD is a direct photographic document. Every article is authentic, reliable, and of absorbing
interest.
Every map and there is one of every country—is new, being based upon
the latest geographical data in every instance. A large number of up-to-date
street plans of big cities is also given.
A special feature of outstanding interest in Part One is the chapter dealing
with Abyssinia as it is today. It gives a striking picture of the primitive
and the modern in Addis Ababa, and a vivid impression of the rugged
grandeur of its mountainous plateaux and the little-known barren frontier
wastes of Ogaden. Magnificent photographs and a carefully revised map
of the country accompany this article.
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Courtesy of Flight '

POLAND'S MOST FORMIDABLE FIGHTER
The P.Z.L. Company of Poland have produced in the P.24 a fighting, aeroplane of unusual design yet startling performance. Although
it has a fixed undercarriage, four machine-guns—including two zo mm. cannons mounted at the junction of struts and wing—and a
large French Gnome-Rhone radial engine, this " gull-winged " monoplane can reach 261 m.p.h. and lands at only 70 m.p.h.
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Airships: Triumph and Tragedy.

Editorial Eddies

Q

aviation—a world, by the way, that is every day growing
larger—is the establishment of what is colloquially
called an air university. This is at Hamble, on Southampton
Water, where students can obtain experience on that estuary
in the handling of flying boats. The " university " has entered
into a contract with Imperial Airways to train that company's
leading pilots, and has another contract with the Air Ministry
for the training of pilots for the reserve under the expansion
scheme. Further, it has extended its activities to the midlands
and at Anstey, near Coventry, a new aerodrome has been built
on a site covering 140 acres.

T

HE contract with Imperial Airways provides for the training of nearly 200 pilots in flying boat management, and
during 1935 nearly '200 civil pilots, drawn from 25
countries, including all the British Dominions and India, took
courses of training at the school, one man having flown from
Australia in order to do this. At the end of the year 39 students
were taking the three years' course, which will fit them to
command air liners. On the completion of the course they will
have earned the licences for flying, navigation, wireless and
engineering which are demanded by Imperial Airways, requirements which have been taken as a standard by other air lines in
the Empire and by many foreign countries. The " university "
has 14 flying instructors, and a further 14 teach ground subjects.
The fleet of aircraft used totals 37, including an autogiro, an
air liner, four flying boats and several military machines.
ARTICULARS about an interesting development in aviation
come from Washington. An aeronautical engineer in
Tennessee has designed a new kind of aircraft, the main
feature of which is the combination of the qualities of the balloon
and the aeroplane ; that is, of lighter-than-air and heavierthan-air machines. The idea is that the units can be detached
from each other in mid-air in case of accident to one or other of
them, or, if required, can be detached on the ground and used
separately. The design provides arrangements by which pilots
and passengers can change quickly from one section to the other.
The purpose of the combined machine is to produce an aerial
freight plane capable of conveying greater loads than an aeroplane and at greater speeds than a small dirigible airship.
The invention has been taken up by the army air corps of the
United States, and the engineers of this body are, it is understood, giving it very careful attention.
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John Carpenter House, London, E.C.4.

NE of the most recent developments in the world of

,.
,
N one or two of our chapters on the airship it,has been

stated that, after the dreadful disaster to R101, the British
Government decided to abandon the building of this type
of aircraft. The Germans, however, are more adventurous, at
least in this particular field, for they are persisting with the
building of Zeppelins. Just about the time that these words
appear in print, the new LZ129 is making its first trial flight
and will soon be preparing to start on the crossing of the
Atlantic. In making this announcement in Berlin a German
authority said that the people of the Netherlands also want a
Zeppelin link with their colonies in the East Indies, and he
anticipates that this line will later be extended to Australia
and thence over the Pacific Ocean to San Francisco. The stretch
from San Francisco to New York would, he thought, be flown
by fast aeroplanes and the lap from New York to Germany
completed by another Zeppelin, thus making it possible to fly
around the world in a week on a regular time-table.

HE chapters dealing with the exploration of the stratosphere
which appear in this Part of WAR IN THE AIR are, I think,
as interesting as any which find a place in this work.
My own feeling is that the stratosphere holds the key to the
future of high-speed aerial travel, for even today that subject
is occupying the minds of advanced aircraft designers.
Apparently rocket flight is being considered as a means of
overcoming the many difficulties which stand in the way of
flight in the upper air, and by this means the machine, it is
thought, will have to be launched from the earth by means of
a series of powerful explosive charges, and with such impetus
that within a few minutes it will have reached a height where the
thinness of the air offers little resistance to its progress. But
how it will be controlled, and how it will make a safe landing,
• a secret which only the future holds. Although such a
is
method of transport, according to present ideas, seems fantastic,
it is quite within the hour ds of possibility that some of my
readers will live to see this mode of travel an accomplished
fact. It may appear to some that we are giving a good deal of
space to a subject which, at the moment, deals only with a
possibility; but the history of aeronautics teaches us, if it teaches
anything at all, that the possibility of today is the achievement
of tomorrow.

T
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AST week I made a brief reference in these notes to my

new serial publication Countries of the World, of
whiCh Part I is now on sale everywhere and has
doubtless been seen by many of thy readers. But for the benefit
of those who have not yet noticed it I may say that it is a new
and revised edition of the most superb pictorial work ever
published, and in proof of this statement I may m-intion that,
when completed, it will contain no fewer than 3,000 beautiful
photographs, 350 colour pictures, and 200 maps and plans,
there being maps of all the countries of the world and plans of
many of its great cities. Extensive use has been made of the
latest processes of photographic production, and each weekly
Part will contain at least four superb colour plates, while Part 1
ccntains no fewer than eight. The complete series of these
colour plates forms the most remarkable and faithful pictorial
representation of the world's sights and wonders that has ever
been brought together. Every illustration in Countries of the
World is a direct photographic document.

w

ITH equal confidence I can speak of the literary contents
of Countries of the World. Its text is the work of no
fewer than 130 of the leading travel writers of the day
who have combined to produce a wealth of vivid and detailed
description that is as delightful as it is instructive to read. It is
hardly necessary to add that the geographical and topographical
data, which make the book a valuable work of reference, have
been thoroughly revii:ed and the facts and figures given are
the latest available. The price of each weekly Part is only 7d.,
which places the work within the reach of practically everyone.
Moreover, the public to which it makes a direct and obvious
appeal is a very large one, including as it does the increasing
numbers of those who travel abroad for pleasure, the seekers
after knowledge of other lands, the pupils in our schools and a
host of others ; in fact, there must be very few people indeed
in the English-speaking parts of the British Empire who will
not derive interest and profit from Countries of the World,

Order Part 19 of WAR IN THE AIR Today—On Sale Everywhere Thursday, March 12
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TWO POLAR EPICS: NORGE AND ITALIA
By Hon. A. F. de Moleyns
Editor of 'The Airship'
Two of the most outstanding airship flights, both to the North Pole—the one an unqualified
success, and the other though it reached its objective, followed by a chain of disasters—are
described in this chapter. Amundsen and Nobile are names to conjure with, and the death
of the Norwegian, during his search for the Italian, brings a thrilling chapter to a sombre close

T was the great Norwegian explorer,

landing to the Vadso mast, in the " Ready with the flags," and those in
Amundsen, who first conceived the
extreme north of Norway, at 6.19 the keel brought the Norwegian, Italian
I
idea of flying over the North Pole ;
the next morning. A few hours later and American flags, each mounted on an
having made an experimental flight by
they were off again, landing at King's aluminium standard, down into the
seaplane in 1925, he decided to fly from
Bay, Svalbard, at 6 a.m. on May 7. control car.
Europe to America via the Pole in an
They were then at the very threshold
Riiser Larsen, kneeling by an open
airship. He was aided in his choice of
of the Pole, housed in a roofless shed,
window observing the sun, suddenly
craft by Lieutenant Riiser Larsen of the
with a mast close by.
sang out, " Now, here we are
and a
Norwegian Navy, who had qualified as
Now the final preparations for the
moment later the Norwegian flag was
an airship pilot in England, and had also
Polar flight had to be made, the ship thrown out ; it landed upright, the
been with him as a seaplane pilot on
being overhauled and camping equipbreeze unfurling it in a few seconds.
his exploratory flights in the region of
ment sorted out and stowed on board,
Amundsen, who was watching, turned
Svalbard in 1925. Riiser Larsen had
in case of a forced descent on to the round, and, without saying a word,
been in Italy, where he had made the
ice. Then, topped up with gas and shook the hand of Oscar Wisting, his
acquaintance of Colonel Nobile, the fuel, the Norge left the snow at
height coxswain, for Wisting had helped
famous Italian designer of semi-rigids, 9.55 a.m. on May i i and headed north- him plant the Norwegian flag at the
and, as one of the ships was for sale,
wards. Fog enveloped her from time
South Pole on December 14, 191i.
the Norwegians bought her, aided by
to time, but just before they reached
Then the Stars and Stripes and the
Lincoln Ellsworth, the American millionthe Pole it cleared away. Then came
Italian flag followed.
aire sportsman.
the most dramatic moment. Soon after
The North Pole was conquered, and
This airship, N.' ., became the Norge
1.2o a.m., May 12, Riiser Larsen, who
wireless messages soon began to come
was busy with his sextant, called out
on March 29, 1926. After a number of
through congratulating the victors.
trial flights she set forth
Luck had been with them
on her great adventure on
so far, but it was to change.
44 t
April lo, the first stop to
At 8.3o that morning the
441,..
be at Pulham airship
ship was enveloped in fog,
station, Norfolk, They
a condition that continued,
arrived at Pulham at
with but few small intervals, until 6 p.m. The
3 p.m. on April II. The
weather conditions being
fog made it impossible
favourable for the next
to see what sort of country
stage of the flight, which
they were passing over,
v.
was to Oslo, they left
but there was less danger
again at II p.m. on April
in this than would have
13.
Next morning they
been the case with a
were over Denmark,
heavier-than-air machine.
arriving at Oslo at 3 p.m.
It was not the lack of
on April 14.
visibility that was dangerScenes of
ous, but the fog turned
tremendous
enthusiasm
greeted the Norge and
into ice, which froze on
its crew, but owing to the
to metal parts of the airship and was then sucked
favourable state of the
weather it was decided to
into the propellers and
tossed against the lower
leave as soon as possible,
with the result that the
part of the envelope. This
caused holes, which had
Norge was again in
flight at 1.20 a.m. on
to be repaired.
On through the night
April 15, heading this
they went, and at 6.45 a.m.
time for Leningrad. This
f)
on May 13 the sight of
was reached at 9.38 on
Assoe,ated Press
land on the port bow set
the following evening. The
FLYING OVER THE TOP OF THE WORLD'
This diagram shows the route followed by Amundsen in the airship
the seal on their success.
weather now being bad,
Norge when flying over the North Pole during 1926. Although the
Not only had the Pole
they could not get away
flight did not go entirely to schedule, and a forced landing was made at
been conquered, but a trail
until IQ a.m. on May 5,
the end of the voyage, the Norge kept to her course as planned
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ENGLAND GREETS THE NORGE
Rarely has a great feat in aviation been due so much to the combined efforts of several
nations as that of the. Norge. Italian designed, commanded by a Norwegian and
aided financially by an American, this "international" airship is here seen landing amid
great enthusiasm at Pulham (Norfolk) on the way to the North Pole. The Norge was
a semi-rigid, and was capable of 70 m.p.h. with three 25o h.p. German Maybach engines
housed in external streamlined nacelles
had been blazed over the roof of the
world, from Europe to America. The
aim of the expedition was fully achieved.
Soon after the Norge was passing over
some huts at a small settlement called
Wainwright, where Amundsen and
Omdal had stayed in 1922 and 1923.
Everyone came out to see the unexpected sight, cheering and waving,
for even in that remote spot they knew
that their old friend Amundsen was
in the great silvery airship overhead.
But luck was to desert the flyers still
further, for now the weather changed,
a heavy gale from the north springing
up to challenge the ship. It became
foggy again, and owing to the presence
of mountains the ship had to be kept at a
good height. Having to fly high in the
fog made it very difficult to keep an
accurate course. Nevertheless, this was
done, although over the Bering Straits

the weather was extremely bad, and the
fog became thicker, rolling up in great
banks ; at one moment it looked as if
they might drift out over the Straits.
However, they succeeded in keeping to
the coast, looking for a suitable landing
place, and at 7 a.m. on May 14 houses
surrounded by flat country were seen.
Now came the final test of their skill.
Their exact position was now unknown,
and the crew, having been on duty for
70 hours on end, were almost dead to
the world ; some of them, indeed, were
suffering from hallucinations, and all
were exhausted. Flying back and forth,
looking for a good spot, they began to
wonder if they could land, for a gale was
blowing, and no mooring mast or skilled
landing party waited to assist.
Finally, in spite of the howling gale
then raging, the time had come to land.
The ship had been trimmed so that she
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was just about the same weight as the
surrounding air, and very slowly she
descended. Down she came, everyone
aware that they were in for a rough
time as soon as they touched. It was
then, to the amazement of crew and
spectators alike, that a miracle took
place ; the wind, after a final howl of
fury, suddenly dropped to a flat calm,
and the ship landed as light as a feather,
trail ropes and guys being seized and
held by the spectators.
They were down, without hurt or
damage. " Where are we ? " was the
first question asked, when they had
stepped out of the ship. " Teller " was
the reply. This was far from their
intended landing place, but they had
achieved their object and flown from
continent to continent via the Pole.
As soon as the Norge's expedition
was over, Nobile planned to return to
the Polar regions with an Italian
expedition and a larger ship. An
improved edition of the Norge was
available, and it was with this craft,
named the Italia, that the flights were
carried out.
The shed at King's Bay and the mast
at Vadso were put at the disposal of
the Italians, and arrangements were
made to use the old military Zeppelin
sheds at Stolp in Pomeramia which
had been acquired by the Parseval
company. Meanwhile, thanks to the
generosity of the city of Milan, the airship was being prepared for her task.
The Italia was of the same type as
the Norge, and the following description will suffice for both ships. Built as
semi-rigids, with a keel running along
at the bottom of the streamline envelope,
they had a volume of just over
653,000 cu. ft., their three engines
giving a speed of 7o m.p.h. Each of the
engines was placed in a separate car,
there being one engine aft and two in
wing cars, the control car being near
the bows. All these cars could be
reached through the keel, where were
placed the ballast bags and fuel tanks.
On the nose of the ship was a mooring
cone, the stabilizing and control planes
being well aft. The Italia had 2,900 lb.
greater lift than the Norge.
Among the Italia's crew was Professor Malmgrem, the Swedish scientist,
who had also been on the Norge and
went as meteorologist. Three naval
officers, Mariano, Zappi and Viglieri,
who all had airship experience, along
with two wireless experts, also joined
the ship. Biagi was one of the wireless experts who earned fame later.
Pelermoli and Behounek joined the
expedition as scientific observers.
The Italia left Milan at 1.55 a.m.
on April 15 on her flight to the north of

Germany. Rain, fog, hail, snow,
lightning and heavy winds were all
encountered on this flight, so that the
ship and her crew had a good testing.
Eventually, however, the ship was sailing
under clear skies, a landing being made
at 7.5o a.m. on April 16, without a
single ounce of ballast and with a
slightly damaged fin.
But, after a slight delay, the damage
having been repaired, they were ready
to resume their voyage on April 21.

INTO THE UNKNOWN ARCTIC
After stops at Pulham, Oslo, Leningrad and Vadso, the Norge was safely moored at
King's Bay, Spitzbergen, where a shed and mast had been specially constructed. Here
preparations were made for the actual Polar attempt, and Captain Amundsen and Lincoln
Ellsworth went on board to join the Italian, General Nobile

The Norge's old shed and her mooring
mast at Svalbard were now in working
order, and both Nobile and Malmgrem
were anxious to start. At last the
weather was considered good enough
for the Italia to leave, and with a
northerly wind of 4o km. per hour she
rose into the air at 3.28 a.m. on May 3.
With 18 people on
MOORED ON THE ICE
board, she carried
Another view of the Norge safely down at Spitzbergen, with the
enough fuel to give
ground party hastening to secure the mooring cables. The control
her an endurance of
cabin, which, as seen here, projected from the hull of the ship, had a
strong buffer beneath to reduce any landing shock. Careful ground
7o hours. Thus, there
organization for a flight of this nature is essential
Associated Press

was ample supply on board to allow
her to reach King's Bay, which lay
3,50o km. away, especially as an intermediate landing was to be made to the
Vadso mast.
After the midnight of May 4 they ran
into bad weather, and to increase speed
the third motor was started. At 5.50
a.m. thick fog made navigation difficult, but in spite of this the mooring
mast at Vadso was sighted at 8.55 a.m.
and the Italia landed at 9.ro a.m.
She was then topped up with gas, fuel
and ballast, and, despite unfavourable
weather, left at 8.34 p.m. on May 5.
They had plenty of petrol on board,
so that when they met heavy winds
and raging snow-storms off Spitzbergen,
the crew did not worry, for they could,
if need be, remain in the air for three
days. But during the morning of the
6th a signal came through reporting a
falling wind at Svalbard, and course
was therefore set for that station. Soon
after, one of the motors broke down,
and they had to land, with only two
operating, at 12.45 p.m. The wind
being too strong to walk into the shed,
the ship was put for the time being on
to the mooring mast, one pilot and a
mechanic remaining on board. At last
the preliminaries were completed. As
Nobile said, " Nothing has been spared
us, countless vicissitudes, difficulties,
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May 11, at 7.55 a.m., the ship left to
fly over Nicholas II Land, but she
landed again at 4.10 p.m., owing to bad
weather. Back at their base, they were
destined to have an anxious time, for
during the next two days the weight of
snow landing on top of the ship threatened to break her back. At last a thaw
began, but this only brought a new
problem, for the snow began to turn into
ice. Luckily, however, the crew were
able to break this off, and, the weather
improving, the danger was soon over.

POLAR CONQUEROR

Keys One

Roald Amundsen was an explorer in the
true Norse tradition. He was the first to
reach the South Pole—in t9f f—and after
the War he realized the great value of
aircraft for Polar exploration. After an
unsuccessful seaplane expedition in 1925,
the great Arctic flight of the Norge
airship in 1926 was his crowning triumph.
He lost his life searching for Nobile

dangers—but, above all, an intangible
peril the Pole remained."
After four days' hard work, during
which the motor was changed and
everything put in order, the ship was
again ready, the proposed programme
being to explore the little-known
Nicholas II Land, to make one or two
flights over the Pole and to fly over an
unexplored part of Greenland. On

The ship next left her shed at r p.m.
on May 15, with a load of nearly 12 tons,
including a complete polar outfit and a
portable wireless in case of emergency.
Her fuel load amounted to 1,5oo gallons
of petrol, which would allow a flight of
nearly 4,300 miles, and her crew numbered 16. She set off for Nicholas II
Land, and the splendid weather per-.
mitted them to photograph the very
little known west coast. Later on, snowstorms and thick fog were encountered
as they were entering an unexplored
region known as Gillis Land. In spite
of this, however, during the flight no
less than 3,800 sq. miles were explored in the unknown region between
Spitzbergen and Franz Josef Land,
1,5oo sq. miles were also explored between the Eastern Islands and Franz
Joseph's Archipelago, and 7,600 sq.
miles near Nicholas II Land, not to
mention a further 5,20o sq. miles of
unexplored territory, largely over North
East Land. The flight ended at 10.20
a.m. on the 18th; they had been 69

JOURNEY'S END
Considerable damage to the envelope of the Norge was caused during flight by iceformation, and after using all available patching material a hurried landing was made
at Teller, Alaska. A member of the crew left the airship by parachute and directed the
landing from the ground. Here are eight of the crew at Teller after the ship was deflated
Associated Press

hours in the air and covered about
15,400 sq. miles.
The next few days were now taken
up with the preparations for the Polar
flight proper. This was not to be such
a long flight as the last, and those
concerned looked upon it as comparatively easy. Weather permitting, it
was hoped to lower the waterproof
boat, or basket, so that observations
could be taken from the ground and
an actual landing made at the very
Pole itself. A complete camping and
sledging outfit was taken, in case an
accident occurred. The chance to start
came on May 23. During the morning
the ship was filled with gas, and everything tested, and at 4.28 a.m. the
Italia left the ground—on what proved
to be her last flight—heading towards
the Pole and carrying some 1,500
gallons of petrol.
The flight to the Pole was simple
and uneventful, although from 6.50
a.m. to 1.15 p.m. the old enemy fog
was with them. Soon after 1 p.m. it
got clearer, and at 1.45 p.m. the coast
of Greenland could be seen on the port
bow. They then turned a little from their
course to explore, but at 6 p.m. course
was again set for the Pole. The wind
was now with them, and they bowled
along under a blue sky, with the cheerful
sun pouring into the windows of the
control car. From 6 p.m. to 10.30 p.m.
they were flying over hitherto unknown
land. At 12.20 a.m. on the 24th the
great moment arrived — they had
reached the Pole. It had taken only
6 hours 51 minutes to reach it, and now
the engines were slowed down. The
ship slowly circled round as the wooden
cross, given them before they started
by the Pope, was thrown overboard
with the red, green and
white flag of Italy. Then
the gramophone began to
play, and, as Nobile and
Malmgrem shook hands,
the Swede said : " Few
men can say, as we can,
that they have been twice
to the North Pole."
As the wind was too
high to allow anyone
to be landed, this part
of the programme had to
be abandoned, and, when
messages had been sent
to the Pope, the King of
Italy and the Duce, at 2.20
a.m. on May 24 the fatal
return journey was begun.
Soon after leaving the
Pole, observations were
taken and the ship's
position fixed, but after
this the usual Arctic

fog came rolling down on them. During
the night, ice formed on the outside of
the airship, thereby increasing its
weight, and " fog, snow and ice " were
frequent entries in the log ; the crew
were now getting tired, and there was
very little conversation. The wind was
against them, and during the night of
May 24-25 all three engines were used.
But the wind was now getting stronger.
During the early morning of the
25th the weather became worse, and
the coxswains, who were dead tired,
found it difficult to keep the ship on

ITALIA OVER STOCKHOLM
The Italia was commanded and partially designed by General Umberto Nobile, the
famous Italian explorer. The ship was a slightly enlarged edition of the Norge, and
was one of the largest semi-rigids ever built. The Italia flew to Spitzbergen by way
of Pomerania and Stockholm, over which city she is seen here

her course.
That day the exact
position of the ship was lost ; everyone was looking hopefully for the
northern coast of Svalbard, but there
was no sign of it, although it should
have been visible in the morning.
Up above was the fog, below the
monotonous ice pack ; and as the day
wore on with no sign of land, anxiety
increased. Wireless messages were

NOBILE EN ROUTE
The Italia took a more easterly route to the Arctic than the Norge, flying via
Stolp (Pomerania), where this photograph was taken. Nobile, the commander of the
expedition, is seen looking out from the door of the control-cabin as the ship is brought
to rest. When disaster overtook the expedition, Nobile was held responsible and he
resigned. In 1935, however, he was recalled to the service of his country
Keystone

unable to enlighten them as to their
exact position.
Worse luck followed. At 9.25 a.m.
the elevators jammed, the height coxswain reporting that the elevator wheel
would not move. As the ship was light
and flying nose down, the motors were
stopped and the ship allowed to freeballoon while repairs were going on.
The ship now began to rise, and,
breaking through the clouds, they found
a blue sky and hot sun at 3,000 feet.
Mariano and Zappi, the naval officers,
got an observation of the sun and fixed
the position. At 9.55 a.m., the repairs
being completed, they got under way
again, and, descending in a few minutes
through the fog to L000 feet, were again
able to see the ice beneath them. To
the relief of all, observations proved
that the wind was dropping, and the
ship's position was presumed to be
45 miles N.E. of the Ross Islands and
180 miles N.E. of King's Bay. This
meant a possible landing between 3 and
4 o'clock that afternoon. They were
flying at i,000 feet, light, and nose
down. At that time all seemed well.
At 10.3o a.m., when Nobile was taking
speed and height measurements,
Cecione, on the elevator wheel, reported :
" We are heavy." The ship was now
stern heavy, and although the speed of
two engines was increased to improve
the dynamic lift the ship fell.
Of what followed Nobile wrote :
" The recollection of those last instants
is very vivid in my memory. I had
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War in the Air. 18

GREAT BRITISH FIGHTER PILOTS
By Lieut. A. J. Insall
As a first instalment to the history of great British pilots who fought with the highest distinction
in the air, Lieut. A. J. Insall here compares and describes the methods and personalities of Major
Hawker, V.C., Major Rees, V.C., Captain Ball, V.C., and Squadron-Leader Ira Jones, D.S.O. His
authoritative account is based on personal knowledge of all these notable fighters, and, as an
intimate picture, in short compass, has not been surpassed

the privilege of knowing three
of our greatest single-seater fighter
pilots intimately, and a fourth I
count as a friend today, if he was only
a name to me during the War. I may,
therefore, be forgiven if I write of these
exceptional men in the first person.
HAD

Major Lanoe G. Hawker, V.C., I
knew when he commanded No. 24 (De
Havilland Scout) Squadron on the
Somme in 1916. He had been chosen
for the command of this squadron,
upon which great hopes were centred,
at a time when he was serving as a
Flight-Commander in No. 6 Corps
Squadron at Abeele. The choice was
a wonderfully happy one, and there was
tremendous competition among promising pilots to join the newly formed
squadron. Hawker found it necessary
to turn away many excellent candidates, and they were sad souls when

Keystone

AN EPHEMERAL TRIUMPH
These historic photographs show the
Italia at Spitzbergen before its epic
flight over the North Pole in May, 1928,
which had the tragic end recounted in
this and the previous page. Before
reaching the Pole, scientific exploration
was carried out over the uncharted Franz
Josef Land and other regions, wireless
communication being constantly maintained with a base-ship

scarcely had time to reach the spot
near the two rudders, between Malmgrem
and Zappi, when I saw Malmgrem fling
up the wheel, turning his startled eyes
on me. Instinctively I grasped the
helm, wondering if it were possible to
guide the ship on to a snow-field and
so lessen the shock . . . Too late 1 . . .
There was the pack, a few yards below,
terribly uneven. The masses of ice
grew larger, came nearer and nearer . .
A moment later we crashed.
" There was a fearful impact. Something hit me on the head, then I was
caught and crushed. Clearly, without
any pain, I felt some of my limbs snap.
Some object falling from a height
knocked me down head foremost.
Instinctively I shut my eyes, and with
perfect lucidity and coolness formulated
the thought : It's all over ! ' I almost
pronounced the words in my mind.
It was 10.33 on May 25th." The airship,
relieved of the weight of the control
car and a part of the crew, rose and
was never seen again.
Luckily for those who had landed,
the wreckage, which lay on all sides,

they learned that they were not to
become members of a unit led by a
man whose name was regarded as
synonymous with everything that was
required for success in air fighting.
But he retained those he judged suitable, and all was well.
He used to come into my office at
Bertangles, where I discharged the
duties of Wing Adjutant in the Corps
Wing working in the Fourth Army
area, and discuss the various aspects of
air fighting. My brother at this
period was a prisoner in a German
prison camp, and one of our favourite
topics was the ways and means of
eluding capture and, alternatively, of

effecting escape in the event of a forced
descent behind the enemy's lines—not
the least of all the preoccupations of
those who served in the Royal Flying
Corps. Poor Hawker, when he landed
behind the German lines in November
of that year, had an 8 mm. bullethole through his brain, from the Spandau gun of Richthofen.
Hawker was a regular sapper, and
he brought to the R.F.C. all the calculating science of the engineer allied to
the spirit of a gay cavalier. It was this
debonair spirit, more than anything
else, that, in my opinion, marked the
difference between Hawker and that
other great D.H.2 fighter, Major L. W. B.

KING AND ACE
When King George V was in France, in 1918, he visited Château Le Nieppe, near St. Omer,
when flying-officers of the 2nd Brigade, R.A.F., were presented to him. Amongst these
was Captain J. I. T. Jones, with whom his late Majesty is seen conversing in this historic
photograph. Jones, who became a squadron-leader in the R.A.F., was one of the finest
and most distinguished single-seater pilots of the War
Imperial War Museum
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included a tent, sleeping bags, food and
a wireless set. Thus they were able to
sustain life, and eventually got in
touch with the outer world. They
were finally rescued by Swedish and
Russian airmen.
But this disaster was the cause of a
chain of others. Captain Lundborg,
rescuing Nobile, crashed and was
stranded on returning to take off the
others. Malmgrem, Zappi and Mariano
set off on their own to get help, as for a
long period the wireless messages sent
by Biagi were unheard. Although the
two Italians won their way through,
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Malmgrem, who was a sick man, lay
down on the ice and died, rather than
hinder his companions.
None of the six left in the stricken
airship was ever seen again. Nor was
this the end of the tragedy, for Riiser
Larsen and some Italians joined the
search, risking their lives on every
flight, and the veteran Amundsen
himself and his pilot Guilbord also
went to the rescue. They were never seen
again. After this disaster Italy abandoned airships, Nobile going to Russia
where he became deputy director of
Soviet airship development.

months, the chance never came my way.
One felt, in Hawker's case, on the
other hand, that he had been born to
fight single-handed, and it was hard to
realize that he had once flown B.E.'s
with a passenger to do his fighting for
him. I have often tried to make up
my mind which of the two, Rees or
Hawker, was the greater ; and I have
never succeeded. Certain it is that
both, given a machine of equal performance and neutral ground to fight
over, would have made rings round any
contemporary enemy pilot. Rees was
the better shot—he could pick off a
visiting-card right- or left-handed with a
service revolver at 25 yards ; Hawker,
the more dashing pilot, the more capable
of the unexpected manoeuvre that can
decide an issue in a split second.
Hawker once had to attack a moored
balloon that barred his approach to an
enemy airship base. He did this by
spiralling down and tossing hand
grenades at the gas-bag as he circled
round it. That was typical of him ;
and when, in his last fight, he found
himself hard pressed, he did not forget
to wave to his adversary. Richthofen
noted this ; but there was one thing he

many others he was only a mediocre
pilot when he started shooting down
enemy aeroplanes. I saw his first
efforts when he changed over from
B.E.2c's to single-seaters, and they
were not impressive. Nor did he himself stand out from the ordinary run of
new young pilots reaching the Expeditionary Force at the end of 1915.
Had I been asked to accompany him
into the air in a two-seater then, I should
have demurred strongly. Fortunately
for us both, the occasion never arose;
I should have suffered such agonies of
remorse in years to come. Instead, it
fell to me to receive him, when, in May,
1916, he was posted to No. 11 (Fighter)
Squadron and brought his belongings
over to us from No. 13 Squadron, on
the other side of the aerodrome at
Savy, behind Arras. So I saw more
of him than perhaps anyone else during
the early days of his fighting career.
It was on Savy aerodrome that he
took to living in a bell-tent and cultivating a miniature garden. He used to
leave the ground before the majority
of us were awake and prowl about
behind the German lines in quest of
enemy machines, alone in his little
Bristol Scout. I had many discussions
with him on that evergreen topic of
how best to get to close quarters without
being caught doing it, and Ball used to
explain his method, which consisted in
stalking a hostile machine while keeping
all the time in its " blind spot," below

GERMAN TRIBUTE
On May 7, 1917, Captain Albert Ball went.
on patrol for the last time, for he crashed
behind the German lines, a victim, so it
is said, of Richthofen's brother, Lothar.
His victors accorded him full honours, and
he was buried at Annceullin, near La
Bassee, where this photograph was taken
Imperial War Museum

HE SYMBOLIZED THE R.F.C. SPIRIT
The name of Captain Albert Ball, V.C., D.S.O., M.C., was known to every Briton during
the War. His exploits as a fighting airman brought him into great prominence, and today
he lives vividly in the memory of those who knew him. In the upper photograph he is
seen with the famous red " spinner" he used to fit to his machines. Above, Ball in an
S.E.5 single-seater demonstrating his 45° firing method. (See also portrait in page 179)
Rees, V.C. Rees was a gunner, a great
strategist and a great tactician. Speaking as an observer—and observers had
opportunities not given to all to judge
of a pilot's capabilities—there was no
one in the R.F.C. with whom I would
sooner have shared the ups and downs
of a close fight than Rees. It was
always my regret that, although we were
in the same squadron together for many

could not have noted, and that was
the infectious little half-laugh that
those who knew Hawker can be certain
escaped his lips at that grave moment.
The contrast between Hawker (and
Rees) and Ball is intense. With nothing
behind him in the way of military
experience or training, Ball reached the
top rung of the ladder—I almost said,
unaccountably. In comparison with
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and behind its tail, until a position had
been reached about the length of a
tennis lawn away from it. The rest,
for one who could halve a pea-stick
with a saloon pistol at that range, was
comparatively easy.
I recollect his first " Hun." He had
sighted a two-seater Albatros somewhere in the vicinity of Douai, and
straightway he had dived from a height
of some 13,000 feet, intending to slip
into his " blind-spot " position and
settle matters with one burst. But
something went wrong ; either the
two-seater detected him during his dive,
or the enemy pilot elected to turn
sharply at the critical moment, for
Ball's opening burst had no effect and
he had to begin all over again. Before
the Albatros went down to crash Ball
had fired one hundred and twenty
rounds, and, no witness being present,
he had had to forego claiming a victory.
Shortly after this, Ball devised the
trick of pulling his Lewis gun- down and
firing it upwards at the underside of
his quarry while holding it at an angle
of 45 degrees with his left hand. Others
had toyed with the idea before him,
but it was he who carried it into the
realm of practical politics. Setting the
fashion for individualism, he applied
himself to the perfecting of everything
he did. Were I asked to point to the
secret of his success, I should unhesitatingly say that it was due, first
and foremost, to his extraordinary
keenness—the keenness of a boy suddenly brought to compete with men.
Mark you, an exceptional boy. . . .
And so we come to a figure, practically
unknown outside the Service during
the War, whose work equalled that of
any single fighter pilot on the Western
front. Not many years ago the door
of my room at the Air Ministry was
pushed open to admit a visitor of
medium stature, whose name, when it
was announced, conveyed little to me,
but whose eyes and hair at once
arrested my attention. The hair had
that peculiar, wind-blown appearance
that I had so often observed on and
around aerodromes occupied by the
Royal Flying Corps in France, the eyes
that long-range look that spoke more
eloquently than words of the use to
which they had been put at some not
very distant period. I knew instinctively that here was a man who had
spent many hours in the solitude of the
heavens, with his destiny in his own
hands; but beyond this, and the
suggestion of the fighter contained in
eyes, there was nothing to give
me a clue to my visitor's identity.
" Jones—you know him ? " I had
to shake my head ; and then, to my

great surprise, the long-range eyes
fixed themselves upon me, and in a
machine-gun-like stutter their owner
recalled that we had proceeded to
France together on the same troopship
in July, 1915, he as a wireless operator
in No. ro (B.E.2c) Squadron, and I
as an observer in No. ri (Vickers
Fighter) Squadron. And it suddenly
dawned upon me that I was listening
to. J. I. T. Jones—" Taffy " Jones—
perhaps the most accomplished fighter
pilot the War had produced. I must
be careful how I tread, in speaking of
one who is very much alive today and
whose good friendship I cherish, but
there is something so engagingly frank
about " Taffy " that to keep anything
back would be an unpardonable sin.
In Captain James Ira Thomas Jones,
D.S.O., M.C., D.F.C., M.M., the Royal
Air Force possessed, at the end of the
War, a single-seater pilot who was
second to no other in the complicated
and difficult art of fighting. Never
overrating his powers, never discounting
the kinder strokes of fortune that helped
him on his course, he plodded steadily
along on the road that led to success,
never failing to extend a helping hand
to those he met by the wayside who
were not so well-equipped as he, never
putting his own aspirations before those
of the Service to which he belonged.
In seven months' fighting with
No. 74 Squadron (S.E.5a's), Jones
destroyed 26 enemy aeroplanes—four
more than Mannock's total for the same

REES, V.C.
Major L. W. B. Rees, V.C., was, as the
author of this chapter says, a great
strategist and tactician, and he possessed
all those qualities that made the true
fighting pilot. He won his V.C. in 1916
and, surviving the War, retired from the
service as a Group Captain in 1931. See
also portrait in page 307
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JONES, OF NO. 74
Squadron-Leader J. I. T. Jones, D.S.O.,
M.C., D.F.C., M.M., known as " Taffy "
Jones, still a serving officer in 1936, was
one of the most audacious air fighters of
the Great War. By his marksmanship,
flying skill and indomitable courage he
accounted for 4o enemy machines
period !—and, although a self-confessed
disciple of that great fighter, he survived
Mannock, if I may be permitted a
personal opinion, an even greater fighter
than his former master. It was
Mannock himself, at the time commanding " A " Flight of No. 74, who said
that Jones was the best shot in the
squadron.
But without something more than
marksmanship Jones would never have
reached the position he held at the
end of the War. Who but a Welshman
could have done what he did on
a day in August, 1918, when fortune
and a stealthy approach placed him in
a murderously favourable position at
the tail of nine enemy single-seaters ?
Withholding his fire, Jones kept station
behind and unseen by the German
scouts until, eventually, two of them
left their formation to attack an R.E.8
that had just crossed the lines.
Seizing his opportunity, Jones accompanied these two, took his time,
and then sent one of them on to its
back with a burst at point-blank range.
The enemy machine side-slipped, upsidedown, into its companion, and Jones's
second burst sent the two hurtling
earthward, interlocked, with long
streams of flame issuing from their petroltanks. He then dispersed the remaining
seven enemy machines, single-handed,
after a fight lasting about a minute.

CITY OF SKY-SCRAPERS SEEN FROM THE AIR

Associated Press

This aerial view of New York gives not only an impressive view of its architecture, but an informative idea of the geography
of the city and its surroundings. In the foreground is Brooklyn, and the East River crossed by Manhattan Bridge (right)
and Brooklyn Bridge (left). In the centre is the lower part of Manhattan Island, on which New York itself stands, and
its cluster of many-storied sky-scrapers. Beyond is the Hudson River and the shore of New Jersey
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LOOKING DOWN ON GREAT CITIES
By Amy Mollison,

C.B.E.

Since her remarkable flight to Australia, in 1930, Mrs. Mollison has flown many thousands of
miles all over the world. In this chapter she gives some vivid impressions of London, New
York, Tokyo, Baghdad and other cities as she has seen them from the air

is true to say that the
aviator gets a bird's-eye view of a
I
city; but has anyone ever considered
what a bird's-eye view is really like ?
In the course of my flights I have
been able to gain a variety of impressions
and run through a whole range of
emotions as cities like Baghdad in the
desert by moonlight ; Karachi in the
still of quiet dawn ; Darwin after the
long lone flight from home ; and the
New York skyline after the solitudes of
the brooding Atlantic have, one by one,
been glimpsed on the far horizon.
London is so near home that at first
I felt inclined to skip it, yet surely the
SUPPOSE it

most wonderful city in the world must
always have its own special appeal for
the pilot.
For my own part, I have always found
that the best view is to be obtained on
an evening when the sun is sinking and
a strong wind has not abated, for then
the great pall of smoke has been swept
away and the farthest possible limits can
be seen. Old Father Thames winds
through mazes of streets, buildings and
green spaces like a huge snake, leisurely
stretching from the majestic Houses of
Parliament to the scene of lovely homes
outside the city boundaries. It is,
indeed, only on rare occasions that the

SKY VIEW OF A CITY'S SUBURB
As he approaches the air port of Tempelhof, the air-line passenger is afforded a fine view
of Germany's capital. In this photograph, taken from a big commercial machine, the
Lietzensee on the western side of Berlin is seen. With its lakes surrounded by woods and
stately buildings, the suburb is a district much favoured by tourists and holiday-makers
Keystone

pilot can get such a view, for scarcely
ever will he or she secure a clear sky with
the requisite wind to drive the screen
of smoke away.
My first cross-country flight gave me
quite a new experience, for it was my
own city of Hull for which I was bound.
This was the first city I set out to
find from the air, and the thrill of seeing
my own home-town, found entirely by
my own efforts, can never quite be
recaptured. Hull from above spoke
quietly to me as no town can do on
the ground. Here, at home, one loved
to linger over each section of the city
and pick out all the well-remembered
places that are reminders of the happy
days of childhood.
Darwin, my next important goal on
the flight to Australia, will always have

CITY OF MAGNIFICENT DISTANCES
Occupying an area of more than roo square miles, Tokyo is described as a city of magnificent
distances, and in this air photograph the Japanese capital makes a particularly striking
picture. The myriads of buildings, the hundreds of streets and the modern bridges that
span the wide river Sumida all combine to make Tokyo as impressive a sight as any
city of the Western World

a warm place in my affections. It is
approached after a 500-mile crossing of
the Timor Sea, whose terrors have been
too often stressed to need repetition
here. Darwin is the largest place in
Northern Australia. From the air one
can distinguish the hospital, Government House and the jail. Desolation
and hundreds of miles of scrub
surround the town, and the sea'provides the only contrast.
Let us next take a look at Sydney.
After the desert of central Australia
has been negotiated; Sydney's " Golden
Gate " is the first sight to greet the
aviator. One senses straightaway a
kinship of hills and sea and land-locked
bay ; a feeling that, though soaring
above it, one is somehow earthbound
with it. Tall apartment houses and
business offices crown the heights as if
each is peering into the heavens to
glimpse the " never-never " country
beyond. Her harbour, silent and shimmering, stares up at you serenely yet

so hungrily, for beneath the innocent
waters lurks the shark which is the
serpent in this Eden.
Spanning the harbour like a giant
rainbow is Sydney's great bridge—one
of the modern wonders of the world,
completed since I flew over it in 1930.
I promised to return later to fly under
the new bridge, and look forward to the
fulfilment of that undertaking, as Sydney
is a city one wants to see again.
Tokyo, the goal of one of my later
flights, presents a greater contrast on the
ground than from the air. From above,
one sees the same modern buildings, the
same wide streets with their streams of
traffic, the same line of sea breaking
with creamy surf over golden sands, but
towering over Tokyo is the giant volcano
Fujiyama, begetter of countless Japanese legends, inspiration of religion and
of art, and scene, of many a fanatical
suicide. Numberless Japanese " honeymoons " have come to an end in the
heart of the god Fujiyama, the dainty
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bride and her idealist bridegroom being
unwilling to take the chance of spoiling
happiness too perfect to last.
Prominent amongst the many beautiful buildings of Tokyo are the emperor's
palace, set in the midst of the ordered
stateliness of magnificent formal gardens
and entirely walled round like a prison ;
and the ultra-modern Imperial Hotel,
which has to be seen to be believed. Of
this it is said that an American, on being
informed that it was the only building
which withstood the great earthquake,
on account of its floating foundations,
said, " What a pity ! "
Between London and Tokyo lie many
little-known but intensely interesting
cities, such as Mukden and Harbin in
Manchuria, the scene of recent strife
between the Chinese and Japanese.
The former is an ancient city with wall
and gates. The aerodrome is outside
the walls, and between sunset and sunrise it is still necessary to be escorted
through the gates with a guard complete
with guns and password. Harbin's
aerodrome, when I flew over it, was
potted with Russian shell-holes and
dotted with hundreds of tents, for
thousands of visiting Mongolians were
assembled on the occasion of some
great religious festival.
Along the tedious route that stretches
through Asiatic and European Russia
I passed over historical cities such
as Chita on the borders of Siberia
and Manchuria, Irkutsk on the western
side of the deepest lake on earth—
Baikal—and so on to Moscow, which I
had a year ago seen from the air in the
depths of winter, when the Russian Air
Force allowed me to fly in one of their
machines as a special concession.
I shall never forget the sight of the
Kremlin, the Red Square, and innumerable churches dominated by the famous
and beautiful St. Basil's, which reminded
me of nothing so much as a giant iced
wedding-cake with castellated towers
and turrets, so whitely and dazzlingly
did the powdered snow shine in the
brilliant winter sun. Now I see this
strife-torn city in the glaring sun of
summer, with no kindly, soft mantle of
snow to hide its naked poverty but
still, from the air, one cannot help but be
impressed by the magnificent proportions of its chief buildings.
Cape Town, on my next flight, was
again to me, in the first place, the goal
of all my ambitions, but it was only
later that J really appreciated its
beauties from the air. Table Mountain
wreathed in clouds, with the city nestling at its foot ; the Indian Ocean on
one side and the spacious Atlantic on
the other, is a never-to-be-forgotten
sight. The superb ,coastal scenery is

ABOVE TWO CITIES OF THE AFRICAN CONTINENT
The great African continent holds innumerable scenes to delight the eye and excite the wonder of those who traverse its vastness by air. Here
are seen the cities of Cairo and Cape Town as they appear to the flying visitor. In the photograph above, the capital of Egypt, with all its
strange assortment of medieval and modern buildings, its tortuous streets and wide highways, is strikingly revealed. Below is seen Cape Town
viewed from an aeroplane flying at ab6ut 3,000 feet over the tranquil waters of Table Bay. Towering in the background is Table Mountain
South African Railways

OVER SYDNEY'S BRIDGE AND HARBOUR
After reaching Port Darwin, Miss Amy Johnson went on to Sydney, New South Wales,
and flew over the wonderful bridge that spans the harbour, one of the wonders of the
modern world. The bridge, which at the date of the flight was in course of construction,
is here shown as the airman sees it

beyond my powers to describe, but I
must freely admit that a closer view
from the road shows up a thousand
nuances of light and shade, hundreds
of lovely wild flowers, ferns and shrubs,
waterfalls, rivulets, and a million charms
which cannot be seen in all their
detailed variety from the air. A bird'seye view most assuredly widens one's
horizon and gives one a vast panoramic
view of the country below, but one of
its main advantages is only to enable
one to pick out scenes and places which
will undoubtedly improve on closer
acquaintance.
A city which has haunted me for
many years is New York, and ever
since I started flying I have longed to
approach it from the sea, to have as my
goal its wonderful skyline. Unfortun-

ately, I was not destined to see New
York exactly as I had dreamed, but I
had the next best thing. I was flown
along the coastline, past Long Island,
and over New York's sky-scrapers,
before being landed at the airport after
our Atlantic crossing and subsequent
crash at Bridgeport.
New York from the air is a sight that
everyone should see. Its Empire State
Building—tallest building in the world—
waving its head in the upper winds, inviting anchorage to airships from the
far ends of the earth which never come
and never will come to rest there ; the
Hudson river and its many bridges and
islands running right past Wall Street,
where at six o'clock on a fine summer
day you see business men running down
from their offices to the quayside and
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taking the evening plane to their Long
Island homes.
In the city are hundreds of buildings
of all heights, shapes and sizes, seemingly vying each with the other to be
the first to reach the light of the sun,
like a forest of birch trees struggling
for the daylight ; parks, squares, overhead trams, park-ways with vehicles
racing along them.
A feature of nearly all American
cities is their regular criss-cross pattern,
all streets pointing north and south, or
east and west, with such regularity that
one can almost set one's compass by
them. They differ only in their size,
and in the assortment of their more
important buildings.
Washington, Los Angeles, Chicago
and San Francisco are, however, four
cities over which I flew, whose general
lay-out is seen to the best advantage
from the air, and is most impressive and
attractive in its artistry and beauty.
Miami is another city which should be
seen from above, as one could hardly
believe there could exist in one place
so many wonderful bathing pools,
private beaches and other attractions
for the pleasure-seeker. A lazy holiday
down below cannot be resisted after a
sight of some beach club, with its rows
of brightly-coloured umbrellas, tennis
courts and promenades, with white
sails at sea on azure blue waters.
I
could not resist it myself and spent a
perfect holiday in exotic Florida.
There could be no greater contrast
to this picture than the fairy city of
Baghdad, seen, with its myriads of
twinkling lights, close on midnight on
our flight from Mildenhall to Australia
in October, 1934. Under the light of a
full moon the city seemed almost lost
in an immensity of desert, and only the
friendly lights from innumerable native
fires, from the city and from the airport
itself guided us to its welcome warmth
and shelter.
The air, like the cinema screen, gives
one a distant or close-up view as
one chooses, with nothing to mar the
sight, such as the noise, squalor, buzz
of foreign tongues, which one may
experience on the ground. At night,
however, the illusion of peace and
fantasy stays with one even down to
the ground, and Baghdad on this
occasion was no exception. A visit to
this city of the Arabian Nights a little
later on- improved our acquaintance
with its charms, but nothing could
compare with its lights glimmering in
the jealous moonlight after twelve hours
in the air. My mind is filled with pictures of all the wonders I have already
seen, but more numerous by far are
those still waiting to be appreciated.
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THIRD AIR V.C.

Captain J. A. Liddell was the third airman to gain the Victoria Cross, receiving that distinction for
an act of great gallantry performed on July 31, 1955. With an observer he was snaking a routine
reconnaissance over the German lines when he was attacked by an enemy plane. He was badly
wounded, and became unconscious. His machine fell 3,000 feet and was badly damaged, but he
recovered consciousness and got safely home. He died of his wounds a month later
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HEART OF LONDON FROM THE AIR

This aerial photograph shows London as it is seen by an airman flying at a height of x,000 feet. The City of Westminster, the
City of London, and the borough of Southwark are shown. Among the outstanding buildings are Westminster Abbey, the
Houses of Parliament, the County Council Hall, St. Paul's Cathedral, and Waterloo and Cannon Street Stations
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OVER KING'S REACH
The reach between London Bridge and Westminster Bridge, nameless until 1935, was officially named King's Reach in that
year in honour of the Silver Jubilee of King George V. The bridges seen in the photograph am Westminster Bridge, Charing
Cross Railway and foot-bridge, Waterloo Bridge, the road and railway bridges at Blackfriars, and Southwark Bridge
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ADVENTURES OF THE VOID
By Capt. J. Laurence Pritchard
On reading this account of adventure in the stratosphere, twelve miles and more above the earth,
one can echo the remark of the Greek dramatist : " Many are the marvels, but the most
marvellous is man." The escape of the three Americans here related is as remarkable as anything
ever imagined by the novelist. Flying in the stratosphere is also discussed in "Flying to the
Borders of the Sky " and " Climbers of the Upper Atmosphere "
another chapter (page 535) it is
explained that the stratosphere is
a belt of air, about ten miles above
the earth and about ten miles thick,
which in theory holds out many advantages for high-speed flying of the future.
Until 1931 no one had actually entered
the stratosphere and the word was
almost unknown to the man in the
street. In May of that year Professor
A. Piccard and his assistant, Paul
Kipfer, electrified the world by rising
to a height of 51,458 feet. The two
scientists were enclosed in an airtight
aluminium sphere, with a diameter of
only seven feet and a thickness of less
than a quarter of an inch between
them and a drop of nearly ten miles.
The aluminium sphere, supported
by a giant balloon, which had a
capacity of 500,000 cubic feet, rose
from Augsburg in Bavaria about four
o'clock in the morning and in about half
an hour had reached a height of over
nine miles. The great heat of the sun at
that height so expanded the hydrogen
in the balloon as to make it impossible
to descend until nightfall, when the gas
had cooled down. A safe landing was
made at ro p.m. on the Grosse Gurgl
glacier in the Austrian Tirol. The two
adventurers were forced to spend the
night on the glacier and were rescued
by a search party the following morning.
Piccard by this ascent had made history
and had put the word stratosphere on
the map. He and others have made
numerous ascents since that day.
The risks of ballooning in the stratosphere are very great. At a height of
ten miles the explorers have only a thin
sheet of metal between them and certain
disaster. A serious leak in the airtight
shell and the explorers would die immediately from the decreased pressure of
the air, even if they had oxygen
apparatus for breathing. At a height of
ten miles the air is only one-tenth as
dense as it is on the ground.
Piccard and his assistant once had a
narrow escape through such a leakage
In his first flight a leak developed early.
Luckily, Piccard had foreseen such a
contingency and had cleverly prepared
, for it. The hole through which the
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THEY WENT FOURTEEN MILES HIGH

Topical

This photograph shows the end of the historic balloon flight into the stratosphere, made by Captain
Stevens and Captain Anderson, when they ascended to a height of nearly 14 miles and landed safely
after being eight hours in the air. The landing took place at White Lake, 23Q miles from Rapid,
South Dakota, whence the ascent was made, and the balloon is here seen as it reached the earth
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precious air was escaping was packed
with a mixture of oakum and vaseline,
but air did not stop hissing out until
Piccard had reached a height of over
nine miles. During this time he had
to release quantities of oxygen to keep
himself and his assistant alive.
On another occasion a thermometer
containing mercury broke and the
mercury was spilt on the thin aluminium
floor of the gondola. Mercury eats its
way through aluminium almost as
quickly as strong acid, and Piccard and
his companion were only able, just in
time, to collect all the spilt mercury
before it had eaten its way through
the bottom of the gondola. On still
another occasion, when Dr. Jean Piccard, brother of the balloonist, and his
wife were making an ascent of ten miles

in America, one of the ropes fouled
just after the start and he had to climb
out on the top of the gondola to free
it, as the balloon rushed upwards.
In 1933 Russian U.S.S.R. balloonists
reached a height of over 6o,000 feet with
a balloon that, at the start of the flight,
was 18o feet in height and the biggest
built up to that time. The crew of
three carried wireless and kept in
uninterrupted communication with the
ground during the whole of their remarkable flight. At 40,000 feet they
reported that there was io8° F. of
frost outside the gondola! The flight
was successful in every way and the
stratosphere explorers found all their
instruments worked perfectly.
In January, 1934, however, a second
Russian attempt met with a terrible

DISCOVERING NEW WORLDS

Auguste Piccard, a Swiss professor, was the first to explore the stratosphere, in the year 1931,
and since that time he has been rightly regarded as a true air pioneer. His ascents were no
mere stunts, but had a real scientific value, and here we see Piccard taking in instruments
through the tiny entrance to the gondola

Planet News

and when it was inflated ready to take
off from the ground it towered over
300 feet into the sky. The envelope
alone weighed two tons.
There is great danger in filling these
giant stratosphere balloons, for the
strain on the fabric is extremely great.
The upward pull on the Explorer I,
for example, was seven tons at the start.
In September, 1934, when the Russian •
balloon was being filled, it suddenly
blew up under the strain and destroyed
months of work. Exactly the same
thing happened to the American balloon,
Explorer II, in July, 1935.
Explorer I, which ascended from
Rapid City, South Dakota, on July 28,

HE TRIED AGAIN
Lieut.-Com. T. W. G. Settle, of the U.S.
Navy, made several attempts to penetrate
the stratosphere which were ultimately
crowned with success. In August, 1933,
his balloon crashed almost immediately
after the take-off from Soldier's Field,
Chicago, illustrated below
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FROM ANOTHER WORLD
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1934, had on board Captain Stevens,
Captain Anderson and Major Kepner.
Their gondola was about eight feet in
diameter and a little less than a quarter
of an inch thick, and was packed with
many self-recording instruments. Each
pilot had his own manhole through
which to make his escape in case of
accidents. These manholes were screwed
down and became airtight as the
balloon rose into the upper atmosphere.
The balloon was fitted with wireless,
and during the whole of the ascent and
descent the explorers broadcast their
experiences to all America. An aeroplane
followed the balloon up to 30,000 feet,
photographing the ascent, and met it
once again as it was coming down,
obtaining some of the most remarkable
photographs ever taken. When the
balloon had reached a height of a little
over 6o,000 feet, Captain Stevens heard
a clattering noise on the top of the
Planet News

TESTING REACTIONS
The physical strain of climbing several
miles above the earth into an atmosphere
completely foreign to the human system is
naturally very great. Here is a Russian
airman having his blood pressure tested in
a special airtight gondola at the Military
Academy, Leningrad

Wide World Photos

Prot. Piccard, on his first stratosphere
attempt—in May, 1931—started from
Augsburg (Bavaria) and landed on the
Gurgl glacier, one of the highest and most
remote districts of the Austrian Tirol,
17 hours later. The photograph above
shows peasants coming to the aid of the
deflated balloon and its crew
fate. As with the first, wireless was
carried. The balloon reached a height
of nearly thirteen miles, a greater height
than had ever yet been reached.
On the way down, the gondola suddenly
broke free from the balloon. A last
wireless message was picked up.
" Stratostat calling—grave—report this.
Stratostat in zone of heavy moisture—
ice-coated—position hopeless."
The gondola fell about 35o miles
south-east of Moscow, from where the
balloon had ascended, and was smashed
to pieces and all three explorers instantly killed. They had run into a
danger which had not been foreseen,
and the added weight of the rapidly
forming ice must have been too great a
strain for the ropes supporting the
gondola to withstand. Although many
attempts to get into the stratosphere
have now succeeded without further
loss of life, it is unlikely that all the
dangers of stratosphere flying have been
discovered, and it is only by the risks
these pioneers take that future flying
at great heights will be made possible.
Perhaps the most thrilling adventure
which stratosphere explorers have ever
had—and lived to tell the tale—was that
following the ascent of the American
stratosphere balloon, Explorer I, in
July, 1934. The Explorer I was by far
the biggest balloon ever built. It had a
cubic capacity of 3,000,000 cubic feet,
568
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DRAMA ELEVEN MILES UP

The extraordinary adventure of three American Army officers, Captains Stevens and Anderson and Major Kepner, who survived after the envelope of their balloon, " Explorer I," tore
at 6o,000 feet, is vividly told in this chapter. These photographs illustrate their
escape very graphically. On the left, the balloon just after bursting, and, on the right,
the gondola hitting the ground while the crew come down by parachute amid the debru
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gondola and, looking up through the
heavy glass porthole, he saw a large
rip in the lower part of the balloon.
Disaster immediately loomed ahead, and
all America knew over the wireless.
Through the porthole the three explorers
watched the rent in the fabric growing
bigger and bigger. The balloon began
dropping slowly at first, but at an everincreasing speed, with those three men
sitting inside, one of them calmly
broadcasting to the world what was
happening, while the other two were
keeping an eye on the instruments.
For all they knew at the time, they
were sending out to the world the last
messages they ever would send.
At 30,000 feet the waiting aeroplane
picked up the now badly disabled
balloon. Half the bottom had been
ripped away by the upward-rushing air,
and at any moment the whole fabric
might tear away or the balloon burst
and the gondola fall like a stone. Yet
these three men behaved as though
nothing was the matter. At a height
Of 20,000 feet they opened their special
portholes and climbed out On the top
of the gondola to see how serious the
damage really was. The balloon now had
large rents in it and the hydrogen was
escaping fast, yet all three men decided
to go back again and attempt to save
some of the instruments by throwing
them overboard attached to special
parachutes.
At 7,000 feet the balloon was dropping
700 feet a minute, and the torn fabric

was hanging down and touching the
gondola a hundred feet below. A moment
afterwards, without any warning, the
whole of the bottom of the balloon
dropped out, and Captain Stevens
started discharging the lead shot carried
as ballast in an effort to slow up the
descent. All three men had put on their
parachutes ready. All the time, it
must be remembered, the news was
steadily and quietly being broadcast,
one of the most thrilling broadcasts
in the whole history of wireless.
At 3,000 feet above the ground they
decided it was time to jump. As the
first man jumped the balloon exploded,
and the gondola began dropping like a
stone. Over went the second man.
The third man, who was still in the
gondola, said good-bye over the wireless,

and had to make a flying leap at the
small porthole and drop out head first.
In those few thrilling seconds the gondola had fallen over 1,50o feet. As the
third pilot turned over in the air he
pulled the rip-cord of his parachute.
As it opened, part of the fabric fell on it.
For a second or two it looked as though
nothing could save him, and then the
parachute -finally slid from under the
dropping fabric.
All three men landed safely and,
while coming down, saw the gondola
hit the ground with a tremendous crash,
to be crushed like an eggshell. The
amazing thing about this story is that
three men should have come down
from a height of twelve miles with a
burst balloon, telling their story as they
descended, and from a height of 30,000

feet should have their whole story
photographed from the air, showing
them jumping, showing their parachutes
in the air, and even showing the final
great ring of dust made by the gondola
as it crashed to destruction.
On November 11, 1935, the Americans
reached the world's record height of
73,395 feet in the Explorer II, the
biggest balloon yet built. It had a
cubic capacity of 3,700,000 cubic feet.
Remarkable, however, as this record is,
it has been made only to be beaten, and
the time perhaps is not far distant
when, owing to the pioneering work at
the risk of their lives of these stratosphere explorers, aeroplanes will be
flying round the world at heights of
ten miles or more, and at speeds
approaching that of the speed of sound.
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THE STRATOSPHERE `EXPLORER' MAKES HISTORY

The record stratosphere ascent in November, 1935, of the " Explorer II," manned by Captains A. W. Stevens and 0. A. Anderson, provides a thrilling
chapter in the history of aviation. Above, the camp established by the sponsors, the U.S. Army Air Corps and the National Geographic Society,
at the Stratobowl, Rapid City. The envelope fabric is laid out in the centre on a ground cloth. The aerial photographs below show (left) the
" Explorer " at the moment of landing ; and (right) the balloon collapsing as gas escapes from the ripped envelope. The rip-panel was opened on
landing to deflate the balloon rapidly lest the gondola and its instruments should be dragged along the ground and damaged
Photos: E.N.A.

SECRETS WRESTED FROM THE VOID
A most extensive collection of equipment and scientific instruments was carried both in and on the comparatively small gondola of the " Explorer Il "
during its record journey. Disaster nearly overtook the balloon immediately after the take-off, when the effect of a sudden down-draught was
only checked by the release of lead ballast. After the safe landing of the gondola and its occupants, the instruments, containing much valuable and
hitherto unrecorded data, were found intact
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CLIMBERS OF THE UPPER ATMOSPHERE
By Major C. C. Turner
The problems that still remain to be solved before flying in the stratosphere becomes a practicable
proposition are here discussed. Major Turner mentions Professor G. T. R. Hill's theory that the
limit of flying speed may be reached at about 700 m.p.h., the rate at which sound travels
wo separate purposes lie behind the
efforts to explore the upper
atmosphere—that of discovering
its physical constituents, its movements and the secret of the " cosmic "
rays, and, in the second place, that of
utilizing its properties for the advantage
of air travel.
In this chapter I am Concerned with
the latter, and will merely remark of
the former that the work is carried on
by means of unmanned balloons carrying automatically recording instruments, but, more importantly, by manned
balloons carrying scientific observers.
Unmanned balloons have ascended to
tremendous altitudes, in more than one
instance exceeding twenty-five miles.
They have brought much important
data to science. The manned stratosphere balloons have ascended as high

T

as fourteen miles. Their work is referred
to in the chapter entitled " Adventures
of the Void."
A revolution was made in the science
of meteorology when the existence of
what is called the stratosphere was
proved. Before that discovery it was
assumed that the reduction of temperature With altitude continued regularly to
the limits of the atmosphere, and that
the velocity of winds also increased. But
when it was found that at a height varying from 6 to To miles the temperature
ceases to fall, and even rises slightly, and
that the air becomes equable and almost
windless, scientists had to reshape

their ideas. Then, when mechanical
flight became a possibility and men
turned their minds to employing it
for transportation, the importanc,e of
the stratosphere became evident, for it
meant that the reduced density of the
air at greater altitudes would enable
greater speeds to be attained, and
that, moreover, without the hampering
circumstance of tremendous wind
velocities. The great cold at six or
seven miles (about ioo degrees of frost
Fahrenheit), the reduced pressure and
the extremely small supply of oxygen
were conditions which could be coped
with, and have been coped with by

means of closed cabins in which conditions suitable to the preservation
of life can be maintained.
How daring is the conception of
regular air travel carried on in the
stratosphere will be seen from the facts
that the temperature is so low that it
would destroy life ; the amount of
oxygen is insufficient for life, and the
reduction of atmospheric pressure at a
height of eleven miles or so is such that
a man's blood would literally boil—
an extreme result of the same condition
which on high mountains makes it
impossible to cook an egg in the ordinary
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PEGASUS ' AND PILOT
A great flight is the result of fine team-work by the pilot, aircraft designer and engine
designer. Captain C. F. Uwins (left), who broke the world's altitude record in 1932, is
chief test-pilot of the Bristol Aeroplane Co. This firm designed the supercharged " Pegasus "
engine (above) installed in the Vickers plane which Uwins piloted. The " Pegasus " is
a nine-cylinder radial, cowled in a Townend ring and delivering about 600 h.p. for this flight

TOWARDS A NEW HEIGHT RECORD
In September, top, Captain C. F. Uwins, in a Vickers " Vespa " biplane (below), fitted
with a specially tuned Bristol " Pegasus " engine, reached an altitude of 43,976 feet—the
highest then recorded by aeroplane. This important flight was remarkable for an almost
complete lack of fuss and publicity, coupled with extremely efficient preparations

plane capable of 25o miles an hour
near the ground would fly at double that
speed at a height of ten miles. Other
things, however, are not equal, and in
this case cannot be made quite equal.
Immediately the practical difficulties
are faced, it is realized that the engine

Court'', of Flight '

way, for the water boils at a comparatively low temperature. At a moderate
height the contents of a bottle of soda
water are wasted in violent effervescence
the moment the stopper is taken out.
Reduction of pressure and lack of
oxygen become very trying to aeroplane
passengers even at a height of 15,00o
feet, and this presents a problem which
is being practically tackled by air line
operators, whilst, as everyone knows,
the men of the air forces, who have to
fly at heights often exceeding 2o,000
feet, carry a supply of oxygen 'and an
apparatus by means of which they
breathe it, instead of the outside air.
But why bother about travel at such
a height when, obviously, air lines
normally operate below 12,000 feet ?
The object in view is that of utilizing
the reduced density of the air and the
small resistance it offers in order to
obtain far greater speeds than are
possible in the lower regions of the
atmosphere. Thus, it has been shown
that, other things being equal, an aero-

A FINE EFFORT
Vladimir Kokinaki, Russian ex-stevedore
(above), claimed to have flown up to a
height of 47,806 feet in November, 2 935.
However, to be recognized the previous
record must be exceeded by more than
zoo metres (over 60o feet).
Donati's
record (see next page) therefore stood
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labours under difficulties at such altitudes, and that the lower resistance of
the air makes the wings less efficient as
load carriers, and the work of the
propeller less effective—altogether formidable problems.
Of recent years, however, the recordbreaking impulse in flying has taken
on the serious business of demonstrating
the means by which engine, wings and
propeller can be made to function
satisfactorily at great altitudes. Quite
probably, air fighting will never be
carried on at much greater heights
than five miles, and be rare at that,
but the qualities which enable much
greater heights to be attained may be
extremely valuable, whilst in ordinary
air travel it is claimed there may be
great gain in being able to fly at much
greater speeds.
The aeroplanes on which the altitude
records have actually been made so far
have not all been equipped with sealed
spheres in which pressure is preserved
artificially ; they have been, in most
respects, ordinary aeroplanes in which
the pilot has been kept warm by
electrically heated clothing, and the
oxygen supply maintained by methods
in daily use in the Royal Air Force.
Thus, Flight-Lieutenent Cyril Uwins,
on a Vickers " Vespa " fitted with a
Bristol engine, in September, 1932,
attained a height of 43,976 feet (about
eight miles) and this was done without
a variable-pitch propeller. The engine,
however, was supercharged, so that the
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quantity of air sucked into the carburettor was maintained despite its
thinness. So effective were the means
employed, that the machine reached
almost its predicted height, and the
pilot suffered little inconvenience.
In the following year Gustave
Lemoine, flying a French Potez biplane,
reached an altitude of 44,775 feet.
That world record was beaten in
April, 1934, by the Italian, Commendatore Donati, on a Caproni machine, one
fitted with the British " Bristol " engine
of the kind Uwins used; but the
Italian, when he landed, having attained
47,360 feet, was in a state of collapse, and
it seems that the limit had been reached
as regards endurance in extremely
reduced atmospheric pressure, and that,
if that record is to be exceeded, a
pressure cabin will have to be used.
According to theory, the much greater
speed of flight at great altitudes will
itself, to a large extent, compensate
for the reduced lift due to low density,
and the plane's swift rush will obtain
the necessary lift. The propeller,
however, is a more difficult proposition,
for there is a limit to its speed of
rotation, and at the best considerable
inefficiency is inevitable. This, it is
true, can to some extent be made
good by means of the variable-pitch

HE CLIMBED NINE MILES
Wonderful endurance was displayed by Commendatore Renato Donati when he flew his
Caproni biplane to the tremendous height of 47,36o feet, in April, 1934, thereby setting up
a new record. So severe were the conditions of cold and reduced atmospheric pressure
that the pilot, who was seated in an open cockpit, landed in a state of collapse on completing
his climb. Above, Donati standing by his machine. Below, the Bristol-engined Caproni
prior to taking-off on its record-breaking flight

propeller, which, having got the machine
off the ground and propelled it on a
long upward slant, is adapted, by automatic or mechanical coarsening of the
pitch of the blades, to greater forward
speed or to reduced air density.
Professor G. T. R. Hill has pointed
out that a probable barrier is the
limiting speed of sound in air, roughly
700 miles per hour, when the air ceases
to part to make way for a moving
object, and no longer follows the
streamlines, but builds up a bow wave.
Moreover, the supercharging of the
engine must be elaborate in order that
the work can go on efficiently at a wide
range of altitudes, so that, instead of
one supercharger, there must be others
suitable for three, or even four, phases.
This, of course, adds to the weight.
Again, at a height of 40,000 feet,
40 per cent more cooling surface is
needed than at sea level. Unfreezable
oil and fuel must be used. The pressure
cabin must be strong enough to resist
the tendency to burst, and the equipment must obviously be very carefully
designed and made, all of which adds
to the cost and the load.
Will the air traveller submit himself to such conditions ? To the
ordinary risks, real or imaginary, of
air travel, the addition of the sealed
cabin, which, if anything goes wrong,
becomes a death trap, may well be
asking too much. Already the high
altitudes flown on one or two air
routes have caused uneasiness, although

FRENCH ENDEAVOUR OF 1932
French aircraft designers were early in the field with a machine built for stratosphere
flight. Completed by the Farman company in 1932, it was a high-wing monoplane with
a specially supercharged engine and a sealed cabin. Above, the stratosphere plane during
a preliminary test flight, and (right) M. Giraud, the pilot. Unfortunately, the machine did
not satisfy expectations, and was replaced by a second type (see photograph in page 535)
the actual physical discomforts have
to a large extent been overcome.
All this may, however, come in due
time. Meanwhile, the scientists and
designers of aeroplanes have to solve a
series of problems, including that of
carrying enough fuel for a long flight,
in addition to all the paraphernalia of
engine accessories and pressure cabin.
It takes a considerable time to climb
to seven or eight miles, and a heavy
expenditure of fuel. Every pound
added to the equipment load subtracts
from the fuel load, and also increases
fuel consumption ; and merely to climb
to a great height only to come down
again would be a futile proceeding.
Moreover, to go to all this labour and
cost for a mere Soo miles' flight would
be ridiculous, for even though the
flight were at greater than ordinary
speed the advantage would be offset
by the time spent in climbing.
Obviously, for flights of less than
1,000 miles, the stratosphere effort
would be wasted, and it must be
remembered that at present 500 or
600 miles is the maximum economical
stage in air transport. But the work
goes on, and, but for an untimely
accident, a most interesting experiment
would now be in progress. The brothers
Farman, famous in flying history,
built a stratosphere aeroplane with an
airtight cabin, and spent a vast amount
of research and experiment on it.
Unfortunately, it was wrecked in August,
1935, before a true test of its qualities
had been made. The pilot, M. Cogno,
apparently died in the air whilst an

experimental flight was in progress.
The machine was wrecked and there
remained no record of its progress
save a barograph showing that a height
of 34,000 feet had been reached.
The Farman machine was a high-wing
monoplane, fitted with a 400 h.p.
12-cylinder Farman water-cooled engine.
It had a wing area of 753 square feet.
Its engine was fitted with three superchargers. These superchargers could
be put into gear in succession—the
first at 16,400 or 19,700 feet, the second
at 32,800 or 36,000 feet, and the third
at 49,200 or 52,50o feet, this theoretically
permitting the aircraft to attain a
height of 65,600 feet. The airscrew was
a four-bladed one of variable pitch.
The cabin was a duralumin cylinder,
3.-1- feet in diameter and 61 feet long,
completely housed in the interior of
a normal fuselage. It had seating
accommodation for two. Among
the numerous instruments were thirty
thermometers and gauges to show the
temperature and pressure of each
supercharged radiator and tank.
In this machine, a small special
supercharger sucked in air from the
atmosphere, compressed it and pumped
it into the cabin, a valve allowing any
surplus to escape, the air being thus
maintained at normal atmospheric pressure as encountered at io,000 feet.
The compressor was engine-driven, and
in the event of a breakdown the machine
could descend sufficiently quickly to
obviate vitiation of the air in the cabin.
The Junkers firm in Germany have
for long been preparing a stratosphere
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aeroplane with an airtight cabin.
In Russia, the Soviet airman, Vladimir
Kokinaki, in an open cockpit machine
has. claimed to have attained a height
of 47,806 feet. Meanwhile, for a
development ordered by the British
Air Ministry, there has been built at
the Bristol works a new stratosphere
aeroplane which is intended for experiments in flying at heights considerably
greater than Donati's world record
of 47,36o feet. It is fitted with a
special highly supercharged and powerful
engine designed to maintain adequate
output in the thin air at levels of 50,000
feet and more. In conjunction with
this engine, a controllable-pitch airscrew
will be used.

THE `HEART'S CONTENT' SETS OUT

' /laity Mirror'

When Mollison left Portmarnock Strand, Dublin, on August 18, x932, on his North Atlantic solo attempt,
so heavily laden was his little " Puss Moth " that it ran for more than a mile before rising. In this
photograph the machine is seen taxi-ing into position for the take-off, while spectators hurry to the
scene. This flight ranks as one of the finest in the annals of the conquest of the Atlantic by air
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MOLLISON'S WORLD RECORDS
By William Courtenay
Aeronautical Correspondent of the London 'Evening Standard'
James Allan Mollison carved a meteoric and distinguished career for himself in the annals of
record-breaking achievements in the air. At the early age of 26 he set up a new solo record of
8 days 20 hours 19 minutes for the Australia-England flight in 1931. A year later he blazed a
new trail to the Cape, his time being 4 days 17 hours 19 minutes. In the same year came his
grandest epic of all—a solo flight westward across the Atlantic, the first and only one of its kind

all the famous aviators who
have contributed to the
progress of aviation, none
crowded so many hours of glorious life
into one short space as Jim Mollison,
the young Scotsman who flew into fame
in 1931 with a daring solo flight from
Australia to England.
Before he attempted this feat, in
which he was generously encouraged and
backed by Lord Wakefield, Jim Mollison
was an air-liner pilot with KingsfordSmith on the Sydney-Melbourne run in
the pioneer days of air routes. In this
work he had daily to face the worst of
weather and mountain crossings, using
machines which were not equipped with
" blind flying " instruments as used
today. That route, as he often told me,
was a real test of courage, skill and nerve.
His first attempt to fly to England
ended disastrously at Darwin. It was a
small aerodrome. He flew a Gipsy Moth
loaded with fuel to give him a range of
nearly 2,000 miles. The machine just
staggered off the ground at the end of
the runway and could not rise over the
trees and telegraph wires. It crashed.
Fortunately it did not catch fire. Mollison had the humiliating experience of
having to take train back to Sydney
after all Australia had breathlessly
waited for a glorious start. Luckily for
him, Lord Wakefield did a rare thing.
He came for the second time to the aid
of an unknown airman.
And so it was that on Wednesday,
July 29, at 1 a.m. (local time), some
six or seven weeks after his earlier
attempt, Jim Mollison set off in his
black Moth, fitted with a 120 h.p.
Gipsy II engine, on the great flight. The
Moth machine cruised at about 85 m.p.h.,
and, when overloaded with special fuel
tanks for long-range work, this speed
could not be reckoned at more than
75 to 8o m.p.h., for engine revolutions
had to be conserved if a gruelling flight
were not to end in engine failure.
To fly 1o,000 miles from Australia to
England at an average speed of only
8o m.p.h. means that an airman must
spend 125 hours in the air. This is over
F
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5 days. If the airman wishes to set up
a new record, it becomes entirely a
question of how he can fight growing
fatigue.
The fact that Mollison accomplished
his flight brilliantly in 8 days 20 hours
19 minutes shows how gallant was his
fight against exhaustion. He had beaten
the record of his old friend, C. W. A.
Scott, by 2 days r hour 41 minutes.
Scott had used a similar machine.
These flights, as I subsequently discovered for myself when flying to India
and back with Captain Neville Stack,
involve flying for about 16 hours per
day, spending at least an hour refuelling and superintending other details
before commencing the next stage,
and losing about two hours on the
journey to and from aerodrome and
hotel, before the blessed balm of sleep

comes to bring relief. This accounts for
19 hours out of the 24, leaving only
five at most for actual repose.
Consequently, it was not surprising
that when Mollison dropped wearily out
of the sky one lazy August afternoon,
nine days after he had left Australia,
to find he had crossed the precious
English coast and that victory lay in his
grasp, he did not bother to go straight
on to Croydon, but flopped down on the
beach at Pevensey Bay. It was soon
after this that I met him.
Early in 1932 Mollison planned a
flight no less daring than his Australia
adventure. He bought a Puss Moth
cabin monoplane, built fuel tanks to
give a range of about 1,75o miles, and
organized a solo flight to the Cape.
Here, again, his first experience ended
in failure. He reached Egypt in the

FIRST STEP TO FAME
On July 29, 1931, James Mollison took off on a flight from Australia to England that was to
establish him as a British pilot of outstanding merit. This flight, in which he covered the
io,000 miles in 8 days 20 hours 19 minutes, was the prelude to a series of many longdistance achievements that made him world-famous. Here Mollison, travel-soiled and
weary, is seen on his arrival at Croydon airport
Wide World Photos

`JIM ' SETS OUT AGAIN
In no other flight which he carried out did Mollison show so much courage and endurance
as in his east-to-west crossing of the North Atlantic in August, 1932. Alone in his small
cabin machine, he braved the dangers of the long ocean trip for twenty-four hours, to land
eventually at Pennfield Ridge, New Brunswick. Here he is seen flying near the Irish
coast at the start of his audacious endeavour

incredibly short time, for those days,
of 37 hours. His cruising speed was
not more than too m.p.h. Then the
failure of an engine pump caused him to
make a forced landing in the dark in
long grass. Again he tasted the bitterness of frustration and failure. But on
the second attempt he was successful.
He chose the West Coast route, which
is about 6,000 miles long from England
to the Cape, as against the " all-red "
route used by Imperial Airways, which
is 800 miles longer. The latter follows
the Nile, the Great Lakes and the main
centres of population. Navigation is
simpler and aid more easily obtained in
the event of forced landings. The West
Coast route involves following hundreds
of miles of the trackless Sahara desert,
jungles and great areas of uninhabited
territory before the last laps down the
West Coast itself can be flown.
Mollison planned this flight in a
series of a few giant strides, and chose a
time of month when a full moon would
aid night flying, this being by now an
invariable rule with all long-distance
flyers. His total time for this flight was
4 days 17 hours 19 minutes. It set
up a solo record which was only beaten
solo by his wife, Amy Johnson.
I flew down to Lympne to see Jim start.
It was 1.5 a.m. on Thursday, March
24, 1932, that the great flight started.
The following Tuesday, March 29—in
not much more than a week-end—he
had landed at Cape Town. Once again

he landed on the beach and not the
aerodrome, where thousands of South
Africans were waiting to welcome him.
Among those at the aerodrome was Miss
Amy Johnson, who had journeyed to
South Africa by sea for a health voyage
and who, by a coincidence, had arrived
on the same day as her future husband.
He had covered 6,255 miles in half
the time of Caspareuthus, the last
previous solo flyer, who had taken 82
days. He had flown across Europe,
first to Oran, Algeria, and then to Colomb
Bechar the same evening. The second
day found him bound before dawn for
Reggan, a French desert outpost. Here
he faced the 2,000-miles' Sahara crossing
and reached the Niger safely, making
landfall by good navigation where he
-expected at Niamey. A night flight
took him to. Duala. He then continued
down the West Coast to Loanda and
Walfish Bay, Cape Colony, until Cape
Town itself was reached. This flight
won for Mollison a second much-prized
record, and established his reputation
in the front rank of pilots. He was
only just 27.
By now he was looking for more
ambitious fields to conquer. A daring
Atlantic flight was at the back of his
mind. So far, no one had essayed a solo
flight over the Atlantic westward from
England with success.
Many had
perished in the attempt. Mollison
prepared himself for, perhaps, the most
hazardous solo flight any man has yet
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accomplished. Mollison named his Puss
Moth " Heart's Content," after a small
spot in Newfoundland, which he hoped
to .greet when he completed his ocean
crossing. The real problem lay in giving
a light aeroplane—and nothing else was
available in England by 1932—enough
range to fly 2,000 miles against headwinds which might be as high as 40
m.p.h. for the whole way. Extra range
was also required against the risks of
drifting off the course.
Mollison managed to tank his Puss
Moth up to a range of 3,300 miles, or 33
hours, and the great load equalled the
weight of nine men. So much was the
machine overloaded that no aerodrome
existed in Great Britain from which a
take-off could be made. Consequently,
Portmarnock Strand, Dublin, with its
miles of shingly beach, was chosen.
Thither Jim and Amy flew their
machines for the start of the great
adventure.
A year later, when Jim and I flew to
Dublin together as the guests of the
city's famous Lord Mayor, " Alfie "
Byrne, the latter told me how many
a girl had ' knelt and prayed for the
young airman on that beach, and how
they had pulled rosaries from their
bosoms to hide in his machine as
emblems which would guard him over
the ocean.
It was early in August, 1932, that
Mollison left Stag Lane in his Puss Moth
for Dublin, there to await a day of
suitable weather reports from the Air
Ministry. He hoped to leave in midAugust, when a full moon would aid his
lone night flight over the ocean.
Then came the long-drawn-out days
of waiting for the right weather—agonizing days for an airman, which fray his
nerves because of their enforced inactivity. All the time the days of the
best phases of the moon are approach.
ing. Then they slip away. There is great
temptation to be off. Disaster has lain
that way for many a pilot who has
been taken off his guard through
impatience. Mollison never, in all his
flights, allowed such considerations to
sway him. He would not leave while
the surface winds over the ocean were
more than 20 m.p.h., for that would
indicate a continuous headwind of
more than 4o m.p.h. at heights of
2,000 feet and over.
It was the 18th before he was able
to make a start. The little monoplane
ran for over a mile along the shore before
it rose with its great load of 162 gallons
of fuel, instead of a normal 20 gallons.
Once in the air, he turned gingerly on his
course. He was off.
It was 11.35 a.m. on August i8
when he rose over Dublin. Twenty-four
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SUCCESS FOLLOWS FAILURE IN CAPE ATTEMPT
On November 14, 1932, Mollison set out from Lympne airport, Kent, on a record-breaking attempt to Cape Town, South Africa. Using a " Puss
Moth " he flew the 6,200 miles in the wonderful time of 4 days try hours 19 minutes. The strain of piloting for long periods without rest, over
difficult and dangerous country, severely tried Mollison, and he was in a state of exhaustion when he landed at Milnerton Beach, near Cape
Town, and his machine, seen below, overturned. The upper photograph shows the " Gipsy Moth " that he used on his first England-South Africa
attempt, which ended disastrously at Minia, Upper Egypt, through sudden engine failure. The pilot escaped unscathed though the machine was damaged

Photos: Keystone

END OF A WONDER FLIGHT
Until " Jim " Mollison made his epic transatlantic flight in 1932 from Ireland to New
Brunswick no airman had succeeded in making the east-to-west crossing solo and in a light
aeroplane. When he landed at Pennfield Ridge he had been in the air for 3o hours, and his
feat aroused the greatest admiration in the United States. Here the famous airman is seen,
tired but triumphant, shortly after landing on American soil

hours and ten minutes later, on Friday
the 19th, he was sighted over Halifax.
It was 5.45 p.m. before he saw land and
alighted safely at Pennfield Ridge,
some 55 miles from St. John, New
Brunswick.
He had originally planned to make for
Harbour Grace, some 2,200 to 2,300
miles from Dublin, and, if possible,
reach New York non-stop from Ireland.
All depended on his fuel consumption.
He had been in the air for 3o hours,
and landed with only Jo gallons of fuel—
barely two hours' supply.
For six hours, after a gruelling
24-hours' crossing, he had battled
against fatigue and the dread fog banks
of Newfoundland, searching for an
opening and not daring to descend
because of the mountain peaks which
lurked in the mist below. These six
hours gave him a few grey hairs. It
was an amazing flight, for never before
had anyone succeeded in flying a light
aeroplane or in flying solo from Europe
to America. Mollison now stood at the
peak of his career.
Early in 1933 Jim Mollison planned
the fourth of the flights which form the
basis of this chapter. This was a South
Atlantic effort involving crossing a
similar distance of ocean in a singleengined machine.
On February 5, 1933, Amy and Jim
and I flew down to Lympne from Stag
Lane aerodrome at Edgware preparatory
to his start on the South Atlantic endeavour which was due to begin the next day.
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Dawn was hardly breaking when we
drove to Lympne Airport from Hythe
to make last-minute preparations. By
8 a.m. Jim was aboard the " Heart's
Content " once more, and the engine
was being warmed up in a steady
At 8.12 a.m. with a
" tick-over."
cheery wave of the hand he was off

across the Channel on the first " leg "
of the flight to Thies, in French
Senegal, from where the South Atlantic
" hop " was to be made. Never before
had this journey been attempted by
a British airman.
At 5.10 p.m. he had arrived at
Barcelona, and at 8.45 p.m. was in the
air again. After a night flight he reached
Agadir, in Morocco, at 7.20 next
morning, and after a brief halt to refuel
he left at 9.45 a.m. for Villa Cisneros,
in Rio de Oro, which he reached at
3.15 p.m. On the 8th, after inspecting
the possibilities of a start there, he left
at 1.20 a.m., and landed at Thies at 8 a.m.
Here he waited to rest before the ocean
" hop." He left at i a.m. on the loth,
and at 6.2o p.m. had safely negotiated
the 1,940 miles of the Atlantic and had
His time of
reached Port Natal.
,1j hours for the ocean crossing, and of
82 hours 8 minutes for the total time
from England to Brazil, added fresh
From
records to his growing total.
Port Natal he flew to Rio and Buenos
Aires to complete the flight.
None of these flights was undertaken
without a great deal of preparation and
organization lasting many weeks. Upon
this work depended a great deal of the
success which followed. For the rest,
a certain amount of luck, the reliability
of British aero engines, and his own skill
and courage brought him through.
Although subsequent flights were not
as successful, Jim Mollison's place in the
history of British aviation is assured.

AMY AND JIM SAY 'AU REVOIR '
Yet another remarkable flight was made by the redoubtable Mollison when he flew across
the South Atlantic in February, 1933. Leaving Lympne airport on February 6, he flew to
Thies, West Africa, in a series of long " hops." He then went non-stop to Port Natal,
Brazil, the ocean crossing taking
hours. Here he is seen bidding farewell to his wife,
who is known to the world as Amy Johnson
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ING EDWARD VIII took his first lessons in flying in the
summer of 1929 and was soon a capable pilot. Since
then he has spent many hours in the air, travelling at
speeds up to 150 miles per hour in order to keep engagements
in all parts of the country. On some of these flights he took the
controls himself, and in 1930 he piloted one of his machines
solo. In the same year he took over the controls of the great
Dornier Do.X, directing the course of the giant flying boat
for ten minutes over the Isle of Wight. The king owns six
aeroplanes, and at Fort Belvedere, near Windsor, he has had
a landing ground prepared for his own use. There a machine
is always ready to take off at a moment's notice, and although
the king may not fly quite as much as he did when Prince of
Wales, it will doubtless be much used by his brothers.

'r is instructive, though not necessarily profitable, to enquire

I

into the reasons which lead certain industries to make their
homes in certain localities. We know that it was the
humidity of the climate that made Lancashire the centre of the
cotton industry, and that the silting up of the river Dee deprived
the Mersey of a rival and so contributed to the commercial
greatness of Liverpool, but why did Nottingham become the
centre of the lace manufacture and Northampton famous for
its boots and shoes ? In London in former days Long Acre was
the home of the carriage builders, Paternoster Row of the
publishers and booksellers, and Cheapside of the drapers, while
Fleet Street is still the heart of the newspaper world. Laundries
congregate at Acton, and the " fair city ' of Perth is known
everywhere for its dyeworks.
HE newer industries, like the older ones, tend to gather in
one or two localities, though the reasons for this are not
always obvious. The manufacture of motor-cars is
carried on principally in the Midlands, at Birmingham, Coventry,
Wolverhampton, Oxford, Luton and elsewhere. The film
industry has erected its studios mainly in the environs of
London, at Elstree and Boreham Wood in the north, and
Shepherd's Bush and Ealing in the west.

T

HE aircraft industry does not seem at present to have
settled down to any particular locality unless the north- west of London, where are some of the large aircraft
works, can be so described. Some of the earliest machines were
built at Bristol, and Cowes early became a centre for aircraft
construction. Owing to the configuration of the coast, the
neighbourhood of Cowes seems particularly well suited for
flying boat centres, and there are signs that in a short time
Southampton and Portsmouth, both of which are fortunately
placed at the heads of large and safe harbours, will be
important airports.

GREAT BRITISH AIR FIGHTERS

John Carpenter House, London, E.C.4.

°THING could be more appropriate to the new age in

which we live than the statement that, on the very
day of his accession to the throne, the new king,
Edward VIII, flew from Sandringham to London. It was
said at the time, quite truly, that he was the first English
king to use the air as a medium of travel. But this is not all.
Edward VI II is air-minded, and this is not surprising, for the
impressionable years of his life were passed at the time when
the air was being conquered. He was nine years old when Wilbur
and Orville Wright made their memorable flight in 1903, and he
doubtless remembers, with other incidents of his youth, the
feats of Bleriot, Hamel, Paulhan and other pioneers of the air.
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By Capt. J. B. Sterndale Bennett,

M.C.

T Southampton a site adjacent to the large King George V

graving dock at Millbrook has been selected for a huge
seadrome, the idea being that this shall be the terminus
of services that will run regularly to cities in the north of Europe
and across the Atlantic to both North and South America.
It is stated that from such countries as Norway, Sweden,
Denmark, and, possibly, Germany the other side of the Atlantic
can be reached in the quickest possible time, for the air link
between these countries and Southampton will expedite considerably the journey, even if the crossing of the ocean is made
by sea instead of by air. Travellers will be landed within a short
distance of the berths from which the great liners will start on
their journey across the Atlantic. The seadrome will be an
extensive structure resembling in many respects the aerodrome
at Croydon. Customs offices, a restaurant and a veranda for
watching the arrival and departure of the aircraft will be built.
ORTSMOUTH has been chosen by the Air Ministry as an

Empire air base for flying boats and landplanes. The base
will be on Langstone Harbour, which belongs to the
corporation of the city. This will be leased to the Air Ministry,
and Imperial Airways and other air lines will presumably become
the tenants of the corporation. A new aerodrome will be constructed to replace the municipal airport at Southsea, and the
idea is that there shall be a harbour for flying boats adjacent
to a station for landplanes, so that passengers arriving from
America, Canada, Australia or Africa can disembark from the
boats and join a waiting landplane to continue their journey to
any part of the British Islands.
NQUIRING minds —and everyone who reads WAR IN THE
AIR falls into that category—will be attracted by a
publication, the first number of which was on sale
everywhere on March 10th, two days before the appearance of
this Part on the bookstalls. In this I am striking out in a new
direction or, more correctly, perhaps, I am returning to a
method of advance that was remarkably successful a few years
ago. I am issuing The Encyclopedia of Modern Knowledge-for this is the title of my new work—not in weekly but in fortnightly parts and in each I am giving for a shilling an amount
of reading matter, copiously and appropriately illustrated, that
will bear comparison with any of the serial publications of the
past, in spite of the fact that some of these were published
at a time when the cost of paper and printing the latter really
meaning wages—were lower than they are today.

E

new Encyclopedia is intended for the men and women
who care to keep themselves abreast of the latest world
-thought in biology, philosophy, art, politics, astronomy,
psychology, sociology, engineering and other subjects of
which the well-read person must possess some knowledge in
order to deserve that epithet. As I say in my Foreword to the
new work, probably no equally brief period of the world's
history has seen so great an advance in every field of knowledge
as that which has marked the last twenty years. Science may
never stand still, she must never regard all her dogmas as fixed
and immutable. To investigate, to postulate, and then to test
and apply, and later, in all probability, to reject and set up a
new hypothesis is the normal course of scientific advance.

T
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Order' Part 20 of WAR IN THE AIR Today Out on Thursday, March /9

Any selection for particular reference of the great British airmen who performed deeds of valour
in 1917-18 must seem invidious when so many graduated into the first class. But no history
can be complete without some special notice of such notable pilots as McCudden, Mannock,
Bishop, Collishaw and Barker, whose methods and exploits are here dealt with

T

anyone who has studied the
individual biographies of the
great airmen who made their
all too fleeting appearance during the
Great War, it must appear that there
existed a kind of apostolic succession,
a laying on of hands from one to the
other, so that it is difficult to distinguish
how much of Ball, for example, went
to the making of a great fighter like
" Mick "Mannock, how much McCudden
owed in his unfailing devotion to duty
to the inspiring example of John
Salmond.
These two men, James McCudden and
Edward (Mick) Mannock, had much in
common. Mannock had been at one
time McCudden's pupil. They had the
natural sympathy of two men born in
comparatively humble circumstances.
Both worked their way up from the
ranks to become idolized leaders at the
front and almost legendary figures in
the esteem of their countrymen, and yet
no two airmen could have been so
different, both in their methods and
their outlook.
McCudden, who was born in 1895,
was the son of an Irishman, a serving
soldier in the Royal Engineers. He later
joined this great Corps
himself, and when before
the War he transferred to
the Royal Flying Corps,
it was in the humble
capacity of an ordinary
air mechanic. But those
who knew him in those
days must have recognized
clearly that he was marked
out for greater things. His
chief, Sir Hugh (afterwards
Lord) Trenchard, wrote of
him after his death
" McCudden was, like all
great pilots, extraordinarily modest and conscientious in all that he
did. His skill and daring
speak for themselves. Only
the finest courage and an
unsurpassed mastery of
the art of flying and
fighting in the air could
account for such a record
of unflagging work and ino
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cessant victory. . . . His determination
and nerve were tremendous, and there
was no finer example of the British
pilot."
Modest and conscientious. These are
virtues not easy to maintain under a
flood of adulation such as swept over
McCudden in his heyday. The picture I
retain of him most clearly is not of the
cunning assailant, creeping behind his
victim with an almost uncanny genius
for manoeuvre and a deadly accuracy of
fire, but of the young boy home on leave
in London, his left breast covered with
medal ribbons, gazed on admiringly by
both men and women, overwhelmed
with congratulations both from his
seniors and juniors, and yet keeping his
head for further conquests on his return
to the front.
McCudden, who won the Victoria
Cross, D.S.O., M.C., M.M. and Croix de
Guerre, was a great and courteous
fighter, a man who could as much regret

the death of a worthy opponent, such
as Richthofen or Werner Voss, as a
member of his own squadron. To one so
consistently belligerent, it may seem
absurd to apply the analogy of the
fox, and yet in his power to dodge his
pursuers, to stand snarling and defiant
in front of them, he had something of
the spirit of the brave, hunted beast.
Those who knew him personally say,
also, that his physical appearance,
and more particularly his eyes, suggested the cunning of the fox without
the fox's inferiority complex.
Very different was his friend, Mick
Mannock, V.C., D.S.O., M.C. Like
McCudden, Mannock was the son of a
serving soldier, one time corporal of
the Scots Greys. He spent some of his
early years in India, and when the War
broke out was employed as an engineer
in Turkey, where he was for some time
interned. He was exchanged in April,
1915, on account of his age (he was

NO. 3 OF BRITISH ACES
It was said of Major Raymond Collishaw, D.S.O., D.S.C., D.F.C., who is seen here in the
cockpit of a Sopwith " Camel," that he would fight anything in the air, and those who knew
this gallant Canadian still speak with admiration of his deeds during the War. In the
course of his career he accounted for 6o enemy machines, a score that plates him third in
the list of British aces

Imperial War Ilatee

Bishop was 20 years of age when the War
began and came to England as an
officer in the Canadian Mounted Rifles.
It is said of him that the miseries of mud
on the ground decided him to fight his
battles in the air, but it was probably
the more adventurous life in the air
that attracted him. He qualified as
a pilot after serving as an observer,
and in March, 1917, joined the famous
No. 6o Squadron. He immediately
showed himself to be a highly skilful
pilot, as well as an excellent shot,
proving once again that these two
qualities are the essentials of a successful
air " ace." Bishop frequently flew for as
many as seven hours a day, and some of
his feats were really staggering in their
audacity. Not long after his arrival
in France he engaged, single-handed,
eleven different enemy aeroplanes, five
Imperial War Museum

BISHOP AND HIS NIEUPORT

Photos: Imperial War Museum

Lieutenant-Colonel Bishop, V.C., D.S.O., M.C., D.F.C., started his career as a
fighting pilot in March, 1917, and by the end of that year he headed the list
of British aces. Officially he was credited with a total of 72 victories. Above,
Bishop with his Nieuport Scout, a French single-seater with which he achieved
much success in air combat. Right, the Canadian ace checks over his Lewis gun

nearly thirty), of his apparent bad
health and his defective eyesight. His
biographer, Squadron Leader Ira Jones,
makes the acid comment that at this
moment the Turks unleashed " an
enemy who by personal effort and
leadership was destined to become the

greatest of all air
fighters, and responsible
for the destruction of
the equivalent of several
enemy squadrons of
aeroplanes."
Having managed to
hoodwink the medical
authorities, Mannock
succeeded in passing the
very severe tests for
the Flying Corps, and,
curiously enough, with
his one good eye
achieved a quite exceptional reputation for his
vision in the sky. His
method of fighting can
be described very
simply. He sought for
a quick decision,
manoeuvred for position
and then attacked with relentless
determination. Mannock was inspired
with the most bitter hatred of his enemy,
and combined with his consummate
skill a form of blood lust which made
him a most dangerous and relentless
ACE OF ACES
This photograph of Major Mannock, V.C.,
D.S.O., M.C., at St. Omer, France, was
taken a few weeks before his untimely
death, which occurred in July, 1918.
Mannock, who is regarded as the greatest
of all British fighting airmen, was an
utterly fearless and relentless pilot. He
destroyed 73 enemy machines. Another
portrait is given in page 595

OUT TO BATTLE

This action photograph was taken on the
Italian front in 1917, when Major W. G.
Barker was serving with a Sopwith
" Camel " squadron. He is climbing his
machine steeply after carrying out some
low-flying tactics. Barker, like his fellow
aces, Bishop and Collishaw, was a Canadian

opponent. It must, however, be
recorded to the credit of this grim pilot
that he inspired an unswerving loyalty
in those who served with him and under
him, and was as notable a teacher as
he was a leader. He met his death
through a shot from the ground whilst
he was accompanying a young and
inexperienced pilot whom he was trying to train to shoot down a German
airman.
Canada produced many notable airmen, but probably the best known to
the public was W. Avery Bishop, V.C.,
D.S.O. and bar, M.C., D.F.C., etc.
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HE FOUGHT 60 TO 1—AND LIVED
No story of the war in the air is more stirring than that of Major W. G. Barker's fight on
October 27, 1918, when he grappled single-handed with 6o enemy machines—and lived.
A fighting pilot of supreme and reckless courage, he gained the V.C., D.S.O., M.C., Legion
of Honour, Croix de Guerre, and the Valore Militare. In all he had 52 confirmed
victories. He was killed in an air crash in 1930. Another portrait appears in page 339
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of which were fighting scouts. In June,
1917 (for this deed he was awarded the
D.S.O.), he attacked three hostile
machines, two of which he brought
down, although in the meantime he was
himself attacked by four others. One
of his records was 20 enemy machines
brought down in six weeks, another
25 in twelve days. His Victoria Cross
he gained for an extraordinarily gallant
piece of work when he hovered over
an enemy aerodrome shooting down
machines trying to take off, continuing
in the air until his machine was literally
riddled with bullets. Bishop was always
the pursuer, and, like his predecessor
Ball, spent many hours practising at
ground targets.
Another magnificent Canadian fighting
pilot was Major Raymond Collishaw,
C.B.E., D.S.O. and bar, D.F.C., etc.
Although only twenty-one when war
broke out, Collishaw had already
voyaged to the Antarctic in Scott's illfated expedition and was a ready-made
adventurer when, in 1915, he joined the
Royal Naval Air Service. He flew and
fought over the North Sea, he flew on
raids far into Germany, he took part
in bombing raids over Bruges and other
coastal centres.
Collishaw belonged to " B " Flight of
210 Squadron, in which the five pilots
named their machines Black Maria,
Black Roger, Black Death, Black Sheep
and Black Prince. He himself flew Black
Maria, and during five days in June,
1917—at about the time of the battle of
Messines—accounted for five enemy
T*

McCUDDEN, V.C.
No British ace who died in the War was
missed more keenly than Major J. B.
McCudden, V.C., D.S.O., M.C., M.M., for
he was one of the most popular and most
gallant pilots in the service. In aerial
combat he displayed unexampled skill and
courage. See also portrait in page 403
aeroplanes. Collishaw, it is said, would
fight anything, but, as with his great
contemporaries, it was his magnificent
shooting that accounted for his invariable sucess. He is credited altogether with 6o victims. The war in

the west did not satiate his desire for
adventure, for he went with the expedition which joined Denikin's White
Army in Russia and fought against the
Bolshevists. He still holds a commanding position in the Royal Air Force.
.Like Avery Bishop, Lieutenant-Colonel
William George Barker, V.C., D.S.O.
and bar, M.C. and two bars, etc., first
joined the Canadian Mounted Rifles
at the age of 19. This was in the spring
of 1915, and an interesting comparison
has been drawn between his career
and that of his equals, Richthofen and
Bishop. Each, says the author of
" Canada's Fighting Airmen," served in
mounted units, each transferred to the
air arm as a reaction to the mud and
fighting conditions which deprived them
of their horses, each flew first as an
observer and afterwards as a pilot to a
fighting squadron.
Barker was very skilful in manoeuvre
and had complete command of his
machine - guns, but perhaps his outstanding quality was a glorious intrepidity which enabled him to take on
any odds and made it impossible for
him to admit defeat. The story of the
action which won him his Victoria
Cross provides a great example of that

almost superhuman courage which
leaves the ordinary mortal breathless.
He flew out on the morning of
October 27, 1918, and immediately
sought combat. He first disposed of two
enemy machines, only to find himself
a lone fighter surrounded by many
other hostile aircraft. He was shot
and rendered unconscious, falling into
a spin, a dead man, for some thousands
of feet. He recovered consciousness
and again attacked, driving down
another foe, only to be shot again, this
time in the elbow and again knocked
senseless.
Yet again Barker pulled himself to
life and went into the fight. With
one useful arm and in a fainting condition he managed to bring his machine
back to the British lines, where he was
rescued more dead than alive from the
battered aeroplane. Altogether, against
overwhelming odds, he had brought
down five of the enemy, and by will
power had saved his own life. Colonel
Barker lived to take up a commercial
post in Canada, but unhappily met
his end in a demonstration flight some
years later. It is mournful to reflect
that a simple accident was responsible
for the death of this great airman.

WHERE McCUDDEN LAY
After serving for five years in the R.F.C. (for he joined the service in 1913) James McCudden
lost his life not in battle but through a simple accident in July, 1918. At the time of his
death he had accounted for more than 5o German machines and had won practically every
British decoration given for bravery. Here, in this sad photograph, is seen his temporary
resting-place at Wavans War Cemetery
Imperial War Museum
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GROWING WINGS: THE FIRST GLIDERS
By Capt. J. Laurence Pritchard
Late in the 19th century gliding experiments did much to make flying of a more ambitious
kind possible. Captain Pritchard is inclined to think that history will repeat itself, as by means
of further experiments in gliding " there may be discovered yet something which will alter
the whole character of flight as we know it today "

L

before a suitable engine became
available, many attempts had
been made to find out the secrets
of flight by gliding, and it was due to
the efforts and experiments of the early
gliders that Man at long last conquered
the air. The earliest attempt at gliding
on a serious scientific basis was made
by Sir George Cayley, so rightly called
the father of British aviation, who
carried out his investigations at the
beginning of the 19th century. He it
was who stated the necessary principles
of successful gliding flight.
A French sailor, Captain Le Bris,
constructed in 1856 an artificial bird
fashioned after the albatross, with a
wing surface of 215 square feet, and
actually made a number of successful
glides. The evolution of the presentday glider and the aeroplane, however,
ONG

dates from the work of Otto Lilienthal,
a German engineer, who began his serious
experiments about 189o. He was
assisted by his brother, Gustav, and
both made an intensive study of birds,
both in flying and soaring.
Both
realized from the beginning that any
apparatus they constructed must be
such that it could be controlled once it
was in the air, and that they should also
choose some place where they would
have plenty of opportunities to practise.
The first glider Lilienthal made
weighed about 40 lb. and had 107
square feet of supporting surface. The
wings were fixed on to the pilot's arms
through padded tubes, Lilienthal griping a cross-bar in front. In this way,
standing on the ground, he could
adjust the wings at any angle to
the wind, and by moving his body

GLIDING PIONEER OF THE 'NINETIES
To no one, perhaps, are we more indebted for our present-day knowledge of aeronautical
science than to Otto Lilienthal, the great German pioneer. Starting experiments with
his brother Gustav while still at school, Lilienthal studied bird flight and eventually
constructed, in 1891, the successful man-carrying glider seen below

backwards, forwards or sideways, keep
control when gliding. At first he
launched himself into the air by
running downhill against the wind, but
later he glided from an artificial hill
built outside Berlin. This hill was
flat on the top, and he could always
choose the right wind to glide against.
There he made hundreds of glides of
several hundred feet each. He gradually
learned to control his gliders by moving
his body about, although he realized
that this was not the best way.
Once, having thrown his weight too
far back, he was unable to right himself.
" I was thrown about just like a sheet
of paper when it is caught by the wind.
At first I saw only blue sky, and then I
saw only green grass, and I thought
now it is all over with me," he wrote
afterwards. Luckily, all the damage he
suffered then was a sprained left wrist.
Later Lilienthal constructed a biplane
glider. He argued that by putting two
planes above each other he would not

want such a great span and he would
have more control over his glider. He
first made a large number of paper
models to test out his theories before
building his full-sized glider. Each
surface consisted of 97 square feet, or
194 square feet in all, and the span was
only 18 feet.
Before he had been experimenting
very long with his new biplane Lilienthal
added a horizontal rudder, which he
controlled by a line fastened to his head.
During a glide on August so, 1896, he
evidently became confused between
moving his head to move the rudder and
moving his body to keep balance, and
the biplane crashed from a height of
25 feet. The unfortunate pilot died a
few hours later from his injuries.
Lilienthal was the real pioneer who
created a world-wide interest in the
possibility of flight. His successful
gliding experiments inspired others, and
he showed the way which, ultimately,
led to the great air liners of today.
One of the men who had read of
Lilienthal's work was a young than
named Percy Pilcher, an engineer and
a lecturer in the university of Glasgow.
Pilcher built a glider, which he called
the Bat, in 1895, and on it carried
out a number of successful glides. He
was encouraged to build several others,
but, though he had visited Lilienthal
and glided in the latter's biplane, he
continued to construct monoplanes.
The Hawk, the fourth of Pilcher's
gliders, was the most successful. It was
built in 1896, in Kent. The wings were
attached to two vertical masts. Each
wing was ribbed, the ribs being strength
ened by wires to the masts. It was
fitted with a triangular tail and a
rudder. As with the Lilienthal glider,
Pilcher controlled the Hawk largely by
movements of his own body.
The
glider was launched by a tow line,
which passed over a pulley on the top
of the hill from which the glides took
place. In one glide Pilcher succeeded
in gliding over 25o yards across a valley
at a considerable height.

MAN

Pilcher was so successful with his
gliding that he was contemplating fitting
an engine into the glider. In 1899,
however, during the course of a demonstration glide, his glider collapsed and
became out of control and the unfortunate pilot was killed. It was Pilcher
who showed the advantage of fitting a
wheeled undercarriage and of experimenting with towed flight.

CONQUERS NATURE
Otto Lilienthal was no mere indoor experimenter, but flew several hundreds of times, and
was the first man to be photographed flying a heavier-than-air machine of any description.
In the above photograph we see him gliding in his biplane during 1896, the year of his
death. His frail machine weighed only about 5o lb., had. cambered wings of 18 ft. span,
and was controlled solely by body movements on the part of the pilot, who normally
flew in a sitting posture with his knees drawn up
586

One of the most remarkable of the
gliding experimenters was the American,
Octave Chanute. He began his gliding
experiments in 1896 among the sand
hills around Lake Michigan with a

Lilienthal type of
glider. He early
realized that to
attempt to keep control by moving one's
body about to
balance the glider
was bound ultimately
to lead to disaster,
as it did with Pilcher
and Lilienthal.
Chanute took the
first great step forward by making his
planes movable.- He
made many types
of gliders with from
one to twelve surfaces to test out his
ideas before finally
settling on the
biplane type. It
weighed only 23 lb.
and with it 700
glides were made without any mishap.
The work of Lilienthal, Pilcher and
Chanute was the direct cause of the
Brothers Wright taking up gliding.
They began their experiments at Kitty
Hawk, in California, in October, 1900,
and in the following year they were
visited by Chanute, who gave them a
great deal of help and advice. The

science Museum

PROGRESS IN BRITAIN
Percy Pilcher, a naval engineer, owed much to Lilienthal. In one respect, however, the
pupil improved on his master : he gave a pronounced dihedral angle to the wings of his
gliders, thus increasing stability. His last glider, the " Hawk," a replica of which is in the
Science Museum, South Kensington (see above) also had a sprung wheeled undercarriage
Wright Brothers used to lie flat in their
gliders and control them by warping
the wings instead of moving their bodies.
But the two brothers found that all the

READY FOR DEATH
The dramatic photograph below, an accurate reconstruction for the film " Conquest of the
Air." pictures Lilienthal ready for his last glide, in August, 1896. He is poised on the top
of his 3o ft. artificial hill near Berlin. The glider had been fitted experimentally with a
horizontal rudder control, but, caught in a gust of wind it became unmanageable,
plunged to earth, and Lilienthal received fatal injuries
London Film Productions

calculations made by Lilienthal and
others did not give them the lifting
power they should have, and they began
that series of scientific experiments
which led them to their great success of
1903, as told in pages 279-84. Thousands of gliding flights were made while
the two brothers, little by little, wrested
the great secret from the air—glides in

two-winged seed with a heavy seed
pod right in front and two wings curved
back behind it. This seed has the
remarkable property of righting itself,
no matter which way it is dropped,
and of gliding long distances. Etrich
built a tailless glider with wings which
closely imitated the zanonia's seed. He
afterwards built numerous other successful gliders, and from these was evolved
the famous Etrich Taube aeroplane.

Royal Aeronaut Ica! Society

THE WRIGHTS' INSPIRATION
Octave Chanute, a naturalized American and a distinguished engineer, did not take up the
study of aeronautics until the age of sixty. He then designed a series of gliders which were
flown for him by a young experimenter named Herring, who is here seen testing an early
biplane in 1898. Chanute also aided the Wrights and others in their work

winds up to 36 miles an hour, far higher
than had ever before been attempted,
and lasting for a full minute at a time.
With the success of the Wrights
gliding fell out of fashion for many
years, though it has now been realized
that there is still a great deal to be
learnt from it. In 19o7 and 1908 Jose
Weiss read before the Royal Aeronautical Society two remarkable papers
on Sailing Flight, the first attempt to
lay down the basis for soaring flight
which is now so well known. With
the co-operation of Mr. Handley Page,
who afterwards became so famous for
his big machines, Weiss experimented

with models shaped on the general plan
of soaring birds.
In 1909 Weiss built a man-carrying
glider on his principles. The glider was
fitted with wheels and was launched
down a slope. So remarkably stable
did the Weiss gliders prove that at
Amberley, in Sussex, many long glides
were carried out by men with little
or no previous experience of gliding.
Weiss was the first man to realize some

of the secrets of bird flight and to make
use of them. A power-driven machine
built on his principles was constructed
by Mr. Handley Page in 1911 and 1912,
and many notable flights were accomplished on it. As a result of his work,
Weiss predicted that large-sized aeroplanes would be more efficient in many
ways than small-sized ones, and much
of what he predicted has come true.
Igo Etrich is another pioneer whose
gliding experiments ultimately led to
the building of one of the most remarkable aeroplanes ever known. Etrich
was very interested in the zanonia,
an East Indian plant having a large

EARLY BIPLANE OF ADVANCED DESIGN
Chanute's own experiments culminated in the 1900 biplane illustrated below. Bearing a
remarkable resemblance to biplanes of quite recent times, it represented a real attempt
to provide better control, for it had a manually operated rudder and elevator, and doublesurfaced cambered wings. The wing loading was only ri lb. to the square foot
Science Mu eu

The early work of these gliding
pioneers, work carried out often at the
risk of their lives, was the real foundation of flying, although that fact is
sometimes overlooked nowadays. In
the early days of flying, gliding almost
ceased to exist, but since the War, in
Germany in particular and now in Great
Britain, it is being realized that there
are many secrets of the air still to be
discovered, that flying will not be
universal until the aeroplane can imitate
the bird in its ability to land slowly
and stop where it lands. In the many
experiments which are now being carried
out by gliding enthusiasts, there may
yet be discovered something which will
alter the whole character of flight as
we know it today.
Of all the gliding pioneers J. J.
Montgomery was probably the most
daring and the man who first showed
the United States what gliders could do.
He was one of the first to make use of
curved surfaces. First of all he constructed model gliders which he tested
by dropping them in every possible
way and altering them until, however
they were allowed to fall, they righted
themselves and glided down to earth.
He made a large number of successful

Royal Aeronautical Socie

SUCCESS WITHOUT POWER
The Wright Brothers, before their dramatic success with a power-driven aeroplane, spent
several years experimenting with gliders of original design, in which wing-warping for
lateral control was a notable feature (see pages 279-84). Here is Wilbur Wright making
a glide at Kitty Hawk. Note the horizontal position of the pilot

gliding flights and then began those
remarkable glides which made his
name famous. He was so confident of
the stability and control of his gliders
that he took them up to great heights
by balloon, cut himself loose, and
glided safely down. He was able to
soar and circle round this way, starting
thousands of feet in the air, until he

BIRD-LOVER'S MODEL
Jose Weiss, a student of bird flight from his youth, built several model and full-sized gliders
based on the wing-shape of the albatross—i.e. a swept-back and tapering form, giving
natural stability. Below is a model designed in 1905, and now in the Science Museum
seioncr M use um

learned more about gliding and its
possibilities than any other man of his
time. Unfortunately he trained a
number of assistants and this led to
disaster, for each tried to outvie the
others in manoeuvring, with the result
that one of his assistants was killed
and later Montgomery himself. His
gliding experiments, however, proved
invaluable to aeroplane designers who
followed, as owing to his work discoveries were made about the way air
flows which up to his time were unknown.

Aerial Armadas in Being. 7

WAR WINGS OF FRANCE
By Major Oliver Stewart,

M.C., A.F.C.

The French Air Force is rightly regarded as one of the strongest in the world, numbering, as it
does, some 2,000 machines, the latest of which can fly at over 300 miles per hour. As in Great
Britain, it is a separate department of state, and its spirit and organization are described below

OR some years France has had the
largest air force in the world.
But its real strength as a fighting
service has fluctuated considerably
owing to the changing quality of the
equipment. There have been times when
France's army of the air, although
numerically ahead of all other air
forces, has been greatly inferior in
fighting strength because of poor quality
aeroplanes and poor maintenance. Today, however, efforts have been made to
improve the quality of the equipment,
and France should soon have not only
the largest air force but one which is
technically on a level with those of
other first-class powers.
France's air force was created during
the same intensive period as the British
Royal Flying Corps and Royal Naval
Air Service. It fought in the War of
1914-18 with the British squadrons,
and on some fronts there was a certain
amount of concerted operation. France
produced many fighting airmen of the
first class, Guynemer being, perhaps,
the greatest.
I met Guynemer once in France and
was impressed by his slight build and
delicate appearance. His method of
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CONCENTRATION OF FRANCE'S AIR STRENGTH
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France's air force, now a separate service, is remarkably strong in numbers, and the equipment is improving rapidly. These photographs, taken in
1933 at Metz, H.Q. of the 1st Aerial Region, show large-scale manoeuvres which were then carried out. Above is a squadron of two-seater Breguet
reconnaissance biplanes in formation. Below is a general view of the 18o aircraft in review order. In front are Bleriot " multiplaces de combat "
monoplanes—i.e. multiseat fighters, a class unknown in Great Britain. Behind are Amiot and Breguet biplanes, general purpose or light
bombing types, which are capable of performing a variety of useful duties

attack was based upon the highest form
of courage, for he would dive straight
upon an enemy rear-gunner without
hesitation, relying upon his own coolness and accuracy of aim to be the first
one whose fire would get home. Guynemer typified the spirit which has
always animated the French service,
which is a service of brilliant individuals
rather than an organized team.
After the War, France was left with a
large air force which she determined to
maintain at a strength above that of
any other European power. She was
influenced in this decision by her extraordinary vulnerability to aerial attack.
Her air force was divided up between
the army and the navy, and she did not
at once follow Britain's example of
establishing a distinct service. It was
not until March, 1933, that the air army
was fully accepted as an independent
factor in the national defences.
At that time M. Pierre Cot, who was
air minister, laid it down that the air
army should be on an equal footing
with the army and the navy and that a
supreme air command should direct all
independent air operations. The implication of M. Cot's decision was that

KEEPING THE PEACE
The R.A.F. has quelled many troublesome risings in outlying parts of the Empire efficiently
and swiftly, and France has also adopted the aeroplane as an economic and humane
means of policing her North African colonies. The machine seen below is the S.P.C,A.
90 Col. 3, an all-metal, three-engined monoplane especially designed for such work. It
can he used for bombing, reconnaissance and transport
Central
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aeroplanes would play the first part as
an offensive or defensive weapon in time
of war, and would cease to be under
the tutelage of the army or navy.
With that logic for which France is
famed, it was realized from the first that
the air arm must be a striking arm in the
first instance and a passively defending
arm only in the second. Consequently,
one observes in the French Armee de
L'Air that the emphasis comes usually
upon the bombing machines. There are
some exceptionally fine fighters in this
service, but on the whole the attention
seems mainly to be devoted to the
bombers. The air committee under
General Bourgeois, in 1934, expressed the
view that the ultimate object of aerial
warfare was always the ground target.
That policy of regarding the air arm
as the master arm and so equipping it
that it can bring heavy attacks to bear
upon ground targets was confirmed when
General Denain became air minister in
1934. It remains today the accepted
policy, and, in consequence, the French
air force contains some highly developed
bombing aeroplanes together with a
number of flying fortresses, as they have
been called, which are intended to be
able to fight against aerial opposition
as they fly and to carry out long-range
bomb raids without escort.
There are five chief departments
under the French air minister : the

aeroplanes which could possibly be
regarded as coming in that category.
The figure of 2,000 first line aeroplanes
may, therefore, be taken as representative of the French air force, and the
immediate and stored reserves would
make up about the same number again.
Of these machines a proportion are
still of obsolescent types, but it is
probable that the total would comprise at least goo really modern bombing machines. As has been mentioned,
these machines depart in some respects
from the British conception of the
bomber, and chiefly in the provisions
that are made for defending themselves. Some strikingly original solutions to the problems of obtaining the
maximum field of fire for the gunners
and the best outlook for the bombaimer are to be seen.

Keystone

TROOPS TO THE RESCUE
Many of France's large bombers are also adaptable as troop transport machines, and this
photograph shows a detachment of infantry being rushed on board a huge four-engined
Farman 221 bomber-transport during the 1934 Paris air manoeuvres. A civil version of this
Farman is being built for Air France
directorate for the general administration ; the technical directorate ; the
contracts department ; the personnel
department ; and the department of
commercial aviation. A meteorological
department also comes under the air
ministry. In making these last two
part of the air ministry, France has
followed the example of Great Britain,
but that is not to say that in either
country commercial aviation is regarded
as ancillary to military aviation.
The air army itself is divided up into
home defence, reconnaissance, training
and overseas sections, and the squadrons
are disposed in four air districts,
the respective H.Q. of which are Metz,
Paris, Tours and Lyons. Each air
district comprises two or three brigades,
and these, in turn, comprise escadres
and escadrilles. There is a fifth district
in North Africa, but the exact relationship of this with the others is a thing
which is up for revision. Training is
done by about a dozen air schools, whose
permanent staff comprised, early in
1935 when the figures were given 26o
officers, 1,500 non-commissioned officers
and 3,000 men. There were about 700
training aeroplanes and about 200
transition machines for enabling pilots
to pass gradually from the true trainer

to the type of machine they will fly in
the squadrons.
As for the first line strength of the
French air force at the beginning of
1936, any figure must be regarded as

subject to the same limitations as those
given for other countries. First line
strength is a thing open to different
interpretations, and it seems likely that
some countries have profited by the
ambiguity of the phrase to declare to
the League of Nations fewer machines
than they ought to have declared.
France, however, has almost invariably
counted as first line strength all the

The Amiot 142-M, for example, has
a sort of two-floor arrangement in the
forward part of the fuselage, and on
the lower floor the bomb-aimer is
housed. He has in front a bow window
through which he has an uninterrupted
view forwards and downwards. This
machine has a maximum speed of over
195 m.p.h., and it can carry 3,96o lb.
of load. The sesquiplane is also a
predominantly French type of military
machine. It has a full chord top plane
and a very narrow chord lower plane,
the object of this arrangement being to
give maximum outlook and fields of
fire. Breguet machines of the sesquiplane type have been extensively used
in the French air force, and have
formed the standard day bombing
equipment of most of the squadrons.
Another Breguet design of great
interest, a type which has been seen in
England, is a sesquiplane with a spinal
fuselage arrangement. The machine is
entirely of metal, and just aft of the
gunner's cockpit the fuselage slims
down suddenly to a very narrow girder.
At a distance the tail assembly does
not seem to be connected with the
forepart of the machine, so narrow is
this girder. The result is that the
rear gunner can return the fire of any
aeroplane which attempts to attack
from underneath the tail, and that
there is only a very small blind area
where the girder itself comes in the way.

FOR THE NEW `AIR ARMY'

ii -ide 140/1d Photos

The French Armee de l'Air has adopted as standard this Amiot 142—M, a bomber. In the
nose is a rotatable gun-turret, and below is an underslung " conservatory " giving an
uninterrupted view for the bomb-aimer and gunner. Power for the machine is provided
by two Gnome-Rhone radial engines
592

French design technique has made
rapid strides recently. In the larger
types some flying boats have been
built somewhat upon the British
pattern, and in the smaller types there
have been the Coupe Deutsch de la
Meurthe races, which have produced
some strikingly interesting high-speed,
low-powered aeroplanes. The Caudron,
which won the 1935 contest and set up

Planet News .

MASS BOMBING POWER

On July 14, 1935, the French military authorities and police took elaborate precautions
on account of the Bastille Day political celebrations. During a military review, ryoo
warplanes flew over Paris, making a striking demonstration of France's air power.
Above is a huge formation of twin-engined heavy bombers over the city
a speed record of 314:2 m.p.h., is an
example of what can be done with
relatively limited horse-power, for the
capacity of the engines entered for the
race must not exceed eight litres.
There is a body of opinion in France
which believes that a check should be
kept upon horse-power increases in
military machines, owing to the difficulties of high-speed production they
Consequently, the singleintroduce.
seater fighters mostly mount engines of
593

Soo h.p., and only a few types have
mounted engines of 800 h.p. In Great
Britain the latest types mount engines
of not far short of r,000 h.p.
For work abroad the French have
produced what are called Colonial types,
especially adapted for use in tropical
climates and having a number of
special features. Seaplanes and decklanding machines are produced by the
firm of Levasseur, and night bombers
and amphibians by Liore et Olivier,

Kell8t071e

LIAISON IN ACTION
It is now generally recognized that no army is completely equipped without co-operation
with the air arm. Above is an incident during the manoeuvres of the French Army at
the Camp de Mailly, in the summer of 1935, with a reconnaissance aeroplane flying low
over staff headquarters

among others. The firm of Loire, which
has been chosen to equip part of the
French air force with single-seater
fighters, produced the gull-wing type
of monoplane as an experimental
military machine. In this type the wings
narrow and slope down as they approach
the fuselage, the object again being
to give a good outlook for the pilot.
French single-seater fighters of the
present time have maximum speeds of
about 25o m.p.h., though the numbers
in the squadrons that can exceed this
speed are not yet large. But the most
important thing about the new French
air force equipment is the adoption of
the motor cannon. New Loire machines
are to have this motor cannon, the gun
being fixed in the V between the
cylinder blocks of the Hispano-Suiza
engines, and firing forwards through
the centre of the airscrew boss. This
arrangement is possible with this engine
because the airscrew is geared down
and, consequently, its centre comes up
above the crankshaft centre and in
line with the gap between the cylinder
blocks.
Training in the French air foroe is
done on much the same lines as the
British, and periodically there are
manoeuvres over Paris in which defence
methods are tested. The standards of
piloting are high, but, as has been
mentioned, the French air force pilot
is primarily an individual, and so the
formation work does not reach the levels
seen in the air forces of Italy, the
United States and Great Britain.
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FRENCH AIR FORTRESS'
France, more than any other nation, has concentrated on the very large and heavily armed bomber, and many of her factories have turned out
outstanding machines in this class, mostly of twin- or four-engined type. In spite of their great strength and weight, an amazing performance is
often attained. An example is the Bordelaise S.A.B.2o (above), a formidable giant with twin fuselages capable of carrying 2f tons of bombs.
The four engines, developing 2,040 h.p., are accessible during flight, and a crew of five is carried

F. N. Birkett

KING OF AIR FIGHTERS '

This phrase, which is the title of a fine biography of Major E. Mannock,.V.C. D.S.O., M.C., by.
Squadron Leader Ira Jones (see pages 555-7), may be fittingly added to the official tribute, which
reads : " This highly distinguished officer was an outstanding example of fearless courage,
remarkable skill, devotion to duty and self-sacrifice, which has never been surpassed." Mannock's
record of 73 victories—the -highest of any British ace—fully entitled him to the V.C., awarded a
year after his death in action on July z6, roi8
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HIGH AND LOW
WINGS
The monoplane is now in great
favour for commercial purposes,
and in this page are illustrated
two noteworthy types of transport monoplane. Above is the
Potez 62 high-wing monoplane,
used by Air-France, the French
national air-line, on important
overland routes. The interior is
illustrated in page 6o5. Below
is the Monospar, a British lowwing monoplane of great technical interest (see page 6o8). It
is flying over the city of Rheims
Air Prance and Charles E. Brown
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The D.H.89, also known as the " Dragon Rapide," is one of the De Havilland " family " of
economical medium-sized transport biplanes. It has two zoo h.p. D.H. " Gipsy Six " in-line aircooled engines, and carries up to ten passengers at a cruising speed of 14o m.p.h. It is characterized by narrow tapered wings and the typical D.H. tail unit. The particular " Rapide " used
by the Air Council and other officials for fast intercommunication is here seen flying southward
over the Thames near Chiswick. It bears R.A.F. markings on wings and fuselage

How and Why of Flight. 5

HARNESSING THE AIR FOR FLIGHT
By Capt. J. Laurence Pritchard
By reading the following narrative, some idea will be gained of the immense amount of thought
and energy that scientists, inventors and engineers are hourly putting into the problem of
mastering the air. Inventions associated with the names of Handley Page, Fairey and others
have already made flying much safer, and the process is steadily continuing

W

HEN the Wright Brothers made

their first historic flight in
December, 1903, and a few
years later astounded the world by their
amazing flying in France, many thought
that there was little more to be discovered about the way to fly. But very
soon it was found that, as the speed of
the aeroplane increased, there were all
sorts of difficulties and dangers in flying
which had not been suspected. Aeroplanes suddenly went into dangerous
spins and their pilots were killed or
injured. Aeroplanes nose-dived suddenly into the ground, or slid backwards, or even broke up in the air when
they, according to calculation, should
not have done so.
It was soon realized, then, that there
were many things to be discovered
about the way air behaves when one is
flying through it, and even now we are
aware that we do not know all there is
to know. But little by little the air
has been harnessed, as it were, by
improving the aeroplane, finding new
shapes for the wings, and discovering
generally how air behaves, so that most

of the dangers which beset the early
pioneer flyers have by now been met
and conquered.
Undoubtedly one of the great advances towards the safety of the aeroplane has been the slotted wing, the
invention largely of an Englishman,
Mr. Handley Page. One of the great
causes of disaster at one time was the
way an aeroplane got out of control
when the speed dropped below a certain
level, or when the angle of the wings
to the flow of the air became so great
that the wings ceased suddenly to lift,
and the aeroplane was said to stall.
Stalling is caused by the normal Smooth
air flow breaking down, and the Handley
Page slot ingeniously got over the
difficulty by keeping the air flow smooth
just at the very moment when the pilot
wanted most control of his aeroplane.
The slot is really an auxiliary, or movable wing, which
normally fits into
the nose of the
main wing. When
an aeroplane is
about to stall, this

AIR BRAKES IN ACTION

LANDiNG

The use of air brakes has added considerably to the efficiency of aeroplanes, since they increase the speed-range and control at low speeds.
The diagram on the right shows how a machine with a naturally shallow
glide can be brought down in a comparatively steep yet slow descent
when the brakes are applied. Below, a Douglas D.C.z liner approaching
the ground with the air brakes lowered
E eystone
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AIRMEN OF UNSURPASSED ACHIEVEMENT

A non-stop flight across the South Atlantic in 1927, a non-stop flight from Paris to China in 1929,
and a record dash across the North Atlantic in 1930, are but a few of the achievements of Dieudonne ,Costes, France's great long-distance airman. Costes, who is seen here with Maurice Bellonte, his
co- pilot (left), who shared many adventures with him, learned to fly in 1912, and served in the French
air service throughout the War. The story of his record-breaking feats is told in pages 609-52
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small wing rises in front of the main
wing and creates a passage between them
through which the air flows. In the early
days of the invention the slot had to be
operated by the pilot, but now it is
entirely automatic and works with the
ailerons of the aeroplane, those control
surfaces which govern the rolling movement. Ailerons are most ineffective
just when the aeroplane is stalling, for
which reason machines used to go into
a dangerous spin. Now the slots cause a
smooth flow over them and so are able
to operate just when they are most
needed. Undoubtedly the Handley Page
slot has added more to the safety of
flying than any other single invention to
the normal aeroplane with fixed wings.
Many other attempts have been made
to keep the flow of air smooth at the
stall. In one, for example, there are a
number of holes in the wing through
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adjusted, and experiments show that
with it a machine can be controlled
in positions normally impossible.
One of the difficulties about flying
that was early discovered was that
the speed of the aeroplane when flying
full out bore a definite relation to its
landing speed. The greater the top
speed of an aeroplane, the greater its
landing speed. This, clearly, would in
time place a limit of itself on the top
speed, for it would mean that aeroplanes would have to land so fast as
to be dangerous, or very large aerodromes would have to be constructed
at great expense. Roughly, the landing speed of most aeroplanes is about
one-third to one-quarter of their maximum flying speed. The Schneider
Trophy seaplanes, for example, which
could fly at 400 miles an hour, landed
on the water at about ioo miles an
hour, and most aeroplanes which fly at
FLAP GEAR
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A wing of the Junkers G. 38, in which
flaps and metal covering are features, is
As can be seen from the
shown here.
photograph, the flap forms part of the
trailing edge and is located next to
the aileron, seen at the wing extremity. It
is lowered or raised at the will of the pilot

which the air is sucked, or through
which air may be blown along the wing.
Both these methods, however, though
they work very well, require extra
power to drive the blower or suction
fan, and thus are not so good as any
apparatus which does the same thing
automatically. An ingenious device
which works this way, rather similar to
the Handley Page slot, is the diruttore,
the invention of an Italian, Dr. G. D.
Mattioli. It consists of a streamlined
tube which is placed just above the
leading edge of the wing in front of the
ailerons. The position of the tube can be

25o miles an hour land at about 6o to
65 miles an hour.
What is wanted as the aeroplane is
landing is more lift, for the speed at
which an aeroplane lands is a little
above the stalling speed, just when the
wings are at their maximum lift, and
just before the lift breaks down altogether. We have seen how the Handley Page slot helps control at this point,
and in this way has helped to lower the
landing speeds. Another way to do it
is by fitting flaps along the wings, and
Mr. C. R. Fairey first made use of this
method in Great Britain. Since then
many types of flaps on the trailing edge
of the wings of aeroplanes have been
studied. The effect of the flap is
generally to increase the lift of the wing.
Although many hundreds of the
Fairey type of wing flap were used by
British aircraft, and though it was obviously the kind of device which was
useful for landing, the flap was not
really taken up by aircraft designers
until about I93o. The so-called split
flap, or Shrenk flap, is a flap on the lower
surface of the wing, unlike the ordinary
flap, which is a movable part of the
whole of the rear edge of the wing, top
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FAST FLIGHT, SLOW LANDING
A further step in aircraft development is represented by the machine seen here. The
wings are telescopic and provide high speed in. normal flight, with a quick climb and a
low landing speed. In taking off the wings are fully extended, but when flying level the
outer sections are withdrawn into the main structure. The inventor, M. Makhonine, was
awarded 113,000 by the French air authorities for his design

(.,00rcen o1 ruc
SIMPLE SAFETY AID
Details of the Handley Page slot are seen here. The device is hinged to the leading edge
of a wing and when out of action rests in a recess. When the wing is stalled it emerges
automatically, and, by smoothing the airflow over the wing and trailing edge, maintains
lateral control even when flying speed is lost. See also page 400
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FREAK FOR FULL-SCALE TESTS

SLOTS AND FLAPS IN ACTION

Problems relating to aircraft wings are the subject of constant investigation by aeronautical scientists. This peculiar Parnall monoplane was
constructed specially for full-scale test work of wings and control surfaces, and, as shown here, was fitted with a split trailing edge and special
ailerons. Devices and designs of this sort are leading to a steady increase in safety in flying

By the combination of slots and flaps an aeroplane can be flown safely and surely at remarkably low speeds. The slots smooth out the airflow
over the upper surface of the wings, while the flaps give an increase in lift. The machine seen here is a German-built light monoplane, a Fieseler.
The pilot is demonstrating the action of the slots and flap gear, which are clearly visible attached to the leading and trailing edges of the wings

boo
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TRANSPORT PLANES OF EUROPE
By Robert Brenard
Author of The Romance of the Flying Mail,' etc.; Meteorologist to the World's first daily Air Express
A railway manager would probably feel a certain amount of uneasiness on reading this chapter,
for it tells how, in a very short period of time, the air lines have succeeded in making travelling
in their liners as comfortable and even as luxurious as it is in the best railway saloon coaches.
Luxury liners are further described in another chapter

W
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FREE-WING PLANE
An unusual note is struck in this low-wing
monoplane designed by an American,
G. Wilbur Cornelis, and described as a
" free-wing" plane. The wings are pivoted
on the front spar so that the angle of
incidence can be varied as shown in the
right-hand photograph. The effect is to
slow the machine on landing and also to
reduce the take-off run
and bottom. It splits the bottom surface, as it were. The Shrenk flap moves
round a fixed hinge and, when lowered,
adds considerably to the lift of the aeroplane, and so lets it land slowly.
The Zap flap, named after its inventor
Zaparka, is a split flap whose front edge
is moved back as the flap opens. The
Handley Page slotted flap is a movable
surface which leaves a gap between the
trailing edge of the wing and the flap,
much as the ordinary Handley Page
slot is formed on the nose of the wing.
Another device, known as the D.V.L.
gliding control, has been successfully
tried as an air brake to slow up the aeroplane as it is about to land. The D.V.L.
device consists of two small vertical
surfaces on the upper surface of the
aeroplane wing. They are normally
edge on to the wind when the aeroplane
is flying, but when it comes in to land
they can be turned at right angles to
the wind and so offer considerable
resistance and slow up the flight. Once
an aeroplane has landed, its run across
the aerodrome is nowadays much shortened by the use of wheel brakes.
It has been stated that every effort
is made to keep the flow of air smooth
over the aeroplane, to harness it, as it
were, to follow the surfaces and not to
break up. As far as the wings themselves are concerned, this has been very
successfully accomplished by the use of
such devices as slots and flaps and by
employing particular wing shapes for
particular kinds of aeroplanes.
But since the World War many
discoveries have been made about the
flow over other parts of an aeroplane
besides the wings, and how this flow
may add to the danger of flying if not
guarded against ; the ways in which the
air flows over a wing with square tips

and over one with tapered tips are quite
different. The resistance of the undercarriage at high speeds is so great that
it has become too costly to drag it
through the air. For that reason undercarriages are now being made retractable, and special devices are constantly
in operation warning the pilot that his
undercarriage is up or down, so that he
will not forget when he lands.
One curious thing which was discovered was that the actual shape of
the roots of the wings, where they
joined on to the body of the aeroplane,
were very important. In modern aeroplanes the wings are faired into the body
smoothly, so that a smooth flow of air
is ensured. Even the very rivets which
are used to put on the metal covering
of wings are made so that they are absolutely flush with the surface. If they
project even the smallest fraction of an
inch they disturb the flow of air and
may seriously diminish the efficiency of
the aeroplane.
Another modern invention which is
now coming into use on aeroplanes is
the variable - pitch airscrew. The airscrew, or propeller, does not pull the
aeroplane along equally well at all
heights. If it works at its best near
the ground it does not work so well at,
say, 2o,000 feet. It is said not to give
as much thrust. The variable - pitch
airscrew enables the angle of the blades
602

to be altered when in the air and so
keep up the thrust. It also has another
advantage, for it enables a pilot to get
the maximum pull out of his airscrew
as he is getting off the ground—just
the very time he wants it. In that
way it acts very much as a gear does
on a motor-car, enabling the aeroplane
to make the best use of the airscrew at
various speeds as well as various heights.
American aircraft engineers were
amongst the first to recognize the
possibilities of the variable-pitch airscrew, and were largely responsible for
its successful evolution. Another innovation that came from the United
States was the metal airscrew which is
now largely replacing the wooden type.
Yet another development is the threebladed airscrew, which is to be found in
use on many American commercial and
service aeroplanes. The three-blader
has certain advantages over the twobladed type which give added efficiency
and smoother running.
There is little doubt that the time is
not far distant when aeroplanes will be
able to alter their wings, so that they
will have a large surface and a big lift
as they are getting off the ground and
a smaller surface for fast flying once
they are up in the air. These and many
other devices now being studied are all
leading to the harnessing of the air and
making it more and more safe to fly.

HEN, in 1919, the first small air

expresses began flying on the
airways of the European continent, inaugurating a European air
system which now extends for more
than 6o,000 miles, the speed at which
they flew was not more than about 8o
miles an hour. Soon, however, these
cruising air speeds had increased to
loo miles an hour. And from this, by
stages, they rose to 105, 1 ro and 12o
miles an hour.
More efficient aero-engines and a
greater skill in streamlining were largely
responsible for these increases. Further
improvements in streamlining became
available as the result of experiments
with record-breaking aircraft, and these,
together with such developments as
the use of retractable undercarriages,

were applied in due course to the
production of European passenger
planes, with a result that cruising speeds
increased from 120 miles an hour to
140, 15o, 16o and 18o miles an hour.
Such speed increases are essential if air
travel is to compete successfully with
highly developed forms of surface transport, more particularly as the air
services have to take into account the
time occupied in establishing land
connexions between aerodromes and
cities. Luxury as well as speed may be
regarded as the watch-word of European
air transport.
In more than one big passenger
express-plane on the Continent air
travel progress has reached a stage in
which it is thought desirable to provide
two different classes, first and second,

AIR LINER IN MINIATURE
In the design of the D.H.86 express air liner (below), high performance, reasonable comfort and economic operation have been combined unusually well. On four D.H. " Gipsy
Six " engines of only 200 h.p. each, and carrying its maximum of ten passengers, a top
speed of nearly t80 m.p.h. is attained. The D.H.86 is in regular use by Imperial Airways
and many other lines at home and abroad

L.N.A.

for aerial passengers ; while in the fast
H.E. III air express, designed by Dr.
Ernst Heinkel for the main-line services'
of the German Lufthansa organization,
the saloon is furnished with a small
forward compartment, seating four passengers, which is fitted up as an aerial
smoking-room, and to which travellers
can retire to enjoy a smoke, while the
machine is in flight, just as they would
in a smoking compartment on a train.
Driven by two 66o h.p. motors, the
H.E. 111 reaches a top speed of 214.37
miles an hour, and when engines
developing 88o h.p. each are fitted the
speed is expected to go up to 254 miles
an hour.
Yet another large passenger-plane
which is notable for the size, spaciousness and luxury of its internal equipment, including a special treatment of
the saloon walls to reduce noise, is the
Loire IO2—a French air express of the
long-distance type, which, when fitted
with four Hispano engines developing
70o h.p. each, cruises at about 165 m.p.h.

SINGLE AND TWIN ENGINES
Two products of the Airspeed Co. are
illustrated in this page. Above is the
" Courier," which was the first standard
British aeroplane to have a retractable
undercarriage and seats five persons. On
the right, the larger twin-engined
" Envoy," which seats eight. Among
other features, note how carefully the
wings are faired into the fuselage

Also, development of the passenger
planes of Europe has been governed by
the desire of airway companies to carry
the biggest possible loads at the highest
speeds commercially attainable, and
with the lowest practicable expenditure
of horse-power. In the design of flying
stock, the tendency has been to provide
large carrying units for the main trunk
routes, and to employ smaller high-speed
machines to carry traffic over the subsidiary lines which link up with the
main-line services. These smaller craft
are also employed for the special
charter work, a feature of European air
transport that is bound to increase
greatly in the future.
Typical of the high-efficiency
passenger plane of moderate size, carrying a considerable load for a relatively
low expenditure of power, is a fourmotored machine like the De Havilland
86 express air liner. Carrying a captain,
first officer and To passengers, this
machine averages 145 miles an hour,
with a total expenditure of 800 h.p.,
and is capable of a top speed of 175
604
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miles an hour. Its reliability is such
that it is able to remain in flight, even
when fully loaded, on the power of
only two of its four engines. Express
craft of this type now bring cities as
distant as Budapest within a day's
flying of London.
Among other fast, high-performance
machines of a moderate size is the
Golden Clipper, a French air liner
designed to fly between Paris and
London in r hour 30 minutes. This lowwing monoplane (the Wibault-Penhoet
28 T) is of all-metal construction,
including duralumin covering of the
wing surfaces, and is driven by three
Titan Major 35o h.p. engines. Weighing 13,552 lb. when fully loaded,
the Golden Clipper cruises at 140
miles an hour and has a top speed
of 165 miles an hour. It carries 12
passengers in a cabin 20 feet long. Each
passenger has his or her own window
and table, while there are double walls
in the saloon in order to reduce noise.
The pilot's cockpit is in the nose of
the machine, and there are baggage
compartments capable of accommodating boo lb. of luggage.
A very fast air express of a rather
larger type, used by the Belgian

DRAWING-ROOM OF THE SKY
Great advances have been made by aircraft designers, not only in producing more efficient
transport planes, but also in studying the requirements of the passengers. This interior
view of the Potez 62, in service with Air France, shows its luxurious accommodation for
14 passengers, arranged in two cabins. Sound-proof walls, adjustable head-rests and
large windows contribute to a restful journey

Sabena and other companies on
continental routes, is the Italian SavoiaMarchetti S.73. This low-wing monoplane relies for its power upon three
Gnome-Rhone motors of 60o h.p.
each, and attains a cruising speed of
180 miles an hour, with a maximum as
high as 202 miles an hour. It has a
wing-span of 78 feet and a length of
57 feet, and its loaded weight is
20,503 lb. It carries a crew of three,
and eighteen passengers, the latter
being accommodated in a luxuriously
equipped saloon. The S.74, also built
by the Savoia firm, is of high-wing type,
and is fitted with four radial engines.
Another transport plane of the highperformance type is the French Potez 62.
This is a high-wing, metal-built monoplane with a retractable undercarriage,
driven by two Gnome-Rhone motors,
which develop a total of 1,025 h.p. It
has two sound-proof cabins, seating a
total of 14 passengers, and attains a
maximum of 205 miles an hour, with a
cruising speed of 175 miles an hour.
6o5

This Potez 62 has a wing-span of 69 feet,
and, when fully loaded, weighs 15,754 lb.
French commercial aviation is greatly
interested at the present time in
passenger planes of a big load-carrying
type. The idea is to produce powerful
standardized main-line planes, capable
of transporting considerable loads in
the shape of passengers, mails and
freight over the European trunk routes.
Planes carrying 40 passengers are now
considered desirable as the standard
equipment of some of the main continental routes, and the comforts that
can be provided up in the air are
indicated by a machine such as the
Latecoere, in which, in addition to a
perfectly equipped kitchen, there is
also a small well-stocked American bar.
Constructional developments in the
large types of French civil aircraft are
illustrated by such a machine as the
Bleriot 5190. This monoplane has a
metal hull and wings, the wing-span
being 130 feet. Fitted with stub
wing-floats, the aircraft is driven by

aeroplanes, particularly
by business men when on
urgent journeys. These
" aerial special trains"
are usually high-performance aircraft of moderate
size, capable of attaining
fast cruising speeds with
a moderate power, and
ha ving well - silenced,
luxuriously equipped
saloons. A machine like
the De Havilland Dragon,
carrying a pay-load of
approximately 1,30o lb.
(i.e. about six persons and
280 lb. of baggage, etc.)
on the power of two 13o
h.p. Gipsy Major
engine s, has proved
admirable for special charter work of all kinds.
Gentrat Art Laorara
Another D.H. machine of
FOUR-ENGINED SAFETY
a similar class, though with a higher
This Italian air liner, the Savoia-Marchetti S.74, carries up to 27 passengers at a maximum
speed of over 200 m.p.h. Following the modern demand for power reserve, it has four
performance, is the Rapide, which is
piaggio engines of 700 h.p. each. The four-engined design also allows good visibility for
fitted with two Gipsy Six motors
the pilots, while the passengers have a clear downward view
developing 200 h.p. each. A fast singleengined plane in this same category is
an
aircraft
is
leaving
the
ground,
climbOne
of
the
four 65o h.p. engines.
the Airspeed Courier. This lowing, or flying horizontally at its cruising
ingenious features of this big
winged monoplane, driven by an engine
or
maximum
speed.
An
outstanding
(26,290
lb.)
is
that
a
passagemachine
of 223 h.p., has a saloon seating five
production in this respect is the new
way is provided through its wings to
passengers and a cruising speed of over
De Havilland 86A express air linerl
enable a mechanic to make minor
13o miles an hour.
With four motors giving a total of Soo
repairs or adjustments on the motors
Many aircraft suitable for specialh.p., and with variable-pitch propellers
while in flight. This aircraft is capable
charter work are also used successfully
developed by this company, the 86A can
of a speed of 140 miles an hour, and of
on regular " feeder " air lines which
cruise, when carrying from I2 to 16
carrying 35 passengers and half a ton
establish connexions with main trunk
passengers, at a speed of from 155 to
of mails and freight.
routes. Take a machine such as the
16o
miles
an
hour.
modern
European
air
liners
In large
Airspeed Envoy. This aircraft, when
everything possible is done to lessen the
An important aspect of the developfitted with two engines developing
bugbear of noise in flight.. Felt-lined
ment of European air transport has been
18o h.p. each, can cruise at more than
the growing use of specially chartered
doors are now fitted, as well as doublelined saloon walls. Engines are placed
as far away as possible from the quarters
THE `GOLDEN CLIPPER'
occupied by the passengers. ExperiThe Wibault-Penhoet Type 28 transport monoplanes, famous as the "Golden Clipper"
ments are also being made with airfleet of Air France, carry twelve passengers and a crew of three on the Paris-London line in
hours, thus setting a new standard in fast schedules. The latest version, seen below,
screws with a view to reducing noise
has its three 35o h.p. Gnome-Rhone engines enclosed in low-drag cowlings and faired
from this particular source, two-bladed
into a " spatted " undercarriage
Courtesy of Air France
propellers being replaced by those employing four or even
more bladesVariable-pitch airscrews, in a dependable form, are
being fitted to the
latest types of European transport plane.
Th e use of such
variable-Pitch screws
has the effect of
imparting to an aeroplane the gearchanging powers of
the motor-car, the
angle or pitch of the
air-screw blades
adapting itself to the
varying loads when
6o6
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EFFICIENCY WITHOUT, COMFORT WITHIN
Two opposing necessities of the modern passenger air liner call for the attention of the designer—he must effect a compromise between external
aerodynamic efficiency and first-class passenger accommodation. Above is the massive yet carefully designed " business end " of the Savoia S.74
(also illustrated in page 6o6) after the machine had flown from Milan to Rome in record time ; while the photograph below shows an S.73 of the
Belgian Air Lines—as seen from the passenger's point of view
C..
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Epic Flights of Famous Flyers. 10

COSTES: AIR HERO OF FRANCE
By William Courtenay
Aeronautical Correspondent of 'The Evening Standard'
Captain Costes is one of France's air heroes. He has held the world's non-stop air record ;
flown from Paris to Manchuria non-stop ; crossed the N. and S. Atlantic ; and almost circumnavigated the globe, and all between the years 1925 and 1930. Before these great flights he
had distinguished himself as an airman both before and throughout the Great War

the distinguished French aviator,
Captain Costes, in Paris in 1931,
I
when the French Air Ministry
feted him at a banquet after his heroic
flight of 3,700 miles from Paris to New
York in 37 hours 18 minutes. It was
worth being in Paris at the time just to
see how France loves a national hero
who has brought honour and glory to
his country.
Captain Dieudonne Costes, who had
learned to fly in 1912, served as a pilot
throughout the War, and then became
a civil pilot on the Paris-London route
with the old French Air Union, now
MET
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140 miles an hour when carrying its
complement of eight passengers.
A notable machine of the specialcharter or feeder air-line type is the
Boulton Paul P.7iA. On the power
of two " Jaguar " engines this machine
cruises at 15o miles an hour when carrying six or seven passengers and a
quantity of mails and baggage. Then
there is the Avro 652, a low-wing monoplane which has an all-up weight of
7,500 lb. (about 33 tons). It carries six
passengers and their luggage, and a
crew of two, at 165 miles an hour on the
power of a couple of " Cheetah " motors.
A bigger Avro machine in the same
general class can, when two " Panther "
engines are employed, carry from 12 to
16 passengers at 16o miles an hour. The
Spartan Cruiser has three Gipsy Major
and,
engines giving a total of 390
with an all-up weight • of 5,800 lb.,
provides seating for eight people and
cruises at 115 miles an hour.
Besides developments in streamlining and in the improvement of
engines and propellers, designers of
commercial aircraft in Europe have
devoted keen attention to reducing the
structure weight of their machines
without impairing in any way the high
all-round factors of safety. Every
pound of weight that can be saved in
hulls or wings means so much extra that
can be carried. in commercial load.
A striking development in this respect
is that of the General Aircraft Company
in their Monospar medium-sized trans6o8

merged into Air France. Flying in all
weathers and all seasons, he learned his
profession in a hard school.
By 1924 he was lifting his eyes up to
more distant horizons, and it was on
September 14, 1925, that Costes, with
Thiery, left Etampes at 6 a.m. in an
ambitious attempt to fly 3,50o miles
non-stop to Persia and so set up for
France a new world record.
The airmen used a converted military
Breguet biplane with a 48o h.p. Renault
motor. Their start was made in thick
mist, and all the way to the Vosges
mountains they had to steer purely by

PRACTICAL PRODUCT OF REVOLUTIONARY DESIGN
In a normal aeroplane wing there are two longitudinal spars. The Monospar, however,
manufactured by General Aircraft to the patented design of H. J. Stieger, a Swiss, has
only one spar, thereby saving weight. In 1935 the five-seater Monospar S.T.-25 or
" Jubilee " model (above) was placed on the market. Features of all Monospar types are
the fine view from the cabin and the compactness with wings folded (below)
port planes. These machines employ a
wing design in which a single spar is
used in place of the more usual two-spar
construction, thus saving much weight.
In the Monospar of the " Jubilee " type,
employing two 90 h.p. " Niagara "
engines, a pilot and four passengers are
carried at a cruising speed of 120 miles
an hour ; while in a later type, the

S.T.I8, ten passengers can be carried
at approximately 170 miles an hour on
the power of two Pratt and Whitney
" Wasp Junior " engines. A feature of
the saloon of this aircraft is the excellent
outlook provided for passengers, one
long continuous window being provided
along each side of the machine, as shown
in the upper photograph in this page.

FRANCE'S WORLD FLYER
When Costes, accompanied by Joseph Le Brix, left Paris on October so, 1927, to
make a world flight, he had already gained fame as a record-breaker. In this photograph
the distinguished French airman is seen on the left with his partner standing beside their
Breguet machine at Le Bourget aerodrome before the start. During their long tour of the
globe the intrepid airmen covered 35,000 miles in 338 flying hours
Topical

compass. The intention was to fly via
Basel along the Rhine to Lake Constance. The direct route took them
over Germany, although on January
1923, Germany had cancelled the right
of foreign aircraft to fly over her
territory because both France and
Belgium had refused German civil
machines rights to cross their terrain.
Costes and Thiery actually did cress
the Gelman frontier. Some six and a
half miles south of Neuf Brisach they
had their first view of the Rhine, so low
were the clouds all morning. The
weather was too bad to the east of them
towards Lake Constance, so they altered
course and flew over the Black Forest.
They were only a little over three miles
from the frontier, but inside German
territory, near Freiburg, when trees

loomed up through the mist. They
crashed into them. Thiery was killed,
while Costes was injured.
That crash caused a European stir,
for Costes was arrested, his machine
confiscated, and he was kept in detention
in Germany, and, though not imprisoned,
was ultimately tried for breaking the
new German regulations. He was fined
L25o. This adventure, with its tragic
ending, did not deter Costes from striving
after victory again. On his return to
France he set about making fresh plans.
In October, 1926, accompanied by
Captain Rignot, he flew 3,390 miles
non-stop from Paris to Jask, Persia,
thereby gaining the much coveted
record. A Breguet 19 was used with a
500 h.p. Hispano-Suiza engine, and the
flight took 32 hours.
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In between these two attempts to
reach Persia or beyond he had found
time to sandwich in a flight to Victoria
Nyanza, Africa, non-stop, but came to
grief at Assuan. In June, 1927, Costes
and Rignot attempted a flight to Japan,
but were forced down at Togli, in
Siberia, after 291 hours. Lindber5h
had meanwhile added about 35o miles
to the world's non-stop record by his New
York to Paris flight. The Frenchmen
were determined to regain this honour.

CAMEOS OF COSTES IN 1929
When Costes flew non-stop from Paris to Manchuria in September, 1929, another record
fell to the famous Frenchman. The flight occupied 51 hours 19 minutes, and, though acccompanied by Bellonte, his relief pilot, he remained at the controls throughout, a wonderful
demonstration of endurance. Above, Costes hands a cigarette to Bellonte shortly before
the start. Below, Costes with his wife just after landing at the conclusion of his return flight
to Paris. Alarm had been felt for his safety during the outward flight owing to a delay
in news concerning him. On returning to Le Bourget he received a great welcome
Keysto e

In October, 1927, accompanied by
Le Brix, we find the gallant Costes
bound for Brazil on a flight across the
South Atlantic (described in pages
424-5)• Later they flew 1,200 miles to
Rio and 1,15o miles to Buenos Aires,
reaching the South American capitals
from Paris in ten days, a very creditable
performance. Early in 1928 they reached
New York, having flown by easy stages
from South America to North America,
being the first airmen to do so.
Some 25,000 miles had been covered
altogether. In the next few months
they flew thousands of miles. They
crossed the 3,000 miles of American
continent to the Pacific ; shipped their
machine to Japan ; and flew from
Tokyo to Paris in six days in April, 1928.
By the time they got home they had
circumnavigated the globe and had
covered 35,000 miles in 338 hours of
actual flying. Their fine feat won for
them the Legion of Honour.
In 1929 Costes, now France's national
air hero, made another attempt on the
world's non-stop record. Accompanied
this time by Bellonte, who was to be
his companion on the great North
Atlantic flight, he left Le Bourget at
8.17 a.m. on Friday, September 27,
1929, for Harbin, Manchuria. For a
week after they landed at Tsitsihar
nothing was heard of them. They had
landed in the far north of Manchuria
through shortage of petrol. But they had
covered 5,200 miles non-stop and had
rewon the coveted record for France.

OUTWARD BOUND AND SAFE ARRIVAL
The confidence that Costes placed in the 65o h.p. Hispano-Suiza engine of his Breguet the " Question Mark " was again revealed when he set out
from Le Bourget, Paris, to fly to New York on September r, 193o. His faith in its reliability was amply justified, for the motor ran perfectly for
37 hours 18 minutes, and bore him safely to his journey's end. Here are photographs taken at the start and finish of Costes' epic flight. Above, the
" Question Mark " shortly after taking off from Le Bourget. Below, an admirer carries the pilot on his shoulders upon his arrival at New York
Wide World Photos

The Greatest Educational Work of Modern Times
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AMERICAN WELCOME TO FRENCH HEROES
opeto New York in
After Costes and Bellonte had made the first non-stop flight from Europe
flags and bunting
September, 1930, they received a typical American welcome, in w
were supplemented by showers of ticker tape thrown from office windows. Here the
two airmen are seen waving to the cheering multitude while proceeding in triumph along
Broadway on their way to the city hall
612

They were actually some 32 miles north
of Tsitsihar in marshy ground, but
although it had taken them only 51
hours 19 minutes to cover the distance,
it took six days to transport the machine
to Tsitsihar. This flight won them a
Government prize of £8,000.
While a number of airmen, including
Lindbergh, had now flown from Newfoundland and America to Europe with
the help of the prevailing wind, none
had so far flown direct to the United
States in the teeth of prevailing headwinds. Several French and British
pilots with high reputations and long
experience had perished in the attempt.
Yet Costes and Bellonte succeeded
where all before them had failed.
It was on September r, 193o, that
the great attempt was made. The
machine used was the Question Mark,
the same with which Costes had flown
5,200 miles from Paris to Manchuria.
It was 10.55 a.m. when the take-off
was made. Maurice Bellonte acted as
navigator and wireless operator. Some
1,500 gallons of fuel, sufficient for a
5o hours' sustained flight, was loaded
on the machine, giving it a range in still
air of 5,625 miles and a cruising speed of
iio m.p.h. This provided quite an ample
margin of about 35 per cent to 4o per
cent over the 3,70o miles of the direct
distance. But they had to allow for
constant head-winds up to 4o m.p.h.
The first news that the airmen had
safely got across came from St. Pierre,
in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, over which
the airmen passed at 6 a.m. on September 2. At 9.35 a.m. they were sighted
over Nova Scotia and later over Halifax.
1
At 2 p.m. that day a machine believed
to be the Question Mark was seen
over Great Gotts Island, near Bar
Harbour, flying through fog and rains.
Winds were still adverse, though not so
strong as over the open ocean. The fog
thinned to a haze as the flyers pro, ceeded south. There was a thunder
shower over Long Island in the afternoon which hung about the Curtiss Field,
where a landing was made 37 hours
18 minutes after the take-off from Paris.
In the grey dusk as the airmen
landed 25,000 people cheered them.
They had been waiting half the day for
them to arrive. The Frenchmen staggered as they left their machine, so
great had been the strain of fighting
head-winds and keeping awake for 37
hours. They had run into almost
continuous bad weather as they tacked
northwards to keep on the great circle
course, ever anxious about their fuel
supplies, which had to be checked hourly
against their progress, while risk of
drifting off the course by local sidewinds was an ever-present danger.
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War in the Air. 20

Editorial Eddies
HE late Rudyard Kipling, as far as I remember, only once
turned his powerful and piercing imagination to the
future of air travel. The short story in which he did
this is called" With the Night Mail " and will be found in the
volume entitled " Actions and Reactions," that was first
published in 1909, a year in which airships seemed to have a
brighter future than did aeroplanes. In the story in question,
he describes an air journey on a postal packet from London to
Quebec in the year 2000. He evidently believed in the future of
the airship, or dirigible as he calls it, for in this story the world
—a perfect world in which war is an anachronism and complete
control is exercised by the A.B.C., or Aerial Board of Control—
is apparently covered by a network of airship routes which
have taken the place of the shipping lines of the previous era.
Postal packet No. 162, the airship on which the journey takes
place, seems surprisingly small, even in 1936. She is depicted
as having a length of only 240 feet, which may be compared
with the 813 feet of the latest Zeppelin under construction, and,
in spite of turbine engines and other fitments, born of a fertile
imagination, she can only reach 225 miles per hour.
HOSE of my leaders whose memories carry them back to
the early days of flying in this country will be thrilled
by the photograph in this Part of the intrepid " Colonel "
Cody, the Irish-American .who, after a life of adventure in
many diverse fields, became one of the most successful aeroplane pilots and designers of his time. The story of his achievements is told in Captain J. A. Sinclair's chapter on " Early
' Hops ' and Flights," (pp. 349-54) and, as a kind of supplement thereto, I should like to mention an interesting little
souvenir which has been forwarded me by a subscriber,
Mr. C. Wilson, of Denmark Hill, London. This is the gallant
" Colonel's " memorial card, and it reads as follows :

T

In Loving Memory
of
Colonel SAMUEL FRANKLIN CODY,
Aged 51,
Who lost his life -on Laffan's Plain, Aldershot,
on August 7th, while flying in his new waterplane
which he had built specially for the flight round
England
Born at Birdville, Wise County, Texas, U.S.A.,
March, 1862
Interred at.Thorne Hill Military Cemetery,
Aug. 11, 1913
Then on the opposite fold is quoted the late King s message:
I have received with profound regret the news of the death of Mr.
Cody. I saw him on several occasions at Aldershot, and always
appreciated his dogged determination and dauntless courage. Will
you convey to Mrs. Cody and their sons my sincere sympathy with
them in their sorrow.
(Signed) GEORGE R.I.
In his accompanying letter Mr. Wilson, who is one of the
Old Contemptibles," tells me that he knew Colonel Cody
and saw him crash to his death twenty-two years ago.
IKE the units in the navy and army those in the Royal Air
Force have provided themselves with badges, but it was
only a few weeks ago—about the end of January—that
these " unit badges," as they are officially called, were formally
recognized, Before it can be used each badge must be sub-
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John Carpenter House, London, E.C.4.

By Capt. J. B. Sterndale Bennett, M.C.
mitted to the Chester Herald at the College of Arms in London,
who has been appointed inspector of R.A.F. badges. He will
decide whether or no those submitted to him are suitable and
if they are not he will either suggest minor alterations or, if he
thinks it necessary, request that a new design be made. A
standard form of frame for the badges has been prepared and
three distinctive backgrounds have been approved, one each for
fighting, bombing and reconnaissance squadrons. This background will be in white so that it can easily be distinguished.

S

OON after this announcement was made the weekly journal
" The Aeroplane" gave illustrations of the badges of the
first eight squadrons of the Royal Air Force and it is not
without interest to see what the various units have chosen.
No. 2 squadron has on its badge the word " Hereward," a
name that means guardian or ward of the host or army, and
at the top is the double knot that is part of the arms of the
Northamptonshire family of Wake, traditionally descended
from Hereward. No. 3 squadron has on its badge the word
" Larkhill," as it was formed at that place, and a Latin motto
to the effect that although it is third, it intends to be first
(tertius Primus oil). Latin mottoes are popular with the
squadrons, for four others of the eight have each adopted one.
No. 1 is first in everything (in omnibus princeps) ; No 6 describes
itself as the eyes of the army (oculi exercitus). No 7 is
per diem per nocte (by day and night), and No. 8 is ready to go
everywhere and anywhere (usquam et passim).
_
HEN this Part o f WAR IN THE AIR appears the first issue
of the Encyclopedia of Modern Knowledge will have
been before the public for over a week. Designedly
it is intended to cover the whole field of human knowledge ;
otherwise I should not have felt justified in using the word
Encyclopedia to describe it. Here, however, I can only refer
briefly to one or two of its many subjects, so I will choose
those that describe the part played by science in the modern
world. I cannot imagine anything more calculated to meet
the intellectual needs of the present day than a presentation
in clear language of some account of what science has done
for us in recent years.

W

T so happens that in Part I there are contributions by two
men who have made, or at least increased, their high
reputations by this very kind of work—Sir James Jeans
and Mr. J. W. N. Sullivan, who write on The World: Whence &
How? and The Mystery of Matter respectively, With them
may be mentioned Mr. Lancelot Hogben, Professor of Social
Biology in the University of London, who writes on The
Importance of Biology in Modern Life. These are three
subjects—and there will be many more as the work proceeds
on its appointed course—about which thousands, perhaps
millions, of people, are eager to know something. But that
something must be expressed in an understandable way, or
the book that contains it will merely be another addition to
those unread and unreadable tomes that fill the shelves of our
great libraries. On this matter I have no qualms whatever.
The names of these three men, to say nothing of many others
that will appear as it proceeds, are a guarantee that lucid
expression will be a hall mark of the work. The second Part
of this fortnightly publication will appear on March 24, and
full particulars are on the back covers of this Part.
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Not only over land, but also over sea, great strides were made in 1917 and 1918 in aerial efficiency.
In this chapter thrilling stories are told of the deeds done by the Royal Naval Air Service in
combating both the Zeppelin and submarine menace over home waters and in the North Sea
URING the last two years of the
War great developments were
made in aerial co-operation with
the Fleet. Their results were never so
spectacular as those over land, for the
opportunities of engaging the enemy
were far less, and it would seem to the
impartial observer that an enormous
amount of inventive skill and patient
enterprise was employed with little
destructive result. The year 1917 was
conspicuous, however, for two distinctive
additions to the air arm as it affected
the war at sea. Neither were new in
conception, but both were brought to a
new pitch of efficiency, which made them
of real practical value. One was the
improved flying boat ; the other was
the introduction of the aeroplane as an
offensive instrument flown from the deck
of a light cruiser or aircraft carrier.
To take the last first. Credit belongs
to Flight-Commander F. J. Rutland, of

D

the aircraft carrier Manxman, for pressing the claims of the light aeroplane
over the light seaplane for attack on
reconnoitring Zeppelins. It could be got
off more quickly, could fly to greater
heights, and, fitted with air bags, was as
safe in the water when it landed. He
won his point and was rewarded by an
early adventure in return. On April
29, 1917, as part of the attempt to
counter the German mining of the
Heligoland Bight, an attempt was made
to surprise the Zeppelins which normally
patrolled during these operations.
Accompanied by light cruisers and
destroyers, the Manxman steamed to
its station. No Zeppelins were sighted,
but Flight-Commander Rutland set off

in his Sopwith " Pup " to look for them.
He did not return, and it was feared
that he was lost.
Actually, he had found no Zeppelins,
his compass had betrayed him and he
had come down a few miles from the
Danish coast. He was rescued by
Danish fishermen, and on the plea that
he had landed outside territorial waters
was repatriated and was again in
command of the Manxman in a month's
time. It was not many months afterwards, as will be related, that a Sopwith
" Pup " flown from a light cruiser
succeeded in finding and " downing "
its Zeppelin.
No name stands higher in the history
of aircraft construction than that of

A MATTER OF INCHES
Various means were tried during the War to enable landplanes engaged in sea patrols to
take off from warships. One method is shown here. A platform is fitted over the guns,
and along this a Sopwith " If-strutter " is running prior to becoming air-borne. The scanty
run called for great skill on the part of the pilot, for a slight miscalculation meant disaster
Imverin7 War Museum

MIRACLE CRASH
Flight-Commander E. A. de Ville had a
wonderful escape from death when, on
September x4, 1917, he crashed through
fog into a wireless mast at Portsmouth.
As seen in this photograph, his seaplane
jammed in the girders. N. Rath, R.N.R.,
R. Knoulton, R.N. and G. F. P. Abbott,
R.N.R., gallantly rescued the injured
pilot, climbing up the damaged mast for
300 feet to reach him

Commander J. C. Porte. This officer,
then retired, had been employed by the
Curtiss Company of America before the
War to assist in the design of a flying
boat of such power and endurance that
it might be capable of flying the Atlantic.
He returned to England, to serve in the
Royal Naval Air Service, fully equipped
to develop the idea to the advantage
of the British Navy. Numbers of the
experimental types were ordered, and
one known as HI2 or " Large America "
proved for a time most satisfactory.
This was fitted with Rolls-Royce engines,
had a speed of 75 knots, carried a crew
of four—first pilot, second pilot, wireless
operator and engineer—and was fitted
with two to six Lewis guns and could
carry also two 230-lb. bombs.
On May 14, 1917, a " Large America "

(H12) flying boat (Flight-Lieutenant
C. J. Galpin) set out from Yarmouth.
The adventure is thus described in the
official history " The War in the Air "
by Mr. H. A. Jones :
When eighty miles had been covered, the
flying boat shut down her wireless to lessen

the chances of discovery. Half an hour
later, at 4.48 a.m., a Zeppelin was sighted
dead ahead, ten to fifteen miles away.
She was the L22, out on scouting duties in
connexion with a proposed exercise by the
High Seas Fleet in the Bight on the following day. The Zeppelin was cruising slowly
at 3,000 feet, 2,000 feet lower than the
flying boat, which proceeded to climb
another L000 feet. Flight Sub-Lieutenant
R. Leckie, who was piloting, made a skilful
approach and dived on the L22 until he
was twenty feet below and fifty feet to
starboard of her gondolas, when FlightLieutenant Galpin opened fire from the
two Lewis guns in the forward cockpit.
After a burst of fire both guns jammed and
the pilot turned away to give time for the
stoppage to be cleared. But no second
attack was necessary. As the flying boat
turned, the L22 began to glow and within a
few seconds she was falling in flames. Her
skeleton plunged upright into the sea, leaving
no trace in the dawning light save a mound
of black ash on the surface of the water.

Yet another victim was to fall to an
Hie flying boat from Felixstowe on

the morning of June 14, 1917. This
was the L43, which was caught cruising
off Vlieland at 1,500 feet. The flying
boat, piloted by Flight Sub-Lieutenant
B. D. Hobbs, climbed another 5oo
feet, and, passing the tail of the Zeppelin
diagonally, with her guns blazing, sent
the airship aflame into the sea. After
these two disasters had overtaken them
the patrolling Zeppelins no longer dared
to fly below the ceiling of the flying
boats, which was about 12,000 feet.
The light cruiser Yarmouth had been
fitted as a carrier of aeroplanes in 1917,

PhotO$ fnpertal W ar Museum

FIGHTERS ON THE FURIOUS
During 1917 aircraft carriers were successfully modified to permit single-seater fighters
to alight as well as to take off from their decks. Here are seven Sopwith " Camels"
ranged on the deck of the Furious. It was with a " Camel " that Lieut. S. D. Culley shot
down the Zeppelin L53 off the island of Ameland in 1918. See also photograph in page 617
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Imperial War Museum

CRAFT THAT STEMMED THE U-BOATS' HAVOC
Magnificent work was done during the War by aircraft of the type shown in these two photographs. Known as F.2b's, these flying boats patrolled
the whole of the southern North Sea, seeking out the U-boats and bombing them with deadly effect. The patrol was worked to a highly organized
plan and was known as the " Spider's Web." In addition to anti-submarine work, the flying boats also successfully attacked Zeppelins. They had a
range of seven hours, were powered with two Rolls-Royce 350-h.p. engines, and carried four 112-1b. bombs and six machine-guns. Above, F.2b's
setting out on patrol. Below, one of their number, with camouflaged hull, in flight

but in August, 1917, Squadron-Commander F. H. Dunning, in a Sopwith
" Pup," made the first successful landing. This was on the flying deck of
H.M.S. Furious, a light cruiser which
had been converted into an aircraft
carrier. The pilot drifted over the
deck and at a given signal was hauled
down by a crew of officers by means of
ropes Suspended from the aeroplane.
Unhappily, five days later SquadronCommander Dunning, repeating the
experiment, was killed.
Perhaps the most revolutionary invention in the matter of flying off
vessels at sea was the result of a
suggestion by Lieutenant-Commander
C. H. B. Gowan. The chief disability of
earlier methods had been the necessity
of manoeuvring the ship so that the
aeroplane could be flown off into the
wind. This meant that the aircraft
carrier would, temporarily at least, lose
its position with the fleet. LieutenantCommander Gowan's invention was a
turn-table platform by means of which
the aeroplane or seaplane could be
flown off into any given wind while the
ship held its course.
The other chief responsibility of the
naval airmen, both with their lighterand heavier-than-air craft, remained
the countering, by all means in their
power, of the submarine menace. With
unrestricted U-boat warfare this became
more and more serious. Roughly, the
plan envisaged at the beginning of 1917

was for seaplanes and flying boats- to
be used offensively and the airships and
kite balloons defensively as sentries of
the sea. It is a noteworthy fact that
of four U-boats sunk in the month of
July, 1917, two were destroyed by aircraft and a third as the result of observation from a kite balloon. To deal with
the increased pressure of the German
submarines, more and more seaplane
stations and more and more seaplane
patrols were instituted.
From Felixstowe an intensive offensive campaign by flying boat was
launched, and on May 20, 1917, the first
success was scored. A flying boat
patrolling near the North Hinder Light
Vessel spotted a German submarine
on the surface and, chasing after it,
secured two direct hits, sending it to
the bottom. This was probably the
U36, which was missing about this
time. Further successes were scored by
the Felixstowe flying boats, and undoubtedly the German submarines
found them a most serious menace.
During the bombardment of Zeebrugge and Ostend, in 1917, the Royal
Naval Air Service played its part in
helping to spot for the monitors, and
on May 12 forty-five corrections were

Imperial War Museum

CULLEY'S BULKY VICTIM
The above photograph of the Zeppelin L53 being towed out of its shed was taken shortly
before its ill-fated flight on August if, 1918, when, as a result of an engagement with a
Sopwith "Camel," off the island of Ameland, it fell in flames from a height of 20,000 feet
into the North Sea. The pilot of the Sopwith was Lieutenant S. D. Culley. On the
occasion of this flight he flew his machine from a towed lighter—a novel method of
taking off that proved, in the event, highly successful

HE STRUCK A ZEPPELIN'S DEATHBLOW
The effectiveness of the flying boat in air combat was convincingly demonstrated on May 14,
1917, when one of these craft, of the " Large America " type, attacked and completely
destroyed a Zeppelin over the North Sea. One of the flying boat's crew of four was FlightLieutenant C. J. Galpin, and it was he who opened fire on the airship, which in a few
moments fell in flames. Above, a photograph of Galpin taken during his training days
and on August 21 of that year was off
the Danish coast, where mine-laying
operations were in progress. The light
cruiser squadron accompanying was
spotted by a German reconnaissance
aeroplane, whose observations led to the
arrival of a Zeppelin (I quote again from
the same authority, Mr. H. A. Jones),
showing this time the victory of an
aeroplane at sea :
The British squadron was at the time on
a northerly course, and this course was held
to draw the airship farther away from her
base. Soon after 6.3o a.m. the squadron
turned westward into the wind and the
Yarmouth was ordered to fly her
Sopwith " Pup." The pilot, Sub-Lieutenant B. A. Smart, had not previously
flown off the ship, but he got away without
mishap and climbed steadily. At 9,000

feet he set course for the Zeppelin, the
L23, which had made off rapidly and was
ten to fifteen miles distant. When he came
within striking distance he was 1,500 feet
above her. He dived and attacked until
he was within twenty yards of the Zeppelin,
when he had to swerve sharply to avoid a
collision. By this time the L23 had caught
fire, and as she fell her framework crumpled
and she burned so fiercely on her way down
that not much of her remained to hit the
sea. Flight Sub-Lieutenant Smart returned
to his squadron after an eventful sixty
minutes and landed near the Prince, by
whose boat he was rescued : the aeroplane
was lost.
Loss of the aeroplane in such a case
was regarded as regrettable, but inevitable, for there still remained to be
solved the important problem of deck
landing. Flying off the deck had
become a comparatively common event,
616
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NORTH SEA ACE
Flight Sub-Lieutenant B. D. Hobbs (above)
was another airman who downed a Zeppelin. On June 14, 1917, while piloting an
Hiz flying boat over the North Sea, he met
the airship L43. He manoeuvred to attack,
and a burst from his craft's guns sent his
adversary down in flames. Hobbs later
figured in numerous other air adventures

Humphrey and Vera Joel

ARCHIE ABOARD A WARSHIP
With the extension of aerial warfare over the sea, it became necessary for surface craft to adopt measures to check attacks from above, and
warships were equipped with anti-aircraft guns.- Here is " Archie," as this type of gun was known by the personnel of the R.F.C. and R.N.A.S.,
installed on the deck of H.M.S. Bellerophon. The gun crew are seen carrying out practice in Scapa Flow
617

signalled from the air. The British
patrols, however, were not unmolested,
but in a meeting between seven Sopwith " Pups " of No. 4 Squadron and a
formation of Albatros fighters the
British patrol scored a distinct success,
three of the German aeroplanes falling
into the sea, two others being reported
shot down. The British ships withdrew
without interference from the air.
Again, on June 4, when Vice-Admiral
Bacon bombarded Ostend, the action
was watched by aeroplanes which,
besides " spotting " for the ships'
guns, also fulfilled the duties of policing
the sky to keep German observers from
spotting for the shore batteries. A
German kite balloon flying in conjunction with these batteries was shot down.
During the important actions of 1918
against these two ports, weather conditions prevented any sustained aerial
co-operation with the fleet.

AIR VERSUS SEA
As the War continued, the work of aircraft operating with the Navy steadily
expanded, and they were used in many
ways. Here are photographs taken during
tests with seaplanes. Left, a Short " 320 "
launches a torpedo ; below, a smoke bomb,
for screening surface craft, bursts after
being dropped from the air
Photos: Imperial Wm' Museum

Air Raiders of the Cities. 11

THE BOMBING OF FOREIGN CITIES
By Lieut. A. J. Insall
Having described in earlier pages the raids on London and Great Britain generally, we here
consider those carried out by the Germans and Austrians on other large cities, notably Paris,
Warsaw, Venice and Bucharest. Personal narratives add to the historical value of the story

W

Great Britain, at the mention of the words "air raids,"

E in

immediately — and not unnaturally — find our thoughts turning
to the attacks that were directed during
the War against Great Britain, and
overlook the fact that other participants in the struggle suffered also
from this terror from the skies. We
know well enough that more than 250
tons of bombs fell upon this island in
the course of the 103 effective raids to
which it was subjected, but few indeed
realize that double this weight was
dropped by the squadrons of the
Independent Force of the Royal Air
Force, and this in the short space of
five months, from June to November,
1918, on towns and other targets in the
industrial centres of the Saar valley.
Details of these British raids are
recorded in other chapters and our
concern here is with a wider sphere ;
other countries than Germany, other

towns than London and Cologne, came
to know the meaning of sudden death
from the clouds by night and by day.
My eyes won't keep open while I write.
In the night twice into the cellar, and then
again this morning. One feels that one is
no longer a human being. It is one raid
after another. In my opinion that is no
longer war but murder. . . . In the
end one becomes terribly cold, and day by
day, hour by hour, one awaits the inevitable
fate. . . .
So wrote an inhabitant of the Palatinate in a letter to a relative serving
on the Western front. Our intelligence
staff found ample evidence of the effect
of our raids on the German Rhine
towns in the correspondence left lying
about in German dug-outs, or removed
from the pockets of enemy dead, or,
again, taken from the persons of newly
captured prisoners. The sentiments
expressed in the letter quoted were
those of all who underwent the ordeal
of air raiding, quite irrespective of
nationality. It mattered little whether
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GERMAN BOMBS ON PARIS
During the Great War, the city of Paris was twice attacked by German Zeppelins and 44
times by aeroplanes. The total casualties amounted to 278 killed and 636 injured. The
above map, on which are indicated the main railway stations and important buildings.
shows the districts in which many of the bombs were dropped .
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the raiders had Brixton as their
objective or a street in the residential
quarter of Warsaw ; the tale of suffering,
of agonized suspense, of interrupted
sleep, of exposure, of—what was perhaps more far-reaching—insecurity, was
the same.
Let us imagine for a moment that
we lived in the French capital during
those four long years when an enemy
army was straining every nerve and
muscle to sweep aside the comparatively slender Allied forces barring its
progress across France. With no intervening expanse of ocean to justify us
in a feeling of remoteness from the War,
the threat of attack from the air would
have been present with us at all times,
even though, as events befell, the
number and frequency of the raids that
took place were but a fraction of the
figures recorded in the British Isles.
Thirteen German aeroplanes and two
airships succeeded in reaching Paris up
to the end of 1917 ; 483 aeroplanes did
so in the last year of the War.
We must remember that the greater
proportion of the population of Paris
resides in the city itself, and that even
the business centres, corresponding to
the City in London, are never denuded
of their inhabitants. In the night of
January 29, 1916, reports reached the
capital that a German airship had
crossed the lines to the south-east of
Soissons and was proceeding in the
general direction of Paris. The Zeppelin (LZ79) had been seen as she
passed over the observer posts behind
the front. There the sky was starlit,
but near the capital a thick mist had
risen and her further progress could
be checked only by the noise of her
passage. One observer likened it to
the sound of a railway train running at
speed across a steel girder bridge. The
writer can bear this out.
The airship was reported in the
British area and had previously passed
over the Royal Flying Corps' aerodromes in the neighbourhood of Amiens,
unseen then as later. The alarm was
sounded in the capital and all precautions were taken. The whole population, wearied by its proximity to the
seat of war, inured to the constant
threat of an enemy but a few score

u**

25 people and injured 32 others. The
airship now steered for the lines,
reaching and recrossing them at four
o'clock in the morning. As with so
many of Germany's airships during the
War, disaster was awaiting this one on
her arrival at her base. A month
later a letter to the French Government
from its charge d'affaires accredited to
the Belgians at Le Havre, revealed that
the LZ79 had met with destruction
on landing and that the whole of her
crew had perished.
The raid was important and did much
to fix the attention of the French
authorities on the inadequate defences
of the capital. A second raid by airship took place on the following night,
but in this case the bombs dropped,
46 in all, fell outside the city, and once
more mist prevented any of the defending aircraft from allaying the misgivings of the civil population. Thereafter there were further alarms, but
Paris was not raided again by airship ;
instead, the enemy made use of his
night-flying aeroplanes in much the
same way as he did in his attacks on
Great Britain.
Another city that suffered severely
during the War from the attentions of
Germany's raiding aircraft was the
Rumanian capital. We have records
of some half a dozen raids directed
against Bucharest, all in the year
1916. The capital lay very near to the

Mrs. C. and my other girl nurse. It was
three o'clock on a lovely sunny day. We
got to an open market-place, and noticed

Bulgarian frontier, so that it was
comparatively easy for German airships
and aeroplanes to slip across and get
back before any of the few Rumanian
aeroplanes could rise from the ground
in pursuit.
The first attack was made at night,
and by an airship—not a Zeppelin, but
one of a smaller type. It dropped one
of its bombs in the garden of the premier,
M. Ion Bratianu, and another on the
house where General (afterwards Lord)
Thomson was living. Fortunately no
one was hurt, though a good deal of
damage was done. The following day
aeroplanes attacked the capital with
more serious results. On another
occasion the town was under fire intermittently for 72 hours. During the
day the noise of shop shutters being
raised soon became painfully familiar to
the inhabitants. This acted as a signal
for taking cover. At night there were
frequent scurryings of households and
hotel guests to the cellars. No defence
of any kind was possible at that stage.
Officers hysterically firing revolvers in
the air typified the bewilderment of the
entire population.
In one of these raids, conducted in
daylight, an Englishwoman who was
serving as a nurse in one of the hospitals
established in the city found herself in
the centre of the attacked area on her
way to report for duty. We cannot do
better than quote her description from
a letter published in " The Times " on
October 26, 1916. It was dated September 27 .
Today I drove to the hospital with

that all the people were looking up . . . and
then, for half an hour, we were really in it I
For there were six German aeroplanes overhead, all dropping bombs.
We bought our cheese quite calmly in
the market and drove on. As we neared
the hospital, shrapnel began to fall and
bombs all around. I picked up one man
wounded and unconscious, and took him
on with us in the motor. A woman was
killed at the gate of the hospital, and
another man died on the doorstep. We
went in and settled down to work. We had
three operations between four and seven,
and were just going home when men on
stretchers began to come in from the
different parts of the town where bombs
and shrapnel had fallen. I wired home not
to expect me till they saw me. . .
If a doctor is cutting off things and calls
out pansement ! or aqua laetea ! like a
pistol at your head, you somehow find it,
even if you don't know what it is ! One
just works without realizing at all what
one is doing. After it was all over we
collapsed and sat in the hospital model
kitchen with the petrol cooking-lamp and
drank hot tea and " zwicka " and tried to
recover. I don't feel it's over yet . . we
shall have them back before morning
again ; they have only half an hour to fly
for more bombs, but twice in 24 hours
would be too much for one's nerves.
Two days later (September 29) she
continued her narrative :
Well, you'll think I am romancing, but
they came again last night—six of them.
. .
In the market people's arms
were blown off, and one man's head ; 20
women and children lay dead in the
Hospital Colce.
. . . Apparently a Zepp comes at
night and the six aeroplanes by day. The
bombs behave differently and procedure is
different when avoiding a Zepp or an
aeroplane. Bombs from the latter are

small and pointed, and timed. They pierce
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DOCTRINE OF FEAR IN APPLICATION
Both mentally and in actual damage done, Paris suffered in the same way as London from
German air raids during the Great War. These raids were intensified in 1918, when
night-flying aeroplanes took the place of airships. Above, the scene on March 3 at No. 5,
Rue Geoffroy-Marie, on which a bomb scored a direct hit

4,
4‘
miles from the gates of their city,
retired to its cellars and approved
underground shelters, while 26 aeroplanes rose from the aerodrome at
Le Bourget to search for the airship,
without success. Gun stations on the
outskirts of the city opened fire at
sound, but the raider held her course.
One gun commander said that he caught
a momentary glimpse of the airship,
but the next instant she had vanished
above the mist-blanket, and it was with

this between her and the ground that
she passed over the capital.
Ignorant as to his precise whereabouts, her captain decided to unload
his cargo of bombs as quickly as possible
and make for home. Some of the aeroplanes seeking him had passed uncomfortably close, although at a much lower
height. Without more ado, therefore,
he dropped his bombs at random, and
these, falling on the crowded quarters
of Belleville and Menilmontant, killed
62o
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STREET PITFALL
During the same raid on Paris (March 8,
1918), a 112-lb. bomb fell in the Rue
Drouot, very near the centre of the city.
A huge crater was formed, into which
fell the unfortunate taxi seen above

WHERE BOMBS FELL ON VENICE
The city of Venice was bombed continuously from 1915 to 1918, and, no fewer than 34
air raids took place, in which a similar number of civilians were killed. As may be
seen from this diagram, an extraordinary number of bombs fell on the ancient city.
Several art treasures were destroyed, and St. Mark's narrowly escaped destruction
621
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NO SANCTUARY

This photograph shows the extensive
damage done by Austrian air bombs to the
Capucin Church in Venice on August 9,
1916. This church was bombed again on
September 3o, and was not alone in
receiving such treatment, as the Churches
of Santa Maria Formosa and SS. Giovanni
and Paolo were hit on the same night
the floor and explode downstairs—so you
go up. The Zepp's bombs explode on contact—so at night you go down.

Shortly after the raids referred to in
the foregoing extract a number of
British and French aeroplanes arrived
at the Rumanian capital, and this reinforcement of the defences had its effect
in the marked falling-off of hostile
attentions.
In the early part of 1916 the Germans,
in their attempt to isolate and crush
the Serbian army, made use of two of
their military airships for the purpose
of making the harbour of Salonika unusable for the Allies. The first of these
airships, the Zeppelin LZ8i, suffered
from persistent engine-trouble—a complaint fairly common among airships—
and had to be withdrawn. Her place
was taken by a sister-ship, the LZ85,
and the town twice came under the spell
of this vessel of destruction, with
results as costly to its inhabitants as
they were damaging to their morale,
before retribution met the raider from
the guns of the British warships
anchored in the harbour.
In the first of her attacks, made on
the night of January 31, 1916, the
building occupied by the Banque de

October, 1914, the presence of German
aeroplanes over the city was such a
common sight that the inhabitants
acquired the habit, when leaving their
houses, of pausing on their thresholds
and scanning the skies, in the same way
as we today glance instinctively up
and down a street before venturing into
the roadway. More deaths were reported to have been caused by these
raids on Warsaw than in any other town
during the first six months of the War.
Venice was attacked in May, 1915,
just after Italy entered the War, and
from then on the city was visited at
intervals up to October, 1918, 34
actual raids being recorded in all and
no less than 203 alarms being sounded.
Two of the most serious of these raids
took place on August 9 and io, 1916,
when, following the fall of Gorizia, the
Austrians rained incendiary bombs on
the island city, and on February 27
and 28, 1918, when for eight consecutive
hours Austrian aeroplanes bombarded
it with high-explosive bombs.
It is well to remember, when we consider the raiding of these and other
objectives during the War of 1914-18,

that the moral effect of air bombing is
much greater than the material. We
may well illustrate this truth with a
further extract from a letter captured
on the Western front at the time the
Independent Force, Royal Air Force,
was exerting its full influence upon the
industrial areas in the Saar valley :
I do not wish to stay here any longer.
We had a terrible explosion in the chemical
factory on the night of the zoth/zist
November. The whole of the population
had to leave. It occurred on Tuesday, at
At that time Anna said
9.45 P m
to me: " Get up, I have just heard the
syren, it is either a raid or a fire." I got
up. Suddenly I saw the whole sky as if
on fire. I cried out : " God in Heaven,
have mercy upon us ! " Hardly had I
said these words when there was a loud
explosion, and every single window was
broken. I ran as far as Frankfort, and
returned the next day.
In these few lines we have the whole
cumulative effect of one night's raiding,
down to the consternation caused by
the receipt of such news in the firing
line and the constantly spreading fear
of what the future had in store—both
there and on the home front. Broken
windows may be repaired, but shattered
nerves are not so easily made whole.
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WILEY POST GIRDLES THE EARTH
By William Courtenay
Air Correspondent of the London 'Evening Standard'
The great American airman, Wiley Post, although he did not equal the record of Puck, " a girdle
round about the earth in forty minutes," easily beat another imaginary journey, that of Jules
Verne, by circumnavigating the globe in a tenth of the time taken by the hero of " Round the
World in Eighty Days." How this was done is the theme of Mr. Courtenay's story

World in Eighty
Days," Jules Verne tells the story
I of a traveller who, by catching all
the connexions of train and steamer,
was able to circumnavigate the globe in
8o days. At the last lap he thought
he had lost the wager that it could
be done, but he discovered that he had
saved a day by crossing the date line !
This saved the bet and heightened the
drama of the story. I wonder what
the author would have thought had he
lived to see a flight -round the world
in eight days !
It was on Tuesday, June 23, 1931,
that Wiley Post and Harold Gatty set
N " Round the

off from Roosevelt Field, New York,
in an endeavour to circumnavigate the
globe in the northern hemisphere in ten
days. A cash prize of Z.4,000 was
waiting to be won. Their machine was
a high-wing Lockheed " Vega " monoplane with a single radial air-cooled
engine. It was loaded with 540 gallons
of petrol to give it a range in excess of
3,000 miles, and it could cruise at 140
to 150 m.p.h.
They left New York at dawn and
first flew 1,r oo to 1,200 miles to Harbour
Grace, Newfoundland, and, without
stopping for anything except fuel, took
off again on the first big " hop " of their

TRIO OF RECORD-BREAKERS
Wiley Post, the one-eyed American Indian (in the cockpit), and his navigator, Harold
Gatty, are seen below with the famous Lockheed " Vega " monoplane, " Winnie Mae,"
with which they made their amazing 8i-day world flight in 1931. Records are made
only to be broken, and two years later Post beat this record flying solo

REPRISALS IN KIND

Wide World Photos

The Rhineland was the chief objective
of war-time Allied bombing raids, owing
to its immense military and industrial
importance. Cologne became a centre
of such raids, particularly after the formation of the Independent Force, R.A.F.,
in 1918, and the debris of a house in that
city is seen above
Salonique was set on fire and destroyed,
the financial loss being estimated at
more than a hundred thousand pounds
for this one lucky hit. On her third
visit, on May 5, she was caught by the
searchlight of H.M.S. Agamemnon and
holed by a well-directed shell. Forced
to lose height, she attempted to make
the mouth of the river Vardar, but the
torpedo-boat T.B.I8 came into action
and struck her three times and she fell
into the marshes near the river mouth,
her crew being captured by French
troops. The destruction of this airship
did much to allay the fears of the
inhabitants of the port, who had suffered
morally out of all proportion to the yet
considerable damage inflicted by the
two raiding Zeppelins.
No account of air raiding during the
four years of the European conflict is
complete without a reference to two
other cities that received their baptism
of fire from the heavens in the first
years of war. These two were Warsaw
and Venice. Of the former it is said
that, when the Germans were investing
the Polish capital in the middle of

LONE RAIDER OF THE EAST
The Germans used a Zeppelin, LZ85, during the first part of 1916 for raiding the Allied
lines on the Eastern front. It was a military ship of the latest design. On May 5 it was
brought down by gun-fire from Allied warships, and here we see the wreckage lying by the
White Tower at Salonika
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adventure across the Atlantic. They
covered 2,200 miles without incident,
in fair weather and with a favourable
wind, averaging 135 m.p.h. It was
7.45 p.m. G.M.T. when they left
Harbour Grace on June 23, and
seventeen hours later, at 12.45 p.m.
next day, June 24, they came down
at the R.A.F. station at Sealand.
After a brief halt for refuelling and a
meal they left again at 2.5 p.m. and
headed for Berlin, some 700 miles farther
westward. They landed at Hanover at
5.40 p.m., after covering 53o miles, and
took off at 6.40 p.m. Berlin was
reached at 8.3o p.m. They had covered
2,900 miles in 231 hours' flying time.
Nevertheless, at 7.35 next morning,
June 25, they started for Moscow, which
was reached at 5.40 the same evening.
They had taken eight hours for the

- ide World Photos

ROUND THE WORLD IN EIGHT DAYS
That fact is stranger than fiction was again proved on July z, 1931, when a huge crowd
saw Post and Gatty land at Roosevelt Field, N.Y. (see above). Only 8 days 16 hours—
a tenth of the time envisaged by Jules Verhe—had elapsed since their start across the
Atlantic in the single-engined " Winnie Mae." The total distance was some 16,000 miles
925 miles' flight, against head-winds
and in rain. At 3.3o a.m. on June 26
they took off from Moscow and headed
for Novosibirsk in Siberia, 2,100 miles
away. Some i 1 2 hours later they had
covered this great stride. At Omsk,
some 1,5oo miles from Moscow, a great
crowd had gathered, expecting the airmen to land and refuel, but they did
not even stop. The Soviet Government
went to great trouble to aid the airmen
by arranging fuel supplies, and then
by sending =2o telegrams as they left
Moscow to centres over which they
might pass, or be forced to land.
June 27 found them at Irkutsk,
another t,000 miles on their way,
and then they had their first mishap.
Post and Gatty came down at
Blagovestchensk, Siberia, at 8 p.m. on
Saturday, June 27, while flying to
Khabarovsk, some 1,500 miles from
Irkutsk. Their machine was bogged in
soft landing ground and a tractor was
used to pull it out. So much time was
lost that the airmen decided to sleep
at Blagovestchensk. Early next morning they completed the 500 miles' flight
to Khabarovsk in four hours, and they
were now only ioo miles from the
N.W. Pacific coast of Siberia.
Monday, June 29, found them crossing the perilous fog-bound waters of
the lonely Pacific at its worst stretch
—a 2,000-mile flight from Khabarovsk

to Nome, Alaska. Some 141 hours had
been lost hauling the machine out of
the bog at Blagovestchensk and a further
261 hours at Khabarovsk in overhauling
their machine and in awaiting favourable
weather reports for the Pacific crossing.
They crossed the volcano lands of
the Kamchatka peninsula and the
Bering Sea in the teeth of ominous
weather reports, and on Tuesday,
June 3o, reached American territory—
just seven days after the start from the
eastern seaboard of the United States.
The two airmen pushed on at once
from Nome to Fairbanks, Alaska, as
time was now pressing. July 1 found
them in Canada after a fine " hop " of
1,350 miles. Actually, they had covered
2.5oo miles non-stop on the Pacific
crossing, for they had landed on Soloman
Beach, 36 miles from Nome. The 2,500
miles had been done in the fine time of
16 hours 45 minutes. It was just after
midnightwhen they landed at Edmonton,
Alberta, on July 1. By noon they were
off again in the Winnie Mae on the
final 2,250-mile stage to New York.
They had now covered 13,35o miles.
Next day the pair were home again
at New York. They had flown round the
world in 8 days 16 hours, covering
15,500 miles in their 54o h.p. single
Wasp engined monoplane, and the prize
was theirs, for they had finished the
course in under the stipulated ten days.
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Throughout they averaged 138 m.p.h.
It was 8.47 p.m. when the airmen
landed at Roosevelt Field on July 1,
and 4.56 a.m. when they started on
June 23. They had beaten their own
schedule of ten days by a handsome
margin. The flight was particularly
remarkable for the amazingly long
stages which were undertaken non-stop.
Wonderful as this flight was, it paled
before the more ambitious plan of Wiley
Post to undergo a similar ordeal—
this time alone. At 9.10 a.m. on Saturday, July 15, 1933, this great flight
commenced from Floyd Bennett aerodrome, New York. Wiley Post used
the same monoplane, Winnie Mae, but
fitted it with a robot pilot to relieve
him of the tedium of flying all the time.
He took 659 gallons of petrol, making
use of the 16o lb. weight left vacant
by the absence of a colleague by using
it for fuel. His luggage consisted of a
quart of tomato juice, a quart of water,
three packages of chewing gum, one
package of rusk biscuits, and his equipment was restricted to a knife, a hatchet,
a raincoat, fishing tackle, a cigarette
lighter, sleeping-bag, mosquito net and
a poeket flash-lamp.
As on the earlier attempt, Berlin was
the first goal. This time success attended
the effort. Without stopping anywhere
in England, Post flew 3,600 miles nonstop from New York to Berlin, and set
up a record right away. He was the
first airman to reach Berlin by direct
flight from the United States. His
robot pilot assisted him to keep the

Wide World Photos

IN THE GLARE OF PUBLICITY

Wiley Post, not content with his 1931 record, again encircled the world in 1933—still in the " Winnie Mae," but this time flying alone. The flight
followed much the same eastward route as before, but lasted only 7 days 18 hours. Above, the scene just after Post landed at Roosevelt Field.
Cameramen and reporters surround the airman, while soldiers keep back the crowds. Below, New York giving its traditional welcome, with Post
riding along Broadway, its principal highway, gaily decorated for the occasion, in state

PLANE OF SAD DESTINY

Keystone

In August, 1935, Wiley Post, with Will Rogers, the famous film comedian, left to survey a
new air route to Siberia. Post had discarded his well-tried " Winnie Mae," and used
instead a more modern low-wing Lockheed " Sirius " seaplane (above), which had the
tragic end in Alaska pictured below

machine on its course. It was 11.55 a.m.
on Sunday, July 16, that he touched
down at Tempelhof aerodrome, Berlin,
and he calmly took off on the journey
to Siberia after a stay of only 136
minutes to refuel. Novosibirsk was his
goal, but he was tins time forced down
by bad weather at Koenigsberg.
At 2.10 p.m., after taking on board
440 gallons of petrol, he was off, but
four hours later he was down. On
resuming the flight on Monday, the
17th, he landed at Moscow, because the
oil-feed of his gyroscopic control had
become choked. He was off again, after
repairs, at 3.14 p.m. the same day. By
dawn next morning, the i8th, he had
landed at Novosibirsk (4.19 a.m.),
having covered 1,60o miles in about
thirteen hours. Two and a half hours
later, at 6.55 a.m., he was off again on

a 2,000 miles jaunt to Khabarovsk. So
far he had covered 6,500 miles in under
three days. He was at Irkutsk from
Novosibirsk at 5.35 p.m. on Tuesday,
July 18, and was now 16 hours 34
minutes ahead of the time set up by
Gatty and himself on the previous flight.
Some 890 miles had been covered
after flying 1,800 from Moscow to
Novosibirsk with no rest, but the worst
was still before him. From Irkutsk on
the 19th Post attempted to reach
Khabarovsk non-stop, but bad weather
forced him down in the dark at Rukhlovo, loo miles short of his objective.
This reduced to a few hours his magnifi-

cent lead over the previous log. But he
reached Khabarovsk that night, and
early next morning he faced once
more the great Pacific Ocean flight to
Nome. At 6.3o p.m. the same day he
passed over Nome safely, and was still
a day ahead of the joint flight record.
At 2.3o a.m. on the list we find him at
Flat aerodrome, Alaska, after a nonstop flight of 2,300 miles from Khabarovsk. Here he had the misfortune
to damage his propeller in landing.
A day was lost while waiting for the
new propeller, but by 6.28 the same
evening Post was off again, this time
for Edmonton, Three hours later, however, he was down at Fairbanks, after
covering only 220 miles. But at midnight on Sunday, July 23, he reached
Floyd Bennett Field, having flown the
15,596 miles, with ten stops, in 7 days
18 hours 491 minutes, and having beaten
by the handsome margin of 21 hours
101 minutes the record of Gatty and
himself. His actual flying time was
115 hours 361 minutes, and his average
speed 127.43 m.p.h. His final - hop,"
from Edmonton to New York, of 2,004
miles was done in 13 hours 181 minutes
with the help of a good tail-wind.
Post was the first airman to cross
both the Atlantic and the Pacific twice,
and, indeed, he is the only airman with
this double distinction. He is the only
man to have flown round the world
twice, and his flight of 3,942 miles from
New York to Berlin was the longest
solo flight yet made, while his time of
25 hours 45 minutes was the fastest
between the two cities yet put up.
Wiley Post's untimely death with
Will Rogers in 1935 was a sad blow to
the experimental side of aviation. Great
work lay before him of a sound constructive nature which was being watched
with eager sympathy by everyone in
British aeronautical circles.

TRAGEDY MOURNED BY AMERICA'S MILLIONS
Wiley Post and Will Rogers arrived in Alaska on their way " round the top of the world "
without mishap. Fog forced them down, however, on a river some 15 miles from Point
Barrow, the most northerly settlement in the United States. While taking off from
this spot the engine cut out, and the seaplane crashed on the bank. Thus did two of
America's greatest citizens meet their death
Keystone
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THE WORLD'S FASTEST GLOBE-TROTTER

An unusual and forceful personality, who sprang suddenly and deservedly into world fame and
who died tragically with his self-imposed mission only partly fulfilled, was Wiley Post. A native
of Oklahoma, and of Indian extraction, Post, although blind in one eye, possessed amazing skill in
the air, as is shown by the story of his world flights (see page 623 et seq.). At the time of his death,
Post was exploring a new airway to Asia, and was keenly interested in stratosphere travel
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D.114 Mirror

BRITAIN'S GREATEST AIR DISASTER

This photograph shows, more den. by than any words can adequately describe, the terrible fate which
overtook H.M.A. Rios, at the time the largest flying machine in the world. Leaving the mooring
mast at Cardingtear, Beds., in the early evening of October 4, 1930, the great airship set out on the
first stage of her long journey to India, a destination she was never to reach
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TRAGIC LOSS OF R101
Starkdrarna attended the last moments of Rios. She flew onward into a stormy night and at 2 a.m.
was flying low near the city of Beauvais in northern France. Caught in a sodd....elownward current,
and bekkor the necessary lift, she hit the edge of a wood, seen at the top of the photograph, nose
first. Only eight of the crew of 54 escaped death in the terrible explosion and fire that tot/owed
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WEATHER LORE FOR THE AIRMAN
By Robert Brenard
Author of 'The Romance of the Flying Mail,' etc.
An adequate knowledge of weather conditions is one of the prime needs of the air pilot, and
here Mr. Brenard, drawing on his own experiences, traces the development of the science of
meteorology, which, as far as the airman is concerned, has grown during the present century
from a few empirical data into an exact science

first men who ascended in balloons, away back in the infancy
of flying, watched the direction
of the wind and the drift of clouds
before they ventured to leave the
ground. Those first aeronauts were
at the mercy of the wind in their
motorless craft, and they learned much
weather lore in manoeuvring into
currents which would carry them in
the direction they wanted to go. Today
that same weather lore is cultivated
by the pilots of engineless gliders.
When aeroplanes were in their Crude
and early stage, pilots did not dare to
HE

T

OMINOUS AND GLORIOUS GIANTS THAT MEET THE AIRMAN
The contrasting of skyscape which often presents itself to the airman is shown vividly in thee two photographs, taken from an aeroplane, of cloud
formation. In the photograph above we see a menacing colossus, a cumulo-nimbus that heralds thunder. It is this form of cloud that is frequently
seen over Britain during April, and which breaks to make April showers. The towering summits of the cumulo-nimbus vary from two to four
miles in height, while the nimbus base is set at about 4,000 feet above the earth. Below, a drifting flock of fleecy cumulus clouds that dazzle the beholder
with their glistening brilliance. How these and other forms of cloud are studied in weather forecasting is explained in the following pages

fly in anything save flat calms. Many
acquired the habit, before ascending, of
watching the smoke from tall chimneys.
If this blew out straight in the wind
they reckoned that the air currents
would be too strong for their frail,
slow-flying, low-powered machines. It
was not, in fact, until such a daring
pioneer as Hubert Latham showed that
even an early-type aeroplane could be
kept under control in a high and gusty
wind, that pilots began to leave the
ground in really unfavourable conditions.
This growing mastery over the weather
was due also to improvements in

LONELY WASTES AMID CHANGING CLOUD
To the practical airman the vast panorama of the sky can convey much, promising a rough
or tranquil journey according to the formation of the clouds that surround him. In this
beautiful photograph two cloud types are seen. The lower mass is formed of strato-cumulus,
which cover the sky and threaten rain, while high above the delicate cirrus are seen
Norfolk and Norwich Aero Club. Ltd.

engines, to the production of aeroplanes
which were more controllable, and to
a general increase in skill and weather
lore on the part of the airmen themselves. Actually, it was when pilots
at last began to make cross-country
voyages from point to point, that
they first turned for advice and guidance to expert meteorologists. They
found they needed special weather
reports and forecasts. They wanted
to know the amount of cloud there was
likely to be in the sky ahead of them
and also the strength and direction of
the wind. They were concerned, too,
as to the possibility of mist or fog along
any portion of their route.
It was in connexion with great preWar air races, such as those from Paris
to Rome, Paris to Madrid, and the

PORTENTS OF A PEACEFUL PASSAGE

Charles E. Brown

Surrounded by a giant carpet of cumulus clouds, with altostratus layers stretching high above her, this D.H. "Dragon"
air liner makes a magnificent picture as she speeds on her way through sunlight and fleeting shadows. Conditions such
as these generally indicate fine weather and favourable going for flying. The altostratus are found at heights
varying from to,000 feet to 25,000 feet, while the cumulus are at about 4,500 feet

famous circuit of Europe, that the
preparation of weather maps and
reports became an important factor
in aviation, and that the science of
meteorology was definitely linked up
with that of aeronautics.
Pre-War pilots quickly learned that,
though they might be tossed about on
windy days if they flew at a low altitude,
they could usually find steadier conditions if they climbed to a greater
height. And so " hedge-hopping," or
flying just over the tree-tops, soon went
out of fashion. Pilots discovered that
there was comfort as well as safety in
flying high. With the coming of the
Great War, and with the need for air
operations to be carried out in all
kinds of weather, great importance came
to be attached to the meteorological
sections, one of the chief aspects of
whose work was the production of
forecasts for long-distance raiding.
Another feature in the later war
period was the establishment of the

THE WAY OF THE WIND
Wind data is of the utmost importance to
air-line pilots, and careful and accurate
records are made and kept by the
" weather men" at aerodromes. Below are
two officers taking details registered by a
Dines pressure tube anemometer. This
instrument makes records minute by
minute of each gust and lull, and gives
also the wind's direction
Photo,: Loan,, Leigh

THE CAPTAIN CONFERS
At all main airports in Europe meteorological staffs are employed to provide the
pilots of the numerous air lines with
information regarding weather conditions
along the routes. Above, Captain 0. P.
Jones, famous pilot of Imperial Airways,
is seen in conference with a meteorological
officer at Croydon aerodrome before
making his departure

British communication squadron which
carried important officials by aeroplane
to and from the Continent. It was in
connexion with the work of this squadron that a pioneer weather - reporting
station, mainly for providing forecasts
for the Paris route, was established
at the London aerodrome, Hendon.
This station was thus the forerunner
of commercial weather reporting on the
regular air lines. Then came the
operation of an air mail between
Folkestone and Cologne, carrying letters
to the army of occupation on the Rhine,
followed by the establishment of a
daily passenger and freight service
between London and Paris. For these
routes constant meteorological information was required, and in connexion
with the service to Paris a commercial
airway weather-reporting bureau was
established in London.
In those days, airway weather forecasting was in its infancy. It was
some time, for example, before aircraft
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Arthur W. Hobart

CLOUD-STREWN TRAIL

Norfolk and Norwich Aero Club, Ltd.

could be fitted with wireless telephones to enable weather reports to be
transmitted to pilots in flight, whilst
the information as to meteorological
changes on the Continent was inadequate
and scrappy, compared with the swift,
accurate system of today. Gradually,
however, a more efficient system was
developed. A commercially reliable
wireless telephone was produced and
fitted as a part of the standard equipment of air liners on the Continental
routes. The number of weather forecasts obtained and issued daily was
increased greatly, and there was a
regular transmission of meteorological
information from ground stations to
aircraft in flight, thus enabling the
weather experts to warn pilots of storms
or fogs that might lie ahead of them.

heights. Specially equipped aeroplanes
ascend daily to high altitudes to secure
data as to temperature and humidity
in the upper air. Reports pour in by
wireless and telephone from a vast
network of observing stations and also
from ships out on the Atlantic. In
times of winter fog, the state of the
visibility from hour to hour is obtained
from all main and intermediate aerodromes, so that pilots can be guided by
wireless to points where conditions are
most suitable for landing. The meteorologists are also on the qui vive, during
winter flying, to detect upper air conditions which may lead to dangerous
ice formation on the wings of aircraft,
and pilots are quickly warned about
areas where there is a risk of such
conditions developing.

supply last-minute reports as to conditions prevailing over hundreds of
miles of routes.
The captain of a modern air liner—
who must now himself pass an examination in meteorology—works out
every detail of a flight before he leaves
the ground. Some time before he is due
to ascend he will visit the meteorological
department and make a careful study of
the weather maps and reports available
as to conditions on the route over which
he is about to fly. He notes the wind
strength from ground level upwards ;
also any changes which may occur in
its direction at different points along
his route. He looks out for any storm
centres or depressions which may be
likely to drift across his line of flight.
He is concerned as to the amount of
cloud there may be in the sky and how
near the clouds may be to the ground.
His idea always is to reach his
destination as quickly as possible,
economizing in fuel as well as in time.

The establishment of the first airway
weather-reporting stations dates from
192o. During the years following, a
remarkable organization has been built
up stage by stage. Pilotless balloons
are now sent up regularly to test the
wind strength and direction at various

The work of the weather men is neverceasing. It goes on by night as well as
by day. At the Croydon airport, as soon
as captains of day-flying air liners have
consulted the latest weather maps, there
are pilots of the night air mails to whom
the meteorological department must

Also, in these days of large luxury
passenger aircraft, he seeks to give the
occupants of his machine as pleasant a
voyage as possible. He does not want
to bump them about in disturbed air.
He wants to fly over or round, and not
through, any local area of bad weather

A skyscape such as is seen in this photograph is welcomed by the aeroplane pilot, for it
usually betokens fine weather. The long waves of cloud that are spread above the " Moth "
are altocumulus which form at about to,000 feet. Those below the machine are cumulus, and
are of a type frequently seen in spring and summer skies. They appear in the morning as
small clouds, increasing in size until about 3 p.m., when they gradually disperse
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TWELVE THOUSAND FEET—AND ALL'S WELL

The monoplane seen in the photograph above is a Douglas D.C.2 air liner belonging to Swissair. Flying in a blue summer sky, she is passing swiftly
and serenely through a drifting avenue of cumulus clouds at a height of 12,000 feet. In the photograph below, a marvellous cloudscape, composed
of altocumulus, is presented. Out to the far horizon the ethereal ocean spreads in a writhing, moving mass, shutting out all glimpse of the earth
that lies thousands of feet below. The shadowy diagonal lines are the bracing wires of the machine from which the photograph was taken

the meteorological needs of the pilots
of specially chartered aircraft. Such
machines may be called upon at a
moment's notice to fly on urgent
journeys right across Europe, or perhaps
to points in Egypt, Africa or India ; and,
before ascending, their pilots want to be
able to carry in their mind's eye an
impression of what the local weather conditions are likely to be by the time they
reach various points along their route.
Another important feature of modern
meteorology in its aerial aspect is the
forecasting of weather for the evergrowing army of private flyers and
tourists. Not only do such aerial
voyagers want weather maps and forecasts, but many of them now have
wireless sets in their machines, and are
thus able, while in flight, to pick up the
weather forecasts which are broadcast
frequently from certain stations for the
benefit of all those who may be flying,
or about to fly.
Nowadays all this work of organized
meteorology is carried on, not only over
6o,000 miles of European air lines, but
over more than 20,000 miles of longdistance Empire routes. Right across
the African continent from Cairo to Cape

WIND MEASUREMENT
Small spherical balloons are used at
meteorological stations to measure the
velocity of the upper winds. The balloon
is set free and as it rises observations are
taken by means of a micrometer in a
theodolite. Below, an observer stands
ready by a theodolite as a balloon rises
Photos Doren Leigh

FULL-SCALE WEATHER MAP
Weather maps of the kind seen here, by
which airmen can tell at a glance the
visibility, wind velocity and direction
and other conditions over a wide area,
are in use at most terminal aerodrome;
in Britain and Europe. An official is
shown here attaching meteorological
symbols to a map covering air routes
between Croydon and the continent)

0. 14. P. Ellis

Town, and eastward to India, Malaya
and Australia have been established
chains of weather-reporting stations.
The conditions with which they have to
deal often vary to a bewildering extent.
On one section of these great Empire
routes the heat may have become so
great that it is cracking the bulbs of
thermometers, while at another it
may be necessary to warn pilots to
avoid heavy snowstorms.
So far the Empire air routes have been
operated mainly on day-flying schedules,
but now preparations are in hand for
the institution of regular night flying
on the chief trunk routes. This will
mean a great addition to the work of
organized meteorology, which will be
functioning over thousands of miles on
a 24-hour basis, while many new stations
will have to be established and equipped
with the latest apparatus.
The work of the meteorologists who
concentrate on air transport is taking
them into many romantic places. Along
the great trans-Pacific air route, which

that may lie ahead. He does not want
to fly for long periods immersed in
clouds. If he sees that widespread
cloud-banks lie along most of his route
he will probably decide, immediately
after leaving the ground, to steer up
through the clouds into clear air
above, enabling his passengers to fly
through brilliant sunshine, while the
world below is dark and gloomy. And
while he is in flight he will be constantly
in touch by wireless with weather conditions at the air station which is his
destination, ascertaining exactly whatlanding conditions are likely to be
there as regards both cloud height
and general visibility.
Apart from their work for the services
which operate over regular routes, the
weather departments at our main airports now have to be ready to supply
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CLOUDS IN A SUMMER SKY
The ephemeral mass seen towering behind the tail of the Hawker " Demon " in this
photograph makes a typical cloudscape of a British summer's day. At the time the
machine was flying at an altitude of 12,000 feet, and high above it are cirrus wisps. They
are the highest of all cloud types and form at about 30,000 feet

is being established between California
and China, it has been found necessary
to establish weather-reporting stations
on small, hitherto uninhabited islands
which are dotted across this vast expanse
of ocean. On these tiny islands little
groups of meteorologists do their vital
work, cut off entirely from civilization
save for the link provided by their
wireless installations and by the occasional visits of the flying boats which
are already making experimental trips
over the route.
Other meteorologists work in the
middle of the South Atlantic, their
weather-reporting stations being on the
refuelling ships which are placed along
the air mail route between Europe and
South America. In all parts of the
globe, some of them far distant from
the nearest centres of supply, the
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rapid development of flying is calling
for more work by those experts whose
task is to study the constant weather
changes in that vast aerial ocean which
winged ships navigate.
Air-mail routes are penetrating far
into the Arctic. A weather-reporting
organization is being created for the
operation of a regular Atlantic air mail
between England, Canada and the
United States. Air explorers are winging
their way above the jungles of New
Guinea, and up hitherto unknown
reaches of the Amazon. With all these
pioneers go expert meteorologists, keeping in touch with the outer world by
means of their wireless installations,
and adding steadily and continually to
that vast store of knowledge which is
accumulating concerning flying weather
throughout the globe.

R101 RIDING AT HER HOME MAST

Daily Mirror

Set in a frame of typical English countryside beauty, Rica, product of modern engineering and
cornerstone of Britain's hopes of commercial air supremacy, rides at her mast at Cardington, in
Bedfordshire. This mooring mast was specially built to facilitate the handling of Britain's largest
airships, Rioo and Rios, which were completed in the autumn of 1929

Airships: Triumph and Tragedy. 6

R101: BRITAIN'S LAST GIANT AIRSHIP
By Capt. J. A. Sinclair
Captain Sinclair, having lucidly described the construction of the RI01, including her several
novelties, gives his reasons for regarding the tragic disaster as due, in part at least, to insufficient
preparation. As he says, " No trial flight had taken place in adverse weather "

N Sunday morning, October 5,
trace the history of her development,
bases overseas, and give the Airship
1930, people in Great Britain
construction and trials.
Guarantee Company (the Burney
and throughout the world
Following discussions which had scheme) the first contract for an airship
heard the news that Riot, then the
lasted for over two years, the Prime to be built for commercial purposes ;
largest airship, had come to earth at
Minister announced in 1924 that the
this was Rioo. The Air Ministry would
2.5 a.m. in the undulating country south
Government had decided to initiate a also build a ship, Rio'.
of Beauvais, in France. Immediately
comprehensive programme of research
The conditions to be fulfilled by these
she had become a blazing wreck, and
into the problem of airship services,
two airships were : capacity, five million
of the fifty-four people on board, all
and that both Cardington and Pulham
cubic feet, giving 15o tons gross lift,
but eight perished instantly in the
stations would be retained by the strength to afford certain definite
flames. Two of the eight died of
State and placed in commission. The factors of safety, and speed to be not
their injuries shortly afterwards.
Air Ministry would construct airship less than 70 miles an hour, with a
In design Rio' was
cruising speed of 63
supposed to be the
miles an hour. Acsafest airship ever
commodation, both
built ; but, like the
sleeping and eating,
other safe and supwas to be provided for
posedly unsinkable
too passengers. The
ship, the Titanic, she
structural weight,
was wrecked on her
including the power
maiden voyage to India
plant but excluding
with heavy loss of life.
fuel, was not to be
In her perished Lord
more than 90 tons,
Thomson, Secretary of
giving a useful lift
State for Air ; Sir
of 6o tons. The power
Sefton Brancker,
plant was to be
director of civil aviaoperated on fuel
tion ; Wing - Comwhich could safely be
mander R. Colmore,
carried and used in
director of airship
sub-tropical or tropidevelopment ; Major
cal climates. It was
Scott, his assistant ;
recommended
that
Colonel Richmond, the
both model and fullairship's designer, and
scale experiments be
other leading officials.
carried out in order to
Not since the day
assist in determining
when her counterpart
the design and construcwent down with 1,500
tion of these ships.
souls had the nation
Accordingly, R33
received such a blow.
and R36 were refitted
The people mourned
and brought into comits gallant dead, and
mission, and constructhe parading of the
tion began of an airship
coffins through the
shed at Karachi and of
principal thoroughmooring masts in
fares of London
Egypt and Canada.
provided one of the
R36 was to be flown to
most harrowing exEgypt, and there used
periences a mourning
for testing the mast
public has ever been
until she had to be desprompted to suffer.
troyed.
In order to obtain
Rioo and Rio' were
-a true picture of the
now under design and
PASSENGERS' ENTRANCE TO R101
reason, or reasons, why When Riot was moored to her Cardington mast—zoo feet high, and equipped with a
construction. In
lift and staircase—the passengers and crew entered and left the ship via the mast itself
this airship crashed,
Rio' the designers
and a gangway let down from beneath her nose. Above is a party of M.P.s entering
it will be necessary to
broke away almost
Riot on an inspection visit. The complete mooring mast is shown in page 166
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construction of the new
ship went on.
In this way the first
step was taken along the
road that led to disaster.
The use of models for the
working-out of theoretical
calculations cannot be regarded as taking the place
of full-scale experiments,
and, having been deprived
of this essential, the designers of the airship
should at once have declined to proceed any
further with the work.
The process of erection
occupied two years, and
at the end of September,
1929, her construction,
according to the design
and dimensions originally
intended, was complete.
Before leaving the shed a
" lift and trim " test had
to be taken. It was now
found that, with the gasbags fully inflated, instead
of having a " useful lift "
of 6o tons, she had only
about 35 tons and was,
therefore, twenty-five tons
too heavy.
Among various other
things, her five heavy-oil
engines were double the
estimated weight. The
actual weight was 8 lb.
per horse-power instead of
the anticipated 4 lb. It
was also found impossible
to obtain 700 h.p. from
each engine; the engines
finally developed 585-650
h.p. each.
But certainly the most
serious reduction in " useful lift " was in the main
structure, which was built
to give strength and safety.
Strength it undoubtedly
had, for this quality was
proved even in her death
crash.
Topical
On October 12, 1929,
BIRTH OF A GIANT
Rio' came out of her
The Riot was, unlike Rioo, a product of state design and was built at the Royal Airship Works,
shed for the first time,
Cardington. A huge hangar was constructed to house her, and here we see the gigantic, complex skeleton,
with one gas-bag in place. Note the tanks, destined to contain heavy oil fuel for Riot's five engines
and was moored to the
tower at Cardington. On
completely from conventional methods,
full-scale experiments of these novel- the 14th she did her first trial flight,
and these novelties in design were not ties in airship construction can easily which lasted 52 hours, and on the 18th
confined to the general anatomy of the
be realized, but at this stage the her second, lasting 92 hours. On the
hull, but extended to important details edict went forth that no more funds first flight only two engines were worksuch as gas-bag wiring, relief valves,
could be spared for " expensive experi- ing for a great part of the time. On the
steering mechanism, and even included ments." R33 and R36 were deflated and second occasion four engines were used.
the adoption of a novel design of heavy scrapped, and this at the most valuable These two trials took place in daylight
oil engine. The double importance of
period of their career. However, the and calm weather. No written reports
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Keystone

TOWARDS AN IDEAL
A definite step towards liner-like
interior accommodation and comfort
for the passengers was provided
for in the design of the Riot.
Above is the promenade deck, with
large observation windows; on
the left, the electric kitchen ; on
the right, a corner of the diningsaloon ; and lastly (below) the
capacious lounge
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OUTLINE OF DESIGN
The shape of R (Rigid) rot was less elongated, and, therefore, more aerodynamic, than that
of the Zeppelins, as may be seen from the above drawing. A new bag added 46 feet to her
length. Her internal construction also differed radically from accepted Zeppelin practice.
Note the special registration letters allotted to the ship

were made of them, and no speed tests
of any kind were attempted.
The third trial flight, lasting 71 hours,
took place on November i. Next day
Riot for the first time attempted night
flying, this flight lasting from 8 p.m. on
November 2 until io a.m. on November 3.
The ship cruised in the direction of
the Isle of Wight, and an attempt
was made to carry out a speed trial,
but one of the engines gave out before
the course was completed. So far all
these trials had taken place in calm
weather, but on November II, 1929,
while moored to the tower, the airship
rode out a severe gale.
Before it had subsided, there were
frequent gusts of 70 m.p.h.; the
average wind speed during the afternoon was 55 m.p.h., and a maximum
gust of 83 m.p.h. was recorded. WingCommander Colmore's report points out
that the load on the nose coupling at
one time amounted to 151 tons, and
was successfully withstood. Even with
this the ship had an ample margin of
strength. The report goes on to say :
"The ship rode comfortably at the tower.
There was, however, a slow rolling
motion at the higher wind speeds,
reaching a maximum of six degrees.
Beyond the entry of rain and a certain
amount of chafing of the gas-bags due
to the roll no damage was sustained."
The report, on this occasion, of Mr.
G. W. Hunt, chief coxswain, may here
be quoted. " During Storm Routine,
whilst looking round, it was observed
that in the case of Nos. 3 to 14 bags
inclusive, a very considerable movement
from side to side was taking place on
each flat end, as much as 3 ins. to 4 ins.,

and at times the surge of the bags in
a forward direction was considerably
more than that.
" Owing to the combined two movements, where the bags were touching
the radial struts round main frames,
especially at C and D longitudinals,
the plates on top of the radial struts
rubbed and chafed the bags and in
places, such as No. 8 starboard fore end,
tore the bag 9 in. in a jagged tear. No. 8
thus became deflated to 6o per cent,
and on inspection taking place it was
noticed that on every roll the valves
opened to the extent of 4 in. to 1 in.
The valves were lightly stopped back
until the bag was gassed to 95 per cent.
The holes on top of No. 14 bag were
caused by the bag bearing hard on 0
girder, where several nuts project, and,
combined with the movements of the
bag, caused punctures." The 0 girder
is the topmost girder in the structure,
girder C is just above the centre line
of the ship, and girder D comes just
below this.
Repairs regarded as necessary were
carried out, and on November 17 and 18
the airship underwent an endurance
flight. This was to have lasted for 48
hours, but was terminated after 3o
hours 45 minutes. During this period
the ship travelled r,000 miles at a
height of i,000 to 5,50o feet, this being
much the longest flight the Rioi ever
accomplished.
The airship remained at the mooring
tower until November 3o, when she
was taken into the shed, where she
remained until June 23 of the following
year. She had now, in seven flights,
flown for over 70 hours, but in none of
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these were any long full - speed trials
attempted, and all the flights were
carried out in good weather. However,
while at the tower in the storm of
November i i, attention had been called
to the risk of chafing of the gas-bags
and opening of the valves when she
rolled to the gale.
The time had now come to reach
a decision for surmounting the difficulty
of her small " useful lift," in order to
make it possible for her to undertake
the voyage to India. After some consideration it was decided to remove
from the ship various fittings which
could be dispensed with, also a number
of passenger sleeping cabins and other
conveniences. At the same time the
gas-bag wiring was to be enlarged to
allow greater expansion of the bag.
The total improvement in " useful
lift " would be about six tons. The
second improvement was to increase
the total length of the airship by
inserting an additional middle bay, thus
providing space for an additional gas-bag,
which would add another nine tons to
the " useful lift."
Before these alterations could be made
the necessary permission had to be
obtained. The first could be completed
by March, but the inserting of a new
bay would delay the flight still further.
It was decided to carry out the first
set of changes and then bring the ship
out for further tests before inserting
the new. bay. It was also laid down at
this time that before Riot could be
granted a certificate of airworthiness
the ship would have to carry out both
a 48-hours' endurance flight and fullspeed trials.
Before commencing the work of
alteration each gas-bag was examined
for holes. It was found that every
gas-bag except one was holed, and in

' Daily Mirror'

some of them the number of holes was
considerable. For example, No. i I
had 503 holes and No. 5 had 57. The
holes were repaired and the points in
projections which were thought to be
likely to press against the bags carefully
padded. Obviously, enlarging the gasbag wiring was going to increase the
danger, and no fewer than 4,00o pads
were made for the purpose of
protection against this danger.

Topical

STRICKEN MAJESTY

With the R.A.F. flag still flying from the stern but with practically every shred of fabric
burnt, the towering tail (above) was the only part of the framework which survived the
impact. The wreck of Riot is seen lying at Allonnes six years after the Government
decided to build her. A photograph of the wreck from the air is given in pages 628-9

The minor alterations having been
completed, Rioi was brought out and
moored to the tower. There was a
light wind blowing, but almost immediately the outer cover between
A and B panels on the starboard side
split to a length of 540 feet. This was

SHARERS OF R101 'S FATE

Forty-eight people, representing the cream of the British airship service, were killed in
Rio'. The victims included (left) Flight.-Lieut. H. C. Irwin, captain of the ship ;
(centre) Sir Sefton Brancker, the energetic Director of Civil Aviation ; and (right) Lord
Thomson of Cardington, Secretary of State for Air in the Labour Government
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repaired, but next day a shorter split
occurred on the topmost part of the
cover, which had also to be repaired.
Such ripping of the outer cover would
be extremely dangerous if the ship
were flying. On June 26 Rioi carried
out her eighth flight, lasting 41 hours,
and before landing two tons of oil fuel
were dropped to lighten the airship,
which had become " heavy " owing to
loss of lift.
Next day she performed a rehearsal
of her part in the R.A.F. Display at
Hendon. This flight lasted 121- hours.
During the flight the height coxswain
reported he had difficulty in keeping
her at the flying height of i,000 to
1,20o feet, and from time to time water
ballast was dropped. This amounted
in all to nine tons, and, in addition, two
tons of fuel were used. The following
day she again did a 521-hours' flight,
carrying out her part of the Hendon
Display. The same heaviness was
experienced. On June 29 the ship
entered the shed in order to have the
new bay inserted.
The inspector-in-charge carried out
certain experiments with the gas-valves

which showed that, when tilted to an
angle of four degrees or more, the valves
opened. This meant that when the
ship experienced weather which caused
her to roll through this or a larger
angle, gas would escape. His examination of the gas-bags revealed that, with
the alteration in the wiring system,
the points of fouling now amounted
to thousands. He was not in favour
of padding, as covering the metal with
pads would cause corrosion. He recommended that, until these very serious
faults were rectified, no further " permit
to fly " be granted. This really meant
altering the hull structure, so it was
decided to continue with the padding.
When applying for authority to
commence work upon inserting the new
bay, it was pointed out that even by
working day and night the ship would
not be ready before the end of
September, and that it would then be
necessary to carry out certain trials—
one of 24 hours under adverse weather
conditions, one of 48 hours, and also
full - speed trials. The completion of
such trials would depend upon the
weather prevailing. Lord Thomson in
a minute wrote : " I must insist on the
programme for the Indian flight being

adhered to as I have made my plans
accordingly." The Secretary of State had
arranged to he back in England on
October 18 or 19 in order to take part
in the Imperial Conference on the 20th.
The work was completed on
September 25, and two days later her
" lift and trim " was ascertained. She
now had a " useful lift " of 49-3 tons.
On October i she came out of the shed,
and at 4.30 p.m. her eleventh and last
trial flight began. This final trial
ended after 16 hours 51 minutes. No
full - speed tests were done, and the
flight was carried out in perfect weather.
At 6.36 p.m. on October 4, 193o,
Riot slipped from the mooring tower
at Cardington and commenced her
flight to India. She had on board
54 people and 25 tons of fuel. She had
taken on board gf tons of water, but
just before starting and while at the
tower she dropped four tons of this.
The wind was blowing in gusts and its
force increasing, and the barometer
had been falling all day. The airship
gradually rose to i,000 feet, and Mr.
Leech, one of the survivors, noted that
she rolled and pitched more than
before. At 8.21 p.m. she was over
London ; it was now raining, and the

END OF A CHAPTER
This photograph of Britain's great £562,000 airship as she appeared the day after her final
death dive shows the extraordinary mass of tangled wreckage scattered on the lonely hillside. On the edge of the wood lie the remains of the passengers' quarters, which were
completely destroyed. Only one man witnessed the catastrophe
' Daily Mirror

wind blowing at a rate of 25 miles per
hour. At 9.35 p.m., when she crossed
the coast at Hastings, it was raining
hard, with a strong south-westerly wind.
Evidence concerning her flight across
the Channel shows that she was extremely low over the water. At times
she got lower, the officer-of-the-watch
himself taking the elevator wheel and
pulling the ship up s,000 feet. At
11.36 p.m., when the airship crossed
the French coast at Pointe de St.
Quentin, the wind was steadily increasing. She received her position
from Le Bourget at 1.51 a.m. and was
then, according to this, one kilometre
north of the landing ground at Beauvais.
At 2 a.m. Rio' passed east of this
town and a few minutes later got into
a long and rather steep dive lasting
half a minute. This would bring her
several hundred feet nearer the ground,
but she was brought out of the dive
by the action of the elevators being put
hard up. However, she immediately
got into a second dive, which brought
her nose first to the ground, when she
at once burst into flames.
As we have seen, important novelties
in design were introduced in the construction of this ship without the
opportunity of full-scale tests, which
would have revealed their faults. There
was repeated evidence of her increasing
heaviness in flight, no doubt due to
insufficient lift, chafing gas - bags and
extremely sensitive gasvalves, all of which had
been pointed out and
condemned. No trial
flight had taken place
in adverse weather, or
had been of such a duration as to expose other
possible dangers.
On her last flight we
know she rolled and
pitched more than ever;
her gas-bags must have
chafed, and, in addition,
with gas-valves on either
side which opened at
every roll, she would
have been releasing gas
all the time. She was,
therefore, becoming
steadily heavier until,
now thoroughly " waterlogged," she received, in
the gusty weather then
prevailing, a " downward
dunt " from which she
had not now the buoyancy to recover, and so
crashed to her destruction on the lonely hillside
a few miles from the
ancient town of Beauvais.
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